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DUNGLISON’S PHYSIOLOGY.#
CAREY, LEA BLANCHARD have lately published a second edition 'of
Human Physiology, illustrated by numerous engravings. By Robley Dungli-
son, M. D., Professor ofTherapeutics, Materia Medica, Hygiene, and Medical
Jurisprudence in the University of Maryland, &.C.&.C. (Now Professor of the
Institutes of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence in Jefferson Medical College,
Philadelphia.) In two vols. 8vo.

“ It is the most complete and satisfactory system of Physiology in the English
language. It will add to the already high reputation of the author. We feel
warranted in recommending the work to the studentof physiology as being one
of the very best text books with which we are acquainted; while we are persuaded
its very superior merits will command for it a place in every medical library."
American Journal of the Medical Sciences.
“A work, like this, so abounding in important facts, so correct in its princi-

ples, and so free from errors arising from prejudice to favourite opinions, will be
cordially received and extensively consulted by the profession, and by all who arc
desirous of a knowledge of the functions of the human body; and those who are
the best qualified to judge of its merits, will pronounce it the best work ofthe kind
in the English language.”

—

Silliman.
“ This >s 8 work of no common standing; it is characterised by much learning

and research, contains a vast amount of important matter, and’ is written by a
scholar and a man of taste. We are indined to think that it will be placed by
gentTal consent at the head of the systems of Physiology, now cxlant in the
cmglish language. Nor are we prepared to say that, all things considered its
superior exists in any language. It has a character of its own, and is a true
Anglo-American production, unsophisticated by gairish foreignism.” Transylva-
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ADVERTISEMENT.

numerous and multifarious as they pre, are handled with learning, judgment,
and skill. The chief value of the performance (the highest, indeed, that it could

possess) consists in its being practical in matter, and perfectly 'perspicuous in

style and manner. * * Having felt ourselves justified in remarking, on a for-

mor occasion, that we considered Professor Dunglison’s System of Human Phy-
siology the best in the English language, it is gratifying to us to be able to say
the same, now, of his ‘Elements of Hygiene.’ We know of no other work on the

subject which the English reader can peruse with equal advantage. * *

“ We shall close this article by again very cordially commending the Elements
of Hygiene to public attention.”— Transylvania Journal of Medicine, Vol. 8, No. 4.

“ In Professor Dunglison’s ‘Elements of Hygiene,’ the reader will find a great

variety of very useful information on all the branches of the subject The remarks

on the different kinds of food and drink, are among the best which I have met
with.” Dr. A. Combe , Physiology of Digestion, See. 1836. New York edition,

p. 270.

GENERAL THERAPEUTICS.

General Therapeutics, or Principles of Medical Practice, with tables of the chief

remedial agents and their preparations, and of the different poisons and their

antidotes. By Robley Dunglison, M. D. &c. &c. One volume, large 8vo.

“There being at present before the public several American works on Thera-

peutics, written by physicians and teachers of distinction, it might be deemed un-

just in us, and would certainly be invidious, to pronounce any one of them supe-

rior to the others. We shall not, therefore, do so. If there be, however, in the

English language, any work of the kind more valuable than that we have been

examining, its title is unknown to us.

“We hope to be able to give such an account of the work aS will strengthen the

desire and determination of our readers to seek for a farther acquaintance with

it, by a candid perusal of the volume itself. And, in so doing, we offer them an

assurance that they will be amply rewarded for their time and labour.”

—

Tran-

sylvania Journal, Vol. IX. No. 3. Dec. 1836.

“ Few writers in^pur profession have been more industrious than Professor

Dunglison, and fewer still have sustained themselves equally well in the course

of so many practical publications. From the hasty perusal which we have given

it, we are inclined to think that it possesses equal if not superior merit to any

which have preceded it from the prolific pen of its author.

* * It shows the^Iearning and research of its author on every page, and as

an eclectic production it will bear comparison with similar works in any country.

We would advise our readers to purchase and peruse it for themselves.”— Western

Journal of the Medical Sciences, No. XXXVIII. p. 252, for September, 1836.

LATELY PUBLISHED IN BOSTON, AND FOR SALE BY ALL THE BOOKSELLERS,

A new Dictionary of Medical Science and Literature, containing a concise ac-

count of the various subjects and terms; with the synonymes in different lan-

guages, and formulae for various officinal and empirical preparations, etc. etc.

BvjRobley Dunglison, M. D. etc. etc. In two volumes, octavo, containing above

120b pages.

i “ This is an excellent compilation, and one that cannot fail to be very much

referred to. It is the best medical lexicon in the English language that lias yet

appeared. We do not know any volume which contains so much information in a

small compass. Altogether, we can recommend to every medical man to have

| this work by him, as the cheapest and best dictionary of reference he can have.

London Medical and Surgical Journal.
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PREFACE. •
*

i

'

In this humble production, as in tfie Author’s

more elaborate works on Physiology, Hygiene, and

Therapeutics, and in his Medical Dictionary, his

sole aim has been utility. He has been desirous

of facilitating the labours of the young student in

prosecuting a difficult profession, without any ex-

pectation that his labours would meet with much
regard from the more advanced.

From an early period of his professional career,

the Author has been so situated, that every effort

has been directed to the advancement of the stu-

dent, and if he has smoothed away difficulties from

his path, he feels himself amply repaid. He seeks

—he desires—no other commendation.

In all his productions, he has endeavoured to com-
pile, from the best sources, the facts and reflections,

which may be looked upon as constituting the ex-

isting state of the science, without wandering
into idle speculation, which wrould be obviously out
of place in works destined as text-books for the in-
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struction of the tyro, and for reference to the more

advanced student, although they might communi-

cate to his volumes a greater appearance of origi-

nality. In all cases, however, he has exerted his

best judgment, either in adopting the opinions of

others, or in. opposing them, where accordance did

not appear to be admissible.

The present work originated in the applications,

made to the Author for his opinions, as to the best

method of study for one about to enter upon profes-

sional life, as well as for one engaged in its pro-

secution. Not long ago, he received a letter

from a young gentleman, requesting such informa-

tion, and asking the Author’s permission for pro-

mulgating it to the world. This was declined; but

the proposition had some influence in producing

the present observations on Medical Education.

Parts of them likewise formed portions of an intro-

ductory, and of a valedictory, lecture, delivered to

his class, in November and February last, copies of

which were formally solicited for publication; soli-

citations which he respectfully declined, wishing

that they might appear before them in a more useful

shape.

The whole of his observations apply to the Study

of Medicine as taught in this country. The Au-

thor has entered into no speculations as to what
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Medical Education ought to be. The work is

intended simply as some guide to the American

medical student, who too frequently is totally un-

informed as to the course he ought to pursue—not

only when he commences to read upon his profes-

sion, but when he enters a Medical College for the

prosecution of his studies there.

Restricted as the subject of the volume may be

regarded, it constitutes, in the medical institutions

of some countries, the duties of a separate chair. In

Berlin, there are two Professors, regularly occupied

through the winter session in teaching. Ilecker,

one of the ‘Ordinary Professors,’ who teaches pub-

licly ‘ Encyclopocdiam et Methodologiam Medicam’

every Wednesday and Saturday,—and Kranichfeld,

one of the Extraordinary Professors, who lectures on
‘ Medical Methodology’ every Tuesday and Thurs-

day.*

In the Bibliographical department, the Author
has been anxious to give the student a short ac-

count of several of the books in the English lan-

guage-indigenous and imported—which are placed

before him in the ordinary bookstores, or which

Index lectionum quae auspiciis Regis augustissimi Frederici
Guilelmi Tertii in universitate litteraria Frederici Guilelmi per
semestre hibernum A. D. MDCXXXV. MDGCCXXXVI, &c . &c.
instituentur. p. 12, & p. 14.
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he sees, from time to time, advertised in the cata-

logues. It has always appeared to him, that the

brief Bibliography, in the second volume of the work

on Natural Philosophy, of Dr. Thomas Young,

—

one of the most accomplished physicians, by the

way, that ever graced the ranks of the profession

—

was far from being the least useful portion.

In this part of the volume, the Author has said

nothing of the valuable works of antiquity, or of the

standard polygraphic productions of such men as

Boerhaave, Haller, Sydenham, Cullen, Rush,

and others. Their character is too well known to

render comment necessary.

IlOBLEY DUNGLISON.

Girard Street
,

Philadelphia^ March 11
,
1837 .
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MEDICAL METHODOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY EDUCATION.

The subject of practical education has occupied the

attention of every enlightened nation, and has ever been

one of intense interest to the reflecting portion of this

country. It has been a universally received axiom, that

the foundation of a republic must be in the information

of its people, and that, whilst the monarchical govern-

ments of other countries may be successfully adminis-

tered by an oligarchy of intelligence, a government

—

like that of the United States—cannot be carried on

without an extensive diffusion of knowledge amongst

those who have to select its very machinery. The po-

litical circumstances of a country will, also, modify,

most importantly, the course of instruction; and that

system, which is adopted in the old universities of Ox-

ford, Cambridge, and Dublin, in a nation in which the

law of primogeniture exists, where wealth is entailed

in families, and where the colleges themselves are richly

endowed, may be impracticable, or impolitic, in a coun-

try not possessing such incentives. Education must,

therefore, be suited to the country, and a long period

must elapse before we can expect to have individuals

1
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as deeply instructed as in those universities, although

the mass of the community may be more enlightened.

We have no benefices, no fellowships with fixed sti-

pends, to offer those who may devote themselves to

the profound study of certain subjects. In England

and Ireland, it is by no means uncommon for a stu-

dent to remain at college until he is twenty-two or

twenty-three years of age, in the acquisition of his

preliminary education, or of those branches that are

made to precede a course of professional study—the

whole period of his academic residence being consu-

med in the study of these branches; but, in this country,

such a course would be as unadvisable as it is generally

impracticable. The equal division of property pre-

cludes any extensive accumulation of wealth in fami-

lies: the youth are compelled to launch early into life:

the more useful subjects of study have to be selected,

and the remainder are postponed as luxuries, to be ac-

quired, should circumstances admit of indulgence

In no country are the colleges or higher schools so

numerous, in proportion to the population, as in the

United States. There are not fewer, perhaps, than

eighty-five schools capable of conferring degrees; yet,

an erroneous inference would be drawn, were we to

affirm, that the education of a nation is always in a di-

rect ratio with the number of its higher schools. Such

would be the fact did these institutions assume an ele-

vated standard in the distribution of their highest ho-

nours, and were the condition of the intermediate

schools such, that the youth could be sent to the uni-

versity so prepared as to be able to cultivate his stu-

dies there to the greatest advantage. Unfortunately,

in many parts of the United States, the condition ol
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the intermediate schools and academies has oeen grie-

vously neglected; so that the authorities of the univer-

sities have been compelled to lower their standard, and

to admit students totally unprepared for more advan-

ced studies. In this way, many of the higher schools

have degenerated into mere gymnasia, or ordinary

academies. This circumstance, with the multiplica-

tion of institutions capable of conferring degrees, has

been attended with the additional evil, that, in some,

the highest honours have been, and are, awarded for

acquirements, which would scarcely enable their pos-

sessors to enter the lowest classes in others.

Every well-devised system of general education

should combine an attention to language,—to the

sciences that relate to magnitude and numbers,—and

to those that embrace the phenomena of mind and of

matter.

Little doubt can exist in the minds of the intelligent,

that the ancient languages should form one element.

Much has been said—and will continue to be said—on
both sides of this question, into which we do not pro-

pose to enter. Admitting, however, that the Latin
language, for example, is less necessary now, than
when it was the exclusive language of the learned, and
that the modern languages have emerged from their

then Patois condition, and risen in relative importance,
a certain knowledge of that tongue, as well as of the
Greek, ought still to form part of the education of
every gentleman. The minds of youth cannot be bet-
ter engaged, during the early period of their university
career, than in becoming acquainted with the classic
models of antiquity, and practised in the habits of dis-
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crimination, which the study engenders. Whether it

should be prosecuted to the extent inculcated at the

English universities, and to the comparative exclusion

of other subjects, is another question. In this country,

at least, the course would be injudicious, and unfea-

sible. In the very earliest copy of the enactments of

the University of Virginia, it was determined, by its

illustrious founder, and his able associates, that no di-

ploma should be given, in any of the schools of the

university, to any one, who had not passed such an

examination in the Latin language, as had proved him

able to read the highest classics in that language, with

ease, thorough understanding, and just quantity. “ And

if he be also a proficient in Greek,” adds the enact-

ment, “ let that too be stated in the diploma; the inten-

tion being, that the reputation of the university shall

not be committed but to those, who, to an eminence

in some one or more of the sciences taught in it, add

a proficiency in those languages, which constitute the

basis of a good education, and are indispensable to fill

up the character of a ‘ well educated man.’ ”

Without dwelling on the unreasonableness of deny-

ing a diploma to one who has a sufficient knowledge of

mathematics, or chemistry, or of natural or moral phi-

losophy, because he may not be thoroughly acquainted

with Latin, it is surprising that the regulation should

not have struck that learned and philosophic indivi-

dual, as constituting a total prohibition to graduation

in certain departments. To be able “ to read the

highest classics in the Latin language with ease,

thorough understanding, and just quantity,” would, ot

itself, require as much time as the majority of Ameri-

can youths are capable of devoting to their collegiate
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instruction. Accordingly, the Faculty of Professors,

early and judiciously suggested a modification of the

rule relating to graduation, which was at once adopted

by the Board of V isiters. As it now stands, it merely

requires, that every candidate for graduation in any of

the schools, shall give the Faculty satisfactory proof

of his ability to write the English language correctly.

The ancient languages should certainly form one

element of general education, and this, we believe, is

conceded in most, if not in all the universities of this

country, as regards the attainment of a university de-

gree. As little doubt can there be with regard to ma-

thematics, which has, in some institutions, been es-

teemed the study of primary importance. The utility

of a certain acquaintance with numbers, and magni-

tude, is obvious in every department of life; but the

greatest advantage from the study is the precision and
accuracy, which it gives to the reasoning powers.

When the student has attained this more elementary

instruction, he is capable of undertaking satisfactorily

the study of physics, and of becoming acquainted with

the bodies that surround him, and the laws that govern
them, as well as of entering upon the science of moral
philosophy, and of comprehending the interesting sub-

ject of his own psychology.

These would seem to be the only departments of
knowledge, that need be required for the attainment
ol a university degree. They comprise an acquaint-
ance with the ancient classics, and the philosophy of
language, as well as with mathematical, physical, and
metaphysical lacts and reasonings; and their acquisi-
tion enables the student to enter upon professional or
political life with every advantage. Nothing, it will

1
*
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lie observed, has been said of the modern languages.

The valuable stores to be deduced from these, espe-

cially from the French and German, are of themselves

attractions, which render collegiate compulsion or re-

commendation unnecessary. No one can now be es-

teemed well educated, who is thoroughly ignorant of

them.

Thus far we have spoken of the requisites for a

collegiate degree of graduate in the arts. It would

be well, were every one—who is destined fora profes-

sional or other calling—capable of spending so much

time at college as to pass through this prescribed

course. But it unfortunately, too often, happens, that

the means or the inclinations of the student, or of his

parent or guardian, do not permit this. Still, although

lie may be denied the acquisition of honors, his studies

ought to be made to embrace those departments of

knowledge, which are required for a degree; and he,

who is unable to avail himself of collegiate instruction,

should endeavour, as far as practicable, when his op-

portunities will permit, to improve himself in those

departments.

When the Faculty of the University of Virginia re-

commended, that no student should be permitted to

graduate in any school of that Institution, unless he

could give them satisfactory proofs of his ability to

Avritethe English language correctly, the recommenda-

tion fhight seem to have been a work of supererogation,

inasmuch as it might be presumed, that every one, be-

fore entering a higher school, had attended sufficiently

to this matter. It is but too true, however, that the

student is received into many of the colleges, after he
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lias been employed in scraping together a few Greek

and Latin words and phrases, although he may be

lamentably ignorant of the literature, structure, and

even of the commonest principles of the orthography

of his own tongue. The organization of our colleges

is defective in not having a department of English lan-

guage, in which the studies of Rhetoric, and the Eng-

lish classics, may be pursued practically. A chair, em-

bracing these objects, should be established in all the

higher schools, and a certain degree of proficiency, in

the subjects taught in it, should be preliminary to every

collegiate attainment. It would be an instructive and
delightful study to trace back, as far as possible, the lan-

guage of Britain to its aboriginal condition, and to fol-

low up the changes impressed upon it, by the Keltic, Go-
thic, Roman, Saxon, Belgic, Danish and Norman inva-

ders; the investigation being accompanied by elucida-

tive references to the literature of the different periods.

The poetry, romances, and the drama would constitute

inquiries of abundant interest and information. To
these might be added didactic and rhetorical exercises

for improving the student in the practice of writing,

not merely accurately, but readily, elegantly, and per-

spicuously. Such a professorship w-as wisely estab-
lished in the University of London; but the example
has not been followed by many—if by any—of the
higher schools on this side of the Atlantic. Yet it is

lamentable to observe the ignorance of the vernacular,
frequently displayed in the inaugural theses of candi-
dates for distinction, not only in our literary, but in
our professional schools. The composition is often not
only objectionable in point of style; but its orthographi-
cal inaccuracies are discreditable to the industry and
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observation of the author; and it might be fairly in-

ferred, that if he be faulty in these respects, the defect

may extend to subjects of yet greater moment.*

The education of the youth, who is intended for the

medical profession, should be essentially that adapted

for the well educated gentleman. There is no avoca-

tion that requires such fertility of resources; none that

more demands all those facilities, which an acquaintance

with the various kinds of reasoning above mentioned

bestows. The study of medicine is essentially physico-

moral. It demands, consequently, both physical and

metaphysical reasoning: yet how few are there, who

enter upon the study, whose minds have been properly

tutored for its investigation. It is a prevalent belief,

and as erroneous as it is prevalent, that a less degree

of talent is required for a physician than for a lawyer;

and, strange enough! we sometimes hear a parent

speak of placing a son—of the strength of whose in-

tellectual powers he has some doubt—to the study of

medicine, because he is apprehensive that his talents

might not enable him to succeed in the profession of

the law. Occasionally, too, we hear the remark, that

a certain individual ‘ has a natural turn for physic;’

is ‘ born, as it were, a physician.’ The profession of

the law doubtless requires some capabilities, which

that of medicine does not, to the same extent at least;

but no department of science or of art demands greater

judgment, a higher reach of intellectual qualifications,

or a deeper preparation, by physical and moral culture,

•* On the subject of college education and discipline, see an article,

by the author, in the American Quarterly Review , Vol. ix. p. 283.
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than medicine; and this has been the opinion of some

of the brightest ornaments of science and literature.

Some persons may take greater delight than others in

the study. Some may attain a knowledge of its facts

and principles with greater facility than others; but it

need hardly be said, that he, who has not a mind adapt-

ed for reasoning, and for judging, on other difficult to-

pics of physical and moral inquiry, cannot possess these

powers in reference to the intricate machinery and ac-

tions of the human frame, in health and disease; and it

may be laid down as incontrovertible, that he whose

intellectual manifestations are generally feeble, cannot

carry with him the necessary qualifications to the bed

of sickness.

By the common consent of cultivated nations, the

Greek has been selected as the language for the for-

mation of the different compound terms employed in

science; and hence—if on no other account—the utility

of the medical student’s being acquainted, to a certain

extent, with that language. Independently of the ad-

vantage, which it gives him, of being able to peruse the

works of the tathers ot physic, in the language which
they spake and wrote, it enables him to comprehend
the various terms of science, and to store them in his

mind with much greater ease, than when the medical
vocabulary is placed before him without such a valua-
ble aid to memory. In this respect, however, it affords

him facilities only. A want of acquaintance with the

Greek shuts off altogether the perusal of the writers in

that language from the pupil of science, but it does not
altogether preclude—although it may impede—the ac-
quisition of medical technology, any more than a want
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of acquaintance with the Anglo-Saxon precludes the

attainment of a knowledge of English.

A certain knowledge of the sister language of anti-

quity, the Latin, is yet more necessary than of the

Greek. In this country, and in Great Britain, espe-

cially in the latter, the custom is to write the prescrip-

tions in that tongue; but some of the continental na-

tions of Europe have discarded it, and now employ,

exclusively, their vernacular. A good deal, as shall

be shown hereafter, may be said in favour of adhering

to the ancient practice. At present, it is enough to

say, that no young man is fit to enter the office of

either the physician or the surgeon, unless he is so far

acquainted with the Latin language as to be able to

comprehend, after a little instruction, the various di-

rections that may be given for the preparation of ex-

temporaneous and officinal formulae. Serious accidents

have arisen from ignorance on this point. Sixteen

years ago, an action of slander arose between two

medical practitioners—the plaintiff an apothecary, and

the defendant a physician—which proceeded from the

latter having prescribed some laxative medicine for a

nervous and costive old lady. The prescription, after

directing the constituents of the medicine, added, “ llc-

petatur si opus sit The apothecary being absent, and

his apprentice just from school, instead of construing

the prescription properly, “ to be repeated if occasion

should require,” or, “ if it should be necessary;” or, in

other words, “ if the first dose should not operate,”

wrote on the label, “ to be repeated if it operates.”

The old lady, consequently, after having experienced

the effect of the first dose, took another, and repeated

it again and again, until she swooned from exhaustion.
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In alarm, the physician was sent for, who incautiously

exclaimed, and afterwards repeated to others, “ Cole-

man has killed my patient!” For this, the action was

brought, and forty shillings damages, and about two

hundred pounds costs, were awarded to the plaintiff.*

In another case, a medicine was directed by the

physician to be given to a newly delivered female, and

to be repeated, “ pro rc nata,” or, “as occasion may
arise.” This is said to have been translated by an

ignorant compounder—“ for the little thing just born,”

which thus became the receiver of that which was in-

tended for the parent.t

The diplomas, and even the examinations, are yet

couched, in some countries, in Latin, although many
innovations have been effected in this respect. As re-

gards the diploma, the University of Virginia has com-
menced the innovation of writing it in English, so that

it may be intelligible to every one. It has been ar-

gued, in favour of these documents being in Latin, that

it is a universal language with the learned, and there-

fore, that a diploma in this language will be under-

stood every where: but this is not an argument of
much practical weight. How rarely can it happen,
that this will apply to a graduate of any of the univer-
sities of the United States: on the other hand, the
practice, at present pursued in most of our colleges,

might lead to much imposture. Howr easy, for in-

stance, for one who has a master’s degree, or who has
the diploma of membership in a medical society, to

* Chitty’s Medical Jurisprudence, American edition, p. II. Note.

t “Tirocinium medicum,” &c. &c„ by Wm. Chamberlaine, mem-
ber of the Royal College of Surgeons, &c. London, 1812

. p. 76 .
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palm it upon the uninstructcd for a doctor’s; whilst, if

the diploma were written plainly and concisely in En-

glish, no fraud could succeed. Besides, there is, too

often, a style of composition any thing but Ciceronian.

The object of a medical diploma is to satisfy the

community, amongst whom a physician may settle,

that he has gone through a prescribed course of study,

and has proved himself capable of practising his pro-

fession. It is, in many places, a permission to prac-

tise; although, in some of the states of the union, a

farther diploma is necessary before he is regularly

licensed to pursue his avocation. Such is the case,

also, in London, and within seven miles of it. Every

graduate ofevery university—with the exception of Ox-

ford, Cambridge, and Trinity College, Dublin—is com-

pelled to subject himself to an examination before the

Fellows of the Royal College of Physicians of Lon-'

don, in order to be permitted to practise within the

limits mentioned. In the state of Maryland, the gra-

duates of the University of Maryland are allowed to

practise without undergoing any examination; but this,

we believe, is a privilege to the state university only.

No graduate of any other college of the union, or of

any other country, can exercise his calling, without be-

coming one of the ‘permissi.' A similar law exists in

Massachusetts. No one, who is not a doctor in me-

dicine of Harvard University, is a licensed practi-

tioner in that State, until he has passed an examina-

tion before the Massachusetts Medical Society.

The form of the Maryland license is as follows:

—
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jFacultas iWrtdcn ct ©Mntrflfca ^WnruIanWcic,
ANNO DOMINI MDCCXCIX, CONSTITUTA,

OMNIBUS AD QUOS PRJESENTES LITERS PERVENE-
RINT,

Saltttrm.
<&ttUm in charta nostril nobis concessum et confirmatum fuit, ut

eos qui se literis bonis et artium liberalium studiis pracipue ornave-
rint, nostni j^itCUltiltfS gradibus decoremns et quuin in ejus modi
honorem tales imprimis viros evehi volumus, qui nobis caeterisque

literarum studiosis, exempla praclara praebeant. Quumque orna-
tissimum virum nobis amplissima periliac, doctrinae et virtu-

tis documents peradmodum commenjarunt. Idcirco, supra dictae

JfaCUltntfS auctoritate, conspirantibus suflragiis, eundem hujusce
iFantltetfs Socfunt creavimus et constituimus, eumque virtute
praesentis Diplomat!*, singulis juribus, privdegiis, et honoribus, huic
ordini quaqua pertinentibus, frui et gaudere jussimus.

Kit cujus re i testimonium sigillu in Facultatis pracsentibus apponi
fecimus nostraque noraina infra scripsimus.

Datum Baltimorii, die mensis
, Anno Mundi salutis

,

£ Perquisitores.
“ ~ Prases.

J Scriba.

The necessity for a local document, like the above,
being in Latin cannot well be urged on any ground
except custom. It entitles the individual to’ practise
in the State of Maryland, and in that State only; and,
therefore, on every ground, the vernacular ought to
have been chosen. The document is liable, too, to
the objection that may be urged against almost every
thing ot the kind, ot unnecessary verbiage, leading to
manifest injustice. It intended for those only “ qui sc
literis bonis et artium liberalium studiis prcecipue ornave-
nnt”—for the “ornatissimi viri” alone,—the expressions
must necessarily be incorrect as to some who have ob-
tained it. In this respect, then, if in no other, the con-
ception of the document is faulty

2
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Similar objections are applicable to the generality

of Diplomas issued from our medical and other col-

leges. The following is one of the most respectable of

them.

mm
OMNIBUS AD QU08 HAS LITERS FERVENERINT,

Salutini.
<0,ttUm vrr ornatus et summis animi dotibus instructus

postquam pleno gradu arti medicas studuisset, nos honores academicos

poposcerit, seque periculum sui facere in rebus medicis paratum

ostenderit; per universam cum medicinam examiqavimus.

Kit qt(0 periculo cum scientiarum ac medendi artis se abunde peri-

tum probaverit, nos dictum Medicina: Doctorem creandum

et declarandum censuimus, eumquc Medicinal Doctorem creavimus et

declaravimus, et his literis SOCtOrent constituimus, atqqe apud

omnes haberi et appellari volumus.

3E((1UC facultatem plenissimam damus de re medica docendi et

consultandi, et denique tarn medicinae theoreticae quam prhcticae mu-

nera ubicunque terrarum excercendi, et omnes simul honores et jura,

et privilegia ei concedimus quae MediciniE J3eCt0lt usquam gen-

tium concedentur.

Xlt qttOtUnt fidem literis hisce sigillo ^CtlhClUlilC communimu-

nitis nomina nostra subscripsimus,

33atttm ©fttU ,
mensis * SlltttO Domfttf. •

Signed by the trustees and the professors of the medical Depart-

ment of tire University.

All these diplomas are in the complimentary diction

observed by the older Institutions of Europe, a diction

which no one would think of employing, were he com-

pelled to furnish a document of the kind in English.

Besides, what is the value of the ‘tnr ornatus et summis

animi' dotibus instructus, ’ when applied to every one,

who gains his degree;, some of whom, it is well known,
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in spite of every endeavour of the examiners to exe-

cute their duty faithfully, will occasionally pass, with-

out being by any means ‘ abunde periti"
1

in their profes-

sion. Were the candidate for graduation compelled

to write his own diploma in good Latin, and were it

known, that he did so write it, there might be this

plea for adhering to ancient usages—that it would en-

courage the medical student to pay proper attention to

his preliminary classical education; but this, as is well

known, is not the case; and it is equally well known,

that many a young man receives his degree, who is

incapable of translating his diploma into English.

Such being the fact, no matter what may be the

fancy, we think it more judicious, that the diploma

should be written in English. Already it is so, as has

been said, in one University of this country; and the

same course has been pursued by the Royal College of

Surgeons, and by tbe Society of Apothecaries, of Eng-
land; the apothecary, there, being a kind of sub-physi-

cian, required to attend regular courses of prescribed

lectures, and to subject himself to an examination for

licence, before he can practise his profession in any
part of England or Wales. He is the regular family

attendant, the physician being called upon mainly in

cases of consultation. The apothecary, too, prepares
his own prescriptions as well as those of the physician,

—in short, practises upon the plan pursued by, all our
country physicians, and by many of those in the towns.
The diplomas of those corporations are simple, but

sufficient. They have the merit, too, of being written
in good English, and of being intelligible to all. The
following is that of the Royal College of Surgeons.
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Know all men by these, presents, that We, the Court of Exami-
ners of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, have deliberately

examined Mr.
, and have found him to be fit and capable to

exercise the Art and Science of Surgery.

M e, therefore, admit him a member of the college, and authorize
him to practise the said art and science accordingly.

In witness whereof, we have subscribed our names; and have
caused the common Seal of the College to be fixed thereunto.

Dated the day of
, in the year of our Lord .

Signed by the Masters, Governors, &c.

The diploma of the Apothecaries’ Society, of Lon-
don, is equally simple.

the (Court OC Epanthters, chosen by the Master,

Wardens, and Assistants of the Society of the Art and Mystery of

Apothecaries, of the City of London, in pursuance of a certain act of

Parliament, passed in the 55th year of the reign of his Majesty

King George the Third, entitled an act for better regulating the practice

of apothecaries throughout England and Wales, do hereby, by virtue

of the power, and authority in us vested by the said act, certify, that

has been by us carefully and deliberately examined as to his

skill and abilities in the science and practice of medicine, and as to

his fitness and qualification to practise as an apothecary, and we do

hereby, for and on behalf of the Master, "Wardens, aud Society,

farther certify that the said is duly qualified to practise as

an apothecary.

Dated the day of . Apothecaries’ Hall, London.

Signed by the Board of Examiners.

These testimonials are altogether to the point.

They depose only as to the evidence of knowledge

exhibited by the candidate for graduation, on his ex-

amination. They say nothing as to the other intellec-

tual and the moral qualifications of the individual, of

which the board of examiners can rarely know any

thing. We have before us the diploma of the “ Medi-

cal Society of London,” the oldest of that metropolis,
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and, for that reason perhaps, written in Latin; and if

we are to credit its assertions, the members of the

society must be most distinguished, for their qualities

of head and heart,—every one of the “ Socii,” being

admitted “ cum propter magna in ortcm ApoUineam

merita
,
turn propter summam humanitatem suavissimos-

epie mores." The value of the testimonial is, however,

greatly diminished by the fact, that these words arc

the standing portion of the document, and that when

a new member is elected, on the proposition of some

one or two of the body, his name is inserted in the

blank, whatever may be his mental or moral manifes-

tations. On the ground, then, of honesty, the testi-

monial is defective, and, were the sentence in English,

the objection would be so glaring, that its retention

would probably be vindicated by no one. Yet, being

written in Latin, it is tolerated; and the toleration af-

fords some ground for the remark cited by Chitty,

“ that perhaps a mouthful of nonsense sounds better

in Latin, or other dead language, than in English.”*

How much preferable is the simple Diplome of the

sister society of Paris—written in the vernacular of

the country.

Societe de Medecine dc Paris, institute te 22 Mars, 1796.

DIPLOME.

La Soci4t6 de Medecine de Paris, procedant aux termes de ses re-

glemens, a dans sa Seance du , mil huit cent
, nomine

(Membre) M. .

A Paris, le

Signed by the Members composing the Bureau de la

Societe, and its commission of administration.

*Op. citat. p. 11.

o#
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In the establishment of the University of Virginia,

the venerable customs that had prevailed for ages

were retained only when esteemed worthy of retention.

Precedent was wholly disregarded. Its diploma is

even more simple than any we have cited, vet, it is suf-

ficient for all purposes; and the mere expression, that

an individual has attained the highest honours, is pro-

perly regarded as ample evidence to the community,

that he possesses the requisite qualifications for prac-

tising his profession, and that lie is entitled to all the

rights and privileges of the doctorate. The diploma

is in English, and as follows.

aauUicrsftg of Ttrflfuta.

Mr. has this day been declared a graduate in the School

of Medicine of this gXuCbtXSCtn, with the title of Doctor of Medi-

cine.

Chairman of the Faculty

•

Professors.

Secretary of the Faculty.

A feeling of anxiety to encourage the study of the

Latin language has induced the authorities of some

colleges to offer a reward for the best Latin disserta-

tion, presented by the candidates for graduation.

Formerly, it was the custom, in every university, to

have all the inaugural dissertations written in that lan-

guage; but, in many—in this country, universally—the

plan has been abandoned, and wisely, we think, inas-

much as the authorities have no evidence whatever,

that it has been ‘ done’ into Latin by the candidate

himself. The converse, indeed, is often notoriously

the fact; and it has happened to the author, officially,

to have a condidate withdraw his dissertation, from
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compunctions of conscience, and admit, at the same

time, that it was not his own composition.

A much better course, for testing the classical at-

tainments of the candidate lor honours, is that fol-

lowed in many medical institutions—of requiring him

to translate passages from some author, as from Cel-

sus, or the Pharmacopoeias; or of conducting the exa-

mination altogether, or in part, in Latin; yet, there

are objections to the last method, inasmuch as it is

difficult to vary the questions sufficiently, and to go

into as full an examination as may be necessary to

test the medical qualifications. The plan may enable

the examiners to judge of the student’s acquaintance

with the Latin language, but much farther it cannot

go. Impressed with such views, the practice of exa-

mining in the dead languages, for graduation, has been

abandoned in the University of Edinburgh, and we be-

lieve in the Scottish universities generally. It is doubt-

ful, however, whether the total abandonment of every

form of classical examination may not have had a sim-

ilar effect to that which was ascribed by Lord Ellenbo-

rough to the statute requiring pleadings, proceedings,

and records to be in English—that it has rendered

attorneys and their clerks still more ignorant of the

Latin language, and has caused the literature #f the

inferior part of the profession of the law to retrograde.

We have said, that in this country, and in Great
Britain—especially in the latter—it is the custom to

write the prescriptions in Latin. Attempts have been
made to abolish this practice; but, although they
have not succeeded in the United States, the ma-
jority of physicians are in the habit of writing every
other part of the prescription, except the names of the
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remedies, in English. A cause, assigned for this, is,

that the apothecaries and their assistants are usually

so badly educated, that if the directions were given in

Latin, they would be unable to translate them; but this

is a very insufficient reason, inasmuch as if all pre-

scriptions were in that tongue, the education of the

apothecary would be made to respond, and there can

be little doubt, that the effect of the present practice,

on the apothecary at least, has been similar to that

described by Lord Ellenborough as resulting to the

profession of the law from the change of practice

above referred to.

The only objection, of any weight, that has been

urged against writing the prescriptions in English, is,

that the patient might be able to detect whatever the

physician is prescribing, and that therefore in many

cases, the latter might be precluded from using reme-

dies, which he considered highly appropriate, but

against which the former might have taken up some

groundless prepossession; or that, in other cases, where

the practitioner had wished to pursue an ‘expectant’

plan, his object might be defeated by the discovery,

and conviction, on the part of the patient, of the inert-

ness of the prescribed agents.

It faas been farther urged, that the patients and their

attendants might thus ascertain the dangerous tendency

of a disorder, and, becoming alarmed, recovery might

be impeded or prevented. There is not much force,

however, in these objections. Almost all the potent

articles of "the materia medica,—indeed almost all the

articles,—have a technical name, which so strikingly

resembles the English, that there can be but little dif-

ficulty in discovering the medicine which the patient is

taking. Mercury is perhaps the therapeutical agent,
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that most frequently suggests concealment, and where

such concealment is required, the technical name, at

present generally received—

‘

Hydrargyrum ’— is cer-

tainly preferable to the English appellation,—but even

this term is of modern introduction: the Latin term,

Mercurius, having formerly been universally employed.

Moreover, the advantage of the present term is rather

in its being technical than Latin.

As to the objection against the use of English—that

patients and their attendants, by the exact knowledge

of the components of a medicine, which, they had per-

ceived, had succeeded in one or more instances, would
be apt, without due regard to the variations in disor-

ders, and in constitutions, and other varying circum-

stances, to administer the same medicine on other

occasions, when wholly inapplicable, and thereby pro-

duce the most baneful effects—it is hardly worthy of
notice. It applies, indeed, to every extemporaneous
formula, written in Latin or not. For, if such a for-

mula were to succeed in any case, the patient or his

attendants might have the prescription made up at the

apothecary’s, and applied to the supposed case, with
every evil consequence that has been suggested. Be-
sides, it is very easy for a patient to have a Latin
prescription rendered into English, and thus to obtain
all the information he may desire.

Perhaps, after all, one great cause of the continu-

ance of the present mode of writing prescriptions is,

that veneration for antiquity, which vindicates the
Latin as the language for diplomas. The whole form
ol the prescription is, indeed, a memento of bygone
periods, when Jove was invoked for his blessing on the
medicine, and when symbols—-unknown except to the
initiated—were always employed. Medicine was then
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an ‘ art or mystery;’ and the prescription of the phy-

sician, equally with the labels on the bottles and boxes

of the apothecary, conveyed the idea of that mystery,

which has been properly designated as imperfect

knowledge; but now, that this has been discarded,—that

the arcana of the science arc thrown freely open, and

that the darkness and complicated dogmas of the

schools have yielded to a better mode of reasoning

and experiment, so that what was formerly taught and

implicitly credited, as a dictum of the master, is now

exhibited perspicuously and demonstratively, and, un-

less rendered intrinsically clear and intelligible, is un-

hesitatingly rejected,—these relics of a barbarous pe-

riod ought to be discarded. If, however, the custom

be retained, it is of some moment, that the prescrip-

tions should bo creditably written. Too often, we

find a jumble of English and Latin, disgraceful to the

merest tyro. Occasionally, indeed, in works, which,

as regards their practical precepts, are looked upon

as authorities, we observe faults in the formula), that

could scarcely be expected from a boy on the fourth

form of an ordinary preparatory school. In proof of

this, the follow ing prescription is taken from the wrork

of a most respectable practitioner and professional

writer. It is a form for the tartar emetic ointment,

much used for exciting pustulation on the skin, in vari-

ous internal diseases, and it is cited from the second

edition.
, .

' ,
• f »

“ R .— Tartrite of Jlntimon. ^iss. Take Tartar emetic’ 1j drachm.

Oil of Lavender or

Essence of bergamot,t 20 drops.

Simple cerate 1 ounce.

Mix.”

01. lavend.* vel ess. lent .

f

gtt. xx.

Cerate simp. |j.

M.

* Lavahd. t Lim. t Lemon.
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In the same volume is a ‘ recipe’ for ‘ Dover’s pow-

der.’

“R.—Palv. ipecac, pulv. opii. aa. 5j.

Sulphate of potass. Jviij. M.”

And a formula for ‘ nitrous powders.’

“ R—Nitrate ofpotass, jiss.

Tartrite of antimony

,

gT. i.

Calom. ppt. gr. iv.

M. div. in viij.

Take Nitre, li drachm.

Tartar emetic, 1 grain.

Calomel, 4 grains.

Mix and divide in 8 parts.”

The Latin of the formula?, where it is attempted

throughout, is equally objectionable. We take two

specimens from the same page.

R.—Hydrnrgyr. precip. alb. 3ij.

Ess. lemon.* gat. xL

Adepsi pra-parat. £ij. M,

and

R.—Flor. Sulph. Jij.

Pulv. muriat. anjmon. 5ij.

01. menthte 3 i.

Adeps% prieparat. 3 iv. M.

The confusion of tongues, in some of the above,
will be made more manifest by writing out the pre-
scriptions at length. I hat for the 4 nitrous pow ders’

affords a good example.

Recipe.—Nitrate of potass, sesquidrachmam.

Tartrite of antimony, granum.

Oalomelanos preeparati, grana quatuor.

Misce. Divide in octo (partes.)

* Limon. t Adipia. } Do.
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The wit and sarcasm of Moliere were properly di-

rected against the physicians of his day, but we doubt,

whether he could have found better subjects for his

castigation, than the specimens of medical Latin,

which we daily meet with. The classic address of the

President of the Faculty, when he confers the doctor’s

degree on Argan, is scarcely inferior to them.

n [ ; j ntl'A '>.fuT . , ’.«W\ "\
. Av.-.W-'-— .

“ Ergo cum islo boneto

Venerabili et docto,

Dono tibi et concedo

Virtutem et puissanciam

Medicandi

Purgandi,

Seignandi,

Per$andi,

Taillandi,

Coupandi,

Etoeoidendi,

Impune per totam terram.”*

Admitting, then, that it would be most important

for every one, who enters upon the study of medicine,J
i l

’
i r

as well as upon the other learned professions, to be

able to peruse the writings of the sages of antiquity

in the languages in which they wrote, it must be

equally admitted, that where an individual has unusual

strength of mind and application he may be enabled,

after he has commenced his professional studies, and

even after he has entered upon the active duties of

his profession, to acquire a considerable knowledge of

the ancient languages, and even to become distin-

guished for his learning; whilst, again, we have many

(.hjHb'j) i JO'* ni ‘iliivi'-l .'osH'

* ‘ Le AJalade Imaginaire Intermede iii.
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signal examples, which show, that professional dis-

tinction may be attained, where the classical attain-

ments have been feeble, or where— if the preliminary

classical education has been respectable— its fruits

have not been available on occasions where they were
needed. In elucidation of these positions, reference

might be made to many individuals now living, who
are highly distinguished as divines, lawyers, and phy-

sicians, but this would be invidious. The lives of the

dead—the illustrious dead—arc matters of record:

from an attention to them we may often discover

the grounds for their distinction, and a careful inves-

tigation may depict to us defects, which prevented
them from attaining a still more commanding eleva-

tion.

There is not a Tyro in the profession, who has not
heard of the name and abilities of the late Dr. Arm-
strong, who raised himself to eminence in his profes-

sion, m London, by his talents alone. Previous to his
removal to the British Metropolis from the North of
England, he had published his valuable works on
Typhus and Puerperal Fever, and so distinguished
had they made him, that when the lady of the author’s
friend, Mr. C. I . Haden,—himself a man of literary
and professional merit,—was attacked with the latter
complaint, Mr. I laden—impressed with the fatality of
the disease, as then ordinarily treated, and having heard,
that Dr. Armstrong was in town—went from house to
house, where he was likely to obtain information con-
cerning the doctor’s lodgings, and, for a Ion" time,
without effect. Accidentally, he fell in with an indi-
vidual. who directed him to where Doctor Armstrong
resided; and to the judicious practice lie pursued, Mr.
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Haden always ascribed the recovery of the partner

of his bosom.

Tliis was almost the first case, which Dr. Armstrong

attended, after his removal to London, and it was the

nucleus of an extensive and lucrative practice. To
Mr. Haden, he was previously entirely unknown, except

by his works, proverbially the best demonstrations of

the man. Yet this distinguished individual—distin-O
guished in the annals of professional science—was

rejected, when examined before the Royal College of

Physicians of London, on account of his deficiency in

the Latin language, although he had many years pre-

viously passed his examinations for a medical degree, in

the University of Edinburgh, where the classical re-

quisitions were considered to be even higher than in

the London College. “ In the spring or summer of

1818,” says his biographer—Dr. Frank Boott*—

a

native of this country, “ Dr. Armstrong presented him-

self for examination at the London College of Physi-

cians, conformably to its regulations, which require,

that the graduate in medicine of any other University

than Oxford or Cambridge should pass the ordeal of

its favor, and obtain its licence, before entering upon

practice in London, or within a given distance. of the

metropolis. He had perhaps undervalued the estimate,

which the Board of Examiners place on classical dic-

tion, and the alphabet of the profession; for this dis-

tinguished physician, who had received a diploma from

the most efficient and most celebrated school of me-

dicine in Great Britain, who had been in successful

* ‘ Memoir of the Life and Medical Opinions of John Armstrong,

M. D.’ Lond. 1833. p. 30.
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practice eleven years, and was the author of three of

the most popular works, which the medical press of

this country, (England), had ever put forth, the fame

of which was still sounding in the periodical journals

of the day, was rejected as incompetent to continue in

the practice of his profession in London, and as unde-

serving the honor of having his name enrolled among

the members of the college.”

It was well known, that Dr. Armstrong was not re-

jected for any want of professional attainments: the

assumption of this ground would have been untenable.

The regulations of the college required, and still require,

that the candidate shall be acquainted—to a certain,

but to ho great, extent—with the Latin language, and

in this Dr. Armstrong was found deficient. The re-

jection, however, created a reaction in his favour. It

was regarded as an act of persecution, and was, thus,

one of the elements of his future success; for, a va-

cancy having occured in the London Fever Hospital,

the rules of which excluded any one, who was not a

fellow or licentiate of the college,—in order to obtain

the desirable services of one, who had written so ably

on Fever, and to show, that their conviction of Dr.

Armstrong’s professional qualifications was ample, the

governors of the institution rescinded the regulation,

and appointed him physician to that important charity.

The true cause of Dr. Armstrong’s rejection was,

doubtless, his neglect of his previous classical attain-

ments, whilst engaged in the active duties of his pro-

fession, and his confidence, that the London College
wrould not reject him on a topic, which, in no way,
involved his qualifications as a practitioner. He was,
however, mistaken. Yet to a mind, sensitive like that
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of Armstrong, how galling must this rejection have

been, especially as he was compelled to present him-

self, again, before the same tribunal, before he could

enjoy the full privileges and immunities of his calling.

This he did in the following year, when he was ad-

mitted one of the ‘ PermissV or what arc called ‘Mem-
bers’ of the College of Physicians.

But, although Armstrong had neglected his classi-

cal learning, he was, from the commencement of his

professional career, a severe student. No one felt

more than he,—to employ the language of a recent

writer on Medical Education,*—that the moment a

practitioner ceases to be a student, he is no longer

worthy of the confidence of the public, and that the

life of a physician can only be truly useful and honor-

able, when it is unremittingly employed in study, in

determining the truth of theoretical opinions by obser-

vation, and improving the value of practical sugges-

tions by the test of experience. It was in this way,

that Armstrong was,—as every distinguished man of

science must be,

—

self-made. Whatever may he the

amount of abilities, they cannot be developed without

a certain degree of application, and although this

amount may vary according to the precise capability,

no marked developernent can occur, in any case, with-

out study. It is impossible to adduce the name of a

single scientific physician, which has survived his ex-

istence, who was not through life a student. Colle-

giate honors, as has been properly observed by Mon-

taigne, may form the pedestal: it is the man that forms

* ‘Thoughts on Medical Education, addressed to the Council of

the University of London,’ by Dr. A. T. Thomson.
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the statue,—an idea, which has been repeated, in a

modified manner, by the Scottish poet,

—

“The rank is but the guinea stamp,

The man’s the gowd for a’ that.”

Academic instruction and University degrees may

place the candidate for professional eminence in the

best road for the attainment of distinction, but, unless

lie continues to toil, he can never reach what ought to

be the height of his ambition. It is to the scientific

laborer in the closet, as well as at the bedside, that me-

dicine is mainly indebted for its improvement; for, how-

ever valuable may be the services of the professional

adviser to those, who may fall under his charge,—and

whatever may be his titles to the love and admiration

of the profession and the public, for his enlightened

and honorable conduct in the exercise of his duties

—

unless he publishes the results of his observations and

reflections, they necessarily die with him. It may be

said, indeed,—and is often said,—that the physician,

who is much engaged in practice, cannot find time for

such publication; but this objection is more specious

than valid, and it is too often suggested, where there

is a deficiency in the requisite qualifications. Besides,

an overwhelming practice is not acquired until after

the lapse of a considerable period, during some por-

tion of which the inclination and the power will be

exhibited if they exist,—as the ground of excessive oc-

cupation cannot then be assumed. The truth, indeed,

is that several of the most useful practical works we
possess have emanated from persons enjoying an
amount of practice not to be attained in situations
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where the sphere is more restricted. Some of the

most valuable of the productions of Sir Astlcy Cooper

have made their appearance since he was fifty years of

age, and when he was enjoying an extent of practice,

which has never, perhaps, fallen to the lot of another

individual. So long ago as the year 1819, the author

was informed by a friend of Sir Astley, that his pro-

fessional income was twenty-two thousand five hun-

dred pounds sterling,—a larger amount than was pro-

bably ever acquired in the same time, by any member

of the profession,—of the present, or of any bygone

period.

Perhaps a more signal example of the results of

genius aided by perseverance in the pursuit of know-

ledge, and in the absence of the advantages of educa-

tion, could not be selected than that of John Hunter,

—

one of the most profound, original, and successful in-

vestigators into the mysteries of the animal economy

that ever existed,—especially when the condition ol

medical science, at the time when he ^entered upon

his useful career, is borne in mind. Hunter’s edu-

cation was extremely neglected. He was, in the first

instance, apprenticed to a cabinet maker; but, hearing

of the success of his elder brother—the celebrated Dr.

William Hunter—in London, he offered his services

to him as anatomical assistant, which were accepted,

in the year 1748, when he was 20 years old. In this

situation, he improved so rapidly, that in the following

winter he was able to undertake the office of Demon-

strator to the class. In 1755, he was admitted to a

partnership in the lectures delivered by his brother;

and, from this period, we may date the commencement
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of those labors, which have stamped him as one of

the greatest promoters of medical science that have

ever lived. The Windmill street school—originally

founded By the Hunters, and supported by the indus-

try and talents of some of the best Anatomists and

Physiologists of the British Metropolis—is a monu-
ment of their zeal for the advancement of a profes-

sion, of which they were such splendid ornaments.

From this humble commencement, aided, it is true,

by his scarcely less distinguished brother, John Hun-
ter rose to the highest scientific eminence. He was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Societies of London
and Gottingen, and of the Royal Society of Medi-
cine, and Academy of Surgery of Paris: and diedTrn

1793, Inspector General of the Hospitals and Sur-

geon General to the Army,—leaving behind him a
reputation unequalled by his predecessors, or by anv
of his countrymen, who have succeeded him in the

career of scientific glory.

“ Some when they die, die all: their mouldering clay

Is but an emblem of their memories:

The space quite closes up through which they pass’d.

That Hunter liv’d, he leaves a mark behind

Shall pluck the shining age from vulgar time,

And give it whole to late posterity.”

Independently of his various excellent works, with
which every medical student must become more or
less acquainted in the course of his professional edu-
cation, some idea may be formed of the industry of
the man, from the fact, that his museum—consisting
chiefly ol healthy and morbid preparations in human
and comparative anatomy—was sold to the British
Government for 15.000 pounds sterling, or nearly
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70,000 dollars. It now forms the basis of the exten-

sive Hunterian Museum of the Royal College of Sur-

geons of London.

To keep alive the proper remembrance of this great

man, the Hunterian oration is annually delivered in

the Hall of the Royal College of Surgeons, by one of

the most distinguished Surgeons of the Metropolis.

The chief part of Mr. Hunter’s labors appears to

have been of a professional cast, and his knowledge

was greatly confined to the efforts of his own country-

men. The deficiencies of his early education, and the

time, which he devoted to his purely professional

studies, prevented him from learning those languages,

without some knowledge of which—at the present day

at least—it is difficult to keep pace with the progress

of medical science.

In the late Dr. John Mason Good, who died not lon-

ger ago than the year 1827, we have an illustrative

instance of the practicability of acquiring high pro-

fessional distinction, with the most exalted reputation

for literary attainments, where the preliminary educa-

tion must evidently have been limited,—from the fact,

that, at the early age of fifteen, he quitted the house

of his father, who had the pastoral charge of an Inde-

pendent church and congregation, at Epping, in Essex,

—and who, at the same time, superintended the educa-

tion of a few young gentlemen,—to be apprenticed to

a surgeon-apothecary. Prior to this, he had obtained

some knowledge of the Latin, Greek, and French lan-

guages, but he had none of the advantages of colle-

giate instruction. So ardent, however, was he, in the

pursuit of knowledge, and so desirous of acquiring it
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through every available channel, that he applied him-

self—whilst acquiring a knowledge of his profession

—

not only to the study of different Teutonic, Romanic,

and Sclavonic languages, but also of many of the

Oriental.

At the age of 26, he commenced the study of He-
brew, of which he soon acquired a clear, and critical

knowledge: and seven years after this, be began his

translation of Lucretius, for which he was, at one

time, more celebrated than for any of his professional

productions. This undertaking stimulated him to the

study of various other languages,—in the first instance,

to enable him to search successfully for parallel pas-

sages, but afterwads with much more enlarged views.*

In a letter to his friend, the late Dr. Nathan Drake

—

the well known and accomplished author of several

literary productions of merit—dated in 1799, or when
lie was 25 years old, he says: “ I have just begun the

German language, having gone, with tolerable ease,

through! the French, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese.”

In a few months afterwards, he sent specimens of his

translations,—especially of pieces of elegant poetry

—

to Dr. Drake, and other friends. In the following

year, he informs Dr. Drake, that he had been sedu-
lously studying the Arabic, and Persian; and, at no
very remote period, the Russian, the Sanscrit, the
Chinese, and other languages engaged his attention.

* ‘ Memoirs of the Life <fcc. of Dr. Good:’ by Olinthus Gregory,
LL. D. Ainer. Edit. p. 57.

t To ‘ go through a language is a very common, although obviously
inaccurate, mode of expression,—employed, in various parts of Great
li i i tain, to signify, that the person has read the usual books employ-
ed in acquiring the language.
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In the acquisition of these different languages, he

did not follow the beaten and irrational track, of learn-

ing the grammar by rote, as it were, but adopted

the more natural one, of gaining the vocabulary of the

language first, as the child gains its mother tongue, and

subsequently correcting the construction by a due at-

tention to grammatical rules, many of which apply

equally to all tongues. By such a method, he did not

attain a critical knowledge of all, but he possessed

such an acquaintance with them as was sufficient for

useful purposes. “ It gave him,” says his biographer,

Dr. Olinthus Gregory, “ the capacity of detecting and

relishing the beauties of the best authors, in those lan-

guages, which he was most anxious to explore; and it

supplied him with views of the general analogies of lan-

guage—as well as of the diversities and peculiarities,

which prevented those general analogies from becom-

ing universal,—more comprehensive, and more prac-

tical than any other person (except he were a linguist

merely), whom I have had the happiness to know.”

About this period, Mr. Good—who was at the time,

and until the year 1820, when he was 56 years of age,

q ‘general practitioner,’ (surgeon apothecary)—contri-

buted largely to the Reviews and other periodical

publications, of one of which, the ‘Critical Review,’ he

was for some time editor, and the labor of preparing

the most elaborate articles often devolved upon him.

In the beginning of 1803, his occupations were as-

tounding. He was finishing his translation of Solo-

mon’s ‘ Song of Songs’ from the Hebrew; carrying on

his life of Dr. Geddes, and walking from 12 to 13

miles a day, that he might see his numerous patients,

.—the amount of his professional income being, at this
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time,—according to his own account,—upwards of

£1400, or about 6,300 dollars, per annum. Nothing

—

it is obvious—but the greatest energy, and order, in

the management of his multifarious occupations, could

have enabled him to accomplish them; yet he effected

all, and all satisfactorily.

These habits, and this activity of character, con-

tinued through life; and the author has been told by a

clerical friend,who knew him well, that—like every one,

who employs his time to advantage—he was never
busy, but could always spare time from his various
labors for social and domestic enjoyment. In this re-

spect, lie resembled one, whose productive powers sur-

passed those of any other individual of modern times,

and on whose transcendent genius it would be idle to

dwell. When Sir Walter Scott was asked by a literary

friend, howT many hours a day he could write for the
press, with effect, he replied,—“ I reckon five hours
and a half a day as very good work for the mind, when
it is engaged in original composition. I can very seldom
reach six hours; and I suspect, that what is written
after five or six hours’ hard mental labour is not worth
much.” On being asked, how he divided those hours,
he said.—“ I try to get two or three of them before
breakfast, and the remainder as soon after as may
be, so as to leave the afternoon free to walk, or ride,
or read, or be idle.”*

That Dr. Good was a laborious student whilst he
d d study, until within a short period of his death, is

sufficiently shown by his ‘Physiological System of

* ‘Fragments of Voyages and Travels,’ 2d and 3d series, by Cap-
tain Basil Hall, Chap. 1.

y P
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Nosology,’ published in 1820; his ‘Study of Medicine,’

which appeared in 1822, in four thick octavo volumes,

and his ‘ Cook of Nature,’ published in 1826,—the year

before his death:—all of which have been reprinted in

this country, and are referred to, more or less, by every

professional inquirer.

But it is not necessary to travel to other countries for

examples of what unwearied industry, aided by ability,

is capable of accomplishing, when we have so signal

an example in a native of this country, and a graduate

of the University of Maryland, of which he was one of

the most distinguished alumni. I allude to the poor,

once almost friendless, and subsequently afflicted, but

admired, and now lamented, Godman, who, in spite of

every disadvantage from fortune, and notwithstanding

his brief career,—for he died at the early age of thirty-

six,*—and much of that career spent in sickness and

suffering, succeeded in elevating himself to a high rank

among physicians and naturalists. The period that

has elapsed since he passed away from us is so brief,

that the merited eulogies in the different periodicals

are known to almost every one. Ilis example, too,

has already been selected by more than one teacher,

as the loadstar for the guidance of the professional

inquirer. From the loss of both his parents, Dr. God-

man was early compelled to feel, that his future suc-

cess must depend altogether on his own talents and

industry. At an early age, he was apprenticed to a

* Most of the notices say thirty-lwo
;
but in a letter to his friend, pre-

ceptor and benefactor, Dr. Luckey, he asserts, that he had discovered

his real age in an old book of his father’s, and that he was twenty-

one years old the 20th day of December, 1815.
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respectable printer in Baltimore, but he soon quitted

the occupation as not congenial to his taste, and en-

tered, as a sailor, on board the Flotilla, which was then,

in the fall of 1814, stationed in the Chesapeake. At
the close of the war, when twenty-one years of age, he

followed the bent of his inclinations, and immediately

commenced the study of medicine,—first under the

tuition of Dr. Luckey, of Elizabeth Town, Pennsylva-

nia, and soon afterwards under that of Dr. Wright, of

Baltimore—a gentleman of high professional merit. It

is not necessary to dwell on the various details of his

brief history;—how he became successively Professor

of Anatomy in the Medical College of Ohio, and sub-

sequently in Rutgers’ Medical College, established in

the city of New York. The main incidents of his life

are familiar to his professional countrymen, or, if not,

can be readily learned by a reference to anv of the

memoirs that have been published.* In those inci-

dents, and in his various publications on medicine,
and natural science, we have a signal illustration of
what may be acquired, if it be sought after in the pro-
per manner.

Like Dr. Good, Dr. Godman early directed his atten-
tion to the ancient and modern languages as the cause-
ways of knowledge

; and notwithstanding the limited
nature of his early education, he had acquired, we are
informed, such a knowledge of the Latin, Greek, French,
German, Danish, Spanish, and Italian languages, as to
read and translate them with fluency, and to write some
of them with elegance. “ Considering the decline of his
health, lor a long period,” says an eminent literary eulo-

* See, especially, the ‘ Memoir of Dr. Godman,’ by Dr. T. Sewall
of Washington City.

4
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gist,* “ and the pressure of adverse circumstances,

which he too frequently experienced, he performed pro-

digies as a student, an author, and a teacher ; he prose-

cuted extensive and diversified researches; composed

superior disquisitions and reviews, and large and valu-

able volumes; and in the great number of topics, which

he handled simultaneously or in immediate succession,

he touched none without doing himself credit, and pro-

ducing some new development of light, or happy forms

of expression.” He lingered for years under pulmo-

nary consumption ;
understood fully the incurable na-

ture of his melancholy condition; spake and acted

—

we are told—with an unfeigned and beautiful resigna-

tion ;
toiled at his desk to the last day of his existence,

and still glowed with the love of science and the do-

mestic affections.

Personally, the author had no acquaintance with Dr.

Godman ;
but, a few short months before his decease,

he entered into a correspondence with him, regarding

a new genus of fossil quadrupeds—the subject of Dr.

Godman’s last communication to the “ American Philo-

sophical Society,” and contained in the third volume of

the Society’s “ Transactions.” In this publication, he

courteously refers to the insignificant service, which

the author was able to render him ;
and, in the course

of his correspondence, and not more than three months

before his death, speaks of his intention to publish a

work on “ Myology,” and adds,—“ Ifyou have any ob-

servations of interesting anomalies or varieties in the

muscular system, I shall be delighted to have an op-

portunity of adding a communication of them from

* Robert Walsh, Esq.
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your hand.” Yet, in the very letter that contains this

postscript, lie says,—“ Since that time, (alluding to the

visit of a mutual friend, Dr. R. M. Patterson, three

weeks before) “ until within two days since, I have

been confined to bed, and unable to see any one but

my physician. Indeed, I am very little better now.”

—

What a striking exemplification of the mind—beauti-

fully depicted by Byron—“ which disease and poverty

could not impair, and which death itself destroyed ra-

ther than subdued!”

In the contemplation of the termination of his suffer-

ings, we find additional evidences, to those already

possessed, of the inaccuracy of the deduction too often

made,—that the pursuits of the investigator of the ani-

mal structure, and especially of that of man, are apt to

lead to diliiculties and doubts regarding his future des-o o
tination. In some “ Lines, written under a feelino- of

the immediate approach of death,” he breathes out the

results of his private meditations, and exhibits poetical

powers, which, if cultivated, might possibly have gained
him some distinction, in a department of the Imagina-
tion, not often associated, in the same individual, with
the more sober efforts of the judgment required in the

pursuits of science.

These arc a few—a very few—examples, selected
from a host of professional worthies, to exhibit what
zeal and enthusiasm in the pursuit of knowledge are
capable ot effecting; and what honors and reputation
may be acquired, by time well spent—not only whilst
in the preparatory study of the profession, but during
its active exercise; yet what an amount of subsequent
labor would have been saved these distinguished men,
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had their early education been more complete ! Al-

though, therefore, their examples exhibit, that profes-

sional and literary eminence may be attained in spite

of such disadvantages, they equally show the import-

ance of early culture to prepare the way for more de-

cided usefulness thereafter.

Of the modern languages, the French and the Ger-

man should be studied by every otic desirous of excel-

ling in professional lore. The march of mind has been

so steady and rapid in France and Germany, and so

much attention has been paid there, in modern times,

to the improvement of medical—and, indeed, of every

kind of scientific—knowledge, that no one can well keep

pace with the progression of science, unless he is able

to peruse the works that are constantly emanating

from the press in those countries. It is true, that many of

the best productions are translated into our own tongue,

and that the important contents of their scientific pe-

riodicals are transferred to the pages of our miscella-

nies, either directly, or through the medium of the

journals of Great Britain ;—still, much remains un-

culled, and many of the most valuable works are of

such a size, and character in other respects, as to pre-

clude the publication of an English version. At the

present day, there are few youths, who are not re-

quired to study the French language, and no one, per-

haps, ought to enter within the pales of the Temple of

jiEsculapius, who is not more or less acquainted with

it. There is certainly more reason to hold out induce-

ments for the study of this language than of the Latin.

There was a time—in the middle ages—when all

knowledge was confined to the cloisters, and when it
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was kept so, in order that the mass of the people might

remain unenlightened, and power be restricted to the

priesthood, by whom the medical art was wholly prac-

tised ;
and even after the revival of letters, the works

of the learned were always written in Latin, in order

to distinguish them from the “ profanum vulgus.” But

when the modern languages emerged from their Patois

state, and attained the requisite cultivation, the ancient

plan was abandoned, and at the present day, except in

inaugural dissertations, in certain schools, such a thing

as a Latin work on any department of science is rarely

seen. The knowledge, consequently, of the Latin lan-

guage, which was at one time indispensable
,
is now only

advisable; but it has become almost indispensable, that

the student should be acquainted with the chief lan-

guages in which the most valuable contributions are

now written. Within the present century, the science

of medicine has been prosecuted in France with a de-

gree of enthusiasm and success before unknown, even
in that cultivated nation

; and many of the authors,

whose productions we shall have to recommend

—

and, in some of the departments of medicine, the
principal authors—are of that country.

Where the opportunities of the student will permit,
the Italian and the Spanish, of the Romanic stem, and
the Danish and Swedish, of the Teutonic, will amply
repay him for the time and trouble, which he may de-
vote to their acquisition. Italy was, at one time,
the favored land, in which the tree of medical know-
ledge flourished, and spread its branches towards the
other nations of Europe. Its universities were visited
by the medical students of Great Britain and other

4#
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countries, to partake of the rich fruits there presented

to them, and the reputation of many of her then pro-

fessors will descend to posterity, along with that of

those master spirits of antiquity to whom she owed
her pristine glory. The various political revolutions,

to which she has been subjected, in the present cen-

tury, have checked the ardor of scientific investigation:

still, we are indebted to her for many valuable works

on the healing art, especially in the domain of Surgery,

amongst w hich those of the distinguished Scarpa stand

forth in bold relief.

Lastly.—There is one useful accomplishment, which

may be recommended to form part of the education

of every youth, intended for the medical profession;

—

the art of drawing,—especially as regards the parts

of the human figure. Every one, who is ignorant of

this art, must have regretted his inability to take the

representations of striking cases of malformation or

disease, the recollection of which he may have been

desirous of perpetuating. Nowt—that the custom is

universally follow ed by the medical teacher of address-

ing the eye by graphic illustrations, where the subject

will admit of it—such an acquirement is doubly use-

ful. How impaired in interest would be the ‘ Anatomy

of expression’ of Sir Charles Bell, if deprived of the

embellishments from his pencil. Where the student has

the least taste for designing, it ought to be fostered,

and he will find ample opportunity, in after life, for

being gratified with the attention he has given to it.

The art of taking moulds is one, that can be readily

acquired whilst his professional education is proceed-
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ing. There are manuals,* indeed, which teach the

different methods of making anatomical preparations,

—of which the taking of casts is one. All this is

easily attained by a little practice.

* See the Bibliography in the Appendix.



CHAPTER II.

MEDICAL EDUCATION, PRIOR TO ATTENDANCE ON
LECTURES.

The regulations for graduation of the chief medical

colleges of the union require, that the student shall have

applied himself to the study of medicine for three years,

and that he shall have attended two full courses of me-

dical lectures,—embracing the different departments to

be enumerated hereafter. In the University of Pennsyl-

vania, it is a rule, that during these three years he shall

have been the private pupil, for two years at least, of

a respectable practitioner of medicine. The latter part

of this requisition is, however, rarely attended to : in-

deed, if the student, attending the prescribed courses of

lectures, be from the country, where he has already

studied one year, it will be obviously impracticable for

him to complete his two years—in succession, at least

—with the same instructor
; and, if the rule were rigidly

enforced, he would necessarily be constrained to seek a

new preceptor on his arrival in town. In the Jefferson

Medical College, and in the University of Maryland,

the rule requires, that the candidate shall have applied

himself to the study of medicine for three years, with-

out specifying the period of private pupilage : whilst at

the University of Virginia, no term is mentioned. The

candidate is allowed to present himself for examina-

tion, at the end of the first session, if he feels himself
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qualified. In the universities of Europe, no rule—as to

private pupilage—exists. The candidate is required

to have attended certain courses of lectures a pre-

scribed number of times. After this, he may subject

himself to examination, and, if found competent to

practice his profession, he receives his diploma. A
similar rule prevails—or did prevail—at the Royal

College of Surgeons ;
but the Society of Apothecaries,

of London, demand, that the student shall have served

an apprenticeship with an apothecary for five years, as

well as have attended a certain number of courses on

medicine, liefore he can present himself before the

Board of Examiners. Generally, however, when cir-

cumstances will allow of the indulgence; he is at liberty

to attend lectures during the last two years of his ap-

prenticeship
; so that, if his age will permit, he may

present himself for examination, at the time when his

indentures are given up to him. This is the general

practice with the metropolitan youths
; as well as with

many of those in the country
; but some of the latter

are retained to make pills and draughts, until the full

period of five years has expired. The student is, in-

deed, in the latter stages of his apprenticeship, of
greater value to his employer, so that if he be of
steady and industrious habits, it is greatly to the mas-
ter’s interest to retain him. Preparing, as he does, his

own medicine, the apothecary can teach him the prac-

tical matters, connected with the compounding of me-
dicines, and the sensible and medical properties of
drugs. He instructs him, moreover, how to bleed,
glyster, draw teeth, &rc. ; and, not many years ago, it

was the practice, in some of the country places of Eng-
land, and perhaps still is,—to require, that the medL
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cal pupil should attend to the horse, if his employer
kept one,—see that it was regularly groomed, fed and
watered, and bring it saddled to the door on all sudden
emergencies ! What an employment for the future

member of a liberal and learned profession ! and what
a waste of time in a pupilage, thus unnecessarily pro-

tracted ! The advantage to the master was looked to,

in these requisitions, rather than that of the student

;

—a well-informed youth—well-informed, that is, on

preliminary topics—and of ordinary abilities, being

capable of attaining every thing taught him, in this

long apprenticeship, in a single year well spent.

In the towns of the United States—as has been be-

fore remarked—it is the custom for the physician to

send his prescriptions to the apothecary, who fills the

same situation as the chemist and druggist of Eng-

land, and the pharmacien of France. There are some,

however,—especially of the older practitioners,—who
have their prescriptions compounded in their own

offices. As respects medical education, it is to be

regretted, that the latter course is not universal, inas-

much as it affords the youth an admirable opportu-

nity for becoming practised in the manipulations ofphar-

macy. Nothing but actual practice can make him well

acquainted with the sensible properties of the various

articles of the Materia Medica, and with the mode of

preparing the different formulie—officinal and extem-

poraneous ;
and when the physician, who has office-

pupils, does not prepare his own prescriptions at home?

he ought, at least, to be provided with a collection of

specimens of the Materia Medica, which may enable

the student to render himself familiar with their ap-

pearance : but this is only an imperfect succedaneum,
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as it does not instruct him in the art of compounding.

Many young men, consequently, pass through their

medical education, and receive their diplomas, without

ever, perhaps, having made a pill or a potion, and ut-

terly ignorant of the method of uniting the articles,

which they may have to prescribe at the outset of

practice. Where persons can he found to do this—as

in the cities—the evil is not of magnitude; but if the

young practitioner has settled in a country situation,

where no one can prepare his medicines for him, he

finds that he has yet much to learn, and has ample

grounds for deploring the imperfections of his pharma-

<;eutroa] education. Formerly, it was common for the

enlightened physicians of Great Britain to place their

sons in some pharmacy, for a time, in order that they

might attain that practical instruction, which such
situations alone afford ; but, of late years, the plan has
been generally abandoned, and the physician, after he
has passed through his three or four years of collegiate

study, finds himself lamentably deficient in knowledge
on this matter

;
although, fortunately, owing to the di-

vision of labor in the profession there, a physician can
no where be found, without one or more apothecaries,
or chemists and druggists being easily met with, by
whom the formal® can be compounded.

It has been a question with some, whether it is advisa-
ble lor a young man to ‘ read’—as it is termed—with a
physician, before he commences his attendance on lec-

tures? The regulations of our colleges, it has been
seen, appear to contemplate that one year, at the least,

should be so spent. The answer to the question will
have to vary according to circumstances. There can
be no doubt, that a well informed physician might put
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the Tyro upon a course of study, which would mate-

rially benefit him: lie might, too, be making him ac-

quainted with the various therapeutical agents, and

thus befit him for deriving full benefit from his colle-

giate course; but, there can be as little doubt, that an

almost irreparable amount of mischief may be perpe-

trated by an unskilful preceptor: doctrines may be in-

stilled which a length of time and labor only can dis-

place, and habits of study may be engendered,—by no

means adapted for satisfactory or enduring results.

Under such circumstances, it would be better, that the

mind of the student were a ‘ tabula rasa’—an un-

sullied sheet—capable of receiving any impression,

that may be made upon it; and of retaining such im-

pressions unblurrcd by the defective observations—the

‘ facts’ and hypotheses—of such as are themselves in-

capable of correct judgment.

But it is not only essential, that proper books should

be placed in the hands of the student; there should be

an appropriate selection of subjects, to be investigated

by him in due sequence. It often happens, that the

very first book, put into his hands, is on the ‘ practice

of physic,’—the department towards which all the

others tend, and which cannot be comprehended with-

out an adequate knowledge of its elements. It in-

cludes, in short, an acquaintance with Anatomy, Physi-

ology, Pathology, GencralTherapeutics, Materia Medi-

ca and Chemistry. In other words, when an important

organ is diseased, we must know the structure of the

organ; the function which it executes in health; the

characters of that function, when in a state of aberra-

tion; the indications to be laid down for transmuting

the diseased into the healthy condition; the agent ca-
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pable of carrying into effect such indication; and—if

we put more than one article into the prescription

—

we must know, that the articles are not incompatible,

unless we desire the chemical results of such incom-

patibility.

One of the greatest stumbling blocks in the path of

the young student—and to the removal of which his

endeavours should be early directed— is, the heteroge-

neous nomenclature in use, in all the departments of

medical science, and which will probably be continued,

—notwithstanding the various attempts to introduce

some greater uniformity and simplicity—inconsequence

of the difficulty, that exists in every science, of modi-

fying appellations, which are familiar to the older

members, and any change from which must necessa-

rily be attended with great inconvenience to them.

Another difficulty is, the formation of a nomencla-

ture of a character satisfactory to all. In every
science, terminology is an object meriting attention:

and each term—if well chosen—should convey to the

mind of the student a definite idea. The Lavoisie-

rian nomenclature was a valuable gift to chemistry,
aud a salutary innovation upon established usages; but
all the difficulties, that pervade nomenclatures in ge-
neral, were found to apply to this; and, accordingly,
many of the old names are still retained, and will be
so, in spite of the efforts of the scientific chemist. This
is strikingly evidenced in the cases of calomel

, and
corrosive sublimate ,—substances, which, although dif-

fering essentially in their action on the animal econo-
my, do not differ so much in their chemical constitu-
tion. Any nomenclature, consequently, which is found-

5
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cd on chemical composition, must assign names to

each somewhat, similar. Accordingly, as they are

both Chlorides of Mercury, the former has been termed

the ‘ Proto-chloride,’—the latter, the 4 Bichloride.’ The

London College terms them, erroneously
,

4 Submuriate,’

and 4 Oxymuriate;’ whilst the Pharmacopoeia of the

United States calls the one, the 4 mild chloride,’ and

the other the 4 corrosive chloride,’ of mercury.

Now, where there is so slight a difference in name,

between an entirely harmless, and a most poisonous,

chemical, mistakes may readily happen,—in com-

pounding prescriptions, for example,—as is said to have

been the fact, in more than one instance, soon after

the change of name by the London College of Physi-

cians,—the virulent 4 oxymuriate’ having been substi-

tuted, by accident, for the mild 4 submuriate.’ This pro-

bably led the Dublin College—not behind the sister in-

stitutions of Great Britain, in chemical knowledge

—

to retain the name 4 calomel’ for the one, and to adhere

to that of 4 corrosive muriate of mercury,’ by which

the other—the 4 corrosive sublimate’—was, formerly,

generally known.

Another reason, too, which has prevented the full

adoption of the modern chemical nomenclature, is, that

with the new lights, daily breaking in upon a science

so constantly improving as chemistry, the views of

chemists, regarding the precise composition of sub-

stances must change; and therefore, the names,—to

keep pace with the science,—must undergo a corres-

ponding mutation. Still, to one, who travels with the

progress of science, this is no disadvantage; and to

him, who does not, the modified name indicates, at
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once, the new ideas, that are entertained of the com-

position of the article.

The same difficulties, in innovating on an establish-

ed nomenclature,—however faulty it may be,—apply

to Anatomy, where all is fixed; and although Barclay,

Dumas, Chaussier, and others, have attempted to give

names to parts indicative of their situation, connections

&c., the old unmeaning names are still retained, and

the anatomical teacher, who is most anxious to keep

up with the spirit of the times, feels it difficult—nay

impracticable—to introduce so great a change:

—

“ Such dupes are men to custom, and so prone

To rev’rence what is ancient, and can plead

A course of long observance for its use.”

The truth seems to be, that where the English lan-

guage is spoken, there is a greater objection to the in-

troduction of new words than elsewhere; and, accord-

ingly, almost all our new scientific terms are coined

in France or Germany, and then imported into Great

Britain, and this country; as if the transgression were

more venial—to give currency to the coin than to fa-

bricate it. “ Neology, or the novelty of words and

phrases,” says the author of the ‘ Curiosities of Litera-

ture,
!# “ is an innovation, which, with the opulence of

our present language, the English philologer is most

jealous to allow; but we have puritans or precisians in

English, superstitiously nice! The fantastic coinage

ot aflectation or caprice will cease to circulate from

its own alloy; but. shall we reject the ore of fine work-

manship and solid weight? There is no government

* 1 Second Series,’ Vol. I. 251, Amer. Edit. Boston, 1834.
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of words, and it is no statutable offence to invent a

felicitous or daring expression, unauthorized by Mr.

Todd.”

The same objection to the introduction of new

words prevailed, however, long before the language

attained its present opulence. In one of our old plays,

the neologist is described as one, who,

—

“ Strikes no coin, ’tis true, but coins new phrases,

And vends them forth as knaves vend gilded counters,

Which wise men scorn, and fools accept in payment.”

Yet it is somewhat strange, that the objection should

have extended, with us, to the introduction of new

scientific terms. As science improves, the words, pre-

viously in use, are insufficient to express the new ideas,

and neologisms become not only pardonable, but indis-

pensable. Fortunately, the French and German literati

have an insatiable desire for this application of philo-

logy, so that the toil of invention is spared us; and

all that is necessary is to make a judicious selec-

tion.

The nomenclature of disease has required the great-

est attention, and although repeated attempts have

been made to improve it, the barbarous terms, sanc-

tioned by usage, are stdl retained, in preference to the

more classical. As it now exists, it consists of Hebrew

and Arabic terms; Greek and Latin, french, Italian,

Spanish, German, English, and even Indian and Afri-

can, often barbarously and illegitimately compounded*

The object of modern tcrminologists has been to

* Dr. J. M. Good, in ‘ Transactions of the Medical Society of

London,’ vol. i. part I. p. 3 : and sect. u. of a Preliminary Disserta-

tion to his ‘ Physiological System of Nosology.’
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rectify this chaos ; and, by the use of a learned lan-

guage, which admits of the ready formation of com-

pounds, and which is every where more or less studied,

to apply names, that may indicate the suffering organ,

or the precise character of the morbid derangement, so

far as this can be done by names only. But, where so

much latitude is permitted, it would be strange it the

privilege were not occasionally abused, and it terms

were not, at times, proposed merely to exhibit the

learning of the inventors. Accordingly, we find such

words as pathopatrida
l
g ia

.
phi/opatrid(f/gia, and phi/o-

patridomania,
applied to the affection, commonly termed

nostalgia ,—a variety of melancholy, produced by the

desire of returning to one’s country or home, and

which is described, by the French medical writers, as

having been extremely common amongst the troops,

—

and especially amongst the auxiliaries from other coun-

tries,—formerly sent on their distant expeditions.

The nc plus ultra
,
however, of ternjinology ‘ run

mad,’ is to be found in a treatise on ‘ Croup,’ published,

within the last twelve years, by Blaud,—a respectable

French physician. This disease,—too well known
amongst us, and indeed, in almost every nation of Eu-

rope, by its English name croup ,—inasmuch as it is

seated in the parts of the windpipe, called the larynx

and trachea,—and as the inflammation is accompa-

nied by increased secretion of mucus,—sometimes of

pus, sometimes of membrane, and sometimes of all to-

gether,—Blaud proposes—with the view of comprising

all these conditions in the name—to call by the scarce-

ly pronounceable one of laryngo-tracheite-myxa-pyo-

meningogbie.—So far, the term has, happily, rested

with its propounder.

5*
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It is fortunate for the student, that although medical

technology is sufficiently copious, and, at times, extra-

vagant, such an unnecessary tax is rarely, if ever, im-

posed on the memory, as in the case of the instances

cited. Considerable simplicity will, indeed, be found

to exist, even where the first impression may have

been one of complexity. Still, as Dr. Good has pro-

perly remarked, a serious evil is the want of a common

principle upon which the technical terms of medicine

have been founded. They have been formed:—-first,

from colour: and hence there are black, white, green,

red, scarlet, yellow' and purple diseases,—as mctena,

melas, atrabilis, melancholia, leuce, alphos, albugo,

chlorosis, rosa, roseola, rubedo, rubeola, erythema,

scarlatina, icteritia, aurigo, purpura, &c. Secondly:

—

they have been designated, according to time;—as

acute and chronic; ephemeral or quotidian; continent

or continued; remittent and intermittent; tertian, quar-

tan, quintan, autumnal, and vernal fevers; summer

complaint, &c. &c. Thirdly: from objects of natural

history,

—

birds
,
beasts

, fishes ,
bisects and plants ,—as

fames canina, cynorexia
(
dogliungcr); rabies canina,

cynolissa (
dogmadness); hippus (horse twinkle)-, scrofula

(swine evil); elephantiasis (elephant skin); ichthyosis

(fish skin); cancer, (crab ulcer); tarantismus (tarantula

dance); urticaria (nettle rash); lichen (liverwort rash,)

&c. &lc. Fourthly: from the names of persons or

places; as morbus Herculeus (epilepsy); facies Hippo-

cratica; lepra Arabum; lepra Grsecorum; plica Polo-

nica; sudor Anglicus; morbus Gallicus; morbus Hun-

garicus; ignis Sancti Antonii; chorea Sancti Viti;

Dcemonomania, &c. &c.

The nomenclature of anatomy is not less fantastic.
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Often, it is dependent upon fancied resemblance; as tQ

basins {pelves); cups (cotyloid cavities); the beak of a

crow (coracoid); a thorn (the spine and spinous pro-

cesses); an ancient pen {styloid); and, in the brain

alone,—as Dr. Good has remarked,—we meet with an

assemblage of terms, so ridiculously diversified in their

sources, as frequently to overpower the gravity of the

face in running them over; and at the same time so

obscene in many of their references, as to render it

impossible to read them aloud except in a dead lan-

guage.*

To facilitate the labors of the student, in acquiring

some of the principles of medical technology, as it

now exists, the following glossary of the prefixes, suf-

fixes, and radicals of many of the terms legitimately

compounded, especially from the Greek, may be found

useful.t

A.

A : before a consonant ; An before a vowel, has—in the compound
medical terms—a privative or debasing signification, like that of the
particles in, im, un, ir, in English. Thus, Sthenla

(aeivoS)
means

strength
; .Asthenia ; want of strength, debility. .Acephalous («*>«*,,

‘ head’); devoid of head. .Anencephalous (tyxifaXov, « the brain’), a
foetus with an imperfect brain. .Acardia (xopiia, ‘ heart’)

; devoid of
heart. .Anaemia (d^o, ‘ blood’) want of blood.

* ‘ Transactions of the Medical Society of London,’ Lib. cit.

p. 13.

t When the author wrote the following glossary, he was not aware
that the plan had suggested itself to any other individual. Since it was
written, he has seen ‘ A Dictionary of Terms used in Medicine,&c .,’

by Richard D. Hoblyn, published in London, during the last year
which shows, that the same idea had occurred to him. The two glos-
saries, however, are identical in idea only.
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Acros, ‘ elevated; at the top,’ (a'xpof); as .tfcrocheir (*:Eip, ‘ the

Jiand,’) the extremity of the hand or fingers. Acromion (10/105,
‘ the

shoulder,’) the top of the shoulder.

Aden (afyv)
4 a gland;’ hence, .tfi/enalgia (aX705, ‘ pain’) glandular

pain, ^(/enemphraxis ‘ obstmetion’) glandular obstruction.

Adenitis, (see Iris) glandular inflammation. Adenology, (xoyos,

‘ description,’) a treatise on the glands. .^Wenomeningea, (pitivvyi, ‘ a

membrane’) mucous fever, because seated in the glands or follicles

of the mucous membrane of the stomach and bowels, Adcnoncus

(07*05, ‘ a tumor,’) a swelling of the glands.

iEmEA (ouSota) 4 the parts of generation.’ Hence, JEda'\ tis, inflam-

mation of the genital organs ; JEdoeodynia (see Odyne) ‘ pain in the

genital organs ;’ and .®i/ffopsophia (^fu, ‘ I emit a noise’) a dis-

charge of air from the parts of generation.

.Ema, see Hjbma.

Erksis, (oipsois) ‘ the removal of any thing.’ A suffix denoting

‘ a removal or separation,’ as aph*r£sts (oao, ‘ from,’) the removal ol

any part. Diaeresis («io, ‘ through’) a breach of continuity.

EsthEma (010017/10, genitive 010017/10*05,)
4 a sensation,’ ‘ a percep-

tion.’ Hence, JEsthernatonusi (vovao1,
‘ diseases.’) and JEstlietica ,

4 dis-

eases affecting sensation;’ EV/i«na<organonusi, 4 diseases of the

organs of sensation.’

Agogue, (0710705, ‘ a leader’) from 0710, * I lead or expel.’ Hence,

cholagogwc (Xo%rj,
4 bile’) an expeller of bile. Hydragogt/e (v8wp,

‘ water’) a medicine, which causes watery evacuations.’

Agra (o^po, from wypn»,
4 1 seize,’ 4 1 lay hold of,’) 4 a seizure:’ as

odontagra, (oSous—genitive 0601-^05 ‘a tooth,’) toothache; Cliiragra

(
zt ip, ‘ the hand’) gout in the hand; Podagra (*0*5,

4 the foot’,) gout

in the foot.

Agrypnus (oypvrtvos)
4 sleepless,’ 4 vigilant.’ Agrypnocomz (*«/*«

‘ stupor,’)
4 sleeplessness, with great inclination to sleep.’ Agrypno-

des (febris, *1^*05) (ei8os, ‘ resemblance,’)
4 fever attended with

watching.’

Aima. See Hasma.

Algos (0X705)
4 pain,’ also Algema (0X717/10), and Algesis (0X717015)

with the same signification. Algeticus (0X717*1*05), painful:—as epi-

lepsia algetica,
4 epilepsy caused by pain,’ &c. &c. The suflix

algia has the same signification,—as in 4 Cephalalgia (*£$>0X17,
4 the

head’) headache; Pleuralgia (itXEupov,
4 the side’) a pain in the side,

Neuralgia (vsvpov,
4 a nerve’) nerveache, &c.
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Allas( awuij) ‘a sausage.’ Hence, Allantodes or Allantoides (n6o{,

‘ shape’) sausage-shaped, the Allantois; Allantotoxicum (to^ixov, ‘ a

poison’) sausage poison.

Allos (a>.xo$) * another,’ ‘ different’—as Affopathla (itaBos, * dis-

ease’) the opposite to homoeopathy,—the ordinary doctrine of medi-

cal practice: AZ/o/nophagia (oxxorptof, ‘ foreign,’ and $>ayfw ‘ I eat’) a

morbid appetite for substances, that are not alimentary.

Amblus (a/i/3xvj) ‘ obscure.’ Hence, Amblyopia (w<, ‘ vision’) fee-

bleness of vision.

Amnos (apt’<*,)
1 a sheep.’ Hence, Amnion (afivum, dpvtiov

)
the in-

nermost of the foetal membranes;—because first observed in the

sheep (?). Anintoclepsis,
(
xXirttu ,

‘ I steal or take away unobserv-

ed’) the too early discharge of the liquor amnii: Amr&iit or AmmTtis,
inflammation of the amnion, &c.

Ampiii (aw) ‘ both, around, on all sides.’ Am/jAtarthrosis (ap9po»,

‘a joint) a mixed articulation, where there is an intermediate body
between the bones, as in the joints of the vertebral column. Amphi-
blestrodes tunica (afapi^x^atpov, ‘ a net’) the retina. AmpAibranchia

(ppayxia, * the gills’) the tonsils and surrounding parts, AmpA/dexios
(Sfiiof,

1 dexter, right.’) ‘ ambidexter;’ one who uses both hands,
with equal facility.

Ana (ava) * in,’ * through’ ‘ upwards,’ ‘ above,’—in opposition to

Cata (q. v.); also, ‘ repetition,’ like the English re. Anabasis (pawu,
‘

1 g°’) tlie period of increment of a disease, Anabexis (ptf,
‘ a

cough
)
expectoration, Anacatharsis (xaOapatf, ‘ purging’) purgation

upwards, by expectoration or by vomiting, Anadiplosis ,l{,
1 a doubling’). The reduplication of an intermittent. Analeptic
(avaXrjrt-nxov) ‘ restorative.’ A restorative medicine. Anasarca („op|,
‘ the flesh ’) droPsy of the cellular membrane. Anaspaditeus

(
Mau ,

‘ 1 contract,’) one, whose urethra opens on the upper part of the male
organ. Anastomosis (atopa, ‘ a mouth,’) inosculation: a commu-
nication between two vessels. Anatomy (*oW ,

‘ incision’) dissec-
tion. rhe doctrine of the structure of the organism.
Ancos (ayxof) ‘ a hook,’ ‘ an angle.’ Hence, Ancon, (ay*<o*) the bend

of the elbow; and Ancijie (ayxvxrj), having the same signification as
Ancon and Ancon. Ancy/oblcpharon (0Af<papop, < the eyelid’) growing
together of the eyelids. Ancy/osis, a stiff joint.

Andria (at'Spia, acjptta) manhood, virility. Hence, Andranatomy,
the anatomy of man. Androgynous (yw,, ‘ a woman’) hermaphroditic:
Andromania, nymphomania.
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Angos (ayyos) ‘ a vessel,’ and Angion or Angeion
(
wyytiov) ‘ a small

vessel.’ Hence, Angiology (xoyo?, 1 a discourse’) a treatise on the

vessels. Angropathia (naOof,
‘ disease’) a disease of the vessels.

Angrosteosis (oartov, * a bone’) ossification of the vessels. Angiotomy

(-tofirj, ‘ incision’) dissection of the vessels.

Ano (avu) ‘ above,’ ‘ up;’ as Anochilon * the lip’) having a

large uppor lip.

Anti (avfi), in composition, generally means opposition; as Ant-

algic (see Algos), an anodyne. Anfarthritic (see Arthron) a gout

remedy. Anlhelix (t\i%, ‘ the helix of the ear’) an eminence in front

of the helix of the ear: An/helmintic (ixpuvf, ‘a worm’) a vermifuge.

AnZipharmaca (<j>ap^axoi/, ‘ a poison’) an Antidote, (8oo, ‘I give’).

Antiades (oi't'taSf j)
‘ the tonsils.’ Hence, Antiadiiis, inflamma-

tion of the tonsils. Antiadoncus (oyxo ‘ a tumor’) swelling of the

tonsils.

Antiir6pos (avSpurtoj) ‘ man.’ Hence, Anthropography (ypa^rj, ‘ a

description’) the Natural History of Man: as well as Anthropology

(xoyoj, ‘ a discourse’). Anthropophagus ((f>oyu, ‘ I eat’) a man-eater.

Anthropotomy (rofitj, ‘ incision’) the anatomy of man.

ApnE.See IIaphe.

Apo (orto) ‘ from, of, off,’ as Apogalactismus (yaju», ‘ milk’) wean-

ing. Aponeurosis (vtvpor, ‘a nerve’) formerly considered to mean

nervous,—a tendinous expansion, or covering to a muscle. Apophysis

(fvu, ‘ 1 rise out’) a process. Apoplexy (rt^oow, future ‘ I

strike’).

ArachnE (opa^i?;) ‘a spider, a spider’s web.’ Arachnbdes or

arachnoidcs (uSo;, ‘ resemblance’) like unto a spider’s web; as the

tunica araclinoides of the brain. Arachnoiditis, Arachnitis (see Itis)

inflammation of the arachnoid.

Archos (apz°s) the fundament, the breech. Arcliosyrinx (avgiy%,

• a pipe or fistula’) fistula in ano. Arc/foploma and archoplosis

(rtto>na, and rtruaij, ‘a falling down’) prolapsus ani.

Arthron (apOpov) ‘a joint.’ Hence, Arthralgia (see algid) pain in

the joints. Arthritis, and Arthrosia (Good), inflammation of the

joints: gout. Arthrodyrita (o5uv»;, ‘ pain’) jointache.

Aryt.ena (apui'a.M'd) ‘ a ladle.’ Hence, Arytscnbdes, Arytcnoides

(fi«o S ‘ resemblance’) Arytenoid: as the arytenoid cartilages.

AtEles (aft * imperfect, defective.’ As ole/ocardia (xapSia,

‘ heart’) a fmtus with an imperfect heart. Ale/encephalia (tyxt^axoi/,

‘brain’) the state of a foetus with an imperfect brain.
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Ather (a9>;p)
4 an ear of corn.’ Hence, Athera ,

Athere
(
a9r;pa

,

aSijfM;) a pap, made of meal: Atherbdes (tiSoj) paplike: and Ather-

oma, a tumor containing a paplike substance.

Atlas (Ar?.o{) the first vertebra; so called from its supporting the

head, as Atlas did the globe. Called, also, Atloid (m8o$ ‘ resemblance’).

Atlaslike.

Autos (avroj), in composition, ‘ self,’ * the same.’ Hence, Authe-

merus (^ipa, 4 a day’) happening on the same day. .'Jnioeheiria

(ajttp,
4 hand’) selfmurder. Autopsy (o+ij, 4 inspection’) self-inspec-

tion: improperly used for post mortem inspection. AutocxaWa (xparoj,

‘strength’) the vis medicatrix nature:.

Axon (ojuv) 4 Axis, an axletrce,’ the second vertebra of the neck;

also called Axoid (ttioj)
4 form.’

B.

Balanus (BaXavoj) ‘a glans or acorn’—The glans penis. Balano-
blennorrhcea (see Blenna) Blenorrhcea of the glans. Balanitis, in-

flammation of the glans.

Barys (Roprf) ‘heavy, difficult.’ Hence Baryecoia.
(
axoyj,—in

composition, »;xo«i, ‘ hearing’); hardness of hearing. Baryodync
(o8vioj, ‘ pain’) a dull, constant pain.

Bdella (BStxxo) ‘ a leech.’ Hence, Bdellometer (fiirpov, 4 a mea-
sure.’) An instrument proposed as a substitute for the leech.

Bi, see Di.

Bios (Bk>{) 4 life.’ Hence .Biodynamics, (8vm/«j, ‘ power’) The
doctrine of the vital forces. .Biology, (xoyof 4 a description’) the doc-
trine of life.

Blechros (B^poj) ‘weak,’ feeble. Hence, Blechropyra (*vC ,

fire.’) A slight fever. i?/ecArosphygmia (0*1^05, ‘ the pulse.’) A
weak pulse.

Blenna (BA,™*,) ‘ mucus.’ Blennoplysis (***«, ‘ I spit’) an
expectoration of mucus. Blennopyra (*Vp, ‘ fire,’) A mucous fever.
BlennouYmgm

(
pay,,

4 a breaking forth.’) Gonorrhoea, also Blenno-
rhcea, (pio, ‘ I flow.’)

BlephXron (BAnfopw) 4 the eyelid,’ Hence, Blepharitis. Inflam-
mation of the eyelid. .B/ep/iaroblennorrhcea, a mucous discharge
from the eyelids. Gonorrhoeal ophthalmia. Blepharmdlmz

(
ot8Wa

4 a watery swelling.') (Edema of the eyelids. iZ/qaAaropththalaiia,
inflammation of the eyelids. Blepharopibgm ‘a stroke’)
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paralysis of the eyelids; as well as, Blepharoptiis'is (rtisais, ‘ a falling

down.’)

Bothrion (BoSptor) ‘a small hole.’ Whence, .Z?of/inocephalus

(xrfaxrj, ‘the head.’) A species of tape-worm.

Brachys (Bpa^vj,) ‘short.’ Whence, Brachypncea, («komj, ‘ breath.’)

Shortness of breath.

Bradys (BpaSvj) ‘ difficult.’ Hence. Bradycoiz (yxoia, * hearing.’)

Difficulty of hearing. Bradymzsesis (fiaarj/nt,
1 mastication,’) diffi-

culty of mastication. i?rar/i/pepsia, (rtt+ij, ‘ coction’,) tardiness of

digestion.

Broma (Bpu^ta, genitive Bpuptafos,) ‘ food.’ Hence, Bromato-

graphy (yptKj^, ‘ a description.’) A description of aliments: and Bro-

ma/ology (xoyoj, ‘ a description.’) The doctrine of aliments.

N. B. Bromine is not from this radical, but from Bpw^of, ‘ a

stench,’ or ‘ smell,’ especially the smell of the male goat.

Bronchus (Bpoy^oj) ‘ the windpipe.’ Bronchia, (Bpoy^io) the rami-

fications of the windpipe. Bronchitis, inflammation of the bronchia.

Bronchocele ‘ a swelling,’ ‘ hernia,’) the goitre. Broncho-

tomy (nofit), ‘ incision.’) The operation of opening the windpipe.

Bu (Bod, abbreviation of Bw;, ‘ an ox,’) in composition, expresses

‘ excess,’ ‘ greatness.’ Hence, Z?td!mus (xifio;, ‘ hunger,’) ox-appe-

tite; voracious appetite. .Suphthalmus (o^Safytos ‘ eye.’) Ox-eye.

Dropsy in the eye,

Bubo (Bouffcor) ‘ the groin;’ the inguinal glands. Hence, Bubon-

algia, (see Algos.) Pain in the groin. Bubonocele (xrjxr;, * rupture.’)

Inguinal hernia.

C.

Cacos (*a*of) in composition, ‘ badness,’ ‘ faultiness,’ ‘ defi-

ciency.’ Cachexia ‘habit,’) a bad habit of body. Caeochymia

‘juice.) A bad condition of the humors. Cacoethes
(
r;9os

,

* disposition,’ ‘ habit.’) Of a bad or vitiated character.

Carcinos (acopxivof) ‘a crab.’ Hence Cara'nodes, Carcinoides

(ei8o{, ‘ resemblance,’) crablike, cancerlike,—as ulcera carcinodea.

Carcinoma ‘ an eating ulcer,’) a cancerous ulcer or tumor.

Cardia (*ap8«i) the heart. Also, the upper orifice of the stomach.

Hence, Cardiaca, cordials. Cardislgis [o.xyo-„ ‘pain.’) Pain in

the stomach. Heartburn. Cardtopalmus (naxuos, ‘ palpitation,’)
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palpitation of the heart. CVm/torrhexis (p>;ft{ ,
* rupture.’) Rupture

of the heart. Carditis, inflammation of the heart.

Cara (*apa) ‘ the head;’ and Caros (*apo{) ‘ stupor.’ Hence Caro-

sis, stupefaction. Carottcus (xapurcxos) any thing that causes stupor.

Carotid, the artery of the head.

Carphus (acapipof) any light flocculent substance; also, dried straw.

Hence, Carphologia
(
xiyu ,

* I collect,’ ‘ I pluck.’) Picking the bed

clothes, as if to gather flocculi.

Cata (xara) ‘ downwards,’ 4 after,’ applied to time. Hence,

Ca/ulepsy (x^ij, ‘ a seizing hold of,’ ‘ an attack.’) Cu/amenia, [fir,v

4 a month.’) The menses. Catarrhus (ptu, ‘ I flow,’) a catarrh.

Catharsis, (<upu, ‘ I take away.’) Purgation. Cathimerinus

(ij/tfpa, ‘ a day,’) daily: xatf’^fpav, per diem. Cathtter (uj/u, * to

send.’) An instrument for drawing off the urine.

Cato (xatu) 4 beneath.’ Hence Ca/ochilon (^hAw* * the lip’,)

The under lip.

Cauma (*auua) 4 a burnt part.’ This and the following are from

xauo, 4
I burn.’ Causus (xavsoj) * a burning fever.’ C«»sodes (uJo?,

4 resemblance,’) ‘burning,’ as Febris causodes ,—the same as Causus.

Caustic, a burning or corrosive agent. Cautery (xavi^piov) a burn-

ing agent.

Celp.
( xtjxr,

)

4 a tumor,’ 4 a rupture.’ A very common suflix; as

Bubonoc?/? (see Bubon.) llydroc?/?, (see IIydor.) Ce/otomia

(rojuiy ,

4 incision,’) an operation for rupture.

C enos (xti'oj) 4 empty; as Ceneangla (xttuayyui],') (ayynov, 4 a ves-

sel.
)

Emptiness of vessels. Cenosis (xfmaif,) Evacuation. Inani-

tion.

CephXlE (xttaxj;)
4 the head.’ Hence, Cephalrea (xt^ozaia) vio-

lent headache. Cephalzgra, (see Agra.) Gout in the head. Cephal-
algia (xfipaXoXyia,) (see Algia.) Headache. Cephalitis. Inflammation
of the interior of the head: and Ence/>/io/itis. Cephaloiomia (lopr,,
4 incision,’) opening the head—as of ihe foetus.

Geras (xtpoj, genitive xfparo;,) 4 Horn;’ also, the 4 Cornea.’
Cera/ectomia (fxrojtoj, 4 cut out.’) An incision through the cornea.
Ceratitis. Inflammation of the cornea. Ccratoccle, (see Cele.)
A protrusion of the cornea. Hernia Corneae. Ceratonyxis (»*v£i{,
4 a puncture.

) Puncture of the cornea in the operation of couching.
C era/otomus (-(ofirn

4 incision.’) An instrument for puncturing the
cornea, in the operation for cataract.

N. B. Cerato in composition, in the names of muscles—is used

6
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for the cornu of the os hyoides:—as cera/o-pharyngeus,

—

Ceralo-

glossus, &c.

Cerccs (attpxof) ‘ a tail.’ Hence, Cercosis, (xepxuoif) a preter-

natural elongation of the clitoris.

Ceros (xijpoj) * wax.’ Cerodes (ttSoj,
4 resemblance.’) Waxlike.

Ceroma (x^pu^a) cerate. Also, a tumor, with waxlike contents.

Cheilos (^saoj) ‘ a lip’. Hence, Cheilon or Chiton, (%tauv) one

having a thick lip. CAeiVoncus or Chiloncas, (oy*o? ,
‘ a tumor,’)

a swelling of the lip. CAeilltis or CAi/ltis. Inflammation of

the lip.

Chir or Cheir (*{ip) ‘ the hand.’ Hence, Chiragra (See Agra)

gout in the hand: cAt’riatrla (tarpna, 4 healing’) and cAirurgia (^sipovp-

yio,) (tpyov, 4 work’) surgery.

Chloros (^xupof, 4 green’.) Hence chtora, chlorine,—because, a

greenish gas. Chlorosis, the green sickness.

Choi.e (zotoj)
4 bile;’ also Cholos (xotoi). Hence, CAo/agogue

(ayo,
4 1 expel’) a bile expeller. Cholecystis (xvins, 4 a bladder’) the

gallbladder. CAoZedochus (gf^ojuat,
4 to receive’) as the choledoch

duct, which receives and conveys the bile into the intestines. Chole

lithos
(
udos ,

4 a stone’) a gallstone. Cholera (^oxfpa) and Cholera

morbus. CAo/esterine (ortap, 4 suet’) the crystalline part of certain

biliary calculi. Cholbses. Biliary diseases.

Cholos (*wxos)
4 lame.’ Hence, Cholosis and Cholansis, laming

and lameness; Paralysis.

Chondros (*oi 5pof,)
4 a cartilage.’ Hence, Chondrography (ypa^,

4 a description’) a description of the cartilages; and Chondrology (xoyoj,

4 a discourse.’)

Chorion (zoptw)
4 skin,’ 4 leather,’ the skin;

(
Corium

)
especially

the true skin: also, the external membrane of the ovum. Chorioid

or Choroid (ttgoj,
4 resemblance,’) leatherlike, or skinlike. One of

the coats of the eye.

Chorus (zopoj)
4 a dance,’—especially in a circle. Hence, Chorea

(*opfia)
4 St. Vitus’s dance: and CAoromania; having the same sig-

nification.

Chroma (^pu^a) 4 colour;’ as Achromatopsia (a, privative and

sight) impracticability of discriminating colors.

Chylus (zvxoj) ‘juice,’
4 moisture.’ Chyle. Hence, Chylopo'ieiic

(rioieu,
4
1 make’) chyle making. Chylosis (zv\uins)

4 the formation

of chyle. CAt//t'fication.
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Chymus (*v/*os) ‘ a sap or juice,’ chyme. Hence, Chymistry [?].

Chymosis ‘ the formation of chyme.’ C/iyrmfication.

Cineo (xtifu) 4
1 move.’ Hence, Cinema (xor;ua) and Cinesis

(xt^dtf) 4 motion.’ Ctnonosi (»osoj,
4 disease’) diseases of motion.

CYnoplanesis (rtxa^otj, 4 a wandering about’). Irregularity of volun-

tary motion.

Cionis (xiwt{) 4 the uvula.’ Hence Ciomtis, inflammation of the

uvula.

Crnsos (xtptrof) ‘a varix.’ Hence, Ctrsocele (x^x»j, ‘a tumour’) a

varicose slate of the spermatic veins. Cirsotomy (ro^ 4 incision’)

the operation for the removal of varices.

Cleis (xxttj, genitive xxn5o{ ,

4 a key:’) Claris

;

also, the Clavicle.

Hence, C/m/5gra (See Agra). Gout in the clavicle; also, C/magra.

Climax (xX(«a|) 4 a stair.’ Hence, C/imacter (xxt/taxr>jp) a step;

a climacter; every seventh year, or period of life, which has been

esteemed critical;—Anni Climactenci.

Cline (xUvij) 4 a bed.’ Hence, Clinical (xXmxo$.) Clino'id (xJu-

votiSrjf) (u6o{, 4 shape’) bedshaped, as the Clinoid processes.

Coccyx (xoxxv^) 4 the cuckoo.’ The Os coccygis, or mmp-bone.
Hence, also, Coccygeus, a muscle appertaining to the rumpbone.

Cocci/cephalous (xf$>ax»;,
4 the head’). A foetus having the head

shaped like the coccyx.

Ccelia (xoiXi'a) 4 a hollow place,’ the belly. Hence, CVe/ialgia

(oxyo;, 4 pain’) bellyache; and Ca7i’orrhaea (ptu, 4
1 flow’) diarrhoea.

Cceliaca; diseases of the digestive function. {[Good.] Cceliopyosis

(rtvcn’,
4 pus’). Abscess of the abdomen.

Cienos (xo»xof) ‘common.’ Hence, Coena, supper; the common
evening meal: and Ca’/iaesthesis (atsf^aij, 4 feeling’) common feeling.

C oleos (xoxto{) 4 a sheath,’ the vagina. Hence, Cole itis and Coleos-
Itis. Inflammation of the vagina.

Colon (xu\ov) from xotxo;, 4 hollow.’ The largest of the bowels.
Hence, Colica (‘tj xoxixa, roaos

)
the colic; Co/icodynia (oSwrj 4 pain.’)

Co/ltis. Inflammation of the colon.

Colpos
( xox«o{, 4 a gulph’) the vagina. Hence, Co/palgia, (aXyoj,

4 pain
,) pain in the vagina. Colpitis, inflammation of the vagina.

Colpo ptosis («turns, 4 prolapsus’) prolapsus vaginae.

Coma (x«,ta) a 4 lethargic sleep.’ Hence, Comatodes (x^arcoS^)
and Comatose, drowsy.

Condylus (xovSvXof) 4 a tuberosity,’ 4 a knuckle,’ a process. Hence,
Condyle, a knotty elevation. Condylddes and Condylo'ides (eiSos,
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‘ resemblance’) condyloid, having the shape of a condyle ;
and Con-

dyloma (xop&v'Ku^a) a fleshy protuberance, of a knotshape. Epicon-

dyle (erf i, ‘ upon’) an eminence on the outer condyle of the os hu-

meri. [Chaussier.]

Copos (xorfos) a feeling of fatigne or weariness in a part. As Os-

ieocopus (oaveov, ‘ a bone’) feeling of weariness or pain in a bone.

Copros (jcorfpo;) ‘ excrement.’ Hence, CopracratTa (ax^atna, 4 want

of power’) involuntary discharge of the feces. Coprngogue (ayu,

4
I expel’) a cathartic. Copremesis ‘ vomiting’) stercoraceous

vomiting. Coprorrhcea (ptu, ‘ I flow’) diarrhoea. Coprosclerosis, and

Coproscleroma (cjxx^oj, ‘ dry,’ ‘hard’) hardness of the feces. Copro-

stasia and coprostlsis (araotj, ‘stagnation’) constipation.

Corax (jto^aS) ‘ a raven.’ lienee, Caracodes and Caracoldes

(ttfios, ‘ form’) having the form of a raven, or of a raven’s beak; as

the coracoid process of the scapula.

Core (*o

‘

the pupil.’ Hence, Corectomia (tx-topy, ‘ excision’)

the formation of an artificial pupil.

Cotyla and CotylE
(
xotv'kri)

‘ a hollow,’ ‘ a deep hollow. Hence,

Cotyledon (xowx»;Sw) the acetabulum; a lobe of the placenta, &c.

Cotylodes, Cytoloides («8os, ‘ form’) Cotyloid; as the cotyloid cavity.

Coxa, ‘ the hip,’ the hipjoint. Hence, Coxagra (oyga, ‘seizure’)

gout in the hip. Coxalgia (axyoj, ‘ pain,’) pain iu the hip. Coxitis.

Inflammation of the hip.

Cranion (*?a«o».) ‘ the skull.’ Hence, CranioXogy (xoyos,
4 a de-

scription’); Phrenology. Craniometry (prr^ov, ‘ a measure’) mea-

surement of the skull. Cranioscopy (oxotuu, ‘ I inspect’) inspec-

tion or examination of the skull, llemicrania (yph ‘ one hall
)
a

pain in half the head.) Olecranon (wxtw?, ‘ the ulna’) the head ot

the ulna.

Cricos (x^lxos) ‘ a ring.’ Hence, Cricodes, Cricoides (x^xufyj,

x^ixouSrn) ringshaped (nfos, ‘ shape,’) as the cricoid cartilage.

Crocis and Crocys (xpoxi; and xpoxvt)
4 the nap on cloth. Hence,

Crocidismus, the like signification as Carphologia.

Cryptos (x^rfrof) ‘ concealed.’ Hence, Crppsorchis or Crypt-

orchis (opxij,
4 a testicle’) one, whose testes have not descended. Cryp-

/ocephalous
4 the head’) a fetus with the head not visible

externally.
T

Cyaneus (**<mo 5 ,
xvavoS ,

‘ blue.’) Hence, Cyanogene (rmxw, I

engender’) ‘ a generator of blue.’ The basis of the Hydrocyanic
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acid. (Germ. BlaustofT.) Cyanopathla (rtoflos, ‘disease’,) and

C?/<m5sis, the blue disease.

Cvo (xva,) ‘ I conceive,’ ‘ I am pregnant.’ Hence, Cyeina, (xwjjua)

the embryo; and Cycsis and Cyophoria ($fpu, ‘ I carry,’) preg-

nancy.

Cyon {xvuv)

4 a dog.’ Hence, Ct/tianche (apru, 4 1 choke’) sore-

throat; properly, Synanche (?). Cynicus, and Cynddes

‘form,’) Cynic, as 4 Cynic spasm.’ Cynolyssa (xvaaa, 4 madness.’)

Rabies canina. 6'j/norexia (op f |t 5,
4 appetite.’) Fames canina.

Cystjs (xvartj) 4 a bladder,’ especially the urinary bladder. Hence,

Cys/algia (a*yo$, 4 pain.’) Pain in the bladder, CystUis, inflamma-

tion of the bladder. Cystotomy, (ro^, 4 incision.’) Lithotomy.

Ct/slencephalous ^yxrfaXov, 4 brain.’) A foetus having a vesicular

brain.

Cytos (xvfoj) 4 the skin.’ Hence, Cyfitis. Inflammation of the

skin. See Scytos.

D.

Dacry, Dacrvon, (iaxpv, taxpvov ,)
4 a tear.’ Hence, Dacry-

adenltis (a&rjv,
4 a gland.’) Inflammation of the lachrymal gland.

l)acryocys[\Us (xvans, 4 a bladder.’) Inflammation of the lachrymal

sac. Dacryosyrinx (evptyi.
4 a fistula.’) Fistula lachrymalis.

Dactylus (JaxrtiXof) 4 a finger. Hence, Dactylitis. Paronychia
or whitlow. DodedactylTlis (5u6fxa, 4 twelve.’) Inflammation of

the duodenum.

Delta (Stxta) the Greek letter a. Hence, Deltoid («a05 ,

4 form,’)

resembling the letter a, as the deltoid muscle.

Demos (typos,
4 the people.’) Hence, Endemic («v ,

4
in.’) A dis-

ease peculiar to a people or country. Epidemic
(
t*t, 4 upon.’) An

atmospheric disease.

Dere (Se{V)
4 the neck.’ Hence, ZJerencephalous (eyxufaxov, 4 the

brain.’) A fetus, having the head and brain in the neck.

Desha, Desme, Desmos (Stopa , Siopy, Stopos, 4 a band or bond.’)

A ligament. Hence, Dcsmography
(y{aty,

4 a description.’) A de-
scription of the ligaments.

Di, (5t, a tJ)
4
bis, twice, double.’ Hence, Z>icrotus (*porfU

,

4 1

strike,
)
beating double; as Pulsus dicrotus. Zligastricus (yaafrjg,

the belly,
) double-bellied. -Diploe (jt\txa, ‘I plait or fold.’) The

cellular structure between the tables of the skull. Diplopia (SlrnooS ,

‘double,’ and o^ts, ‘vision.’) Double vision.

6*
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Dia (5ta) in composition, ‘ through,’ ‘ asunder,’ ‘ out of,’ ‘ sepa-

rated.’ Hence, Di'nbetes (/3atvu, ‘ I go.’) A morbid discharge of

urine. .Diachylon (ajuxof, ‘a juice.’) A plaster formerly made of

vegetable juices. Dtacodium (SiaxuSiur,) (xuSnoy, ‘ a poppy head,’)

a medicine made of poppy heads. Diagnosis (ymoij, ‘ learning.’)

Discrimination. Diapedesis (st^Sau, * I spring.’) Transudation; as

hemorrhage by diapedesis. .Diaphoresis (Sta^o^m's,) (<(>o£f<o, ‘ I con-

vey.’) Perspiration. Diaphragm (^ayfta, ‘an inclosure,’) a parti-

tion. Diarrhoea ($tu,
‘ I How.’) Diastole (8iaof fMuo, ‘ I put asun-

der.’) Dilatation. Diathesis (riO^/tu ^io place.’) Disposition to

disease. Diuresis (or^tu, ‘ I pass the urine.’) An abundant secre-

tion of urine.

DiphtiiEra (5«}>0f£a) ‘a skin;’ leather.’ Hence, Diphtheriiis.

Inflammation of a mucous membrane, accompanied by a membrani-

form exudation.

Dipsa (5i4a) ‘ thirst.’ Hence, Dipsosis. Morbid thirst. Poly-

dipsia (rtoxvj, * much.’) Excessive thirst.

Dothien (Soeitjv) ‘ a boil.’ ‘ a pustule. Hence, DothinenierT/is

( Enteritis . Inflammation of the intestines.) Follicular gastro-

enteritis.

Dyn Amis (Swazis, ‘ strength.’) The vital power. Hence, Dynamo-

meter (fitrgov, ‘ a measure.’) A measurer of strength.

Dys (gvj) in composition, ‘difficult,’ ‘faulty;’ sometimes privative:

mostly, answering to the English particles dis, in, inis, or un.

Hence, DysaesthesiiE (ou<j0j?<hs, ‘ sensation.’) Dulness of sensation,

or diseases of sensation. Dyscrasia (x^aais, * a mixture.’) A faulty

mixture of the juices, a cachectic condition. Dysecoia (axorj) ‘ hear-

ing.’ Difficulty of hearing. Dysentery (tvagov, ‘ an intestine.’)

The bloody flux. Dysmenorrhcea, see (Men) painful and difficult

menstruation. Dysopsia (o4-ij, ‘ vision.’) Defective vision. Dys-

pepsia ‘ digestion.’) Indigestion. Dysphagia (^oyo, ‘ I eat.’)

Difficulty in swallowing. Dyspnoea
(
rtvmj, ‘ breathing.’) Difficulty

of breathing. Dystocia (ro*o;, ‘ a parturition.’) Difficult labor;

and Dysuria (<ni£j<a, ‘ I pass the urine.’) Difficulty in passing the

urine.

E.

Ec,—before a vowel, Ex (t*, f|)
‘ out of,’ * from,’ ‘ off.’ Hence,

Dcchymoma (*£v<o, ‘ I pour out.’) An extravasation of blood. Ec-
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coprotic (xojt^of,
4 excrement.’) A cathartic. .Eclampsia ( ,

4 an

emission of light.’) A convulsion. Epilepsy: from a sensation of

light being an occasional premonitory symptom. .Eclectic (xfyu, ‘ I

choose.’) As an eclectic physician; eclectic medicine. Eclegma

(txxtey/ta) 4
I lick.’) An electuary. Ectropium (tgcrtu, 4 1

turn.’) A turning out,’—as of the eyelids. Eczema (£*u, 4
1 boil.’) A

hot eruption, Exsemia (aifta,
4 blood.’) Want of blood. Exanthema

(avOos, 4 a flower.’) An efflorescence. Exomphalos (ou^axoj, 4 the

navel.’) Rupture of the navel. Exophthalmus (o^Oax^of, 4 the eye.’)

Projection of the eye out of tfie orbit. Exostosis (oavtov, 4 a bone.’)

A bony tumor. Exosmose (uopj, ‘impulsion.’) Outward impulsion.

[Dutrochet.J

Eidos
(
nSo(,

4 form,’ 4 resemblance.’) The u is often changed
into u, at the termination of words. Thus Hamiatoi'r/cs (di^arouSr,)

is often written Iltemator/es (dt^aruS^f.) The English termination

oid is from n&o $; as Hsmatou/, Phlegmonou/, &c.

Elytron (iXvt^ov) 4 a sheath.’ The vagina. Hence, Elytrilia.

Inflammation of the vagina. Leucorrhoea. Elytrddes (nSo{,
4 form.’)

Sheathlike;—as tlte tunica vaginalis, vel e/ytrodes, testis. Elytro-
ptosis (jtrustj, 4 a falling down.’) A prolapsus of the vagina.

En and Em (tv)
4 in,’ 4 into,’ 4 within;’ also, 4 excess;’ (frequently

used in this last sense, by Dr. Good.) A common prefix, answer-
generally , to the prehxes i

m

and in, in English. In composi-
tion, before /3, *, 4 , and fi, the «- is changed into p; before y, *,

and x , into y; before x, into x; and before £, generally, into^. Hence,
Embryo (t/ippiov) (fevu,

4
1 bud forth.’) A fecundated germ. Em-

iri/othlasis (0xa<n f,
4 a breaking to pieces.’) The destruction of the

foetus in utero. Embryotomy (ro^, 4 incision.’) The anatomy of
the embryo; destruction of the foetus. EmAryulcia

(
fx*u, 4

1 draw.’)
The forcible removal of the foetus from the uterus. Emmenia

(w ,
4 a month.’) The menses; and Eminetiagogue (ayw, 4

1 expel.’) A
promoter of the menses. Emphysema (fwnun or 4 infla-

tion.
)

Infiltration with air. Empiric 4 experience.’) One
who makes experiments; also, a quack. Emplastrum (rfxaaao, 4

1

smear.’) A plaster. Empresma (ft^s/xa, 4 a burn,’ from 4
1

set on fire.’) An internal inflammation. [Good.] Empyema
rtvnnti, 4 suppuration.’) Internal suppuration, especially

in the chest. Emprosthotonus 4 before,’ and
4
1 extend.’) Tetanus, in which the body _is bent towards. En-
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arthrosis (o^B^w, 4 a joint.’) A deep, yet perfect and free joint.

Encephalitis (xe^cw.,;, ‘ head.’) Inflammation of the brain. En-

cephalocele (xifcaij,
4 head,’ and xrjxt], ‘rupture.’) Hernia Cerebri.

Encephalon or Encephalos (eyxcqxo.os,
4 the brain,’) 4 the contents

of the cranium.’ Endemic (8,7/105,
‘ the people.’) A disease of a lo-

cality. Endon (‘ within.’) Hence, Emiosmose (100/105,
‘ impul-

sion.’) Inward impulsion. [Dutrochet.] Endocardium (xa£8ia,

‘ the heart.’) The lining membrane of the heart. Enema (w/ta.)

(iq/ii,
4 to send.’) An injection. Engastrimythos (eyyao’t£ifiv6os,)

(yaor*7£>
4 the belly:’ /ivOo5, ‘ a discourse.’.) A ventriloquist. Enteron

(tvtepov) (tvtof,
4 within’) an intestine. Hence, En/erltis. Inflamma-

tion of the intestine. En/erocele (xijJwj, ‘ rupture’) intestinal rupture.

Enterica (tvtepixa,) diseases affecting the intestines; En/erolithos

(\idof,
4 a stone’) a stony concretion in the stomach or intestines.

Dothinenferziis (SoBi^v,
4 a pustule.’) Inflammation of the intestinal

follicles. Entozbon (*v, tvrof,
4 within;’ %uov 4 an animal.’) An in-

testinal worm. Entropium 4
I turn.’) A turning in, as of

the eye-lashes. Enuresis (ot^fu, 4
1 make water.

)
Incontinence

of urine, Errhine (£«*, ‘ the nose.’) A sternutatory.

Ep\ Epii, Epi (tn:’, ft, Em) 4 upon,’ * above;’ in composition it

generally means augmentation, addition, increase, reciprocal action,

repetition. Hence, Epacme (ax/i*/, ‘ the top’) increase of a disease,

one that is approaching its height. Ephebia ( *7(3*7,
4 the pubes or

down on the parts of generation’) puberty; and Ephebus, a young

woman. Ephelides (',77.105, ‘the sun’) sun freckles. Ephemeras

(VEC°>
‘ a day’) of one day’s duration. Ep/tialtes (aM.o/«u,

4 to jump’)

nightmare. Ephidrosis ('i8$u<ri5, ‘sweating’) a profuse sweating.

Ephippium (Urtof,
4 a horse’) the sella turcica. Epidemic (8*7/105,

•« the people’) an atmospheric disease. Epidermis 4 the skin’)

the cuticle. Epididymis (6180/105,
4 the testis’) a small body, that lies

on the testicle. Epigastrium
(
yaar 4 the stomach’) the region

of the stomach. Epiglottis (y?Mtta, 4 the tongue’) Epilepsy

(*a/ij3cmo—future, 71*7+0*

—

4
I seize hold of’) the falling sickness.

Epiphysis (*ou,
4 1 grow’) a process, united to the bone by car-

tilage. Epiploon (crtirt\oov,) (*afu, 4 1 float’.) The omentum

or caul. Hence Eptp/ocele (x^t.*/,
4a rupture.’) An omental rupture.

Epispadias (ortau,
4 1 draw, or contract’) one whose urethra opens

on the dorsum penis. Epispastic (the same etymon) 4 a draw-

ing’ application, as a blister. Epistaxis (jMk, ‘ dropping

)
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frequent dropping. Hemorrhage from the nose. Epistropheus

(fffgfijMo, * I turn,’) the second vertebra of the neck. Eptthem

{ttdrifii, ‘ to put’) a cataplasm. Epulis (odxov, ‘ the gum’) a gumboil.

Epulotic (<n>\r
t ,

‘ cicatrization’) a cicatrisant.

Eros (tgui, ‘ love.’) Hence, Erotic

;

as Erotic mania and Eroto-

mania, love madness.

Erysos
(
t^vnof) Erythos (f^v9of) and Erythros (igvdgos) ‘ red,’

‘ rose-coloured.’ Hence Erysipelas; (jttxas, ‘ near.’ (?) )
St. An-

thony’s fire. Erythema , redness; and erythrema. Eryttirades

(ti8o;, ‘ resemblance’) as the tunica erythrodes of the testis.

Etiimos (t]$iuof, ‘ a sieve.’) Hence, ethmoid (ttSof, * resemblance’)

sieve-like, as the ethmoid bone.

Eu
(
tv) ‘good,’ ‘proper,’—when prefixed to words, as ewmmia

(d«(Ua, * blood’) a good condition of the blood. Euaesthcsia (cuaStjatf,

‘ feeling’) a good state of feeling. Ewchroea (z(ota or zi°a, * color

of the surface’) a good colour of the skin. Eucrasia (xfcwtj, ‘ mix-
ture.’) The opposite to r/yscrasia. Eupepsia (rtt+ij, ‘ concoction,’)

good digestion. Euthanasia (tfomrof, * death’) an easy death.

Exis, see Hexis.

F.

Facient (facials) ‘ making,’ from facio, ‘ I make.’ As calefa-
cicnt (caleo ,

‘ I warm’;) a medicine, that causes warmth. Rubc/a-
cient (rubeo ,

‘ I am red’) one that causes redness.

Fuge (fugo, ‘I expel’) ‘ an expeller.’ Hence, febrifuge (febris,
‘ a fever’) a fever expeller. Vermi/u^e

(
vermis ,

‘ a worm’) a worm
expeller.

G.

Gala (yaxa, genitive yoXax-tos,) ‘ milk.’ Hence, Ga/acfophorous

(*?“ ‘ I carry’) lactiferous. GalactopoieUc (rto««, ‘ I make’) milk
making, milk favoring. Ga/acforrhcea (gtu, ‘ to flow’) a copious flow
of milk.

Gaster (ya9t^,) the stomach; the belly. Hence, Gas/ralgia

(aXyof, ‘ pain’) stomach-ache, belly-ache. Gastricism , the doctrine

which refers most complaints to the stomach. Gastritis, inflamma-
tion of the stomach. Gastrocnemius (xvrj^tj, ‘ the leg’) the belly or
calfoi the leg; or rather the parts forming it. Gastrodynia (ofivu;,
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‘ pain’) pain in the stomach. Gastrotomy (-ro/07, ‘ incision’) the ope-

ration of opening the belly.

Gen, genesis (yivtaif) ‘generation.’ Hence, Hydrogen (v8g£,

‘ water’) a gas, which enters into the formation of water. Osteogeny

(oatcov, ‘ a bone’) the formation of bone.

GenTon (ycviiov) * the chin.’ Hence, Gemoglossus ‘ the

tongue’) a muscle, arising from the chin, and passing to the tongue.

Genys (ytws) ‘the jaw,’ also, the chin. Hence, Genyantron

(avr-gov, ‘ a cavity’) the antrum of Highmore; and Genyantralgia (aVyoj,

‘ pain’) pain in the antrum of Highmore.

Geron (yf^uv,) ‘ an old person.’ Hence Gerocomium (xojttu, ‘ I

take care of’) an invalid hospital. An hospital for the aged.

Geusis (yeuatj) ‘ taste.’ Hence, Geusionosi, and Geustionbsi

(»osof, ‘ a disease.’) Diseases of taste.

Ginglymus (ytyy? ‘ a hinge.’ A hinge joint. Hence, Ginglym-

oid (eiSoj, ‘ form’) hinge-like.

GlEnE * a shallow socket.’ Hence, Glenoitf («8oj, ‘form;’)

as glenoidfossa

;

a shallow articular surface.

Glossa (yjwooda) and Glotta (yXwrra) ‘ the tongue.’ Hence,

G/ossalgia (cc.yoj, ‘ pain.’) pain in the tongue. Glossitis, inflamma-

tion of the tongue. G/ossoplegia ‘ a stroke’) paralysis of the

tongue.

Gnosis (yvuoif) ‘ knowledge.' Hence, Diagnosis (Sia, ‘ by’) dis-

crimination of diseases. Prognosis (*£o, ‘ before’) foreseeing and

foretelling the result of disease.

Gomphos (yo/i$oj) ‘ a peg, or a nail.’ Hence, Gomphias'is. Pain

in the teeth; especially from the use of acids. Also, looseness of the

teeth. Gomphosis, the articulation of the teeth with the jaws.

Gone (yovtj) Gonos (yon;) ‘ the sperm.’ Hence, Gonorrhoea (f«o,

‘ I flow’) properly Blennorrhoea.

Gony (yon)) ‘ the knee.’ Hence, Gonyagra. (oy^a, ‘ a seizure’)

gout in the knee. Gonyalgia (cayo;, ‘ pain’) pain in the knee.

Gonyoncus (oy*of ,
‘a tumour’) swelling of the knee.

GynE [ywrj, genitive ywaixof)
*a woman.’ Hence, Gynaecology

(Aoyoj, * a description’) a treatise on the nature and diseases of women.

Gynandrus (ov^, ‘ a man:’ genitive wJgoj) an hermaphrodite.

H.

H.EMA (aijita, genitive &ipatoe)
‘blood.’ Hence, Haemadonosos
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(»oaoi,
4 a disease’) a disease of the bloodvessels. Haemados\bsis

(oatiov, 4 a bone’) ossification of the bloodvessels. Hsematem£sis

‘ I vomit’) vomiting of blood. Hsematica , diseases of the

sanguineous function. [Good.] flsematodes (tiSoj, 4 resemblance’)

bloodlike, as fungus hsematodes. Haemaloma, a bloody tumor.

Hsematophohia ($>o(3o*,
4 dread’) a dread of blood. Haematopoiesis

(rtottu, 4 1 make’) and Hematosis, sanguification, /fejnrz/uresis

and Hsematuria (ovgiu, 4
I pass urine’) bloody urine. Hxmopioe,

and ifemoptysis (*ruu, 4
1 spit’) spitting of blood. Haemorrhage

4 a breaking out’) a preternatural flow of blood. Hxmorrhcea
4 1 flow’) hemorrhage. Zfemorrhoids (same etymon) piles.

Haemostatic (orcm;, 4 stagnation’) a styptic.

Hals (dxr,
4 salt.’) Hence, Halogenium (ytwou, 4 1 make.’) Ila-

logenc. The basis of common salt, //a/oid (ttJoj,
4 resemblance.’)

Like salt.

HaphE (d^ 4 feeling,’ 4 touch.’) Haphonbsi (voaof, 4 a disease.’)

Diseases of touch. Amblyaphia (aftpivf, ‘dull.’) Obtuseness of

feeling.

Helcos (iixof
4 an ulcer.’) //e/codes and Helcoides (uSof, 4 re-

semblance,’) ulcerous. Helcoma (i\Xuna) 4 an ulcer,’ especially of

the cornea. Helcosis (ixxwair) 4 ulceration.’

Helios (j-xioj)
4 the sun.’ Heliosis (ijjuoj^,) and Heliosis (,jjuo<jtj)

4 insolation.’ Exposure to the sun.

Helmins genitive iXfuvOoj) ‘a worm.’ Hence, Helminth-

agogue (oyu, 4
1 expel.’) A vermifuge. Helminthia, and Helminthi-

asis, invermination. A worm disease. Helminthtca, worm remedies.

Helminthology (xoyoj, 4 a discourse.’) A treatise on worms. Hel-

minthopyra 4
fire,’

4 fever.’) Worm fever.

Helos (txo;, 4 a marsh.’) Hence, //e/odes and Heloides
(
{ iioj,

4 form,’ 4 resemblance,’) marshy; as Febris helodes, marsh fever, and
Helopyra and 7/c/opyretos (*vf, and rfv^rof, 4 fever,’) having the

same signification.

Hemera (r;fit£a) 4 a day.’ Hence, Hemeralopia (o+i f ,

4 sight.’)

Dayvision. Nightblindness.

Hem i
4 half,’ 4 semi.’) Hence, /ftmicephalus (xi$a\t!,

4 head.’) One, who has half a head, /femicrania (x^anov, 4 the cra-

nium,
)
megrim; pain in one half the head. Hemiopia

(04^,
4 vision.

)
The sight of only half an object. Hemipagia and

Hetnipegia (rfoyos, n^yof, 4 fastened,’ 4 nailed.’) Hemicrania, clavus
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hystericus. /hmitritaeus (t^etmos, 4 tertian;’) happening on the

third day.

II Epar (rjrtag, genitive, jj*aros,
4 liver. ’) Hepatalgia (axyof,

4 pain.’)

Pain in the liver, /hcyia/apostema (anoatqua, ‘ an abscess.’) An
abscess of the liver. Hepatization. Conversion of the lung into a

liverlike substance. Hepatitis. Inflammation of the liver.

Hermes ('Eg^j 4 Mercury.’) Hence, /hermaphrodite (AfgoSitr;,

4 Venus.’)

Hernia (of uncertain etymon.) A rupture. Herniotomy (to^r/,

4 incision.’) The operation for hernia.

HEteros (engos) 4 the one of two:’ ‘ the other.’ Hence, Hetero-

phonia 4 voice.’) A cracked or broken voice. 7/e/erorexia

optits, ‘ appetite.’) Appetite for all kinds of strange aliments.

Hexis (tlhs) ‘ habit,’ ‘ constitution.’ Hence, Hectic fever; a fever

of the habit. Cachexia (*a*o{, * bad.’) A bad habit of body.

Hidros (IS^uj, genitive Idgutos) 4 sweat.’ Hence, Hidroa, and

Hidrola. A sweat or heat eruption. Hidropyxa (jtvg,
4 a fire or

fever.’) A sweating fever, Sudor anglicus. Hidrosis (ISguois)

4 sweating.’ Hidroterium (L6(otftiov)
4 a sudatorium or sweating

place.’

Himas [ifias, genitive i^avroj) 4 the uvula.’ Also, elongation of the

uvula. Himantdma (ipavrufia) and Himantds'is (Ipcwtuots) have the

same signification.

HiPPps (lestof)
4 a horse.’ Hence, Hippiatiia (torfgof,

4 a physi-

cian.’) The veterinary art. /hippocampus (*a 4 a winding.’)

A medullary projection in the posterior cornu of the lateral ventricle

of the brain. Hippotomy (tow, 4 incision.’) Anatomy or dissection

of the horse.

Histos (lotos)
4 texture.’ The organic texture. Hence, Histo-

genia (yivo^ai,
4 to arise.’) The formation of the organic textures.

Histology (xoyoj,
4 a description.’) The doctrine of the organic tex-

tures; general anatomy. Anldstous, (av,
4 privative,’) without organi-

zation, as the 4 anhistous’ membrane, or decidua. [Velpeau.]

Homceos (ofeoLos)
4 like.’ Hence, Homoeopathy («o9o( ,

4 disease.’)

The doctrine of Hahnemann

—

siniilia similibus curantur.

IIyXlos (vaxos)
4 glass.’ Hence, IJyalddes and Hyalo'idea, («8o$,

4 resemblance.’) Glasslike, as the hyaloid coat of the eye.

Hydor (v8ug, genitive iSatos
)

4 water.’ Hence, Hydatid, a blad-

der of water, an acephalocyst. Hyderos (v8e£o$) 4 dropsy, especially
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anarsarca. Hydragogne (ayu, ‘ I expel.’) A cathartic that occasions

watery evacuations. Hydrargyria, and Hydrargy riasis (apyvpoj,

‘silver.’) The mercurial disease. Hydrargyrum, quicksilver. Hydr
arthrus (apflpov, ‘ a joint.’) Dropsy of a joint. /fyi/rencephalus

(eyxtfaxos, ‘ the brain.’) Dropsy of the brain. Hydroarion (uapww,

‘ the ovarium.’) Dropsy of the ovarium. Hydrocardia (capita,

* the heart.’) Dropsy of the pericardium. Hydrocele (xrjxr;, ‘ a

tumor.’) Dropsy of the tunica vaginalis. //t/i/rocephalus
(
XltyO.'f.TJ,

‘ head.’) Dropsy of the head. Hydrogeniwm (ytvvau, ‘ I form.’)

The gas hydrogen. Hydromeira (pjjrpa, ‘ the womb.’) Dropsy of

the womb, //ydropericardium. Dropsy of the pericardium. Hydro-
phobia ($0,3o;, ‘dread.’) Hydrops (i-Sp^) ‘dropsy.’ Hydrorrha-
cliltis ('pa*if, * the spine.’) Dropsy of the spine. Hydroihorax.
Dropsy of the chest.

IIygros (vypoj) ‘ moist,’ ‘ wet.’ Hence, Hygroma, a watery swel-

ling. //ygrophobia, Hydrophobia.

IIyodes Hyoides (iotti^) (from the letter v, and ttioj, ‘ re-

semblance.’) Hyoideus; as os hyoidemn, the hyoid bone. Hence,
Hyodeoglossus, Hvoglossus

(yxu>aoo,
‘ the tongue.’) A muscle

arising from the hyoid bone, and passing to the tongue.

Hyper (vntp) ‘above,’ ‘in excess.’ Hence, Hyperemia (jupa,
‘blood.’) Turgescence of the capillary’ vessels. //ypenesthesis
(ata^aif, ‘ feeling.’) Excessive sensibility. Hyperaphia (i^,
‘ touch.’) Excessive acuteness of touch. Hypercatharsis, super-
purgation. Hypenlynamia (ivm,ui{, ‘ force;*) excessive strength.
Hypercmgsis. Excessive vomiting, //yperencephalous

(
Ey* f$axo,,

‘ the brain.’) A fetus, having a kind of encephalocele, the brain
being upon the cranium. Hypererethisia

(
tp£ 0i£u ,

‘ I excite.’) Ex-
cessive irritability. Hyperidrosis (iipusi;, * sweating.’) Excessive
sweating, //yperosphresia (o 9$p,,t{

, ‘smell.’) Excessive acuteness
of smell. Hypersarcoma (aapxw^a, ‘ growth of flesh.’) Luxuriant
flesh. Hyperathcma („0 £ 1.o5 , ‘strength.’) Excessive vital power.
Hypertrophy (rpo

‘

nutrition.’) Supernutrition.

IIypnos (inv0i) • sleep.’ Hence, Hypnotic, (v*,ur«oj) ‘ a soporific.’
Hypo (v*o) ‘under.’ Hence, /fypacticus

(
irtaxrtxoS) (oyu, ‘I

expel.
)
A cathartic, T/i/pamaurosis, an imperfect amaurosis. JJyp&-

mia or Hypox mia (i^a, ‘ blood.’) A deficiency of blood; also, ex-
travasation of blood. Hypochondria

(XovSp0{ , ‘ a cartilage.’) The
regions under the cartilages of the false ribs. Hypochondriasis.
The disease of the hypochondres. Hypochyma and ifypochysis
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(21x0 or %ta, 4 I pour out.’) A suffusion. A cataract. Hypogas-

trium (yaarjjp, ‘ tlie belly.’) The lowest portion of the belly. Hypo-
glossal (yxuaoo, ‘ the tongue.’) Lying under the tongue. The ninth

pair of nerves. Hypospadias (erfau, 4 I draw.’) The opposite to

Epispadias: the urethra terminating beneath the male organ. Hypo-
th£ton (fltaij, ‘ the act of placing.’) A suppository.

HystEra (vartpo, votipq) 4 the uterus.’ Hence, Hysteria, a disease

often referred to the uterus. Hysterics, inflammation of the uterus,

//ys/eropsophia 4
1 emit a sound’) discharge of wind from

the uterus. Hysteroplosis (xfuatj, 4 a falling down’) prolapsus uteri.

Hysterotomy (tonrj,
4 incision’) the caesarean section: also, Hyste-

rotomo tocia (toxoj, 4 parturition’).

I.

Iatros (iafpo{, 4 a physician’.) Hence, Ta/raliptic {tarpaxti7fnxrj)

(aJifKjxo,
4 1 anoint’) the art of applying by friction, /a/rochemia,

medical chemistry. Ta/romathematicus. A mathematical physician,

/a/rotechnica (te*^, 4 art’) the healing art.

Ichthus (e*0v{)
4 a fish.’ Hence, Ichthyophagus (cfa-yu,

4 I eat’)

a fish eater. Ichthyosis. Fish skin,—a cutaneous disease. Ichthyo-

colla (jtowui,
4 glue’) fish glue. Isinglass.

Idios (t6io$,)
4 proper,’ 4 peculiar.’ Hence, Zr/iopathic (rtoSoj,

4 af-

fection’) primary suffering, in contradistinction to symptomatic.

Idiosyncrasy, and /f/iosyncrisy (owxpaoii, 4 commixture;’ ovyxpisis,

4 composition’) peculiarity of constitution.

Idros, See Hidros.

IlEon, Ilium (from eiXeco,
4
1 roll’) the gut Ileum

:

also, the bone

of the pelvis on which the Ileum rests. Ileus; volvulus,—a variety

of colic,—the Colica Ileus. Iliac; referable to the Ilium; as Iliac

passion; Iliac muscle.

Imas, See Himas.

Ion (iov
)

4 the violet.’ Hence, Zonthus, ‘violet eruption;’ some,

however, derive it from av8»s,
4a flower;’ others from o>>0os, ‘foulness’)

an eruption on the face.

Iris (ipi 5 ,
genitive ipt«o 5)

a rainbow. The Iris or diaphragm of the

eye. Zn'ancistron and /m/ancistron (ayxtatpov, 4 a hook’) an instru-

ment used in the formation of artificial pupil, /m/ectomia (ixtofii

j

4 excision’) formation of ari artificial pupil: also, Iridotomy (vo/ijj,

4 incision.’) /ritis. Inflammation of the Iris.

Ischo (iaXa>,
4
1 keep back,’ 4 1 restrain,’

4 1 hold firm.’ Hence,

/
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Ischxmia (iipa, ‘ blood’) suppression of hemorrhage, /sc/non (19-

xtov) the ischium. The hip. Seat bone. Ischias, pain in the hip.

Ischiadic, and Ischia/ic, Sciatic. /scAtalgia (0X705, ‘ pain’) the same

as Ischias. ZscAolochia (xo*ta, ‘ the lochia’) suppression of the lochia.

/scAomenia (/iijv, ‘ a month’) suppression of the menses. Ischuria

(wpoi/, ‘ urine’) suppression of urine.

L.

Lagos (*ayo<) ‘ a hare.’ Hence, Zag’ochllus (*11X05, ‘ a lip’) and

Zagostbma (oro^o, ‘ mouth’) harelip.

Lambda (the Greek letter A, xa^ia.) Hence, Lambdacismus.
The frequent use of the L for the R. Lambdoidai, Lambdbdes,
Lamdoides (1160$, ‘ form’) shaped like the letter A.—As the Sutura
lambdo'idalis.

Larynx (xapuyS). The upper part of the windpipe. Hence,
Laryngeal, belonging to the larynx. Laryngitis, inflammation of

the larynx. Laryngotomy (toftrj, ‘ incision’) cutting into the larynx.

Leipo, See Lipo.

Lepis {xtTttf, genitive Airti5o5,) Lepas (x**a5, genitive XfftaJos), ‘ a

scale. Hence, Lepidddes and Lepidoides (11805, ‘ form’) Squamous,
scaly; as the Sutura lepidodcs vel squamosa.

Lepsis (xj^is) 1 a taking hold ol,’ from xopiiavu, ‘I take.’ Hence,
Epdepsy

(
1* 1 , ‘.upon’) ‘ a seizing upon.’ Analepsis (ava, ‘ again’) a

recovery.

Leptos (xtrtt'os,) ‘ thin,’ ‘light.’ Hence, Ze/j/ophonia^w^, ‘voice’)

a fine, delicate voice. Ze/i/otrophia (rpo$>-, * nourishment’) light nu-
trition. Leplysinus (xcatvs/xof) emaciation: wasting.

LetiiE (x^) ‘oblivion, death.’ Hence, Lethargy (tpyor, ‘work.’)
Stupor, morbid drowsiness. Ze//iiferous (<j>ipo, ‘I bear’) death bear-

ing. Deadly.

Leucos (xtv*05,) ‘ white.’ Hence, Zewcaethiops (AiStoq-, ‘ an
^Ethiopian:’ itself from <uOu, * to burn,’ and ‘ the face’) an Albino.

Leucbma (xiuxu^a) ‘ a whiteness of the cornea: also, Albumen.
ZeMcophlegmatia (qxtyna, ‘ phlegm,) a dropsical condition. Leuco-
rrhoea (jJiu, ‘ I flow’) tluor albus.

Lien (x«05, ‘ smooth, slippery,’ [?]. The spleen. Zientery (n-ripo*,

‘intestine
)

a watery diarrhoea, with undigested food;—formerly,
called ‘ slipperiness of the guts.’

Limos (xi^oj) ‘ hunger.’ Hence, Zimanchia, (ay*«, ‘I choke’) and
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Zimoctonia (xfoi-oj, 1 murder,’ ‘ death’) death from hunger. Limosis
,

appetite for food impaired, excessive, or depraved. (Good).

Liva (xtrta,) ‘ fat,’ and Liparos (xirtapoj,) ‘ fatty.’ Liparia , fat-

ness. Lipoma , a fatty tumour.

Lipo or Leipo (xtirtu) ‘ to leave,’ ‘ to forsake.’ Hence, Lipoysy-

chia
(4^*7 ,

‘ the mind,’) fainting; and, also, Zijjothymia (flugos, ‘ the

soul or mind’).

Lithos (udos) 1 a stone.’ ITence, Zii/iagogues (ayu, 4 1 expel’)

remedies for the stone. Litharge (xt0apyupo{) (apyvpos, ‘ silver’). The

semivitreous oxide of lead. Lithiasis. A calculous disease. I.ith-

5des, Lithoi&es (n5o{, ‘ form’) stonelike;—as Os lithodes: the petrous

portion of the temporal bone. Lithonthryptic
(
0pt)*r<o, ‘I break to

pieces’) a solvent of stone. Z/Mothrypsy or Lithotripsy (0pi4‘f> or

Vpi4 ij, ‘ a breaking,’ emshing, or rubbing to pieces.’) The art of

breaking, or rubbing to pieces, stone in the bladder. Lithotomy

{cofir;, ‘ an incision’) the operation for the stone. Llthointy

‘ I break’) an operation for breaking the stone in the bladder.

Lochos (xo*o;) a woman in childbed. Hence, Lochia; the dis-

charge from a childbed woman. Zoc/todochium Ho receive’)

a lying-in hospital.

L(emus, Loimos (xotjuoj) ‘ plague.’ Hence, Lacmology (xoyos, ‘ a

discourse’) the doctrine of contagious diseases. Zowopyra (rtvp,

« fever’) the plague.

Logy (xoyo;, ‘ a description’) a suffix denoting 1 a treatise or des-

cription.’ Hence, Angiology (ayynov, * a vessel’) ‘ a description of

the vessels.’ Neurology (vfupov, ‘ a nerve’) a description of the

nerves. Nosology
(
voaof ,

‘ a disease’) a description or arrangement

of diseases.

IiOrdos (xopSo;) ‘ bent, bent forwards.’ Hence, Lordoma and Lor-

dosis. A curvature of the spine forwards.

Lycos (jwjxoj) ‘ a wolf.’ Hence, Lycanche (oy^co, ‘ I choke’) hy-

drophobia. Zycorexia (optlji,;, ‘ appetite’) a canine appetite.

Lympha, ‘ Lymph.’ Zym/j/iangeitis (ayytiov,
4 a vessel’) inflamma-

tion of the lymphatics. LymphzngZon, a lymphatic. Lymphengio-

l°gy (xoyo;, ‘ a discourse’) a treatise on the lymphatics.

Lysis (xuot?) ‘ a solution,’ from xvq, 4 1 loosen.’ Hence, Paraly-

sis (rtapa,
4 throughout’) a palsy. Dialysis (Sia ,

4 through’) a solu-

tion of continuity.

Lyssa (%vaaa, %v-era)
4 madness,’ canine madness. Zyssodectos

4 a bite’) one bitten by a mad dog.
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M.

Macros (paxpo$) 4 extended;’ 4 long.’ Hence, A/acrauchen (au^i/v,

4 neck’) a long neck. A/acrobiosis (ptoj,
4
life’) a long life. Macro-

nosia(vos<>5 ,

4 disease’) a chronic disease, A/acropnoos (rtvorj, ‘breath’)

long-winded.

MalXcos (paxaxof) 4 soft.’ Hence, A/a/acosteon (oatcov
4 a bone’)

Mollifies os8ium.

Mania (pana) 4 madness.’ Hence, Daemono/nania (5oipur,
4 a

spirit’) religious mania. Monomania (povos,
4 alone’) madness on

one subject.

Mantia, Mantica, ManticE (paima, pavtixrje—in English,
4 money’) a common termination to words signifying 4 divination.’

As Chiromancy (*»ip, 4 the hand') divination by the hand. Oneiro-

mancy
(
ovnpof ,

4 a dream’) divination from dreams. Necromancy
(vexpoi, 4 dead’) divination through the dead.

MasEsis (paatjais) MassEma, and MassEsis, 4 mastication.’ Hence,
Massetcr, a muscle of mastication.

Mastus (pastof, pai9of)
4
tlie mamma.’ Hence, Mastalgia (axyoj,

pain
) pain in the mamma. A/as/itis, inflammation of the mamma.

A/asftcarcinoma (xapxuopa, 4 cancer’) cancer of the mamma. Mas-
todes, Mastaides

(
tl«o 5 ,

4 form’) mastoid; as the mastoid or mamil-
lary process of the temporal bone. A/as/odynia (o&wr,, 4 pain’) pain
in the mamma, A/asIhelcosis (Ixxo;, 4 ulcer’) suppuration of the
mamma.

Mecon (prjxuv, genitive jujxuvos) 4 the poppy,’ poppy-head. Hence,
Meconium, poppy-juice. Also, the first excrement of the infant,
which is dark coloured, like poppy-juice.

Megas (p[yas , feminine piyaxrt )
4
great.’ As Megalocaslia (*0oua,

4 the intestines’) the great intestines. Megalophbnia ‘ the
voice’) a full, strong voice.

Melas (ptfAS , feminine pilaw, genitive pc\avoS)
4 black.’ Hence,

Melsena, the black disease. A black discharge from the bowels.
Melancholy (zox,, ‘ bile’) black bile; Atrabilis. Melanosis, a black
degeneration or growth.

Mele (pnxn)
4 a probe,’ 4 a sound.’ A suffix to the names of cer-

tain surgical instruments. Melosis, the act of sounding or probing.
Meli Om) mel, 4 honey.’ A/e/fceris (,,p0f ,

4 wax’) a tumor

7*
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having contents like honey, A/e/icraton (xpastj, ‘ mixture’) a drink

of honey and water.

Men genitive ^oj) Merisis. A month. Hence, A/magogue

(ay«, ‘ I expel’) an emmenagogue. A/enarrhagia (‘payr;, ‘ a Ti°"

lent flow’) immoderate flow of the menses. A/enostasis (ot'ckhj,

* stagnation’) retention of the menses.

Meninx (injviy%, genitive fitjvtyyof, ‘a skin or membrane; espe-

cially a membrane of the brain). Hence, Meninges {y-rjvif/ye^ prural

of firjviyt) the membranes of the brain. Meningea ,
belonging to the

membranes of the brain. Mcningion (pr^vtyyiov) a very delicate mem-

brane, and^specially the Tunica Araeknoides of the brain. Mening-

ltis, inflammation of the membranes of the brain.

MEros (/tfpoj) l a part,’ ‘a member.’ Hence, A/eramaurbsis, in-

complete amaurosis. A/eridrosis (fipooij, ‘ sweating’) a partial

sweat. A/erobalneum (balneum, ^axamov, * a bath’) a partial bath.

Meros
(wpo S )

also means ‘ the thigh.’ Hence, A/crocele (*^,

‘rupture’) Femoral hernia.

Merycismus [ixrjpvxiafiof) rumination. Hence, A/en/cology (xoyoj,

* a description’) the doctrine, or description of rumination.

Mesos (^tfooj) ‘ middle, in the midst of.’ Hence, A/esarscum

(apaios, ‘rare’ ‘thin’), A/esenterium (cytcpw, ‘an intestine’) the me-

sentery; Mesocolon (xuxox), and A/csorectum. A/esoscelon, (o*»xo{ ,

‘ the leg’) the perinseum.

Meta (peta) meth (/iff?’) ‘ with, together with, after, change of

form and place.’ Hence, A/e/acarpus (juta, ‘after, behind;’ and xapaoj,

‘ the wrist’). Afe/amorphosis (/aop^, ‘ shape’) change of shape. Me-

/astasis (otaot, s , ‘ position’) a change of position. A/e/atarsus (taboos,

‘ the middle foot, the instep’). The part beyond the tarsus—between

it and the toes. A/e/hemerina ‘ a day’) daily; as Febris Met-

hemerina; a quotidian. Methodus (oSoj, ‘ way’) way, mode. A/e/-

opon (<4 ,
‘ the eye’) the forehead; and A/efopantron (*4, ‘ the eye,

avfgov, ‘ a cavity’) the frontal sinus. Metopantriiis-, inflammation of

the frontal sinuses.

Meter (ftcrgoy,
‘ a measure’) a suffix denoting a measurer. Hence,

Barometer jWo ( ,
‘ weight’) an instrument for measuring the weight

of the air. Plexinttter ‘ percussion’) an instrument for mea-

suring sound on percussion.
,

Metra Matrix, ‘ the womb.’ Hence, A/e/rhclcosis and

A/efrelcosis (k*oj, ‘ ulcer’) ulceration of the uterus. MetnUs, in-
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flammation of the uterus. A/drocarcinoma (xagxivuna, 4 cancer’)

cancer of the womb. A/elromania, furor uterinus. A/e/roptosis

(ofufftf, ‘ a falling down’) prolapsus uteri. A/e/rorrhagia (‘^oyy,
4 a

violent flow’) uterine hemorrhage. A/e/rorrhcea (‘^tu ,

4
1 flow’) a

morbid discharge from the uterus. A/e/rotomy (fojmj, ‘ incision.’)

The Caesarean section.

Micros (fuxgos) 4 small.’ Hence, A/icrocephalus 4 head’)

one who has a small head. A/tcrophonia 4 voice’) a small

voice. A/icrorchis (o£x i (<
‘ a testicle’) one who has very small tes-

ticles.

Monos (^ow>$) 4 one, alone, only one.’ Hence, A/onomania, insa-

nity on one subject. A/onopagia (>tayof, 4 fixed’) fixed in one place;

Hemicrania. AVonophthalmus (o^9ax^of, 4 the eye’) having one eye.
A/onorchis (ogxi f,

4 a testicle’) having one testicle.

Moria (nu^ia) 4 folly.’ A/orocomlum 4
1 take care of’) a

mad house; also, A/orodochium 4 to receive’).

Morion (^iw) 4 a part.’ Hence, A/ortoplastice (nxaatixof, 4 form-
ing’) Chirurgia curtorum. The restitution of lost parts.

Morph E (fiotf*/)
4 shape’ 4 form’. Hence, Morphotomy (rout;,

4 incision’) general anatomy.

Mycter {nvx*n) 4 the nose.’ The nasal fossa?. Mycterophomz
4 voice’) a nasal voice.

MyElos (nv[ix>s)
4 the marrow;’ especially the spinal marrow.

Hence, Myelitis, inflammation of the spinal marrow. A/ye/opthlsis
Tabes dorsalis.

Myia (/tvto) musca, 4 a fly.’ Hence, Afyiodeopsia, and A/yode-
sopsia (o-iptf,

4 vision.’) Muscx volitantes: appearances of flies before
the eyes.

Myle (^xrj) mola, 4 a mill,’ 4 a mole.’ The jaw. In composition
—as in the names of the muscles, A/y/ohyoideus, Afy/opharyngeus,
&c.—it signifies the jaw.

Mys (mvj)
4 a mouse,’ mus; also, a muscle, musculus. Hence,

^asthenia (a, privative, and 0etV0i,
4 strength.’) Debility of the

muscles. Myenergia,
(
f„, and tpyw ,

4 work.’) Muscular strength.
My ijis- Inflammation of the muscles. Myology (*»yo 5,

4 a descrip-
tion.

) A treatise on the muscles. A/yopia
(<4 , f,

4 vision;’) mouse-eye.
shortsightedness; also A/ydsis.
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N.

Narca, Narce (rapxa, »apx^,) ‘ stupor.’ Hence, Narcosis

;

the

effect of a narcotic: stupefaction: Narcotism: the narcotic con-

dition.

NausRa (vavaui, vavtia) 4 sickness at the stomach;’ properly sea-

sickness; from vuvs,
4 a ship.’ Hence, Nauseous and Nautiodes ,

{vwvtiu&iis)
4 exciting nausea.’

Necros (vfxpoj) ‘ death.’ Hence, iVecrology (xoyo$, ‘ a discourse.’)

An obituary; a description of death. iVecromancy (juavrua, ‘ divi-

nation.’) Divination by the dead. iVecrosis,—deatn,—as of a

bone. iVecropsy ‘ sight,’) and iVecrotomy (ro/07 ,

4 incision.’)

Dissection; examination after death.

Neos (no:) novus ,
‘ new,’ ‘ fresh.’ Hence, iVeogala

(
ya,%a ,

‘ milk.’)

The first milk or colostrum. Neognos {ytoyvof) (ytvu,
‘ I beget.’) A

new-born infant.

Nephos (t»*$o$,) nubes, ‘ a cloud.’ Hence, Nephela, Nephelc

and Neplielium (vitpaiov)
4 a little cloud;’ Nubecula; a

speck on the cornea. Nephelddes (yfiptXuS^) Nubilosus, cloudy.

Nephros, (i/f^po;) ren, ‘ a kidney.’ Hence, Nephralgia. (a*yo$,

‘ pain.’) Pain of the kidney. Nephritis, inflammation of the

kidney. iVep/irolithlasis (xt0o$, ‘ a stone.’) The disease of renal

1 calculus. Nephroucus (oyxo$, ‘ a tumor.’) A swelling of the kid-

ney.

Neuron
(
vsvpov ,

nervus,)
4 a nerve.’ Hence, Neuralgia (a*.yo$,

4 pain.’) Nerveache. iVeurilema, or ./Veurilyma (tiXuu, 4 1 envelope.’)

The sheath of a nerve. iVeuntis, inflammation of a nerve. Neuro-

des
(MSo;,

4 like.’) Nervosus, nervous. Neurology (xoyo$, 4 a dis-

course.’) A description of the nerves. Neuronosos
(
'poso$,

4 a dis-

ease.’) A disease of the nerves. iVewropathic («sa9o$, 4 affection.’)

Belonging to disease of the nerves.

Nosos (oooj) 4 a disease.’ Hence, iVosocomium (xo^o. 4 1 take

care of.’) An hospital; and iVosodochium (3f*<o, 4 1 receive.’) Noso-

logy ‘ a description.’) The doctrine of disease; generally, the

classification of diseases.

Nostos (o3fo$)
4 a journey home.’ (Hence, Nostalgia (axyo$,

‘ pain,’) and iVostomania, homeache.

Notos (pwto$)
4 the back.’ Hence, iVoJalgia (oxyo$,

4 pain.’)
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Pain in the back. iVotencephalous (tyxofaxov, ‘ the brain.’) A fostus

having the head with the brain on the back.

Nux [wi, genitive wxtot) ‘night.’ Hence, Nyctalopia (<*},,
‘ the

sight.’) Nightsight; dayblindness. J\]/c/obatesis (jJaivu, ‘ I go,’ ‘ I

wander.’) Somnambulism.

Nymph.® (vvpfa, w^^rj, ‘ a bride.') The lesser labia of the female

parts of generation. AympAomania, Furor uterinus. jS'ympholomy

(rofiri, ‘ an incision.’) The removal of the nymphae.

0 .

Oarion (uaptov) (uov, ‘ an egg.’) The ovarium; also, called Oo~

phoron (ifxpu, ‘ I carry.’) 'J'hc egg vessel. Hence, OarijU^, inflam-

tion of the ovarium.

Odous (o5wf, genitive oSmtof) ‘ a tooth.’ Hence, Odon/agogum
(oyw, ‘ I expel,’) and Odontagra (aypa, ‘ a seizure.’) An instrument

for extracting teeth. Odott/algia (oXyoj, ‘ pain;’) toothache. Odontla-

sis, dentition, and painful dentition. Odontia, pain or derangement

of the teeth or their sockets. [Good.]

Odyne (oAvdj) ‘pain.’ A very common suffix; as in Anodyne f

Pleurof/ync, <$*c.

(Edema (oiS^a.) from otJau, 4
1 swell.’ A swelling;—especially

a watery swelling. Hence, (Edematous ,—of the nature of cedema;
and CEdematoui (ti8oj, ‘resemblance.’) Resembling oedema.

(Ends (otvoj) ‘ wine.’ Hence, CPnomania, delirium tremens.

(EsophXgus (otacKpoyo;,—from ouo, ‘ I carry;’ and $>oyu, ‘ I eat.’)

The gullet. Hence, (Esophagi tis, inflammation of the oesopha-

gus. Gsophagoiomy (rojujj, ‘ incision.’) An incision into the oeso-

phagus.

(Estrus (oiorpoj) ‘ a violent impulse or desire.’ I-Ienee, CEstrus
venereus, and ffis/romania, nymphomania.

Oid and Ode, (see Eidos.)

OlEnE (uxivrj,') ulna, ‘ the elbow.’ Hence, O/ecranon or Olecra-

non (xparov, ‘ the head.’) The head of the elbow:—the Acrolenion .

(See Acros.)

Oligos (oxtyo;,) ‘ few,’ ‘ little.’ Hence, Oligvcmia. (at^ua, ‘ blood.’)

Paucity of blood. O/tg-otrophia (tp^, ‘ nourishment.’) Defective
nutrition.

Omos
(
w^oj) ‘ the shoulder.’ Hence, Omagra (aypa, ‘ a seizure.’)

Pain or gout in the shoulder.
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OmphXhts (o^ijiaxoj) ‘the navel.’ The Umbilicus. Hence, Om-

phaleicbsis (tx*o$, ‘ ulcer.’) Ulceration of the navel. OmphalTtis,

inflammation of the navel. Omphalocbib [xrp.fi, ‘ rupture.’) Umbi-

lical hernia.

Oncos, Oncus (oy*o{) ‘ a tumor.’ Oncoses; tumors, as diseases.

Oncotomy
(tofiTj ,

* incision.’) The opening of an abscess, or removal

of a tumor.

Oneiros (ovtipoj) ‘ a dream.’ Hence, Oneirodynia
(
oSvvri ,

‘ pain.’)

A painful dreaming. Oneirogmus, (ovnpuypof) ‘ a lively dream.’

Nocturnal pollution.

Onyx (owl, genitive ow*o{, ‘ a nail.’) Hence, Onychoptosis

(rt-cuaii, ‘ a falling ofT.’) Loss of a nail.

Ophthalmos (oifda’Kfiof) ‘ the eye.’ Hence, Ophthalmia ,
and Oph-

thalmitis, inflammation of the eye. Ophthalm'uxler (larpoj, ‘ a phy-

sician.’) An oculist. Ophlhalmocarcinoma [xa^xivu/ia, ‘ cancer.’)

Cancer of the eye.

OpisthE (oiuadi) ‘ from behind,’ ‘ backwards.’ Hence, Opistho-

cephalon (xe^>a%r
1 ,

‘ head’) the back part of the head. Opisthotonos

(ttn-u, ‘ I extend’). Tetanus dorsalis vel posticus.

Ops (u+) ‘ the eye, the look.’ Hence, Opsis (o4k>) ‘ sigHt,’ ‘ vi-

sion’, and Opsionusi (vovaoi, ‘ diseases’) diseases of vision. Ambly-

opia (a^pxvj, ‘ dull.’) Dulness of vision. Autopsy (avro{ ,
‘ himself’)

self-inspection. Diplopia (Strtxooj, ‘ double’) Double vision. Cycl-

opia, (%v*7u> 5 ,
‘ a circle’) the state of having one eye; and Monopsia

(/tovoj, ‘ one’) having the same signification.

Orchis (op*i{, genitive opztuj, and opz^°i) ‘ the testicle.’ Hence,

Orcheotomy (rofitj, ‘incision’) and Orchidotomy. Castration. Orchitis.

Inflammation of the testicle.

Orchos (opzof)
1 a row:’ as of the eyelashes. The tarsus. Orcho-

tomy (fonrj, ‘ incision’) the removal of the tarsus.

Orexis (opt|tj) ‘ appetite.’ Hence, Anorexia (aorav, ‘ privative’)

want of appetite.

Ortiios (opfloi)
‘ right,’ * upright.’ Hence, Or/Ztopcedia (*0.15, gen-

itive ?ta(.8o5, ‘ a child’) the art of correcting, or preventing deformities

in the young. Orthopnasa [xvor,, ‘ breathing’) dyspnoea, requiring

the patient to be erect.

OsciiE (0azv)
‘ the scrotum.’ Hence, Oschiiis. Inflammation ot

the scrotum. Osc/tocarcinoma (xapxivu/mi, ‘ cancer’) cancer scroti.

OsmE (oapt], ‘ an odour,’ from 0£», ‘ I smell’). Ozeena, [o^aiva) a
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fetid ulcer of the nose, is from the same root. 0*mon5si (vosoj, ‘ a

disease’) diseases of the sense of smell.

Osmos 4 a pushing’). Hence, Endosmose (**8ov,
4 within’)

an inward impulsion. Exosmose (*£,
4 out’). An outward impulsion.

Osphrasia (oa^aaKi) 4 an odour.’ Osphresis, (oatypjaij)
4 the sense

of smell. Hence, Osphresiology, (xoyoj,
4 a discourse’) a treatise on,

or description of, odours.

Osphys (o-j^r) Coxa. ‘The hip.’ Hence, OsyAyalgia
(
axyo;,

‘pain’)

coxalgia. Pain in the hip. Osphyilis, inflammation of the parts

about the hip.

Osteon (odow) 4a bone.’ Hence, Ostarion, a little bone. Osteo-

copus (xortoj,
4 fatigue,’ ‘pain’) pain or fatigue in a bone: also, Oste-

algia (avyo$, ‘pain’) and Onteodynia (oiwi7, ‘pain’). Osteology (xoyo;,

4 a discourse.’) A description of the bones. Osteomalacia (7x00x0x07,

4 soft’) softness of bones. Osteonosi (>0007,
4 a disease’) diseases

of bone. Osteosarcoma (aop£, 4 flesh’) a kind of fleshy swelling of

bone. Osteosis and Oslosis; a bony tumor; ossification. Osteo-

steatoma (ovtotu/xo, 4 a fatty tumor;’) a kind of suety tumor of

bone.

Ota (wra) 4 the ears.’ Hence, O/Sgra (oypo, 4 seizure’) an ear

pick. O/algia (0X707,
4 pain’) earache. Otenchytes (fy*vw, from tv , and

4
1 pour’) an ear syringe. Otica. Remedies for the ear. Ot-

Itis. Inflammation of the ear. O/orrhcea (^u, 4
I flow.’) A discharge

from the ear.

Oxys (o£v{) 4 acute, sharp, sour.’ Oxos (o£o$,) 4 vinegar. Oxide.

A diminutive of oxos. Oxycratum (xpooij, 4 a mixture’) a mixture

of vinegar, honey, and water. Oxyecoia (o£vi7x01a) (0x017,
4 audition,)

too great acuteness of hearing. Oxygala (yoxo, 4 milk’) sour milk.

Oxygen (ytvu, 4
I make’) the oxidizing gas. Oxyme] (ptXi, 4 honey’)

a mixture of vinegar and honey. Oxyndsos, Oxynosema (voaof ,

4a

disease’) an acute disease. Oxyopia (04, ‘vision’) acuteness of vision.

Oxyosphresia (ootpijsij,
4 smell’) acuteness of the sense of smell.

Oxyphlegmasia (yxtynaoia, 4 inflammation.’) Acute inflammation.

Oxyregmia (tgivyofiai, 4 to belch.’) An acid eructation.

P.

Paciiys (rtaxvf) 4 thick,’ 4
fat,’ fleshy.’ Hence, Pachxm'ia, and

Pachyvcm'ia (017x0, 4 blood.’) Too great thickness of the blood.

Pais (*0x7, genitive *01807)
‘ a boy,’ 4 a child.’ Hence, Pseda-
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trophia (a, privative, and rgo^, ‘ nourishment.’) Atrophy of chil-

dren.

Palin (itaUv) ‘ again.’ Hence, Pa/indromia (S^o/to*, ‘ a race,’ ‘a

course.’) A relapse.

Palmos, Palmus (*ca/ios) ‘ palpitation.’ Palmic, belonging to

palpitation.

Pan (rtatf, Ttauo, rtav, genitive 7tavto{) ‘ all.’ Panplegia or Para-

plegia (jtDjyjj, ‘ a stroke.’) General palsy. Panchymagogue (zv^os,

‘ a juice,’ ayw, ‘ I expel.’) A cathartic, which evacuates every thing.

Pancreas (*?fa 5 ,
‘ flesh,’) ‘ all flesh.’ The sweetbread. Pancreat-

itis, inflammation of the pancreas. Puntsgogne (ayu, ‘ I expel;’)

a panchy magogue. Pan/ophobia (^ofBof) ‘a universal dread.’

Para (rfc^a) ‘by, near, contrary to, through, (per); above, and

beyond, (ultra); besides, (prater.') Hence, Paracentesis (*afa2>v-

*1731$) (xfvrtu, ‘ I stick.’) A perforation of the abdomen, in asci-

tes. Paracme (ajc/117, ‘the top.’) The stage of declension, after

a disease has attained the height. Hence, also, Paracmastic. Para-

lysis (*wo, ‘ 1 loosen;’) palsy. Paraphimosis ($Voo, ‘ I constrict,’

, I bind tight.’) A constriction of the prepuce behind the glans. Para-

plegia, and Paraplexia (ca^artxr^ia,) («x>7yrj, ‘ a stroke.’) Paralysis

of a part,—usually of the lower part,—of the body. Paralopia (ro«o{,

‘ a place.’) A dislocation. Paregoric (ca^jjyo^fw, ‘ I soothe.’) A

soothing remedy. Parenchyma (tyxvy&i ‘ an infusion;’ tv, ‘ in, and

Xvu, ‘ I pour.’) The substance of a tissue, which is cellular or inter-

stitial. Paresis, (177/11,
‘ to send;’) paralysis. Paristhmitis (ts0/to5 ,

1 a passage through,’ the fauces.) Inflammation of the tonsils. Par.

onychia (ow$, ‘ a nail;’) whitlow. Parotid (ov(, uto S,
‘ the ear;’)

near the ear. Parulis (ouXor, ‘ the gum;’) gumboil.

In the terms Paracusis (axovms, ‘ the act of hearing,
)

morbid

hearing, Parapsis (a+15, ‘ touch,’) morbid touch, Parabysma (^3/10,

1 a stopping up,’) morbid engorgement, Parosmis, (03/07,
‘ smell,’)

morbid smell, Paruria (ov?to,
‘ I pass the urine,’) morbid micturition,

&c . &c . used by Dr. Goon

—

Para means a defective or morbid

condition.

Pathos (aaOof) ‘ a disease.’ Hence, Pathema, (aaOtjua) and Pathe-

matology or Pathology (xoyOJ ,
"a discourse.’) The doctrine, or

description, of disease. Pathognomonic (yvusif, ‘ discernment,’)

characteristic of a disease. Idiopathic (18105, ‘ peculiar.’) Primary, as

opposed to symptomatic.
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Pella («fjua) PelUs, 4 the skin.’ Hence, Pe/Zagra (ay^a, 4 a

seizure.’) A cutaneous disease of Italy.

Pelys, Pelyx, Pellis (gi\v{, gi\v$, o*xju<, ‘ a dish’ or 4 bowl.’)

The pelvis. Hence, Pe/yometer, or PeZycometer * measure.’)

A pelvimeter.

Pepsis («f+t{) (tffou, 4
1 concoct,’ 4 1 digest;’) digestion. Pepansis

and Pepasmus, concoction. Pepastic and Peptic , concerning diges-

tion. Dyspepsia (6ti{,
4 with difficulty;’) indigestion.

Peri (rtr(i) 4 about,’ 4 on all sides,’ 4 round about.’ An augmenta-

tive. Hence, Pen'algia (a\yof,
4 pain.’) A severe and general pain.

Periamma and Periaplon rti^iartrov) (aitru 4
1 hang to.’)

An amulet. Pericardium (xa(&ta, 4 the heart’) the membrane sur-

rounding the heart. Perichondrium (xovS(of, 4 a cartilage’) the mem-
brane covering a cartilage. Pericranium {x(<wiav, 4 the skull’) the

membrane covering the skull. Perinreum (root,
4 temple’(?)

)
the

space between the parts of generation and the anus. Periosteum
(oarfor, 4 a bone’) the membrane covering a bone. Peripneumonia
(rtvivfiavia,

4 inflammation of the lungs’) pneumonitis. Peristaltic

(etiwu, 4 1 send’) vermicular motion, as of the intestines; Pm'stfile.

Peritoneum (itnvu ,
4
1 stretch’) the membrane lining the abdomen.

Per6nP. (otffovj;)
4 a clasp.’ The fibula. Hence, Peronseus, a

muscle of the fibula.

Petra, Petros («»rpa, 4 a stone.’ The petrous or hard
portion of the temporal bone. Hence, Pe/rclaeum (,xau», 4

oil’) pe-
troleum, rock or stone oil.

Phacos (<j>a*o*) 4 a lentil or fens;’ also, a freckle. PAacItis, in-
flammation of the crystalline lens. PAacopais («+,

4 face’) one with
a freckled face. P/iacoscotoma (<jxorupa, 4 darkness’) cataract.
Phago (toyu, 4 to eat.’) Hence, Phagaena and Phagedana, an

eating ulcer. Dysphagia (s*f ,

4
difficult’) difficulty of deglutition.

PhalAcros (faxax^os, 4 bald.’) Hence, Phalacroma, baldness;
and Phalacrotes.

Phalanx and Phalange ($oXay£, and faXayy
rj ,)

4 a row or series.'
The small bones of the fingers and toes are called Phalanges. Pha-
langosis (o*ono«{)

trichiasis. Phalangettianus, any thing relating
to the third phalanx of the fingers or toes. Phalangianus, any
tiling relating to the first phalanx. Phalanginianus, any thing re-
lating to the second.

Phallus (i},clxxo {) « the penis.’ Hence, PAo/Zocarcinoma (za***^,
8
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* cancer’) cancer of the penis. /7ia//orrhagia ('gayy, * a violent flow’)

hemorrhage from the male organ.

PharmXcon (fagfiaxov) 4 a medicine.’ Hence, Pharmaceum
(<pa£na.xtiov) an apothecary’s shop; a pharmacy. Pharmaceutice

,

Pharmacia ,
the art of preparing medicines; Pharmacy. Pharmaco-

logy (xoyoj,
4 a discourse’) materia medica. Pharmacopmis (wottw,

4 1 make’) an officinal direction for the preparation of medicines. Phar-

macopola (auxiu, 4
1 vend’) a vender of drugs; an apothecary.

Pharynx (^a^ryi,) Pharyx (^agv|.) Pharus ($a£o{) 4 the swallow;’

the top of the gullet. Hence, Pharyngitis, inflammation of the

pharynx. Pharyngotomy (fo^, 4 incision’) the operation of cutting

into the pharynx.

PhatnE (q>atrij,) Phatnion (rpatvtov) an alveolus. Hence, Pha-

<?iorrhagia (‘^ayrj ,

4 a violent flow’) hemorrhage from the alveoli.

Phimos (<}>t/ios)
4 a muzzle, a bit.’ Hence, Phimosis. A con-

striction of the prepuce, so that it cannot be drawn back over the

glans.

Phlebs (i}>?u4)
4 a vein.’ Hence, /Vi/e&eurysma (ivpvofia,

4 dilata-

tion’) a varix. Phlebitis, inflammation of a vein. Phlebotomy

(rofit],
4 incision’) venesection.

Phlegma (<puy^a, genitive, <p\typaros) 4 heat, inflammation;’ also,

phlegm. Hence, Phlegmagogue (ayu, 4
1 expel’) a cathartic, that

expels mucus. Phlegmasia, inflammation. Phlegmalia, a watery

or phlegmatic swelling. Phlegmatopyra (jtv£,
4 fever’) a mucous

fever. Phlegmatorrhcen ('ftu,
4
1 flow’) a catarrh. Phlegmon

(yxiypovri) inflammation; also, an inflammatory swelling. Phleg-

monoties (nSo$, 4 resemblance’) inflammatory. Phlegmymemtis

(’vfitjv, a 4 membrane’) inflammation of a mucous membrane.

Phlox ($xo|)
4 flame.’ Hence, Phlogdties (uSos,

4 form, resem-

blance’) inflamed. Phlogopyxn (rt^,
4 fever’) inflammatory fever.

Phlogbsis, inflammation. Phlogottca, inflammations.

Phlyctis (<j>xvxri{) and Phlyctjena (<pxvxtcu>>a) (from txuu, <j>xu£w,

4 I boil’) a vesicular eruption. Phlyctsenoid (fxvxtauvuSqs) resem-

bling Phlyctasnae. Phlyzacium (q>xv$axiov) a vesicular eruption.

Phlysis, a genus to which Paronychia belongs. [Good.]

Phobos (<j>oflo{)
4 dread.’ Hence, Phobodipson (6t4a,

4 thirst’) hy-

drophobia.

Phone (favy)
4 voice.’ Hence, Phonica, Phononbsi Goooj, 4 a

disease’) diseases of the voice. Aphonia (a privative) loss of voice.

Dysphonia (Svf, ‘ difficult’) impaired voice.
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Piiorous ‘ I carry’) a suffix denoting conveyance. Hence,

Galaciophdrous (yam, yaxaxroj, ‘ milk’) a conveyor of milk.

Phren (ttfv) ‘ the mind.’ The diaphragm. Hence, /’Armitis,

inflammation of the brain; also, Phrenesis, Phrenetlasis, and Phre-

netismus. Phrenic, belonging to the diaphragm. Phrenology

(xoyof, ‘ a discourse’) the doctrine of the mind; craniology.

Piirix (<p{t£, genitive, PhricE Phricasmus

(^^ixaaftof) 1 shivering.’ Hence, /Encodes (ti5of, * form’) Fehris

algida.

Phtheir (t9ft?) ‘ a louse.’ Hence, Phtheiriasis or Pthertasis.

The Morbus pcdiculosus.

PhthoE (fOor;) ‘ I waste away.’) Phthisis, consumption.
Hence, Phthisical, consumptive. Pthisuria (ovfov,

‘ urine’) diabetes

inellitus.

Phyma
(fvfia ,

genitive fvjuar05) (>pvu, $vau, fvaau, ‘ I inflate’)

a swelling. Phymattcus, belonging to a swelling. Phyrnation
(tvfia-nov) a small boil. Physa (tr®o) a bladder. A bulla or bleb.

Physconia, a prominence ot the lower belly. Pot belly. Physema,
inflation with wind. Physomelra {^r^a, ‘ the womb’) inflation of
the womb by air. Physoihorax, pneumothorax.

Piiysis ((fnjatj—t’vw, ‘
1 generate’) nature. Hence, Physics, the

doctrine ol nature; and Physiology (xoyos, 1 a discourse’) now gene-
rally restricted to the doctrine of the functions of the human body.
Physiognomy (yvugtj, ‘ descrimination’) the art of judging of dispo-
sition, &c. by the countenance. /%siatrice (wt^xV,

‘ the healing
art’) the vis medicatrix naturae.

Phiton (ifvroi-) ‘ a plant,’ ‘ a vegetable’ (same etymon.) Phytology
(xoyoj, ‘ a discourse’) botany. Phytotomy

(
ton ,

‘ incision’) vege-
table anatomy.

Picros (* t*?oj)
‘ bitter.’ Hence, Picromel (*,*», « honey;’ having

the consistence of honey) the bitter principle of the bile. Picro-
toxine (ro$t*0v, ‘ a poison’) ‘ bitter poison.’ The poisonous prin-
ciple of the Cocculus Indicus.

Prn-RON (rutvpov) ‘ bran.’ Hence, Pityriasis, dandriff.
Plaga, PlEge (jtxw)

‘ a stroke.’ Hence, Hemiplegia, dtc.
Plastic (*xaan*o

f)
‘ forming, formative.’ Hence, Plasticismus,

the formative impulse, or b i 1 d u n g s t r i e b. Blepharqp/«s/tC?
(llXffapoi/, ‘ the eyelid’) formation of a new eyelid.

Platys (*xarvj) • flat, broad.’ Hence, Platysma (^atvsua) a
broad surface;—as Platysmu-myodes, a broad muscle of the neck.
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PlErEs (jtxrjpT] j) PlEnus: ‘ full.’ Hence, Plerosis, and Pleroma.

Fulness. Repletion. Plethora (rtxtjOuptj, from nXrjBu ,

4 1 fill’) fulness

of vessels.

Pleura (rtXtvpo) ‘ the membrane lining the chest’ (from rtxriprn [?]).

Hence, P/euralgia (aXyo{, 4 pain’) and P/ewrodyne (o&vvy, 4 pain’)

pain in the side. Pleuresia and Pleuritis. Inflammation of the

pleura. Pleurothotonos (rtxsvpodtv, ‘ from the side.’ and tuvu, 4 I

extend’) tetanus lateralis.

Plexis ij) same as Plaga and PlEge, ‘ a stroke.’ Hence,

Pleximeter (pttpov, 4 measure,’) the measurer of a stroke. An in-

strument used in percussion.

Pneuma
(jtvtvpu)

1 air, wind.’ Hence, Pneumatic, belonging to

air. Pnenmalica, diseases of the respiratory function. [Good.]

Pneumatosis, flatulence. Pneumatothbrax, and Pneumothorax (0u-

pa£, ‘ the chest’) wind in the cavity of the chest. Pneumonia and

Pneumonitis, inflammation of the lungs. Pneumonicu, diseases

affecting the lungs, their membranes or motive power. [Good.]

Pnigma (rtvvyfto) Pnixis Pnix (*h£): lrom cviyw, ‘I stran-

gle.’ Strangulation. Suffocation: A high degree of asthma. Hence,

Pnigalion (crviyaxiuv) the nightmare.

PnoE (rtvorj) and Pncea (rtvo irj)
4 breath,’—Hence, Dyspnoea, Or-

thopncea, &c.

Podos (genitive of jtwf, pes, 4 the foot.’) Hence, Podagra (oy^o,

4 a seizure’) gout. Porfencephalous (tyxc^azov,
4 the brain.’) A foetus

having the brain on a kind of pedicle.

Polys (rtoxvj)
4 many: full.’ Hence, Polytcmia (iupa, 4 blood’)

Plethora. Po/ychrestus (z^au, 4 to use’) much used;—as Sal Poly-

ehrestum. Po/r/dipsia (8i4a, 4 thirst’) much thirst. Polypus (jtovj,

4 a foot’) having many feet. A tumor compared to certain zoophytes.

Po/ysarcia. Having much flesh. Obesity: also, Po/ysomatia (aw/ia,

4 the body’). Po/ytrophia (-rpo^, 4 nourishment’) supernutrition.

Pomphos {nopupoi)
4 a blister,’ 4 a bleb,’

4 a vesicle:’ The same

as Pemphix, and Pemphigus, and Pompholyx.

Posia, Posis (rtoan)
4 drinking.’ Hence, Brachyyosia (0paxv f ,

4 short’) drinking little. The same as Hydrophobia.

PosthE (rioaGtj)
4 the prepuce’ also, 4 the penis:’ Posthitis, in-

flammation of the prepuce.

Presbys (rtpeof3vS,)
4 old.’ Hence, Presbyopia («+,

4 vision’). The

vision of the aged. Longsightedness.
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Prixpvs (npiarfof) the god Priapus: also, the penis. Hence, Pri-

apism. Constant and distressing erection.

Pro (*po) Pros (*po{) ‘ before.’ Hence, Procatarctic (xara, and

ap*u, ‘ 1 begin’) precursory, preparatory. Prodromus (6po/caco,
4
I

run’), (}<poSpofio{.) A precursor, forerunner. A premonitory. Pro-

cgumenos (^yiouai, 4 to precede.’) The same as Procatarctic. Progno-
sis (yrwoif,

4 discrimination’). Judgment regarding the future progress

of a disease. Prophylaxis (fvxaaau, 4
I guard’) prevention. Pro-

ptosis (returns, ‘ a falling down’) prolapsus; and Proptoma. Pros-

opon (co4, 4 the eye’) the forehead. Proso/talgia (axyoj, ‘ pain’) pain

in the forehead. Prostate (orau, ‘ I stand’) the prostate gland.

Prostatitis. Inflammation of the prostate.

Proctos (npo*ro{) 4 the anus.’ Hence, Proe/algia (axyos, ‘pain’)

pain in the anus. Proctitis. Inflammation of the anus. Proctocele
4 rupture’); Proctoptoma (srup, 4 a falling down*) and Procto-

ptosis if, ‘a falling down’) Prolapsus ani.

Protos (jtpuroj) the first.’ As Pro/ogkla, (yaXa, 4 milk’) the

colostrum or first milk.

Pseudos (^fvioj) 4 false.’ Hence, Pseudaeoe (axor,, 4 audition,’)

false hearing. Pset/rfiesthesis (aiadr^ts
,

4 feeling’) depraved feeling.

Pset/rfomeniux 4 a membrane') a false membrane. Pscudo-
morphe (fiop^rj,

4 form.’) A false or irregular form. Pseudopia,
Pseudopsia, Pseudopsis (04*;,

4 vision’). False vision. Pseudo-
syphilis, spurious syphilis.

Psilos (40.05) ‘bald, naked: bare.’ Hence, Psi/oma (^txufia)
‘ baldness.’ Psilosis (4ixwai{) the act of making bald. Psilothron

(4tXu0poi') a depilatory.

Psoa (40a) ‘the region of the loins.’ Hence, Psoas, applied to a
muscle, and an abscess. Psoitis. Inflammation of the psoas
muscle.

Psophos (4^05)
4 a rattling noise.’ Hence, Psophema (40*^),

and Psophesis (4041-015). A sonorous discharge of wind.
Psora

( 4u?a)

4 the itch.’ Hence, Psoriasis. An itching erup-
tion. Psoropthalmia

(o<i>9a\fi 05,
4 the eye’) an itching ophthalmia.

Psyche (4**,)
4 the soul,’ the mind. Hence Psychology (^05,

•a description’) the doctrine of the mind: mental philosophy.
Psychros

(4*zpos)
4 cold: frosty: cool.’ Hence, Psychrolnlron

(xovo, xor.fp.co,
4
to wash’) the cold bath. Psychroposia (rtoai S ,

4 drink’)
the use of cold drinks. Psyclicus. A refrigerant.

8*
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Ptarmos (itrapnof,) sneezing, sternutation. Hence, Ptarmica.

Sternutatories.

Pteuyx (rtrrpvS) ‘a wing.’ Hence, Pterygium (rtfspvyiov) a small

wing. An aliform formation, extending from the lachrymal caruncle to-

wards the cornea. Pterygodes, Pterygoid (icSos, ‘ shape’) wing-

shaped. As the Pterygoid processes.

Ptochos ‘ a poor person.’ Hence, P/ocAocomlum (xo/utu)

‘ I take care of’) and PlocAodochlum ({r^ojuai, ‘ I receive’) an alms-

house.

Ptoma (rttcojua) ‘ a fall;’ and Ptosis (nruaif) ‘ falling.’ Common

suffixes denoting Prolapsus;—as Archoptoma, and Archoptosis (apzoj,

‘ the anus’). Prolapsus ani.

Ptyxlon, PtyElov (ntvaxov, jtfDfXov) ‘saliva,’ (jtvva, ‘to spit’).

Hence, P/ya/agogues (ayu, ‘ to expel’) salivants. Ptyalism. Sali-

vation. From the same root proceed, Ptysis, (rtfvsif) the act of

spitting, and Ptysma, the sputum; P/ysmagogue (oyu, ‘ to expel;’)

an expectorant.

Pyle (rtvirj) porta, ‘ a gate, or door.’ Hence, Py/emphraxis

( fJu<ppa|i$, ‘obstruction;’) an obstruction of the vena porta;. Py-

lorus (rtvxupor, ‘a door-keeper.’) The lower orifice of the sto-

mach.

Pyon (rtvov) Pyos (rtvoj) ‘ pus.’ Hence, Pyogenia (ytw ‘ 1

form,’) and Pyosis and Pyopoiesis (rtoitu, ‘ to make.’) The forma-

tion of pus; suppuration. Pyothorax (0upa!) ‘the chest;’ Empyema.

Pyuria (ovpov, ‘ urine;’) purulent urine.

Pyr (sup) ‘ fire;’ also fever heat, and fever. Pyra («vpa) and Py-

retos (evptvoj) fever. Pyrectica, fevers. [Good.] Pyreto\ogj

(xoyor, ‘ a discourse.’) The doctrine of fever. Pyrexia

‘ fever;’) an attack of fever. Pyrosis (supuatj,
1 burning;’) heartburn;

water brash.

R.

Rachis or Rhachis (*pa*t{
)

‘ a thorn;’ the spine. Hence, Rhachi-

algia (oxyo 5 ,
‘ pain;’) pain in the back: also, Colica Pictonum.

Rhaclfnis, inflammation of the spine: also, Pickets.

RagE or RhagE (‘paytj) as a suffix, means violent rupture or dis-

charge; as in HemorrAagia, MenorrAagia, &c. See. [See Rhexis.]

Rax or Rhax (><4, genitive
'

Pc*yo$)
‘ a grape;’ uva. Hence, Rhag-
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odes, Rhago'idea (uSos, 4 resemblance;’) grapelike. The uvea is so

called.

Raphe or RhaphE (‘pa*?)
4 a suture;’ and Raphis or Rliaphis

('pcKfitf) ‘ a needle.’ Hence, Rhuphiuncislron (ay* totpm, * a hook;’)

an instrument for drawing the iris forward.

Rhachis, see Raciiis.

RhaoE, see Rage.

Rhax, see Rax.

Rheuma (‘pfv/ta) ‘ a flux,’ ('ptu, 1
1 flow.’) Hence, Rheumataigia

(oxyoj, 4 pain;’) a rheumatic pain; Rheumatism. Rheumatopyn.
(srtpa, ‘ fever;’) rheumatic fever.

Rhexis (pf£ tj)
‘ a tearing away,’ ‘ a rupture.’ Like Rhage.

Ruin, Rhis ('pty, p‘$, genitive 'pivoj) 4 the nose.’ 7?Ai/iopIastic

(axaercTu, 4
I form.’) The Taliacolian operation. 7?/a'/iorrhagia ('pa*?,

[see Rage], Epistaxis.

RhoE ('poy) and Rhcea, ‘a flux:’ a flow; as Diarrhcca, Ilaimo-
rrhcea, <$-c. <$*c.

Rhombos ('ponPof)
4 the rhomb,'—a mathematical figure. Hence,

Rhomboid (fi8o$, 4 shape.’) The muscle Rhomboides.

S.

Salpinx (aoxovyt, genitive oox«iyyof)
4 a trumpet;’ the Eustachian

trumpet, or tube. Hence, Sa/pingemphnxis («^pa| (J,
4 obstruc-

tion;’) obstniction of the Eustachian tube.

Sapros (aos^of) ‘foul;’ of bad odour. Hence, Atyrostomus
(
otopa. ,

4 mouth.’) One who has an offensive breath.

Sarx («**, genitive 8o<*ot)
4
flesh.’ Hence, Sarcoma

(00<*UMa)
‘a fleshy tumor.’ Sarcomatous

, Sarcomcr/odes („&,*, 4 resem-
blance;’) fleshlike; fleshy. Sarcosis, the formation of flesh.

Scaphe (8*0*7) ‘ a trough, a dish, a ship.’ Hence, Scaphoidee,
Scaphodes («80f, ‘shape,’) dishshaped, or shipshaped, as the os
scaphoides

, or os naviculare.

Scelos
(
Oxaoj) 4 the leg;’ the shin-bone. Hence, Sce/algia (axyoj)

4 pain;’) pain in the leg. Sce/otyrbe 4 weakness, restlessness:’)
weakness or tottering of the knees.

Scirrhus (ox^oj) 4 hard, indurated;’ a tumor of a cancerous
hardness. Also, Scirrhoma, Scirrhoctte {xVxv ,

4 tumor;’) a hard
fleshy tumor.

Scleros («M$o$) ‘dry, hard;’ (axoxxw, 4 1 dry:’ hence, skeleton.)
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Scleremia, Scleremus, the induration of the cellular tissue of the

newborn. Sclerotica (tunica,) the hard coat of the eye.

Scope (oxo«jj) Scopia (axosaa) Scopus (oxosos) ’from oxoatu, 4 I

look around.’ A common suffix to words, meaning 4 view or inspec-

tion; as Cranioscopy: Stethoscope, Ac.

Scotos (oxoros) 4 darkness.’ Hence, Aco/odine, (Su>o;, ‘ vprtigo;’)

vertigo, with darkness before the eyes. .

ScybXlon, (axvpa>.ov) 4 dung;’ also, hard, dried excrement.

Scytos (axvtof, xwof, cutis,) 4 the skin;’ leather. Hence, Scyt-

ltis, inflammation of the skin. iScy/odephium (5t$u, 4 1 moisten;’)

tannin.

Sema (ar;fia) Semeion (ayfit to v)
4 a sign,’ 4 a symptom.’ Hence,

Aemeiology or Semiology (xoyo;,
4 a discourse.’) The doctrine of

symptoms. Semeiolice or Semiotice, semiology.

Sepsis (sf+tj) 4 putrefaction;’ also, SepEdon, (otttc&uv) Septic,

a promoter of putrefaction. Sep/opyra (*v£a,
4 fever,’) a putrid

fever.

Sesxmon (erjoafiov)
4 the seed of the sesamum.' Hence, Sesamoid,

Sesamoides, Sesambdes(tt&os, 4 resemblance;’) sesamum-like; as the

sesamoid bones.

SiXlon (aiaxov,) SiElon (buXov) 4 saliva.’ Hence, Sta/agogues

(<vyo,
4
1 expel;’) salivants.

Sigma (aty/xa)
4 the old Greek s or c. ’Hence, Sigmalodes, Sigm-

odes, Sigmoid 4 form;’) like the c; semilunar in shape; as

the sigmoid valves.

Sitos (ocroj)
4 food.’ Hence, Silology (xoyo$,

4 a discourse.
)

The

doctrine of food.

Soma (au^a) 4 body.’ A common suffix to words.

Spasmus (artaa/to{) (mou, 4 to draw up;’) 4 spasm, cramp. Hence,

Spasmodic (ti5o$,
4 resemblance;’) relating to spasm. Spastic.

Speuma («*Wa)
4 sperm, seed.’ Hence, Spermatic, relating to

the sperm. Apermafapoietic (jioieu,
4 to make;

)
sperm making.

Sphacelus (afaxtxos)
4 mortification.’ Sphaceloid (itSos,

4 resem-

blance;’) gangrenous. -

Sphen (ow) 4 a wedge.’ Hence, Sphenoid (n&oS ,

4 resemblance; )

wedgeshaped, as the sphenoid bone. >

Sphinxis (aftyIts)
4 the act of binding or constricting.’ Hence,

Sphincter, a constrictor, as the sphincter ani. Sphingonta, astrin-

gents, styptics.
t

Spiiygmus, Sphygma (ofvyftos, o$vypv) ‘ Pu*se - Hence,
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Sphygmoid (fcSoj,
4 likeness;’) pulsatile. Sphymology (xoyoj, 4 a

discourse.’) The doctrine of the pulse. Sphygmometer (pti po>>,
4 a

measure.’) A measurer of the pulse.

Spilos (anaor,) Spiloma (axixu^a) 4 a mark;’ a mother’s mark or

nsevus.

Splanchna (ortXayxva, 4 the viscera;’ plural of artXay^vw.) Hence,

Splanchnic, belonging to the viscera. Splanchnology
,
{xoyof,

4 a dis-

course.’) A treatise on the viscera. Splanchnica, disquiet or dis-

eased action in the organs auxiliary to digestion. [Good.]

Spondylus (ortovJvxoj) 4 a vertebra” Hence, Spondylitis, inflam-

mation of the vertebrae.

StaphylE (oraifmX);)
4 a grape;’ the uvula. Hence, Stajrhyloncus

(oyxof, 4 swelling;’) swelling of the uvula. Staphylitis, inflammation

of the uvula. Staphytinus, belonging to the uvula. Staphyloma, a

tumor of the eye, likened to a grape. Staphylornphy ('po^, 4 a su-

ture”) the suture of the cleft palate.

Stear (<jf{ap, genitive aviarof) 4 tallow, suet.’ Hence, Stearine,

absolute suet. Stcatoma, a tumor containing a suety substance.

Steonos (artyvof) 4 thick; inspissated; drawn together.’ Hence,
Stegnotic, an astringent.

Stknos (orfvof)
4 narrow; strait.’ Hence, S/enocardia (xap«io, 4 the

heart.’) angina pectoris.

Sternum (ertpvov) 4 the breast bone.’ *5'/mialgia (axyof, 4 pain.’)

angina pectoris.

StEthos (or»;9oj) 4 the breast.’ Hence, Stethoscope (exojtiu, 4
I

view,’ 4
1 examine.’) An instrument used in the diagnosis of chest

diseases.

SthenTa and Sthenos (aStvo{)
4 strength.’ Hence, Sthenic ,

connected with strength. Asthenic, (a, privative) connected with
privation of strength.

Stole (arox^, a 4 mission.’) Hence, Diastole (Wt-tMu., 4 1 dilate;’)
dilatation of the heart. Systole (avar«M.t>, 4

1 contract;') contraction
of the heart.

Stoma (aro^a, genitive er<y»aro{) 4 the mouth.’ Hence, Stomatic,
a remedy lor the mouth. Astomia, (a, privative) the state in which
the mouth is wanting.

Strabus (arpa^ot) 4 twisting;’ one who squints. Strabismus, the
act of squinting.

Stranx (arpoyS) 4 a drop.’ Hence, Strangury (ovpor, 4 urine;’)
the urine passed by drops.
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Strophy (atpo^ti) ‘ a turning,’ ‘ a version.’ Hence, Exstrophy

(*|, ‘ out.’) An eversion, or turning out: extroversion.

Stylus (ortaoj) ‘ a style or pen, a pillar.’ Ilence, Styloid, Stylodes

(tiSof, ‘ form;’) style-like, as the styloid process.

Styma (aru^a) ‘ priapism.’ Stymatosis and .S'/y»ia/orrhagia (‘p“y’7 >

‘ violent discharge.’) Bleeding from the penis, when in a slate ot

erection.

Stypsis (ar'ii+ij) ‘ astringency; condensation.’ Hence, Styptic, an

astringent.

Sycon (avxov) Jicus, ‘ a fig.’ Ilence, Sycoma, a tumor like

a fi g-

Sym, Syn (aw) ‘ with, together:’—like the cum, col, con, cor, of

the Latins. Before b, p, ph, ps, and m,—syn or xyn are changed

into sym or xym (com): before c, c/t, g, k, and x, into syn or xyn,

avy or Ivy (con): before l into syl or xyl (col): before r into syr or

xyr (cor): and before s into sy or xy, sys (co and cos.) Hence,

Ai/7nphysis (<}>uu, ‘ I grow'.’) A conjunction or union; as well as a

bond of union, Synactica (oyu, ‘ I drive;’) inspissants. Synsctia

(oufta., ‘ a cause,’) concausa. A fellow cause, Synanche (ay*u,

‘ I choke;’) angina. The same as Cynanche. Synarthrosis (ap0pov,

‘ a joint;’) a joint having little or no motion. Synchondrosis

(Zov5po 5 ,
‘ a cartilage;’) a joint by means of cartilage. Synchondro-

tomy (iofitj, ‘ incision.’) The section of the symphysis p^ubis. Syn-

cope (*ort«o, ‘ I strike;’) fainting. Syncrasis (* Pa sis, ‘ a mixture;’)

a commixture. Syndesmus (Sc 9^05, ‘ a ligament;’) a ligamentous

union. Syndesmo\ogy (xoyoj, * a description;’) a description of the

ligaments. Syndesmosis, a union by means of ligament. .Synechia

(txUf
* I hold.’) An adhesion between the iris and capsule of the

lens, or the cornea. Synizesis (ifu, ‘I place upon.’) Closure of

the pupil. Synocha, and Synochus (t^u, ‘ I hold;’) a continued

fever. The former has been used for a more inflammatory fever

than the latter. Syssarcosis (oopl, ‘ flesh;’) a union by means of

flesh. Systole (srtw.co, ‘ I send;’) contraction, especially of the

^Syrinx (ovptyl) ‘ a pipe;’ a fistula. Hence, Syringodes (nSoS ,

‘ resemblance.’) Fistulous. Syringotomy (to/xV ,

‘ incision.’) The

operation for fistula.
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T.

Taxis (vo|tf) * order;’ the restoration of order; the restoration of

displaced parts,—as in hernia. Taxiologia (xoyo?, * a discourse;’)

symptomatology.

Tecnon (ttxvov) 4 a child.’ Hence, 7’ecraoctonia (xrovos, ‘ mur-

der;’) infanticide.

Teras (frpaf, genitive rtparoj) ‘ a monster.’ Hence, Teratology

(xoyos, ‘ a description.’) A description, or the doctrine of mon-
sters.

Tetanus (vtraioj) ‘ extended, stretched;’ from mw, ‘ to extend.’

A disease, characterised by tonic spasms. Hence, Tetanic , suffering

under, or belonging to, tetanus.

ThanXtos (samrof) ‘death.’ Hence, Thanatology, (xoyof, ‘a

discourse.’) The doctrine of death.

ThElE (Ori^rj)
4 the female breast; the nipple:’ (eau, 4

I milk,’ 4
1

give milk.’) TVie/ltis, inflammation of the nipple. T’/if/oncus (oy*o { ,

4 tumor,’) a tumor of the breast.

Ther (di^p, genitive fi»;poj)
4 an animal;’ 4 a wild animal.’ Hence,

Theria (diminutive) worms in bodies. 7Aeriaca, antidotes or

counterpoisons. 7’Amotomy (ro^ij, 4 incision;’) animal anatomy.
Therapeia, TherapTa, Therapeuma, Therapeutica, or The-

rapeuticE, (lrom dtpattu, 4
I warm,’ 4

1 cherish;’) 4 service; ministry.’

The healing art.

Therma or ThermE (£fp^a, genitive ^fp^avoj; £tp^) 4 heal.’

Hence, Therma;, warm springs. Thermal, concerning warm
springs.

IiiEsis 4 a position.’) A suffix, denoting 4 arrangement.”
Hence, Diathesis (8io, 4 throughout.’) The disposition or habit of
the body, or of a part of the body.

1 horax (£upai|, genitive, ^upaxof,) 4 a cuirass;’ the chest. Hence,
Thoracica, pectoral remedies. 7’Aorococentesis (***Wu, 4

1 punc-
ture.

)
Paracentesis thoracis, Thoracoscopy

, stethoscopy, percus-
sion, &c.

Thrombus (0po^j3oj) 4 a clot of blood.’ Grumus. Thrombosis.
Coagulation of the blood.

1hr\psis
(
0pv4 i{)

4 a breaking, crushing, or rubbing to pieces.’
Hence, Thryptic, that which breaks to pieces,—as Lnhonthryptic.
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ThymiAma (.Bvpmpa.) ‘a fumigation.’ Thymiasis—the act of fu-

migating.’ Cure by fumigation.

Thymus (0vfio<) ‘ the gland, or glandiform body, of the thorax;’ so

called, it has been presumed, from its resemblance to the head of the

(lower of the Thymus, a kind of leek or wild onion[?3. ThymUis.

Inflammation of the Thymus gland.

Thyra (0upa) 4 a door;’ Thyreos (flvpros) ‘a shield.’ In compo-

sition, Thyreo, and Thyro

,

mean the Thyroid cartilage. Thyroid-

Thyrebdts, Thyreoides (trio*,
1 resemblance’) shield-shaped,—as the

Thyroid cartilage. T/n/reoncus (oy*o S ,
‘ a tumor’) a tumor of the

thyroid gland. Goitre: also T/ii/reophyma ($vpa, 4 a swelling’) and

Thyreocblc 4 a tumor’).

Tocos
(
toxof

)

4 childbirth.’ Hence, Tocology (xo7o { ,
• a discourse’)

the art of obstetrics.

Tome, Tombs ^toprj, topo$) 4 incision.’ A common suffix, as

in Lithotomy, Broncho/omy <fec. Tomotocia (yoxoj, 4 parturition
)

the Caesarean section.

Tonus (*ovof)

4 tone ,’ (tuvu ,

4
1 stretch’) a state of tension proper

to each organic texture. Hence, Tonic, that which gives tone; and To-

nicity, the faculty that determines the general tone.

Topos, Topus (ro*oj) 4 a place.’ Topical, local. Topographical

(yZoJM,
4 description’) describing places or regions. Hence, topogra-

phical anatomy.

ToxA(ro£a,the plural of to%ov ,

4 a bow’ 4 an arrow.’) Hence, Tox-

icum, (rotator) a poison; formerly, a poison for arrows. Toxicology

(xoyos,
4 a discourse’) a treatise on poisons.

Trachys {t^o.Xv()
4 rough, uneven.’ Hence, Trachea (t£o*«a)

(act^ia) the windpipe. Tracheitis, inflammation of the windpipe;

croup. Trachelus {t?aXvxo5)
the neck; both it and trachea are so

called, on account of the roughness of the cartilages and cervical pro-

cesses. .

Tragus (*?<vyof)
4 the buck-goat’ The odour of the armpits; also,

the anterior cartilage of the ear. Tragtcus, a muscle of the tragus

of the ear. . , ,

Trap ftza (*?a*f?a)
‘a table.’ Hence, Trapezium^-the foursided

figure; and the muscle Trapezius, so called from its shape. Trapez-

ia or trapezoides («8o$, 4 resemblance’) a name given to the an-

terior portion of the Ligamentum coraco-claviculare; and to the

second bone of the second row of the carpus.
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Trauma (t-pou/u*) ‘ a wound.’ Hence, Traumatic

;

belonging to a

wound.

Trema (fpwa) (fptu, ‘ I bore’) ‘ a hole or foramen.’ Tresis

(t-p^cj) the act of boring or perforating. Atresia {a, privative) the

state of being imperforate or of having no aperture, where one ought

to exist. Trepanum or Trypanum {t^mavov) the trepan; (or from

rpfrtu, ‘to turn.’)

Tri (r£t) in composition, ‘ three.' Hence, Tn'orchis, (r?to^i$,)

(o^arc?, ‘a testicle’) one who has three testicles. TVisplanchnic

(ortx ‘ a viscus’) the great sympathetic; so called, because dis-

tributed to the three splanchnic cavities. TVisplanchnia, the Asiatic

cholera.

Triches plural of ^4, genitive r£«*o {)
1 the hair.’ Hence,

Trichiasis, a disease of the hair. Trichismus, a splitting of the hair.

Fissura pilaris. 7Wcocephalus {xupaXr, ‘ head’) and Triehurls

(ovga, ‘ a tail’) a hairworm; hairtailed. Trichondsi {voooi, * a dis-

ease’) diseases of the hair.

Tripsis (r£i4ts) ‘ rubbing; friction.’ See Thrypsis. From t^ijiu,

‘ I rub.’ Hence, also, Trisis (r$mu) rubbing or grinding the teeth;

and Trismus {tempos) lock-jaw.

Tritos (fftro{) ‘ the third.’ As 7Vi(oxide, an oxide of the third

degree.

Trochos (vjoxoj) ‘ a wheel,’ from * to nin; to make run.’

Hence, Trochanter {r^o%avVijc) * a runner;’ two prominences on the

thigh bone are so called. Trochanteric, belonging to the trochanter.

Trochantinian , belonging to the lesser trochanter or trochantin.

^Chaussier.] Trochiter, the larger of the tubercles of the os hu-

meri. Trochin; the lesser of the two. [Chaussier.3 Troche, a

lozenge of a circular shape. Trochlea (rgo%a.xiaj a pulley, and Tro-

chlearis, the pulley-muscle of the eye. Epitrochlea {tm, upon) the

inner condyle of the os humeri. [Chaussier.]

TrophE (r£o<}»;) ‘nourishment.’ Hence, Atrophy, wasting. Hy-
pertrdphy; super-nutrition, &c. 7Vqp/ionosi {voaos, ‘ a disease’) dis-

eases of nutrition.

Tylus, Tylos (waoj) Callus; thickening of the cuticle. Hence,

Tylonia, callosity of the hands or feet.

TympXntjm {tvp.Tio.vov) ‘ a drum,’ the drum of the ear. Tympa-
nites, Tympany, a disease in which the abdomen is distended with

air, and sounds like a drum. Hence, Tympanitic, belonging to, or

resembling, tympanites.

9
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Typhlos, Typhlus, (rrfjij.o;) ‘blind.’ Typhlosis and Typhloles,

blindness.

Typhus (yv^oj, ‘ smoke.’) A fever, accompanied with cloudiness

of the intellect. (?) Typhoid (tiSos, ‘ resemblance;’) resembling ty-

phus. Typhomnnh, violent delirium, with alternation of stupor.

TyrbE (-tvgpn]) (ivgpa, ‘ I disturb;’) restlessness, disorder. [See

ScelotyrbE.]

Tyros (rv^o;) ‘ cheese.’ 71yremesis (t/xtu, ‘ to vomit,’) and Ty-

ro sis: the vomiting of curd, by children. Tyroma, a cheesy

tumor.

UlE ‘ a cicatrix,’ (ovxoj, ‘ solid, whole.’) Perhaps from this

comes Vlon (ovxov) the gum. C/Zltis, inflammation of the gum.

t//oncus (oyxoj, ‘ swelling;) a swelling of the gum. Ulotica, medi-

cines that favor cicatrization.

Uron (migov) ‘ urine.’ Hence, Urachus (ovgazof, ovgayoS) (i%u, ‘ I

hold;’ or ayu, ‘ I expel.’) A canal for the urine. Uresis (ou^ais)

the voiding of urine. Ureter (ou^v^f) a channel for the urine

from the kidney. Ureteritis, inflammation of the ureter. Urethra

(ovgqdga) the canal for the discharge of the urine from the bladder.

Urethritis, inflammation of the urethra. Urethrarrhagia ('payrj, ‘ a

violent discharge;’) hemorrhage from the urethra. Urctic, a diuretic.

Urocystis [xvarif, ‘a bladder;’) the urinary bladder. CVolithus (xiflos,

‘ a stone;’) a urinary calculus. ZTromantla (/xavrua, ‘ divination;’)

divination by the urine. ZTroscopy (oxojuu, ‘ I examine;’) investiga-

tion of the urine.

Urus, Uris (ovpa) ‘a tail.’ Heijce, HippCm (inrto 5 , ‘a horse;’)

horse-tail; the cauda equina. OxySn's (o£us, ‘ sharp;’) sharp-tailed;

the ascaris vermicularis. Trichum (£pi£> 'tp'-xn, ‘ hair;’) hair-tailed;

the long thread worm.

X

Xeros (?jjpo; and |tpo 5)
‘ dry; hard.’ Hence, Xeransis (fypavon,)

Xerasia (Sjjpaaia,) and Xcrasmus (fypaano;) dryness, as of the hair.

Xerophthalmia (o<pflatyua, * inflammation of the eye;’) ophthalmia,

without discharge. Aerotribia, (Sj-porpiiSia) and Aerotripsis (•rpi^co, ‘ I

rub;’) dry rubbing.
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Xii’hos (?cto?) ‘ a sword.’ Hence, Xiphoid, Xipho'ides; Xiphodes

(cribs,
4 resemblance;’) sword-like, as the Xiphoid or ensiform car-

tilage.

Z.

Zema 4 a decoction;’ also, Aporem, (£««, * to boil.’) Zesis,

coction, and decoction. Zestos taros)
4 boiled.’ Zeslolusia (xouu,

‘ to wash;’) the hot-bath.

Zomos (£ufios)
4 broth or soup.’ Hence, Osmaromc or Osmozome

(oo^, ‘ smell.’) A proximate principle, which gives the flavour of

meat to soups.

Zoox (£uov) 4 an animal.’ Hence, Zoochemia, animal chemistry.

Zoodynamia (fivm/uf, ‘ power;’) the animal or vital force. Zoology

(xoyof, ‘ a discourse;’) the science of animals. Zoonomia (vo^os, ‘ a

law;’) the laws of animal life. Zoophyte (<j>vrov ,

4 a vegetable;’) one

of the lowest classes of animals, closely approximating to the vege-

table. Zootomy (row, 4 incision;’) the anatomy of animals.

Zygos (£vyo{, jugum) 4 a yoke.’ Hence, Zygoma, the malar or

cheek-bone; and Zygomatic, belonging to the cheek-bone,—as zygo-

matic arch, zygomatic process, fyc.

The nomenclature of anatomy has been a subject of

complaint in all times. Having had no fixed principles

in its formation, it is extremely difficult for the stu-

dent to attain. It is encumbered, too, unnecessarily,

with forms of expression, that are any thing but con-

cise; and on that account has drawn upon it the cen-

sures, not only of the amateur, who may be desirous

of making himself acquainted with the different organs

of the human body, but also of anatomical writers

themselves. As regards the names of various organs,

it may be difficult, and perhaps unadvisable, to change
such as have been applied to them for ages,—whimsi-
cal as the causes of such appellations may have been;

but the labors ol the student might be greatly facili-
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tatcd, were the anatomists of the day,—in the case of

muscles, nerves, &c., which proceed from one part of

the economy to another,—to adhere to the kind of

nomenclature, for example, proposed by Dumas and

Chaussier,—or to any other based on similar principles.

Some of the muscles, indeed, arc thus designated in the

nomenclature—or rather, in the names—generally

adopted; they are few, however, yet they are sufficient

to occasion the student deep regret, that the plan has

not been followed throughout.

Taking the muscles by way of elucidation, the stu-

dent will soon discover, that the most heterogeneous

reasons have swayed the anatomist in his selection of

names. First. Uses. Thus we have diaphragm (‘ a

partition.) Buccinator
(
buccinare,

‘ to sound a trum-

pet.’) Extensors, Jlcxors, abductors ,
adductors

,
levators

,

depressors
, fyc.

Secondly. Position; as Intcrspinalcs (between the

spines of the vertebrae.) Interossei,
subclavius (

clavis
,

‘ the clavicle.’) Poplitaus (poples, ‘the ham.’) Anconwus,

(see Ancon, in the vocabulary.) Cubitalis, (
cubitus

,

‘ the elbow;’ also, one of the bones of the forearm.)

Iliacus;
temporalis (tempus,

‘ the temple,’) &c. &c.

Thirdly. Shape; as Trapezius
,
(see Trapeza, in the

vocabulary.) Splenius (‘ like a spleen.’) Lumbricales

(lumbricus,
‘ an earth worm.’) Serrati ( serra ,

‘ a saw.’)

Digastric (‘ double bellied,’) (see Di, in the vocabu-

lary.) Deltoid (‘ delta shaped,’) (see Delta, in the vo-

cabulary.) Scalenus (oxa^vos, ‘ irregular, ‘ unequal. )

Rhombo'ides, (see Rhombos, in the vocabulary, &c. &c.)

Fourthly. Dimension; as pectoralis major; rectus

capitis anticus major. Glutscus—maximus, minimus

and medius
,
^c.
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Fifthly. Direction; as Obliquus abdominis; transver-

sals abdominis; Rectus femoris; Rectus abdominis,

&c. &c.

Sixthly. Composition; as Semi-membranosus; semi-

tendinosus; complcxus
,

(§'C.

Seventhly. Attachment; as stcrno-clcido-masloidcus—
according to the different points of the skeleton, with

which they are connected by means of tendons or

aponeuroses. Thus—in the ease of the muscle just

mentioned—the name indicates, that it is attached to

the sternum, clavicle (**.«{, (sec the vocabulary,

under Cleis) and mastoid process of the temporal

bone,—or, according to common expression, that the

muscle arises from the sternum and clavicle, and is

inserted into the mastoid process. This is the prin-

ciple on which the nomenclature of Chaussier is found-

ed, and it is good,—inasmuch as, when the student has

attained the name of the muscle, it suggests the seat,

and likewise the use; for the main action of a muscle

is back from its insertion towards its origin. The
stcrno-cleido-mastoideus, when it contracts, has its

fibres drawn towards the sternum and clavicle; and, of

course, the head, of which the mastoid process forms

part, is moved. The order of contraction is, however,
reversed occasionally, so that the origin and insertion,

so far as regards their physiological action, change
places. Thus, the deltoid muscle, as it is usually called,

—the infra-acromio-humeralis of Chaussier,—issues,

as the latter appellation imports, from below the acro-

mion process of the scapula, and is inserted into the

os humeri. When the muscle contracts, in its usual

direction, the os humeri is moved by it, as when wTe
raise a weight: but if the body be in the recumbent

9*
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posture, and the individual attempt to raise himself,

by laying hold of a rope or cross-bar above him, then

the muscle contracts towards the humeral attachment,

and the scapula and body are elevated.

The value of this kind of nomenclature will be

readily apprehended, if we cast our eye over any table

of muscles, in which the old, and the new names pro-

posed by Chaussier, are placed in juxta-position. Valid

objections may, indeed, be urged against some of the

names of the French anatomist, but as his nomencla-

ture is followed by many, it might be as well, perhaps,

to adopt it without modification.

Old Names.

Orbicularis palpebrarum.

Corrugator supercilii.

Buccinator.

Masseter.

Temporalis.

Platysma myodes.

Psoas magnus.

Psoas parvus.

Latissimus dorsi.

Sphincter ani.

Biceps flexor cubiti.

Brachialis inlernus.

Sartorius.

Gracilis.

New Names.

Naso-palpebralis.

Fronto-superciliaris.

Alveolo-labialis.

Zygomalo-maxillaris.
Tcmporo-maxillaris.

Thoraco-facialis.

Prielumbo-trochanterianus.

Prxlumbo-pubianus.

Lumbo-humeralis.

Coccygeo-analis.

Scapu/o-radialis.

Humero-cubitalis.

Ilio-praetibialis.

Infra-pubio-prxtibialis.

Allusion has already been made to the improvement

introduced into chemistry, by the adoption of the no-

menclature, which has been generally termed ‘ Lavoi-

sierian;’ the credit of which ought, however, to be

divided between that distinguished chemist, and his

able coadjutors, Berthollet, Guyton de Morveau, and
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Fourcroy. But, subject as the views of the chemist

are to change, in consequence of the discoveries,—ever

and anon made,—of the composition of bodies, the no-

menclature of chemistry will have to vary, in order to

keep pace with the progress of the science. Thirty

years ago, oxygen, as its name imports,* was esteemed
the great acidifying principle, whilst the alkalies were
looked upon as simple bodies, and as antitheses to the

acids. The chemical analyst has, since then, shown,
that acids may be formed without oxygen, and that

the alkalies—potassa and soda, for example—are com-
pounds ol oxygen with a metallic base. The erroneous
idea of oxygen being the general acidifying principle

—

as Dr. I urncr has remarked—has exercised an inju-

rious influence over the whole structure. “ But it is

now too late,” he adds, “ to attempt a change; for the
confusion, attending such an innovation, M ould more
than counterbalance its advantages. The original no-
menclature has therefore been preserved, and such
additions have been made to it as the progress of the
science rendered necessary. The most essential im-
provement Mas suggested by the discovery of the
laws ot chemical combination. The different salts,

formed of the same constituents, M'ere formerly divided
into neutral

,
super and sa&salts. They were called

neutral
,
if the acid and alkali were in such proportion

that one neutralized the other: super-salts
, if the acid

prevailed; and sub-salts
,

if the alkali was in excess.
Hie name is now regulated by the atomic constitution
of the salt. If it is a compound of an equivalent of the
acid and the alkali, the generic name of the salt is em-
ployed without any other addition; but if two or more

* See tlie Glossary.
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equivalents of the acid are attached to one of the base,

or two or more equivalents ofthe base to one of the acid,

a numeral is prefixed so as to indicate its composition.

The two salts of sulphuric acid and potassa are called

sulphate, and Sisulphate; the first containing an equiva-

lent of the acid and the alkali; and the second salt, two

of the former to one of the latter. The three salts of

oxalic acid and potassa are termed the oxalate, hin-

oxalate and ^uo^/roxalate of potassa, because one

equivalent of the alkali is united with one equivalent

of acid in the first, with two in the second, and with

four in the third salt.”*

It. would be useless—as it would be unintelligible

—

to the student, to attempt here an explanation of the

whole system of chemical nomenclature. To compre-

hend it requires some acquaintance with the first

principles of the science; yet, in many—it maybe said

in most—cases, the foundation of the nomenclature is

sufficiently simple. Formerly, as has been observed,

all acids were conceived to contain oxygen as the

acidifying principle; but if they did not hold oxygen

enough to give them the acid character, they were

termed oxides. The substance, acidified by the oxy-

gen, gave the name to the acid ,—ic being added.

Sulphuric acid, for example, is a compound of sulphur

and oxygen. But if different acids were formed by a

substance with different doses of oxygen, then the ter-

mination was modified; the one with the larger dose of

oxygen having the ending in ic, whilst the other was

made to end in ous. Hence, we have the sulphuric and

the sulphurous acids. The termination uret denoted

* Elements of Chemistry, &c., by Edward Turner, M. D., &c.

Fifth American from the fifth London edition, p. 124.
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combinations of the simple non-metallic substances

with each other, or with a metal, or a metallic oxide

—

as sulphare/ of iron, which is a compound of sulphur

and iron.

This course has not been abandoned, although the

different degrees of oxidation are now generally distin-

guished by prefixes from the Greek or Latin. Thus,

protoxide (epu*of ,
‘ first,’) denotes the first degree of

oxidation; deutoxide (Stv^o?, ‘ the second,’) or iinoxide,

the second; and /n/oxidc ‘ the third,’) or teroxide,

the third. Peroxide k> often applied to the highest de-

gree of oxidation.

Compounds, that consist of acids combined with

metallic oxides or alkaline bases, arc termed salts
, and

the names are so formed as to indicate the substances

contained in them. If the salt has the acid at a maxi-

mum of oxidation, the name ends in ate. lienee, the

sulphate of potassa consists of the base potassa with

the sulphuric acid. On the other hand, if the acidified

substance has a minimum of oxygen, the name is made
to end in ite. Hence, the sulphite of potassa is a com-
position of sulphurous acid and potassa.

In all this, there is system; but the rage for super-

erogatory nomenclature prevails also here; and many
innovations are constantly made, to the confusion of
the student without any marked advantage to science.

It would be comparatively well did the evil stop here.

The rage has extended to the adoption of a style and
manner, which is vicious in the extreme, and is too
much based on the pleonastic style of some of the

modern writers of France and Germany. It has been
properly remarked by Sir Charles Bell, that although
medical men may use a foreign or dead language with
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propriety, they should avoid a peculiarity of style and

phrase, which no one can understand unless he be

initiated, and has studied the science itself so intense-

ly, that he has also learned the jargon in which it is

conveyed. He observes, “ that no one but a thorough

anatomist can understand the adulterated language of

anatomy, nor can he understand it without some labor:

for anatomists have buried their science under the rub-

bish of names; and there is not a difficult or hard-

sounding word, upon which they have the least pre-

tence of claim, that they have not retained; they have

choked their subject with useless minutine; they have

polluted their language by transferring to it from the

Latin many words, which, by their continual inflec-

tions in that language, were beautiful, while their un-

varied, uncouth termination in ours is barbarous in

the utterance, and tends but to interrupt and puzzle

the sense: they have impressed into the service of their

science a great many poor words, which would get

their habeas corpus from any court in Christendom.”

“ Thus,”—he continues,*—“ an anatomist will describe

an artery as ‘ going to the radial edge of the second me-

tacarpal bone; then supplying the abductor and flexor

muscles; then going along tho bone of the first pha-

lange, seated upon this second metacarpal bone,’ with

many other distortions, ambiguities, and little contri-

vances; to conceal (as one would believe,) that he is

describing so simple a matter as the artery of thefore-

finger ,
which the reader at last finds out, either by

some lucky chance, or by reflecting how many meta-

carpal bones there are, and then reckoning them first

forwards, and then backwards, that he may be sure

1 Anatomy, &c.’ ii., Introduction, xxiv.
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which it is that the author means; for his author may
count from the little finger towards the thumb; or from

the thumb towards the little finger; or he may have a

fancy of leaving out the thumb, and reckoning only

four.” “ What,”—adds Sir Charles,—“ must be the

surprise of any well educated young man, when he

reads in those books, which he must, of the regions of

the elbow or thumb , or forefinger? And if an anatomist

understand such things with difficulty, how distressing

must they be to the student.” And he concludes,

—

“ This is the scholastic jargon, which has so long been

the pride of anatomists, and the disgrace of their sci-

ence, which has given young men a dislike for the

most useful of all their studies, and which it is now full

time to banish from our schools. These are the au-

thors, who avoid plainness as if it were meanness; who
are studious of hard words, as if they constituted the

perfection of science: ‘ it is their trade, it is their mys-
tery to write obscurely;’ and full sorely does the stu-

dent feel it.”

A similar difficulty is experienced by the student in

the investigation of disease, from the careless use of
unmeaning terms, or rather of terms, which convey no
precise idea to his mind. Thus, we constantly hear of
a person's being ‘ bilious,’ and of an article of diet

being ‘ bilious,’—the idea intended to be conveyed
being, that the person is dyspeptic, or the diet difficult

of digestion; and as the bile has, in recent times, been
esteemed the great cause of indigestion, the epithet
‘ bilious’ has been thus employed. It has been properly
remarked by Dr. Abercrombie,* that “ if we would

1
1 ,lc

l
ll * ries concerning the Intellectual Powers,’ &c. Amer.

edit. p. 329.
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contribute something towards diminishing the uncer-

tainty of medical researches, and introducing a greater

degree of precision into medical reasoning, there are

certain rules, which we ought to keep steadily in view,

both in conducting our own inquiries, and examining

the investigations of others;” and that an important

rule is to endeavour to have all our terms fully defined.

“ If we speak, for example, of a person being bilious,

or laboring under biliary derangement, or derangement

of the chylopoietic viscera, let it be explained what

particular condition of the biliary or digestive organs

we mean to express by these terms; or if this cannot

be done, let it at least be clearly understood what par-

ticular symptoms we include under them.” “ If,” he

adds, “ they were defined in this manner, they would

be merely names, and no harm could result from the

use of them, but, as they are frequently employed, they

seem to have no explicit signification.”

In prescribing, a mode of expression is employed,

which, although conveyed in the Latin language, re-

quires attention even on the part of those whose acade-

mical education has been properly directed. Some

acquaintance with the language of prescriptions is,

therefore, indispensable, should the physician, with

whom the student is placed, be in the habit of having

his prescriptions prepared in his own office; and, espe-

cially, if he be in the habit of writing his prescriptions,

in the mode universally adopted by the physicians, and

even by the apothecaries, of Great Britain. Mr. Cham-

berlaine* lias given the following specimen of the

Prescription Book of the English apothecary, which

* * Tirocinium Medicum,’ p. 96.
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may be taken as a correct illustration of the mode in

which the diary of his proceedings is usually kept.

“ Die Dunce
,
15to Januarii

, 1813.

Pitt, Mrs.

Repetantur Haust.* iij.f ut heri.

Hewitt, Mrs.

Repr.J: Mistura.

Repr. Haustus anodyn. hora somni sumendus.

Leonard's Child.

1J—Ung.§ Cetacei Jj.(|

Repetantur pulveres ut die Veneris ultimo pncscr.”f '

The practitioner, when he returns from paying his

visits, enters the prescriptions in his book, as above;
and this is the guidance to the assistant or the appren-
tice in his office, whose duty it is to prepare, and send
out, the medicines.—Mrs. Pitt is to have the three
draughts as yesterday.—Mrs. Hewitt is to have a repe-
tition of the mixture; and the anodyne draught, to be
taken at bed-time, is to be repeated.—Leonard’s child
is to have an ounce of the ointment of spermaceti; and
a repetition of the powders, prescribed last Friday.
The prescriptions of the physician are issued in a

similar style, of which the following may be taken as
a sample.

R—Infus. Calumb. 51SS.

Tinct. Gent. comp. £j.

Syrup. Cort. Aurant. 3ij.

Tinct. Capsic. gtt. xl. (vel m. xxx.)
Capiat coch. ij. p. r. n. M.

R. D.
lmo. Martis,

1837.

John Smith, Esq.

* Haustus.

§ Ungucnti.

10

t Tres.

11 Unciam.
t Repctatur.

V Pisescripti.
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This, when written at length, will read as follows

—

Recipe.—Infusi Calumbas, sesquiunciam, (vel unciam cum semisse.)

Tincturse gentianse compositae, drachmam;

Syrupi corticis Aurantiorum, drachmas duas;

Tincturee Capsici, guttas quadraginta, (vel minima triginta,)

Misce.

Capiat cochlearia duo pro re nata.

There are several points, in these brief examples,

which, to the tyro, require explanation.

In the first place, it will be observed, a character,

bearing the appearance of the letter R, but having

—

what Dr. Paris has termed—a ‘ cloven foot,’ is placed

at the head of every formula. This is now—univer-

sally—a representative of the Latin word ‘ Recipe

and is always so rendered. Originally, however, it

was not so. It is a relic of ancient superstitions, and,

like many such relics, has had its functions so modi-

fied, as to leave scarcely a vestige of its former appro-

priation. The symbol, in question, is the old astrolo-

gical sign for Jupiter, 4, and it Avas, anciently, placed

at the head of the prescription, to invoke the aid of

the god of thunder in its operation.

Secondly. It rarely happens, that the different com-

ponents of a prescription have their names written at

full length. Thus, we have, in the last of the prescrip-

tions, Infus. Calumb., Tinct. Gent, comp ., Syrup, cort.

Aurant ., Tinct. Capsic., $c. This plan has, doubtless,

been adopted to save the time of the practitioner: no

other good reason can be assigned for it.

There is no invariable rule adopted by prescribers

in this matter. Sometimes those very articles will be

written Inf. Calumb.; Tinctur. or 'k .Gentian, c .; Syr.

cort. Aur.; Tinctur. or R . Caps., ^c. fyc.

/
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It has been urged against the use of abbrevia-

tions, that mistakes may arise, in consequence of the

great similarity between the abridged names of cer-

tain articles; but it cannot often happen that serious

risk of this kind can be incurred. If the prescriber

exerts ordinary caution, the merest tyro can compre-
hend his directions. There are some newly introduced

agents, however, which demand great care, inasmuch
as they are the active principles of active remedies, and
a mistake in compounding them might be followed by
serious consequences. In the second edition of a
translation of Magendic’s “ Formulairc pour la pre-

paration ct l cmploi de plusicurs nouveaux mcdicamcnsF
by the author’s friend and preceptor,—the late Charles
Thomas linden, Esq.,—the author of this work ad-
vised the ending in ina, in the case of several of the
newly discovered active principles of vegetable sub-
stances,—inasmuch as errors would be less likely to
arise, from the greater dissimilarity between the termi-
nations of the name of the plant and its base, than
when any other of the names that have been proposed
are employed. Thus, the terms Cinchonia

, Veratria
,

Solania
, and Atropia are so similar to those of the

plants of which they are the bases, that if the words
were abridged in a prescription, the occurrence of
many mistakes might be apprehended. Besides, Mor-
phmo, and Emetma, admitted into the pharmacopoeia
of Paiis, have been latinised according to the plan
recommended.*

Formulary for the preparation and mode of employing several
new remedies, &c .’ Translated by C. T. Haden, Esq.: 2d edit., by
Robley Dunglison, M. D. Lond. 1824. p. 1.—Reprinted in this
country.
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In another work,* the author has given a table of

the chief abbreviations that are used in medicinal for-

mulae. They are by no means as frequently employed
at the present day as they were formerly. Of old,

every article of the materia medica had its appro-

priate symbol; but the era of darkness has almost

passed away, and most of the chemical, astrological

and other signs are now disregarded, except as indexes

of a by-gone period of ignorance and superstition.

The abbreviations, generally used at the present

day, sufficiently indicate the words which they repre-

sent. We still, however, meet with a few, that require

a glossary; for example, A or aa,
(
a»a,) ana ‘of each

ingredient.’ BB. Bbds. Barbadensis
,

‘ Barbadoes.’ C.

C., Cornu cervi
,

‘ hartshorn.’ C. C. u., Cornu cervi

ustum, ‘ burnt hartshorn.’ C. m., Cras mane
,

‘ to-

morrow morning.’ Dc d. in d., De die in diem
,

‘ from

day to day.’ F. fiat,
‘ let it be made;’ as /. pil.,—

fiat pilula, ‘ make into a pill.’ F. VS., Fiat vemzsectio
,

‘ let bleeding be performed.’ G. g. g., Gumrni guttce

gambice, ‘ Gamboge.’ H.s., Flora somni
,

4 at the hour

of sleep;’—‘ at bed time.’ H. s.s., Hord somni sumen-

dus, ‘ to be taken at bed time.’ M. or M, Misce
,

‘ mix.’

N. M., Nux moschata, ‘ nutmeg.’ Ol. s. i., Oleum sine

igne, ‘ oil, prepared without fire;’ as Ol. lini s. i., ‘ cold-

drawn linseed or flaxseed oil.’ O. O. o., Oleum olives

optimum
,

‘ best olive oil.’ P., Fondere, * by weight.’

P. and Pug., Pugillus, ‘ a pugil.’ P. ce., Partes

ctquales, ‘ equal parts.’ P. P., Pulvis Patrum
,

‘ Jesuit’s

bark.’ P. r. n., pro re nata

,

‘ as occasion may arise.’

* 1 A new Dictionary of Medical Science and Literature, &c.’ Bos-

ton, 1833. p. 1.
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Q. p., Quantum placcat, ‘ as much as may please.’

Q. s., Quantum sufficiat or sujjicit, ‘ as much as may

suffice, or suffices.’ Q. v., Quantum volueris, ‘ as much

as you wish.’ S. a., secundum arlem
,

‘ according to the

rules of art.’ S. V., Spiritus vini,
‘ spirit of wine.’ S.

V. r., Spiritus vini rectijicatus
,

‘ rectified spirit of wine.’

S. V. t., Spiritus vini tenuior
,

‘ proof spirit of wine.’

T. O., Tinctura opii, ‘ tincture of opium,’ ‘ laudanum.’

IR. and 7t., Tinctura, ‘ tincture.’ V. o. s ., Vitcllo ovi

solutus ‘ dissolved in the yolk of egg.’ Z.Z., formerly

‘ myrrh,’ now Zinziber, ‘ginger.’

Thirdly. Particular hieroglyphics are usually em-

ployed to mark the quantities of the different articles

in a prescription. Thus, lfe» libra, is a pound; 3, uncia
,

an ounce; drachma
,
a drachm; 9, scrujmlum, a scru-

ple; gr., granum
,
a grain; O., octarius, a pint, f., pre-

fixed to the symbol for the ounce and drachm, means
an ounce or a drachm by measure,—‘ a fluidounce,’

Jluiduncia, or ‘ fluidrachm,’ Jluidrachma. r^. signifies

minimum
, the least or sixtieth part of a fluidrachm,

gtt., gutta, ‘ a drop;’ ss., semissis, or half; iss., one and
a half; j., one; ij., two; iij., three; iv., four; x., ten; xij.,

twelve, &c. &c.

To this kind of symbolic language, great objection

has been made, and not without apparent foundation.

It ha3 been affirmed, for example, that a physician’s

prescription should be intelligible to all who can read,

and so clear, that the nurse, who attends the sick, may
knowT its import: that the quantities should be written in

words, and not in the usual characters; for, suppose—it

is urged—in the case ofsome powerful medicines, in the
hurried way of almost all affected bad writing, in pre-

10*
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scriptions,—there should be an extra z, at the top of

the symbol for a drachm; or, in other words, there should

be an 3 (ounce) instead of a 3 (drachm,)—the latter

being only the eighth part of the ounce,—how fatal

might be the consequences! It, doubtless, would be bet-

ter, that these symbols should not be used in extempo-

raneous formula?, yet a very ordinary degree of atten-

tion, on the part of the prescriber, or the compounder,

will be sufficient to prevent mistakes.

As regards the weights and measures, used by the

apothecary in compounding, it is only necessary to

refer the student to his ‘ Dispensatory.’* The import-

ance of possessing a uniform system of weights and

measures has impressed the scientific of all countries,

and numerous endeavours have been made to accom-

plish the object. It is, however, a matter of much diffi-

culty, and not likely to be easily effected. The new

French measures are upon decidedly the best footing,

but they are not adopted out of France. They are

not used, indeed, universally in it.

The weight, by which the apothecary buys his drugs,

is the avoirdupois’, that, by which he compounds, is a

modification of the troy ,—called apothecaries' weight.

The last two correspond with each other in pounds,

ounces and grains; but they differ in the division of the

ounce, which, in the troy weight, contains twenty

pennyweights, each pennyweight weighing twenty-four

grains; whilst, in the apothecaries’ weight, the ounce

is divided into eight drachms,—each drachm into three

scruples;—and each scruple into twenty grains.

* See, also, the article ‘ Pondera et Mensurae,’ in the author’s

‘ Medical Dictionary.’ Vol. II. 198.
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It has been remarked above, that the French do not

always employ the weights of modern introduction.

They usually adhere to the poids de marc
,
which differs

again from both the troy or apothecaries, and the

avoirdupois. The sub-divisions, however, resemble

those of the last. The relative values of the old

French—the poids de marc
,
and the English or troy

—

are as follows:—
Poids de marc. Troy weight. Troy grains.

1 pound, = 1.31268 = 7561.
The ounce, = .981504 472.5625
The gros or drachm, = .984504 = 59.070312
The grain, = .820421

Troy. Poids de mare. French grains.

1 Pound, = 0.76180 7561.
The ounce, =3 1.01574 = 585.083
The drachm, 1.01574 — 73.135
The grain, = 1.219

The difference between the French and the English
grain has, therefore, to be borne in mind. In the case
of very active remedies, the adoption of the grain troy,
for the grain poids de marc

, might be the source of in-

convenience. Thus, in the ‘ Formulary’ to which allu-
sion has been made, the weights of the ingredients in
the different formula are given in French grains. In
that, for example, for the Gouttes calmantes—the ‘ Gnttcc
anodynes’ or ‘ anodyne drops,’ of the translation—six-
teen grains of the acetate of morphine are directed to
the ounce of distilled water. These, in the troy com-
putation, are 13i grains: and seven drachms, 521 grains,
respectively.

Again, in the Sirop de quinitie, or ‘ syrup of quinine,’
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the computation of the ingredients in the poids de marc
,

and the troy, is as follows:

—

Simple syrup, 2 pounds (31oz. 4 dr. 2 gr. Troy.)

Sulphate of quinine, 64 grains (gr. 52.48 Troy.)

If, then, in this formula, the compounder were to read

two pounds troy
,
instead of two pounds poids de marc,

the difference would be great,—two pounds troy being

24 troy ounces, whilst two pounds, poids de marc
,
are

upwards of31| ounces.

To convert the poids de marc grains into troy grains,

it is but necessary to divide by 1.219; and to convert

troy grains into French grains to multiply by the same.

The measures of capacity in use with the apothe-

cary are sufficiently simple. Formerly, libra was used

for the pint, and the symbol it. was adopted to express

both a pound by weight, and a pint by measure. Dif-

ferent liquids, however, are of different specific gravity,

and, therefore, the London College of Physicians sug-

gested the term octarius for the pint,

—

libra being re-

stricted to the pound by weight. In like manner,

gutta was formerly used universally for the smallest

division of the measures of capacity: but the drop

varies materially in weight, as well as in dimensions,

according to the nature of the fluid, and the thickness

of the lip of the phial from which it may be dropped.

Accordingly, the same college suggested a division of

the fluid drachm into 60 equal parts, and proposed, for

each of these, the name minimum or minim. Both

suggestions have been embraced by the framers of the

Pharmacopoeia of the United States.
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The gallon
(
Congius ,)

The pint ( Octarius,)

The lluidounce
(fluiduncia ,)

The fluidrachm
(
Jhddrachma ,)

The minim (minimum,)

'8 pints.

16 fluidounces,

8 fluidrachms,

I 60 minims.

I

Besides these weights and measures, there are cer-

tain modes of estimating quantities of substances by
approximation.

A cupful is Jiv. or v>

A wineglassful,
3 iss. to 3 ij

•

A tablespoonful,
f. ^ss.

A coffee or dessert spoonful, f.Siij.

A teaspoonful,
f. gj

Pugillus, (French Pincee
) is as much as can be

held by the three fingers.

&c. &c.

The following vocabulary will aid the student, not
only in translating, but in writing, his prescriptions
more solito.

A.

Aciditas, * sharpness.’ Adde succum limonis ad gratam acidi-
tatem, ‘ add the lemon juice so as to make it agreeably acid.’

Ad;equo, ‘ to be equal to.’ ' Quod pisum adsequat infricandum,
* the size of a pea to be nibbed in.’

Adde, ‘ add.’ Addatur, addantur, • let there be added;’ Adden-
do, ‘ adding.’—Sub finem coctionis, adde, addatur vel addantur,
addendo:- ‘ towards the end of the boiling’-(as in the preparation
of decoction) « add, let there be added, or adding.’
Admovextur, Admoveantur, ‘ let there be applied.’ Mmoveatur

epispasticum dorso:— ‘ let a blister be applied to the back.’
Adstans, present. Omittatur cinchona adstante febre. ‘Omit

the bark or cinchona, whilst the fever is present.’
^Eger, ^Egra, ‘a sick person.’ Habeat Mger vel Mgra
austum anodynum. ‘ Let the patient have an anodyne draught.’
qgrediexs, coming on, ‘ approaching.’ Sumat haustum eme-

ticum aggre tente febre. ‘ Let him have an emetic draught, when
the fever is coming on.’
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4

Agito, ‘ to shake;’ Agitatus, ‘ shaken.’ Agita phialam,

‘ shake the vial.’ Agitato vase, ‘ the vessel being shaken.’

Alternus, ‘ alternate,’ ‘ every other.’ Sumatur alternis horis,

vel alternis diebus, ‘ let it be taken every second hour, or every se-

cond day.’

Aluta, ‘ leather.’ Extende emplastrum super alu-tam mollem,

‘ extend or spread the plaster on soft leather.’

Alvus, ‘the belly,’ ‘the bowels.’ Utatur oleo ricini alvo ad-

stricta, ‘ let castor oil be used, when the bowels are confined.’

Donee alvus soluta sit, ‘ until the bowels are opened.’

Animus, ‘ the mind.’ Ad defectionem animi:— ‘ to fainting.’

p Antemeridianus, ‘in the forenoon.’ Utatur enemate hora oc-

tavit antemeridiana, 4 let the enema be used at eight o’clock in the

morning.

Aqua, ‘ water.’ Aqua calida, ‘ warm water.’ Aqua tepida, ‘ tepid

water.’ Aqua frigida, ‘ cold water.’ Aqua fervens, ‘ hot water.’

Aqua bulliens, ‘ boiling water. Aqua fontana, ‘ spring water.’ Aqua

pluvialis, * rain water.’

Armatus, ‘ armed,’ ‘ provided.’ Fistula armata, ‘ an armed

pipe.’ The prepared bag and pipe for giving clysters.

B.

Biduum, ‘ the space of two days.’ Omni biduo, ‘ everj two

days.’

Bihorium, ‘ the space of two hours.’ Sumatur omni bihorio,

‘ let it be taken every two hours.’

Binus, ‘ two.’ Macera per horas binas, ‘ macerate for two

hours.’

Bis, ‘ twice.’ Capiat pulverem bis terve, ‘ let him take a powder

twice or thrice.’

C.

Capio, ‘ I take;’—as in the example just given. Capiat cochl. ij.,

‘ let him take two table-spoonfuls.’

Cerevisia, ‘ ale or beer.’ Cerevisia, ‘ porter’ dicta, Cerevisia

Londinensis, ‘ porter.’

Charta, ‘ paper.’ Cola trans (vel per) chartam bibulam, ‘ filter

through bibulous paper.’ Divide in chartulAs vj., ‘divide into six

papers.’ Detur ad chartulam, ‘ let the quantity in the paper be

given.’
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Clauses, ‘ shut; covered.’ Digere in vase clauso, 1 digest in a

covered vessel.’

Cochleare, ‘a spoonful.’ Cochleare magnum vel amplum, ‘a

table-spoonful.’ Cochleare medium; Cochleare infantulorum vel in-

fantum; Cochleare modicum, ‘ a dessert-spoonful; a child’s spoonful.’

Cochleare parvum vel parvulum, ‘ a tea-spoonful.’

Coctio, 4 a boiling.’ Adde sub finem coctionis, 4 add towards the

end of the boiling.’

Ciena, ‘ supper.’ Capiat pilulam hora ante caenam; 4 take a pill

an hour before supper.’

Colo, 4
1 strain;’ Colatcs, 4 strained.’ Cola misturam, 4 strain the

mixture.’ Liquori colato adde, 4 to the strained liquor add.’ Cola-

tune adde—has the same meaning.

ConcTdo, 4 1 cut to pieces;’ ConcIsus, 4 cut to pieces.’ Radi-

cibus concisis, 4 the roots being cut to pieces.’

Contundo, 4
1 bruise;’ Contusus, 4 bruised.’ Conlundc gummi

in mortario, 4 bruise the gum in a mortar. Radicibus contusis, 4 the

roots being bruised.’

Corpus, 4 a body.’ Contunde donee corpus sit unum, 4 bruise

until they are incorporated, or form one body.’

Cras, 4 to-morrow.’ Sumatur eras mane, ‘let it be taken to-mor-

row morning.’ Cras vespere, 4 to-morrow evening.’ In usum cras-

ttnum

,

4 for to-morrow’s use.’

Cucurbitula, 4 a gourd,’ 4 a cupping-glass;’ C. C. Cucurbitulx

siccai, 4 dry cupping.’ Cucurbitulx cruentai, (vel cum ferro,) 4 cup-

ping with the scarificator.’

CtXthcs, 4 a cup, 4 a cupful,’ Cyathus vini vel vinarius, 4 a

wine-glass.’ Cyathus theae, 4 a teacup.’

D.

Decubitus, 4 lying down.’ Hora decubitus, 4 the hour of lying

down;’ 4 bed-time.’

Deglutio, 4
1 swallow.’ Deglutietur bolus vespere, ‘let the

bolus be swallowed in the evening.’

Dejectio, 4 a depositing;’ also, 4 an alvine discharge,’ from Deji-

cto, 4

1 go to stool.’ Post duas dejectiones alvi habeat enema
opiatum, 4 after two evacuations, let him have the opiate enema.’

Repetatur catharticum donee alvus bis dejiciat, 4 repeat the cathartic

until the bowels shall respond twice.’

Dies, 4 a day.’ In dies, 4 every day, daily.’ Bis die, 4 twice a
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day.’ Secundis cliebus, 4 every second day.’ Alternis diebus, ‘ every

alternate day.’ De die, 4 in a day.’ De die in diem, 4 from day to

day.’

Diluculum, 4 daybreak.’ Sumatur diluculo, 4 let it be taken at

break of day.’

Diu, 4 a long while.’ Tere diu, 4 rub for a long time.’ Diuturna

coctione, 4 by long continued boiling.’

Do, 4 to give.’ Da pilulam statim, 4 give the pill immediately;’

or Detur pilula statim, 4 let the pill be given immediately.’

Dolor, 4 pain.’ Urgenti dolore,
4 the pain being urgent.’ Durante

dolore, 4 the pain continuing.’ Applicetur cataplasma parti dolenti,

4 apply the cataplasm to the pained part.’

E.

ExiiibEo, 4 1 exhibit.’ Exhibcatur enema, 4 let the glyster be

given.’ Fiat mistura ter die exhibenda, 4 make into a mixture to be

given three times a day.’

F.

Farina, 4 flour,’ meal.’ Farina seminis lini, 4 flaxseed meal.’

Fictilis, 4 earthen.’ Serva in vasis jictilibus, 4 keep in earthen

vessels.

Fistula, 4 a pipe.’ See Armatus.

Fonticulus, 4 a little fountain,’ 4 an issue.’ Fiatfonticulus,
4 let

an issue be made.’

Fotus 4 a fomentation;’ from Foveo, 4 1 foment.’ Utatur fotu aquae

ferventis,
4 let him use a fomentation of hot water.’ Foveaniur partes

aqua calida, 4 let the parts be fomented with warm water.’

Frico, 4 to rub.’ Fricetur corpus oleo, 4 let the body be rubbed

with oil.’

G.

Gelatina, 4 jelly.’ Gelatina ribesiorum, 4 currant jelly.’

h;

Heri, 4 yesterday;’ Hesternus, 4 belonging to yesterday. Capiat

haustum ut heri,
4 take the draught as yesterday.’ Capiat haustum

ut hesternd nocte, 4 take the draught as last night.’
.
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Hirudo, * a leech.’ Applicentur hirudines xviij dorso; ‘ let

eighteen leeches be applied to the back.’

Hora, ‘ an hour.’ Hora ante cfEnam, ‘ an hour before supper.’

Hora somni,—abbreviated, h. s. ‘ at the hour of sleep.’ Hora somni

sumendus;—abbreviated, h. s. s. ‘ to be taken at the hour of sleep.’

Hora decubitus, ‘ at bed time.’ Horx unius spatio, ‘ at the end of

an hour.’ In horas, ‘ every hour.’ Hora septimit vespertinu ‘ at

seven o’clock in the evening.’ Hora septinnl matutina ‘ at seven

o’clock in the morning.’ Horx quadrans vel pars quarta, 1 a quarter

ol an hour.’ Horis intermediis, ‘ at intermediate hours,’—as where
two medicines are prescribed.

I.

Illino or Ili.Tnio, ‘ to anoint, or besmear gently.’ Mine re. un-

guenlo oculis, ‘ to anoint the eyes with ointment.’ Oculos sanare

ini'ill, ‘
to cure the eyes by anointing.’

Impono, ‘ I place on.’ Imponatur emplastrum lateri, * let the

plaster be put on the side.

IncTdo, ‘ I cut;’ Ixclsus, ‘ cut.’ Radicilius incisis adde, ‘ to the

cut roots add.’

InjicEo, ‘ I inject.’ Injiciatur enema, ‘ let theglysterbe injected.’

Fiat enema statim injiciendum, * make into an enema, to be injected

immediately.’

Instar, ‘ bigness.’ Sumat molem instar nucis avellanae, ‘ let him
take the bigness of a hazel nut.’

Internus, ‘ internal.’ Applicentur sinapismata internis femori-
bus, ‘ let sinapisms be applied to the interior of the thighs.’

J.

Jentaculttm, ‘breakfast.’ Sumatur pulvis horis binis ante jenla-
culwn, ‘ let the powder be taken two hours before breakfast.

Jus, Jusculum, ‘ broth.’ Jusculum ovillum, ‘ mutton broth.’
Juscidum vitullnum, ‘ veal broth.’ Jus bovTnum, ‘ beef tea.’

L.

Lanula, ‘ flannel, from Lana, ‘ wool.’ Utatur/anM/ri nova, ‘ let
new flannel be used.’

Languor, ‘ faintness.’ Capiat misturam in languoribus, ‘ let the
mixture be taken when faint.’

11
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Latus, 4 the side.’ Admoveatur vesicatorium lateri dolenti, ‘ let

a blister be applied to the pained side.’

Libitum, ‘ one’s will, and liking.’ Bibat polum bitartratis potassae

ad libitum, 4 let him take the drink of bitartrate of potassa at pleasure.’

Liquesco, ‘ to liquify, melt;’ also Liquo. Donee liquescal, 4 until

it melts.’ Liquu simul, ‘ melt together.’

M.

Mane, ‘ in the morning.’ Primo mam, and vald& mane, 4 early

in the morning.’ Cras mane, 4 to-morrow morning.’ Matutinus,

4 belonging to the morning or forenoon;’ as Horil undecimk mututina,

at ‘ eleven in the morning.’

Medius, ‘ middle;’ as media nocte, 4 in the middle of the night.’

Minor, ‘ to threaten.’ Capiat cinchona minanlc paroxysmo, ‘ let

the cinchona be taken—the paroxysm threatening.’

Mitto, 4 to send.’ Millc chartas sex; vel mittantur chartae sex,

4 send six papers;’ or, let six papers be sent.' Mittalur sanguis ad

uncias duodecim, 4 let blood be lost to twelve ounces.’

Modus, 4 a manner.’ Sumantur pilulre modo praescripto, 4 let the

pills be taken in the manner prescribed.’

Moles, 4 a mass;’ 4 a piece.’ Sumat molem instar nucis moschatae,

4 let him take a piece the size of a nutmeg.’

Molestus, 4 troublesome.’ Molestanle dolore capiat, &c., 4 the

pain being troublesome, let him take.’ Molestante tussi, 4 the

cough being troublesome.’

Mora, 4 delay.’ Mittatur sanguis, sine morci, 4
let blood be drawn

without delay.’

Mortarium, 4 a mortar.’ Mortarium aheneum, 4 a brass mortar.’

Mortarium marmoreum, 4 a marble mortar.’ Mortarium vitreum,

4 a glass mortar.’

Mos, 4 manner.’ Utatur gargarismate more solito, 4 let the gargle

be used in the wonted manner.’

N.

NartiiEcium, 4 a gallipot.’

Nox, 4 night.’ Sumatur node, vel nocte maneque, vel alternis

nodibus, 4 let it be taken at night, or day and night; or every other

night.’

Nuciia, 4 the nape of the neck.’ Applicetur moxa nuchae, 4 let

moxa be applied to the nape of the neck.’
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O.

Obstans, ‘ hindering,’ ‘ opposing.’ Utatur cinchonit paroxysmo
non obstante

,
‘ let the bark be used, the paroxysm not preventing.’

Obturo, ‘ to stop up;’ Obturatus, ‘ stopped up.’ Serva in vase

bene obturato, 4 keep in a vessel well stopped.’

Olla, ‘ a pot;’ also, ‘ a gallipot.’

Ovum, ‘ an egg.’ Albumen ovi, 4 the white of egg.’ Vitellus ovi,

* the yolk of egg.’

P.

Pannus, 4 a cloth.’ Pannus linteus, 4 a linen rag or cloth.’ Pati-

nas laneus; Pannus e lan& vel lanul&, ‘ a flannel cloth.’ Foveantur
partes aquil fervente ope panni lanei, ‘ let the parts be fomented
with hot water by means of flannel.’

Pendo, ‘ to weigh.’ Paints,
‘ weighed.’ Recipe strychninae,

accurate pensse, &c. 1 take of strychnine, accurately weighed.’ &c.
1’eroo, ‘ to go on; to continue.’ Pergat in usu medicaminum,

‘ continue in the use of the medicines.’

1 Kit A oo, ‘ to finish; Peractus, 4 finished.’ PcTacta operatione
emetici, 4 the action of the emetic being finished.’

Perfrico, 4 to rub.’ Perfricenlur partes affect® linimento pr®-
scripto, 4

let the affected parts be rubbed with the prescribed lini-

ment.’

Pomeridixnus, Postmeridianus, ‘belonging to the afternoon;’ as
hora priina pomeridiand

,

4 at one in the afternoon.’

Potus, 4 drink.’ Ilabeat solutum bitartratis potass® pro potu
communi, ‘let him have the solution of cream of tartar for common
drink.’

Prandium, 4 dinner.’ Sumatur pilula hora ante prandium, 4 let
the pill be taken an hour before dinner.’

Pro re nata; abridged p. r. n. 4 as occasion may require.’

Pulmentum, 4 gruel.’ Capiat pulverem in pulmento, 4 let the
powder be taken in gruel.’

Pyxis, genitive Pyxldis, 4 a pill-box;’ 4 a lozenge box.’

Q.

QuamprTmum, 4 as soon as possible.’ Adhibeatur enema quampri-
tnum, 4 let the injection be given as soon as possible.’
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Quivis, ‘ any one.’ Sumatur quovis vehiculo, ‘ let it be taken in

any vehicle.’

Quiesco, ‘ to go to rest;’ ‘ to become easy;’ as, continuetur reme-

dium donee quiescat, ‘ continue the remedy until he grows easy.’

Quantum sufficit, ‘ as much as is sufficient;’ often abridged q. s.

R.

Ratio, ‘ a proportion.’ Pro ralione ictatis, ‘ according to the age.’

Pro ratione doloris, ‘ according to the urgency of the pain.’

RecidIvus, ‘ relapsing;’ ‘ ad recidivum prrecavendum, to prevent

a relapse.’

Regio, ‘ a region.’ * Applicetur regioni epigastric®; regioni

lumborum, Regioni umbilicali, &c., ‘let it be applied to the epigas-

tric region, the lumbar region, the umbilical region, &c.’

Redigo, ‘ to reduce;’ Redactus, ‘ reduced.’ Redige vel redigatur

in pulverem, ‘ reduce, or let it be reduced into powder.’ In pulve-

rem redactum, ‘ reduced into powder.’

RepEto, ‘ to repeat.’ Repet

e

vel repetantur remedia, ‘ repeat the

medicines, or let them be repeated.’

Respondeo, ‘ to answer.’ Donee alvus bene respondent ,
‘ until

the bowels have well responded.’

S.

Sedes, ‘ an evacuation by the bowels.’ Capiat anodynum post

singulas sedes liquidas, ‘ take the anodyne after every liquid evacu-

ation.’

Serum, Serum Lactis, ‘ whey.’ Sumatur in sero lactis vinoso,

* in wine whey.’

Singulus, ‘ each.’ Pulveris jalap®, hydrargyri submuriatis, sin-

glllorum (vel ana) grana quinque, ‘ of powdered jalap and calomel,

each five grains.

Solutus, ‘ dissolved,’ loosened.’ Donee alvus solida fuerit, ‘ until

the bowels be opened.’

Spissitas, ‘ thickness.’ Spissus, ‘ thick.’ Sumatur hydrarygri

submurias in quovis vehiculo spisso, * let the calomel be taken in

some thick vehicle.’ Coque ad debitam spissitatem ,
‘ boil to the

proper consistence.’

Stupa, ‘ tow.’ Involvantur partes in stupa
,

‘ let the parts be

wrapped in tow.’

Sub, ‘ under;’ prefixed to many words, has the signification of the
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English termination ish. Subniger, 4 blackis/i.’ An&tepidus, 4 warm-

ish.’ Au&acutus, * acutish, fyc.

Subigo, ‘ to subdue,’ ‘ to dissolve,’ ‘ to cause to unite.’ Subige

hydrargyrum adipe, * subdue the mercury with lard.’ Hydrargyro

subacto, 4 the mercury being subdued.’

Subtilis, ‘ subtile,’ ‘ reduced to fine powder.’ Pulvis subtilissi-

mus, 4 the very finest powder.’

Sumo, ‘to take.’ Sumat aeger pilulas -duas, ‘ let the patient take

two pills.’ Sumatur, 4
let it be taken.’

Superbibo, 4 to drink after.’ Post emeticum superbibat infusum

anthemidis, 4 after the emetic, let him drink chamomile tea.’

T

Tempos, genitive Temporis, 4 time,’ 4 the temple.’ Applicetur

lotio tempori dextro, 4 let the lotion be applied to the right temple.’

Tero, 4 to rub;’ Tritus, 4 rubbed.’ Tere simul, 4 rub together.’

Simul triti,
4 rubbed or ground together.’

Triduum, 4 the space of three days.’ Omni triduo, 4 every three

days.’

U.

(v-Ultimo, 4 last.’ Continuetur potio ultimo praescripta, 4
let the

potion, last prescribed, be continued.’

UrqEo, 4 to urge, 4 to be troublesome.’ Urgcnti dolore, 4 the pain

being troublesome.’

Usque ad, 4 up to,’ 4 as far as.’ Pergat in uso antimonii usque
ad nauseam, 4 continue the use of the antimony until it induces

nausea.’

V.

Valeo, 4 to avail.’ Repete catharticum si non valeat, ‘repeat the

cathartic, if it does not answer.’

Vehiculum, 4 a vehicle,’ 4 that in which a medicine is taken.’

Sumatur in quovis vehiciilo, 4
let it be taken in any vehicle.’

VespErE, 4 in the evening.’ VespertInus, 4 belonging to the

evening.’ Repetatur haustus vespere

;

—hora. sextA vespertina, 4
let

the draught be repeated in the evening;—at six o’clock in the

evening.’

\ ices, 4 turns.’ Ad duas vices sumendus, 4 to be taken at twice.’

Partitis vicibus, 4 in divided or broken doses.’

11 *
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We come now to the question:—what subjects the

office-student should peruse during his first year, and

before lie has commenced his attendance on lectures?

Generally, on this point, the preceptor gives himself

but little trouble. The youth is received into the

office: the books,—few or many as the case may be

—are placed at his disposal, and he is left to his own

discretion—which may be a negative quantity—as to

the topics lie shall peruse. Under such circumstances,

it will almost always happen, that those subjects, which

minister most to his curiosity, and which are, there-

fore, the least dry, will first attract his attention, and

a discursive habit may, in this manner, be acquired,

which may shed its injurious influence over his subse-

quent career.

In other cases, a ‘ Dispensatory’ is placed in his

hands; the greater part of which he necessarily

finds it impossible to comprehend, in consequence of

the perpetual recurrence of terms belonging to the

natural sciences, and indeed of explanations, by no

means demanded in a work, which is strictly devoted

to the materia medica. In the very first article, for

example, of his Dispensatory, he finds ‘ Acacia: Gummi,

gum arabic; the concrete juice of the Acacia vera,

which is said to be in the class Polygamia ;
order

mo7icecia, of Linnaeus; monadelphia polyandria,
of Per-

soon; and of the natural order Leguminosa, of Jussieu.

The general characters are described to be ‘ Herma-

phrodite; Calyx ,
fivetoothed: Corolla

,

fivecleft or form-

ed of five petals. Stamens
,
4—100: Pistil, one. Le-

gume, bivalve. Male, Calyx, fivetoothed. Corolla ,

fivecleft, or formed of five petals. Stamens 4 100.’

Again; if he turns to the Cantharis or ‘ Spanish
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fly,’ he finds it is in the class Insecta; order Colcoptera;

formerly, Trachclides; tribe Cantharidea, of Latreille;

and that its general characters are; “Tarsi, entire

—

nails,

bifid; head not produced into a rostrum; elytra, flexi-

ble, covering the whole abdomen, linear, semicylindric;

wings perfect; maxilla with two membranaceous laci-

nia3, the external one acute within, subuncinate; an-

tenna) longer than the head and thorax, rectilinear;

first joint largest, the second transverse, very short;

maxillary palpi larger at tip. Say." All of which

must necessarily be impenetrable to one, whose atten-

tion has not been largely directed to the study of the

natural sciences,—and such is the case with almost

every medical student.

“ The extent and nature of the subject” (Materia rne-

dica)—says a recent writer*—“ has been too little

considered, and the preliminary acquisitions, requisite

for its proper acquirement, most unaccountably over-

looked, in the course of studies prescribed by the in-

corporated medical bodies in this country (England).

Instead of commencing his medical education, by at-

tending lectures on materia medica, which is an obli-

gation imposed upon him by the existing regulations,

the student should previously attend, at least, one
course of Natural History, Botany, Chemistry, Anato-
my, and Physiology: and not till then can he be ex-
pected to comprehend the doctrines delivered in a
course of materia medica, far less those relating to

Therapeutics.”

In accordance with those views, Dr. Thomson has
endeavoured to incorporate into his work everything,

* I rofessor A. T. Thomson, in ‘ Elements of Materia Medica
and Therapeutics,’ 1st. edit, vol i. preface.
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that can be regarded as elucidative of the subject,

from the domains of Natural History, Botany, Chem-

istry, Anatomy, Physiology, and indeed of every de-

partment of the science. It is obvious, that there

may be some advantage in this plan; but, if il were

followed throughout, works, professing to be on isola-

ted branches, would cease to be confined to them, and

details would be introduced, which would necessarily

add largely to the expense of such productions, and

which might readily be found elsewhere: in this way,

endless repetition would be indulged without any equi-

valent advantage.

As, too, the medical schools—of this continent

especially—are constituted, it would not be an easy

matter to carry into effect the recommendation of

Professor Thomson, were it eminently desirable. For-

tunately, the evil is not as great as has been repre-

sented. It would, doubtless, be well, that the physi-

cian should know the natural history of the animal

whence he obtains his castor, his musk, &c., and that

he should be acquainted with the botanical relations of

the plants, whose preparations he prescribes: but such

a knowledge is no more indispensable
,
than Greek

is to an acquaintance with medical Technology. The

argument may, indeed, be extended to the consumer

of the products of the animal and vegetable kingdom

as articles of diet. It would be well for him, no doubt,

to be acquainted with the natural history of the ox, the

sheep, the hog, &c., whence he derives his sustenance;

yet, notwithstanding his ignorance on this point, uni-

versal experience demonstrates, that he has no diffi-

culty in appropriating them to his dietetic necessities.

“The different professions”—observes a recent learn-
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ed author*—“ have one way of glorifying themselves,

which is common to all. It is by setting forth a vast

array of preparatory studies, and pretending they are

indispensable in order to fit a man for the simple ex-

ercise of the practical duties that belong to them. I

have heard lawyers make such a mighty parade of the

things, which a man must know before he is called to

the bar, that, according to the average of human ca-

pacities, not one in fifty has the smallest chance of

mastering them; and of those who do master them, not

one in fifty can employ them to the uses for which

they are intended. I once saw a list of books recom-

mended by a professor of divinity to the study of those

going into holy orders. They were more numerous

than the majority of even studious men ever read in

their whole lives; yet these were a few prolegomena

introductory to the office of a parish priest. We, too,

conceive that it befits our dignity to magnify ourselves

at certain seasons. The commencement of a session

is usually the time chosen; and then, what a croud of

wonderful things are marshalled by authority around

the entrance of our profession! And through this

croud, it is implied every man must press his way be-

fore he can obtain admission. As if we wished to

guard and garrison ourselves against invaders, rather

than to gain good and useful confederates! In the

affair of literature are reckoned Latin, and Greek,
and French, and Italian, and German. In the affair

of science, mathematics, and metaphysics, and me-
chanics, and optics, and hydraulics, and pneumatics,

* “Lectures on subjects connected with Clinical Medicine.” By
P. M. Latham, M. D., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians,

&c. Lond. 1836. p. 9 and 22.
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mineralogy, botany, zoology, and geology. Such are

the portentous forms that guard the threshold. But

farther onward are placed anatomy human and com-

parative, and morbid; physiology and pathology; chem-

istry, general and pharmaceutical, and matera medica;

surgery, theoretical, clinical, operative, and ophthal-

mical; medicine, theoretical, clinical, obstetrical, and

forensical. The general display of objects so grand and

multifarious is formidable enough; but not half so for-

midable as their representation in detail. Of the great

cosmogony of medicine there are several departments,

and each professor never fails to magnify his own, by

counting the cost of time and labor, which you must

be prepared to bestow', if you wish to make any pro-

gress in it. “ Haller (perhaps such an one will say)

surely knew what anatomy is, and how much goes to

make an anatomist; and Haller has estimated the

cost at twenty years of time and labour.”

“ Now, I am persuaded that there does not exist at

this day in the profession an individual who comes up

to this standard, which (it is implied) all ought to reach.

If all medical students had fifteen or twenty years

at their disposal, and could dedicate them all to

professional education, wre might pardon a little inno-

cent declamation in displaying the rich and varied

field of knowledge about to be disclosed to them, but

even then, sober truth w'ould compel us to confess, that

the field so pompously displayed far excelled in extent

w'hat the best minds could hope to compass, even in

fifteen or twenty years. When, however, we recollect

what space of time the majority ot men so addressed

really can give to their education, the whole affair

becomes inexpressibly ludicrous. Now I do protest,
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in the name of common sense, against all such pro-

ceeding as this. It is all very fine to insist that the

eye cannot be understood without a knowledge of op-

tics, nor the circulation without hydraulics, nor the

hones and muscles without mechanics: that metaphy-

sics may have their use in leading us through the in-

tricate functions of the nervous system, uid the mys-
terious connection of mind and matter. It is a truth;

and it is a truth, also, that the whole circle of the sci-

ences is required to comprehend a single particle of

matter: but the most solemn truth of all is,//m/ the life

of man is threescore years and tcn.
,

'

> “ You m?.y re-

commend,” he subsequently remarks, “ that every man,
before he enters upon the study of physic, should ob-

tain the best general education within his reach; but

you must specify nothing as absolutely necessary but

what hears immediately upon professional use.”

It is not in its relation to materia mcdica, that the

study of natural history ought to be esteemed most
important. As physiology investigates the nature and
functions ofall living bodies, it is, necessarily, intimately

associated with natural history. It is, indeed, indebted
to this branch of physics, more, perhaps, than to any
other. A comparative view of the various gradations
amongst organised beings, has taught us to appreciate
the nature of the several functions, that characterise
vitality; and has demonstrated, that in proportion as
the structure is more complex the functions are more
numerous and perfect. Repeated observations, and
multiplied experiments, on various tribes of animated
nature, have elucidated many doubtful and obscure
phenomena in the economy of man; and a continuation
of this method ofresearch promises to place physiology
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on the firm basis of rational experience; and to enable

us to reason—where only we can reason with safety

—

by a deduction from facts. The more numerous these

facts, and the more satisfactory their arrangement, the

more extensive and the more secure will be the found-

ation they afford for physiological conclusions.

Botany might seem to be of much more service to

the physician than zoology, inasmuch as so many of

our remedies are derived from the vegetable kingdom.

At one time, indeed, nothing but ‘ galenicals.’ as they

were termed, were employed, and these were mainly

of vegetable origin. We can imagine the importance

of cn acquaintance with the botanical characters of dif-

ferent vegetables, should destiny cast the physician on

some unknown shore, where the sole sustenance may

have to be derived from the vegetable kingdom, and

where hundreds, perhaps, may have to be guided to a

knowledge of the innoxious and the noxious, by his de-

cision. It might happen, too, that the physician, may

be so situated, as to be unable to procure those in-

digenous productions, which are usually selected so

carefully by the professed herbalist, as to render it less

necessary that they should be culled by him. In such

case, his botanic knowledge would be called into play.

Still, these are rare emergencies, on account of the fa-

cility, with which articles of merchandise can be trans-

ported every where; and, as the preparation of medi-

cinal productions constitutes a distinct calling, the

physician is generally in the habit of depending upon

the apothecary,—who gets them from the herbalist,—

for his supplies.

It is of more practical importance, that the physi-

cian should know the genuineness of every article
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that comes to him;—a knowledge, which observation

—rather than Botany—gives him. Still, like every

branch of the tree of knowledge, phytology and the

natural sciences in general have a tendency to expand

the mind, and to react upon trains of thought, with

which they do not, at first, appear to be intimately

associated.

In but few of the medical schools of this continent,

is botany or natural history made a distinct branch of

medical education. The period of the year, at which

medical instruction is chiefly conveyed, is unfavorable

to botanical exercises; but the seasons of Spring, Sum-
mer, and Autumn, are well adapted,—especially the

first, when all Nature smiles; and

“ From the meadow to the wither’d hill,

Led by the breeze, the vivid verdure runs,

And swells, and deepens; and the juicy groves

Put forth their buds, unfolding by degrees,

Till the whole leafy forest stands display’d,

In full luxuriance, to the sighing gales.”

At these seasons, the student cannot do better

—

should his opportunities, whilst in the office of his

preceptor, permit—than make himselfacquainted prac-

tically with botany—both by study and observation

in the fields; and should he be unable to become a
good zoologist,—so far as regards a knowledge of the

generic and specific characters of animals,—he can,

at least, acquire a knowledge of the ‘ philosophy of
zoology;—one of the most interesting of the applica-

tions ot natural science, and one that throws import-
ant light on the functions of the human body. It

embraces, indeed, the physiology of animals, every
topic of which elucidates that of man.

12
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During the first year of office study, full benefit

cannot accrue from the perusal of works on any of the

branches of medical science. Perhaps, the most pro-

per to be placed in the student’s hands would be a

treatise on physiology, which contains sufficient anato-

my to enable him to acquire the terms, and to have a

general idea of the structure and functions of the dif-

ferent parts of the organism. If he possess but a

slight acquaintance with chemistry, general anatomy

or the anatomy of the textures can be studied, at this

period, almost as vrell as at any other.

The knowledge, which the student attains of his

profession during the first year of his application, in

an office, will necessarily be mainly restricted to the

subjects that have been expatiated upon. He will,

then, be enabled to enter upon his collegiate attendance

with every advantage.



CHAPTER III.

MEDICAL EDUCATION DURING THE PERIOD OF AT-

TENDANCE ON LECTURES.

The regulations of almost every medical college in

the Union require, that the student shall have attended

two full courses of the lectures delivered therein, be-

fore he is permitted to ofier himself for graduation.

In the schools of Philadelphia, until recently, the fol-

lowing subjects constituted the curriculum:

1. Anatomy.

2. Theory and Practice of Physic.

3. Materia Medica and Pharmacy.

4. Chemistry.

5. Surgery.

6. Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and
Children.

Of late, in the University of Pennsylvania, the de-
partment of Institutes of Medicine—a term of some-
what indefinite meaning, but generally understood to

comprise, the general physiological, pathological, hy-
gienic and therapeutical relations of medicine—has

been separated from the chair of Theory and Practice,
and erected into a separate professorship; and, still

more recently, in the Jefferson Medical College, a
chair of the Institutes of Medicine and Medical Juris-
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prudence has been created, to which the author was

appointed.

Jn the University of Maryland, the curriculum of

studies is as follows:

1. Anatomy and Physiology.

2. Pathology, and Practice of Medicine.

3. Materia Medica, Therapeutics, Hygiene, and

Medical Jurisprudence.

4. Chemistry and Pharmacy.

5. Principles and Practice of Surgery.

6. Obstetrics, and the Diseases of Women and

Children.*

It is expected, too, in the different schools—and oc-

casionally required—that the candidate for the snmmi

honores shall have attended the clinical course, and

practical anatomy in the dissecting room, for one

session at least.

It is obvious, that if the circumstances of the stu-

dent will only enable him to attend the collegiate exer-

cises during two sessions, there is no opportunity

afforded him for the selection of subjects for study, in

the order of time. He is compelled to attend to all,

and to exhibit his qualifications in all, at the expiration

of the second session, when he presents himself as a

candidate for graduation. If, however, he is enabled

to devote three years to his attendance on lectures, it

may admit of a moment’s question, as to the depart-

ments to which his attention should be mainly—if not

exclusively—directed during the first year.

* For an account of the curriculum of study in different medical

colleges of the Union, see the Appendix.
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The common feeling is, that he should confine him-

self to attendance on the lectures on anatomy and che-

mistry;—and the view is, perhaps, judicious. These

departments are introductory to the rest, and an ac-

quaintance with them facilitates the labors of the stu-

dent in his after attendance.

It would certainly be advisable, that a course of

lectures on anatomy should be followed, before prac-

tical anatomy is prosecuted,—upon the principle, that

it is well for a traveller to possess some knowledge of

the geography, names, &c. of a district, before lie under-

takes a journey through it; but, as the first of the three

years’ study—conducted in the manner advised—is

comparatively one of leisure, it may admit of dispute,

whether a larger amount of positive benefit might not

accrue to the student, from a prosecution of his ana-

tomical pursuits practically in the dissecting room,
even during a first year’s attendance upon lectures.

Again, it has been maintained by some, that from
the very outset of his career of professional inquiry,

the student should follow the professor through the

wards of an hospital. “ Physicians,” says a modern
writer on this subject, “ are not agreed as to the period
at which the pupil should commence his attention to

clinical medicine. I am firmly convinced, that he should
do so from the first day of his studies. The art of
healing, like every art, is acquired essentially by prac-
tice. To teach pathology to a man who has never
seen disease is to weary his attention without the
slightest profit. The objects, which have to be treated,
are as yet devoid of existence to him. What can be
understood of the theory of inflammation and of sup-
puration, by one, who has neither seen phlegmon nor

12*
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ulcer? ITc must commence, therefore, by the empiri-

cal observation of facts. The theoretical explanation

of those facts, and their systematic co-ordination must

come afterwards to constitute the science. The pupil

will not at first comprehend what the clinical professor

may say, but he will assist himself by a dictionary of

medical terms, and he can besides consult such of his

fellow pupils as are more advanced than himself.”*

The different departments of medical science are, in

truth, so dovetailed into each other—so mutually de-

pendent—that hesitation may exist as to those, which

ought to be selected in the way of priority. Still, it

must be better for the student to postpone the practical

examination of cases, until he has obtained some of

that preliminary instruction, which—as we have seen

—

is so important to the anatomist before he commences

the dissection of the subject. By a sedulous attend-

ance on a single course of the lectures delivered in a

medical school, he attains this instruction; and, during

his second year, he is enabled to reap all the advan-

tage from clinical observation, which it is capable of

affording him.

The difficulty of selecting the departments for a

first year’s employment, where the student has three

years at his disposal, has led some to advise, that he

should attend a full course during the first and second

years; and—as according to the regulations of the

different medical institutions, he is free to the lectures

after he has attended two courses—that he should se-

lect, during the third year, those departments in which

* Vaidy, Art. Methodologie medicate, in Diction, des Sciences

Medicates.
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he is most deficient, or to which his attention ought

especially to be directed.

Perhaps, on the whole, this is the wisest course; in-

asmuch as, during the third year, he is better able to

seize on all the valuable infi?rmation, which an atten-

tion to medical and surgical clinics cannot fail to pre-

sent to him. lie is situated, indeed, during this third

year, like the majority of the young graduates, who
commence the practice of their profession;—by far the

greater number of those, who attain the summi honores
,

having had no opportunity of following collegiate in-

struction longer than two sessions.

The mode to be pursued by those whose opportu-

nities are so restricted—for attaining the greatest

amount of good—forms an interesting topic of inquiry,

and is the proper subject of ‘ Medical Methodology.’
At the very commencement of 'his attendance upon

lectures, the student is apt to conceive, that, in the
multiplicity of subjects to which his attention is neces-
sarily directed through the day, it is impossible for him
to succeed, and he is olten disposed to relinquish the
study in despair. Fortunately, however, it rarely
happens, that this disposition is carried into effect, be-
fore he finds, that his mind is every day expanding;
that the truths of science become more and more in-
telligible; the memory more retentive, and the labor,
therefore, largely diminished. Despair now vanishes’
and hope—“ the glad ray, glanc’d from eternal good,’’

cheers him on his course, until he vanquishes all
obstacles, and attains that goal, which has been the
source of his loftiest aspirations.

In a previous chapter, a few—a very few—examples
were given,—selected from a host of professional
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worthies, now no more,—with the view of showing

what zeal and enthusiasm in the pursuit of knowledge

are capable of effecting; and what honor and reputa-

tion may be acquired, by time well spent, not only

whilst in the preparatory study of the profession, but

during its active exercise. Yet, to attain the high

degree of eminence of any one of the scientific indivi-

duals instanced requires, on the part of the student,

rather, that the time passed in reflection should be

well spent, than that it should be long protracted.

Attempts have been made, by such men as Lord

Coke, and the leviathan of English literature—Dr.

Samuel Johnson—to fix the time, that may be daily

employed in study with advantage; but, although the

latter affirms, that “ a young man should read five

hours a day, and so may acquire a great deal of know-

ledge”—he properly adds, that “ a man ought to read

just as inclination leads him; for what he reads as a

task will do him little good.” “ Idleness,” he says,

“ is a disease, that must be combated; but I would not

advise a rigid adherence to a particular plan of study.

I myself have never persisted in any plan for two days

together.” Fortunately, for the medical student, it

happens, that there is ample choice of subjects in the

interesting science he has embraced, so that he need

never be at a loss for variety, and when one palls tem-

porarily on the mind, it can be replaced with facility

by another.

The estimate of the proper daily duration of study,

made by these illustrious individuals, is scarcely, how-

ever, applicable to the medical student. The neces-

sary attendance upon lectures keeps,—or ought to

keep,—his mind engaged for at least six or seven
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hours in the day, and renders application at his desk

or his books much less necessary than in the case of

the student of law, who must derive all his informa-

tion from written authorities.* It is, moreover, the

business of the medical professor to lighten the labors

of the student. It is for him to collect and condense

the existing knowledge of the subject he teaches, to

explain away difficulties, and to suggest materials for

reflection—trains of thought—that may tend to expand
the minds of his hearers; but this reflection and these

trains of thought ought to accompany the well devised

lecture, and the chief labor of the evening should be,

to embody the information, that has been acquired

through the day, and to investigate the facts and ar-

guments on which it reposes. The period for more
extensive reading succeeds to the collegiate career.

It is then a luxury, on which the well constituted mind
hastens to banquet, and which it never cloys.

At the commencement of his attendance upon lec-

tures, the student always experiences more or less

difficulty in so employing his time, after the labors
of the day are over, as to reap the greatest pos-
sible benefit. He is apt to fly from one subject of
thought to another without settling down upon any;
and their multiplicity confounds him, so that he con-
cludes they are invincible. Let him, however, take
them calmly, and in regular detail for a few weeks, and
he will be astonished at the facility with which he
stores away that, which once seemed to him so formi-

In other words, in following a course on law—as usually con-
ducted, and as meant by Lord Coke—the student himself is presumed
to read for that number of hours; whilst, in following a course on
medicine, he is lectured or read to.
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dable. The excuse of want of time is rarely valid; and

he who avails himself of it, if he examines his conduct,

will discover, that it is not the want of time, but time

misspent
,
which he has to deplore. lie may be occu-

pied from morning till night; but like as solitude—

a

“ populous solitude”—may exist in cities—“ midst the

cnnvd, the hum, the shock of men,”—so may idleness

be conspicuous in the midst of apparent occupation.

The man, who has been accustomed to spend a cer-

tain number of hours in a given employment, will

while awmy the same time should his business be re-

duced one half, and yet he may believe himself equally

engaged, and would spurn the appellation of ‘ idler.’

In like manner, we may be seemingly busy in confirm-

ing truths well established, and in upsetting positions,

by common consent abandoned: w'e may employ our-

selves in scientific experiments, which may not add

one solitary idea to those universally received; may

desire to be regarded as industrious promoters of sci-

ence, and be shocked to be thought mere idlers. Yet,

if wre examine—as utilitarians—into the results of our

labours, we cannot, or ought not, to cavil at the judg-

ment. “ Amongst those,” says Dr. Samuel Johnson,

“ whom I never could persuade to rank themselves

with idlers, and who speak, with indignation, of my
morning sleeps, and nocturnal rambles, one passes the

day in catching spiders, that he may count their eyes

with a microscope; another erects his head, and exhi-

bits the dust of a marigold, separated from the flower

with a dexterity worthy of a Leeuenhoeck himself.

Some turn the wheel of electricity; some suspend rings

to a loadstone, and find that what they did yesterday,

they can do again to-day; some register the changes
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of the wind, and die fully convinced, that the wind is

changeable. There are men yet more profound, who
have heard, that two colorless liquors may produce a

color by union, and that two cold bodies will grow hot

if they are mingled: they mingle them, and produce
the effect expected; say it is strange, and mingle them
again.”

In the way to study,—as in the way to wealth,

—

fractions must not be disregarded. It is a trite, but a
wise, maxim,—that if we take care of the pence, the

pounds will take care of themselves; and the parody
is no less just,—that it we take care of the minutes,
the hours will take care of themselves also. It is sur-

prising what may be accomplished by seizing upon
every interval for study, and by disciplining the mind
to the effective exercise of its powers. If the student
succeed in this, but little nocturnal application will be
necessary to treasure up the materials of science,
whilst if he commences with attempting too much,
like the improvident racer, who puts forth his full

stiength at the onset, he may find himself distanced
by competitors, who have been more prudent of their
forces, and yet, who may not excel him in abilities.

In the one case, too, he incurs the risk of injuring his
health by collateral irregularities; whilst, in the o°her,
study becomes—not a toil but a pleasure. He has “ a
time for all things,” and if a portiQn of that time be
employed in recalling, and investigating the know-
ledge daily derived from his instructors, and in de-
ducing the lessons of wisdom from such knowledge, it

will be well spent. There is, indeed, a wide distinction
between knowledge and wisdom,* although a certain

* Latham op. citat., p. 20.
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portion of the former may be necessary to the latter,

—

a distinction which has been well pointed out by the

great moral poet of modern times, and should be ever

present to the mind of the student.

“ Knowledge and wisdom, far from being one,

Have oft’times no connection. Knowledge dwells

In heads replete with thoughts of other men;

Wisdom in minds attentive to their own.

Knowledge—a rude unprofitable mass,

The mere materials with which wisdom builds,

Till smooth’d, and squar’d, and fitted to its place,

Does but encumber whom it seems to enrich.

Knowledge is proud, that he has learnt so much;

Wisdom is humble, that he knows no more.”*

In striving to reach the temple of science,—situated,

as it is, at a giddy elevation,—the youthful aspirant

will find the path often skirted with the fairest flowers,

but occasionally sterile and cheerless, as it passes

through the different zones of vegetation. Yet, by

judicious perseverance, he will surmount, in succession,

the “hills on hills and Alps on Alps,” until lie ulti-

mately attains the summit of his wishes, and from the

magnificent portals of the temple is enabled to dis-

pense health and consolation to the afflicted, and to

look back, with pride and satisfaction, on the steadiness

of purpose, which has enabled him to overcome the

toils and the difficulties of the ascent.

As aids to memory, whilst the student is attending

lectures, some are in favor of his taking copious notes.

To this course there are weighty objections as re-

gards students of every standing, but, a fortiori,
as

* Cowper’s Task, 16 ., vi.
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respects the junior. Whilst the student is endeavor-

ing to record one fact, or one train of reasoning, of

importance, a number may escape him; and every one,

who has had experience in this matter, knovvs, that it

requires an education to enable the student to seize

upon the prominent points of a discourse. It is said,

that at an inspection of a respectable college in Eng-

land, and in the class of chemistry, conducted by an

accomplished and excellent professor, the committee

had the curiosity to look at the notes taken by one

student, when they discovered, that the only point he

had noted was,—that “ water will freeze.” This

was not, necessarily, an evidence of defective intelli-

gence on the part of the student; it might have been

mainly owing to his having begun to take notes at too

early a period of his collegiate attendance, and before

he could discriminate, and lay hold of the most promi-

nent subjects.

Catchwords, or short sentences, written down at the

time they are delivered, or afterwards, so as to attract

the attention of the student, when he reconsiders the

events of the day, may be advantageously used from
the very commencement of attendance upon lectures;

but no attempt should be made to record every thing,

that the professor says. Such a course always inter-

feres with the due exercise of the memory, and with
after reflection, independently of other disadvantages
that attend it.

Another objectionable plan—which prevails more
largely perhaps than the one just animadverted upon

is that of attempting, before retiring to rest, to read
over all the subjects on which the various professors

have lectured during the day, in the pages of some
13
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text book, or approved author. According to the com-

mon course in our medical colleges, six or seven hours

of the day are devoted to lectures; one to hospital at-

tendance; and, occasionally, one to clinical lectures,

besides the time, that is occupied in the department ol

practical anatomy. This, of itself, is sufficient daily

employment for the student, if the time be well spent.

If he has carefully followed the professor in the state-

ment of facts and arguments, his mind must have been

kept upon the stretch for almost as long a period as it

can be engaged profitably. He should not attempt to

devour more intellectual aliment than he can wel 1 dis-

pose of. Let him rather digest that which he has

received through the day, and refer to his books,

should his memory or reflection fail to serve him ade-

quately upon any topic. The time for examining and

reconciling conflicting opinions must occur at a luture

period. It should be postponed until there is sufficient

leisure for the inquiry.

The author has had extensive experience on this

point, and he has no hesitation in affirming, that those

students, who have followed the plan here recommend-

ed, have risen pre-eminently above such of their fel-

lowr students, as have appeared to be situated alike in

other respects, but have pursued the objectionable

course of attempting to cram the mind with more than

it is capable of receiving,—or of assimilating, if re-

ceived.

All the studies, which, by common consent, form the

curriculum in our medical schools, are of essential im-

portance. They ought, indeed, to be esteemed to merit

equally the devoted attention of the student. The very

fact, that they are prescribed, ought to be enough
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with him, and no comparisons should be instituted,

during the period of collegiate attendance, as to their

relative value when he becomes a practitioner. On
these topics, indeed, the student is but ill qualified to

judge; and he is apt to receive partial opinions from

older individuals, founded, too often, on particular

biases, or on their greater or less acquaintance or fa-

miliarity with certain departments of the science,

rather than with others. If practice were alone con-

sidered, the practical departments—medical, surgical,

and obstetrical—ought to claim the precedence; but, to

be well acquainted with these, absolutely requires an
adequate knowledge of the others. To the young
student, the department of Anatomy is decidedly the

most attractive. It ministers most to his curiosity. It

makes him informed respecting his own organisation.

It demands, chiefly, the exercise of memory; requiring

but little reflection; and the student, therefore, dis-

covers, as in acquiring a new language, that he is

daily adding to his stock of positive information.
These remarks apply, however, to descriptive anatomy
only. The other divisions of the subject—especially,
general and transcendental anatomy—require mental
qualifications and exertions, which many do not pos-
sess; and, therefore, they are considered dry and use-
less, and meet with but little favor, except from the
advanced student. He is esteemed the best anatomist
in the class, who is acquainted with the names and si-

tuations of the greatest number of organs and parts of
organs. And how needlessly are the different parts of
the organism divided and subdivided ! and what a waste
of time in directing the serious attention of the student
to insignificant points, the recollection of which may
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be a good exercise for the memory, but can be of little

or no advantage in after life. The sphenoid bone, for

example, seated at the base of the skull, has various

projections from its circumference, to all of which

names have been assigned; yet to the physician or

surgeon, in the practice of his profession, the know-

ledge of most of these is wholly useless. No case can

arise, in which this minute topographical division can

assist him.

Anatomy is universally admitted to be the basis of

medical education; but it is only the basis. Without

a proper acquaintance with this department, it would

be impossible for the student to comprehend the func-

tions of the different organs of the body; their disor-

dered actions, and the mode of treating such disorders

with full advantage. To the surgeon it is indispensa-

ble, that he should be intimately acquainted with the

absolute and relative situation of the various organs,

—

constituting what has been termed ‘Surgical, or Topo-

graphical Anatomy.’

Although a close connection exists between organi-
O _ t

sation and function,—the existence of the former being

necessary to that of the latter,—the nicest attention

to the anatomy of an organ will not teach the nature

of the function, which it executes. We have an accu-

rate knowledge of several parts of the human body,

whose offices are wholly unknown. We know the eye

anatomically, as perfectly perhaps as is practicable :

the structure of the tongue is entirely familiar to

us, yet the nicest dissection of these organs does not

explain to us how the former is capable of conveying

to us our visual ideas of external objects; or how the
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latter can enable us to discriminate between the

flavors of the various sapid bodies that are presented

to it.

It has been already remarked, that if the time and

opportunities of the student will permit, it would be

well for him to follow one course of lectures on des-

criptive anatomy before he dissects; but, if unable to

do this, his attention may be devoted to practical ana-

tomy simultaneously with his attendance upon the

lectures. One thing is clear, that no course—or number
of courses—of lectures can make a man a practical

anatomist. Nothing but the use of the knife, and the

careful dissection of the different parts of the frame

—

in the first instance, under a competent instructor

—

can convey to him that information, which he ought
to possess when sent abroad with a license to pursue

his profession practically as a physician, and particu-

larly as ap operative surgeon. The authorities of some
of the medical schools have therefore wisely required,

that no young man shall present himself for gradua-
tion, who has not attended at least one course of ana-
tomical dissections.

Not many years ago, the study of anatomy in the
schools was restricted to a simple acquaintance with
the different organs as exhibited on dissection, and if

the student could point out the various prominences,
and demarcations of the bones, muscles, &c. he was
looked upon, even by the teacher, as an accomplished
anatomist. The verbal memory was taxed to infini-

tude, whilst the higher powers of the intellect were
suffered to lie dormant, and the beautiful, but myste-
rious, investigation of the intimate nature of the dif-

13*
t
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ferent tissues, and their mode of formation was to-

tally disregarded. During the present century, how-

ever, more especially, the science of anatomy has

been made to embrace new grounds. ‘ General Ana-

tomy,’ or ‘ Histology,’ as it has been termed—for which

we are principally indebted to the illustrious Bichat

—

includes these interesting topics of inquiry; and the

anatomist now travels unhesitatingly into regions, half

a century ago unknown to the scientific world. It is

general anatomy, that teaches us the intimate texture

and arrangement of the different organs, their corre-

lations, the origin and formation of the human body,

the character of its numerous constituents, and the

changes, that supervene in the different stages of ex-

istence.

The same diseased action, affecting different tissues,

may occasion symptoms of the most varied character.

If the morbid condition of vessels, constituting inflam-

mation, takes place in the cellular membrane, it gives

rise to phlegmonous inflammation, of which the ordi-

nary boil or abscess is an example. If it attacks the

skin, the resulting inflammation is erysipelatous. How

different, again, in its symptoms, progress, and termi-

nation, is the inflammation of the serous from that ol

the mucous membranes

!

Without an attention to the evolution of organs, it

would be impossible for the pathologist to comprehend

the diseased conditions, that occur at different stages

of existence. At particular ages, or in certain states of

evolution and modification of structure, there is a

tendency, in particular organs, rather than in others,

to assume a morbid condition. This is strikingly ex-

emplified in the supervention of hemorrhage at differ-
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ent ages. Whilst hemorrhage from the nose is very

common about the period of puberty"; it is more apt to

occur from the lungs, during the age of adolescence;

and, after this period, the tendency is again to the head

or to the abdomen.

A knowledge of the correlation of organs is all im-

portant to the pathologist. Hepatitis or inflammation

of the liver,—enteritis or inflammation of the bowels,

and gastritis or inflammation of the stomach, may all

be varieties of inflammation of the peritoneum; yet

how much the symptoms vary from those of peritonitis

or of common inflammation of the peritoneum, owing
to the functions of the parts, situated beneath the

peritoneal covering of the liver, bowels, and sto-

mach, being modified through this correlation ! All

these topics arc elucidated by an attention to general
anatomy.

Of late, attention has been directed to a mode of
studying anatomy in relations of a deeply interesting

character, which were at one time wholly overlooked.
To this branch the name ‘philosophical’ or ‘transcen-
dental’ has been applied. It embraces a knowledge
of the relative importance of organs; their presence or
absence in the animal series; the study, indeed, of
living beings throughout the whole chain,

“ Each moss, each shell, each crawling insect;”

and from such study to deduce great general analogies,
and fundamental laws, that may be applicable to all.

bor example, it is generally maintained, that the ex-
istence of a placenta and umbilical cord is indispensa-
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blc to fcctal nutrition. As a general rule, these parts

are present; and, in the opinion of most physiologists,

no other function exists for them than that of being the

receivers and conveyers of the blood of the mother to

the child, and of returning that of the child to the

mother, when it has administered to the nutrition of

the former. Now, if the placenta and umbilical cord

were always present, when a living child is born, and

in every animal, the inference would be irrefragable,

that such are their functions; but transcendental ana-

tomy teaches us, that children have been carried to

the full term in utero, and have been born alive, and

in vigor, who had neither the appendages of placenta

nor umbilical cord; and comparative anatomy further

instructs us, that in the kangaroo, the opossum, the

wombat, &c. they never exist. We, therefore, infer,

that the placenta and umbilical cord are not indispen-

sable to foetal nutrition, and to this deduction we are

led by inquiries appertaining to ‘transcendental ana-

tomy.’

The labors of the French and Germans, more par-

ticularly, have been devoted to these ‘transcendental’

inquiries, and although we may be frequently disposed

to smile—and with reason—at some of the general-

isations suggested by transcendentalism, the inge-

nuity, displayed on many subjects, has furnished ma-

terials for reflection to the inquiring mind, and has

suggested investigations, which might otherwise have

wholly escaped attention.

They have led the reflecting anthropologist to a

knowledge of the surprising uniformity that prevails

in the organisation of animated nature,—the wonder-
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ful, but all perfect simplicity, that characterises the

works of the Almighty architect,—and, in many in-

stances, to comprehend the existence of parts, which

are apparently useless in a particular species or indi-

vidual, but which are capable of being called into

activity under favourable circumstances. In this way,

the labors of the transcendental anatomists, of modern

times, have tended to elucidate the complicated human
organism,—that “ mighty maze, but not without a

plan.” Transcendentalism, in anatomy and physi-

ology, is engaged in daily throwing more and more
light on the inimitable plan; whilst the maze is gra-

dually disappearing under the influence of careful ob-

servation, and philosophical induction; and, although

we may occasionally meet with suggestions which may
appear to be philosophy in sport

,
we have the advan-

tage, frequently resulting from them, that in sober

minds they become science in earnest.

The branch of anatomical science, to which the pa-

thologist is most largely indebted, is that which has

been termed ‘pathological’ or ‘morbid anatomy.’ Since

the inspection of the dead has been permitted, and
practised, to a greater extent, the discrimination of

diseases has been rendered more easy, and the prog-

nosis and treatment have become more satisfactory.

Not many years ago, a hue and cry was raised against

every one, who violated—as it wasconceived—the sanc-

tuary of death, and the anatomist was exposed to the

most wanton insults and outrages. But the commu-
nity have become more enlightened; and although, in

some parts of the Union, legislative impediments may
be thrown in the way ot the anatomist, but few cases
exist of a feeling so far behind the spirit of the age,
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and still fewer in which the pathological inquirer, who

may desire to investigate the morbid appearances in

any unfortunate case that may have fallen under his

management, is refused assent. Such objections, it

need scarcely be said, ought never to exist. No pro-

fessional man of character will request to examine a

body, unless the object with him is one of importance,

as regards the views he may have taken of the nature

of the malady, or as an aid in the discrimination of

similar morbid conditions. Philanthropy would sug-

gest, that, in all such cases, the permission should be

granted. By dissection, we are enabled to observe the

morbid appearances in any fatal case, and to compare

them with the symptoms, that were present during life;

whence, by careful analogy, inferences may be de-

duced, which may enable us to detect similar diseases

when they occur, and to treat them successfully. But,

independently of these benefits, the mourning relative

should bear in mind, that many diseases are of a family

nature, and that, by careful inspection of one fatal case,

the family physician may have his judgment so strength-

ened as to succeed in warding off a similar attack,

should it threaten another of the family,—when, with-

out the instruction afforded by his pathological inves-

tigations, he might have failed, and the life of a second

member of the family might thus be sacrificed to the

unfortunate—but amiable—prejudice.

Every where the difficulties thrown in the way of

pathological anatomy are yielding. The press teems

with the valuable contributions of the pathological ana-

tomist; and some few philanthropists have gone so

fav—in their desire to remove the prepossessions of

those, who arc opposed to such investigations—as not
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only to direct their bodies to be opened, but to be dis-

sected in the public theatre, and demonstrated for the

benefit of the student. Such was the testamentary re-

quest of the celebrated Bentham,—a request, which

was faithfully executed by his friend Dr. Southwood

Smith, of London, in the anatomical theatre of the

school to which Dr. Smith is attached, and of which

lie is a valued ornament.

The student should omit no opportunity, that may
offer—either before or after graduation—for post

mortem examination; and, in every case in which he is

permitted to carry it into effect, he will find, that he

has made a satisfactory addition to his knowledge of

the healthy and diseased conditions. Let him embrace

every occasion for discriminating the appearances,

which the parts present in health, from those which

they assume under disease; and, in this way, he will

be able to say what are healthy, what morbid, and
what cadaveric,—that is, produced during, or after, dis-

solution; and lastly, let him be extremely cautious in

referring the malady to the pathological lesion, which

may be apparent on dissection. Often, he will be amply
justified in so doing,—as where the symptoms have in-

dicated inflammation of an organ, and evidences of

such inflammation or its consequences appear on dis-

section,—but, in other cases, such an inference might
be most unfounded; as where irregularity of the or-

ganic actions has persisted for days and weeks—in a

case ol remittent fever for example—and more or less

inflammation is perceptible in the lining membrane of
the intestines. Such inflammation ought often, perhaps,

to be considered rather as a consequence of the exal-

tation and irregularity of the organic actions than as
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their cause; and hence it is, that they are so common

in those affections. Yet, if it should accord with the

theory of any writer or teacher,—that inflammation in

this or any other part of the economy is the essence of

all fevers, and on dissection, evidences of such inflam-

mation shall be apparent,—the student—whose mind

has not been sufficiently trained by observation and

reflection—is apt to give almost involuntary assent to

the doctrine, and future observation is long in rectify-

ing the error. The author is in the habit of examining

the cavities of the abdomen and cranium in diseases,

where mischief in the abdominal and cranial viscera

has not been suspected; and he has rarely failed to

observe appearances in the lining membrane of the ali-

mentary canal, which a reckless or inveterate theorist

might have invoked as ‘ confirmation strong,’ did his

views lead him to place the primary seat of disease in

this portion of the economy.

On the importance of an acquaintance with Physi-

ology ,—or with the functions of the frame, as executed

in health,—it is scarcely necessary to dwell. It is to

existing observers, that this deeply interesting and

valuable department of medical knowledge owes most

of its improvements. Physiology may, indeed, be re-

garded as a new science, and as the source of nume-

rous important improvements in the healing art, of

recent introduction. It is to the want of a due know-

ledge of the healthy functions, that we must ascribe

most of the errors, which have prevailed in therapeu-

tics, and which still prevail in the practice of those,

who adhere to old notions, or who have not taken the

necessary steps for keeping pace with the rapidly ad-
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vancinu condition of medical science. Who, indeed,

can honestly profess to know the signs, that indicate

the diseased state of an organ, if he is utterly ignorant

of the healthy manifestations? The science of physi-

ology must, therefore, be an important object of study

with every one desirous of distinguishing himself in

his profession. A stimulus is now applied to the in-

dolent physician, which did not formerly exist. The
public are aware of the importance of attending to this

“ proper study of mankind;” the youths in some parts

of the Union are required to study physiology in the

ordinary schools, and the members of the bar, every

where, find the utility of having paid some attention to

it, in many of those intricate cases of forensic medi-

cine, which so often agitate our halls of justice. This
extension of the study of physiology cannot fail to

exert a salutary excitation on those of our profession,

who are disposed to be idle and listless; for what man
of character could brook to be excelled, by the unpro-
fessional, on topics, which so eminently belong to his

course of study, and without which it is impossible for

him to be a learned and truly useful physician !

It has been well remarked, by an intelligent writer*

on the best modes of improving the study of the seve-
ral branches of medicine, that the crying defect of the
British anatomical schools—and the remark is appli-

cable elsewhere—is, that they teach anatomy as if a
knowledge of the dead body were the sole foundation
of medical study; whereas it is a knowledge of the

C. T. Iladen, in the Introductory Essay to the Transactions
of the Associated Apothecaries and Surgeon Apothecaries of Eng-
land and Wales. °

14
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living body, which constitutes that foundation; and,

therefore, it is not the parts of the body themselves, as

they lie exanimate on the dissecting table, which are

of importance, but the actions and functions of those

parts, as they administer to the wants of the living

man; and, hence, that physiology, or “ living ana-

tomy,”—anaiome animula
,

as Haller appropriately

termed it—is the real foundation of medical know-

ledge; and anatomy, in this view, is only recpiisitc, in-

asmuch as, before the functions of a part can be com-

prehended, its structure must be examined and under-

stood.

After all—as respects anatomy—the student’s main

attention, during his collegiate course, will necessarily

be devoted to the practical and topographical depart-

ments. He will have to make himself familiar with

every essential anatomical constituent of the body,

and will be especially careful in attaining an accurate

knowledge of the relative situation of parts—to ena-

ble him to undertake the different surgical operations,

which he may be called upon to perform at a moment’s

notice. The valuable information, which may be con-

veyed by the lecturer on the other branches of anato-

my, must be treasured up for subsequent reflection;

and if the student employs his time to good purpose,

he will daily find opportunity for pondering upon them,

and impressing them on his memory. II the study of

any of the ramifications of the subject be postponed,

it had better be the last mentioned,—inasmuch as the

purely practical departments can only be acquired

where the requisite facilities exist.

The mode, in which the Practice of Physic is usually
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taught, is replete with difficulties to the student. In-

stead of giving the symptoms that are pathognomonic

or characteristic, the teacher generally goes over,

under each disease, the symptoms that belong to the

class. This is a fault, which likewise exists in the

different treatises on the subject. Thus, under inflam-

mation of an internal organ—say of the liver—we find

all the symptoms, that are present in every form of in-

flammation, enumerated, along with those that belong

to the particular affection; and this detail is repeated,

under each variety of internal inflammation—a repeti-

tion, which occasions great confusion in the mind of

the student, and induces him to consider, that the

whole subject of semeiotics is an affair of mere memo-
ry; whilst, if his attention had been restricted to the

physiology—sound and morbid—of the organ, the

symptoms, common to the different cases, would £rene-

rally suggest themselves on slight reflection.

In like manner, remedy after remedy is recommend-
ed without the rationale of their action being explained,

or even hinted at. Hence it is, that a distinct depart-
ment of Therapeutics is so essential in our schools;—

a

department, in other words, which treats of the great
general principles involved in the modus operandi of
remedial agents, and ot their application to the dis-
eased condition. This is commonly associated with
materia medica or pharmacology, to which it is made
subordinate. It is, however, of at least equal import-
ance with the latter, and is easily separable from it.

Materia medica teaches the properties of the tools or
agents with which the physician has to fulfil his
remedial indications, whilst therapeutics establishes
those indications, and points out the mode, in which
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such agents can be applied with the greatest advan-

tage.

‘Preventive medicine'' or ‘Hygiene? is a branch o(

therapeutics, to which too little attention has generally

been paid. It includes the materia alitnentaria, or the

effect of different kinds of aliment as respects their

nutrient and digestible properties, and their adaptation

in sickness and in health, and canvasses every topic,

that relates to the preservation of health.

It is in these departments, that we have to deplore

the admixture of credulity, superstition, and faulty

metaphysics, which so long disgraced the science of

medicine. If we refer to the early history of our art,

we arc astonished to find the multitude of articles, that

crowded the shop of the apothecary, were admitted

into the catalogues of the materia medica, and, not-

withstanding the testimonials in their favor, were—in

a short space of time afterwards—discharged from

them as injurious or inert.* A better attention to the

series implexa causarum ,
and to their relation with

effects, has been yearly exhibiting the false reasoning,

which occasioned the admission of many of those arti-

cles; and, accordingly, the number has been gradually

diminishing. The tendency still is—and must be—to

a farther diminution, and to get rid of those agents, that

possess no advantages over others equally common, or

of those whose properties are equivocal. The London

Pharmacopoeia contains about two hundred and thirty

articles; the Pharmacopoeia of the United States about

two hundred and eighty; and the Parisian ‘ Codex’ up-

wards of 900! Yet there are few physicians, who

* See the Author’s ‘ General Therapeutics,’ p. 52.
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employ a fifth part of those, that are comprised in the

London Pharmacopoeia, which is only one-fourth as

copious as the French ‘Codex.’

When we revert to the state of medical knowledge,

not more than a hundred or a hundred and fifty years

ago, and note the improvements, that have taken place

in the interval in every branch of it, we cannot fail to

be struck with the difference, and can readily account

for the numerous disquisitions, that have appeared on

the uncertainty of medicine, and for the ridicule, occa-

sionally cast upon its professors by the various sati-

rists. Medicine has always kept pace with the progress

of the physical and moral sciences, and where these

have been defective, or marked by folly and credulity,

it has exhibited the same failings. Even so late as theO
time of Rousseau and D’Alembert, there was ample

ground for the ridicule so frequently indulged by those,

and other distinguished writers. “ The following apo-

logue,” says D’Alembert, “made by a physician, a

man of wit and philosophy, represents very 'well the

state of that science. Nature is fighting with disease;

a blind man, armed with a club,—that is the physi-

cian,—comes to settle the difference. He first tries to

make peace; when he cannot accomplish this, he lifts

his club, and strikes at random; if he strikes Nature,
he kills Nature.”

At that time, however, in the country in which
D’Alembert wrote, the art of medicine—in the case of
most of the fraternity—was enveloped in mystery and
empiricism, and, too often, in fraud and imposture.
Until a comparatively recent period, the doctrines
and precepts of Hippocrates were reverentially fol-

lowed; and the most degraded attention was paid to

14*
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authority and established routine. Moliere has pro-

perly castigated this folly in his L'Amour Medecin, in

the dialogue maintained between the physician Tomes

and the maid Lisette.

“ M. Tomes. ITow is the coachman?

Lisette. Very well. He is dead.

M. Tomes. Dead?

Lisette. Yes.

M. Tomes. That is impossible.

Lisette. It may be impossible, but it is so.

M. Tomes. He cannot be dead, I say.

Lisette. I tell you he is dead and buried.

M. Tomes. You are mistaken.

Lisette. I saw it.

M. Tomes. It is impossible. Hippocrates says, that

such diseases do not terminate till the fourteenth or

twenty-first day, and it is only six days since he was

taken sick.

Lisette. Hippocrates may say what he pleases, but

the coachman is dead.*”

. t

Moliere died about the commencement of the last

century, and although his art had, doubtless, some

effect in rectifying that, which should have yielded to

sober reflection, his censures were well merited a cen-

tury after they were written, and they are by no

means devoid of application at the present time. It

is but recently, that the minds of many were usurped

by the notions of a celebrated systematist, whose

dicta were—and still are by some—regarded as ca-

*L'Amour Medecin , Acte ii. Scene 2.
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lions; yet how few, at this clay, pride themselves

on an adherence to his views, and how small is now
his influence, even in the very seat of his scientific

exertions. Still, others have arisen, and are arising,

to whom the same kind of homage, as masters, is

paid
; whose inculcations are received as indisputable

authorities
;

and, mainly, because it is easier to

embrace the views of a leader, and to find support

under his responsibility, than it is to work out a path

of our own.

Of late years, great advancement has taken place in

the more purely practical parts of the profession.

Instead of attending—as is too often the case with the

mere routine practitioner—to the more prominent

symptoms of disease, and attempting to remove them,

the inquiries of the scientific physician are now
directed to the pathological condition of the suffering

organ
; and on this all his rational indications of treat-

ment repose.*

Of the valuable auxiliaries in the discrimination of
disease,—the gifts of modern times,—one of the most
so is that of * Auscultation’ or listening—with or
without the stethoscope—the invention of the late

eminent F rencli pathologist, and professor, Laennec.
By this simple instrument, the physician is enabled to
to obtain audible evidences of the state of the lungs,
and the heart, not to be acquired in any other manner.
They, who have listened attentively and repeatedly,
are alone able to appreciate the information it is

capable of conveying, especially in that intractable
malady intractable in its advanced stages at least

—

See the Author’s ‘ General Therapeutics,’ p. 20.
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pulmonary consumption. It is now well established,

that if relief is to be experienced, in this dread disease,

by any change of climate, the remedy must be had

recourse to, before the malady has made such pro-

gress, that cavities have formed in the lungs, or before

it has become—what has been called—‘confirmed.’ In

detecting whether this unhappy advancement has

taken place, auscultation is one of our chief guides;

and if it should indicate the presence of abscesses or

cavities in the lungs, the physician assumes a fearful

responsibility, in advising a patient to incur all the

evils of expatriation—the inconveniences dependent

upon a removal from family and friends—under the

delusive—the forlorn—hope, that a warmer or more

equable climate may repair the mischief—alas! irre-

mediable.* How important, then, to be able to dis-

criminate, whether the lungs are yet in a state to

admit of well-founded expectations of benefit from

change of climate; and howr valuable the means of

diagnosis or discrimination, which aids in substituting

certainty, or a high degree of probability, for doubt,

in cases where the steps of the sufferer, and of anxious

relatives, are to be guided by the decision of the prac-

titioner; and where such decision is to be attended,

on the one hand, with prostration of their hopes; and,

on the other, is to subject them to all the inconve-

niences of a distant, and often uncomfortable pilgri-

mage!

In respect to the best method of profiting by the

Clinical course ,
a great deal will depend upon the me-

thod adopted by the professor,—as to the plan the stu-

* See the Author’s ‘ Elements of Hygiene,’ p. 195.
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dent should pursue. Too often, perhaps, the clinical

instructor selects the singular and the striking, rather

than the common and more useful cases; and it has

fallen to the lot of the author—as it must have done,

more or less, to every one—to have had his attention

directed chiefly to cases, during his period of hospital

attendance, which he has rarely or never met with since.

The object of the clinical professor should be to select

mainly those cases, that must necessarily present them-

selves to all in their ordinary course of practice; to

inquire aloud into the history of the case, and, at a
fitting opportunity, to explain the etiology, semeiotics,

diagnosis, prognosis and treatment adapted for the

particular case, and for the class to which it belongs,

attracting the attention of the student to the more
prominent points. \\ ith these views, acute cases
should be first considered, as being most common and
urgent; and, afterwards the more chronic. The young
student is generally disposed to be over active in his
treatment, and, ifone remedy does not appear to be pro-
ducing all the effect he anticipated, he is apt to fly at
once to another; but if the professor be judicious, the
student will soon learn that infinite mischief may be
done in this manner, and that more reliance has to be
placed upon the recuperative powers of the system,
than he may have been disposed to imagine. It w ill

be well for the clinical pupil to keep a journal of such
cases as may merit the trouble; and never to permit
an occasion to slip for verifying or disproving, by dis-
section, the views which lie or his teacher may have
been led to form of the precise nature of fatal maladies.

The remarks that have been made on medical
,
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apply equally to surgical
,
pathology. The operative

department requires, however, a distinct consideration.

In well devised lectures on operative surgery, all the

operations arc exhibited, and illustrated by a demon-

stration of the parts concerned. The diversified in-

struments and apparatuses of modern surgery are

shown to the class, and their uses explained; yet the

student should lose no opportunity for repeating the

operations on the dead body, and, although this is by

no means the same as operating on the living body,

amidst the effusion of blood, and the sufferings of the

patient, an intimate acquaintance with the relative

situation of parts, derived from surgical dissection,

places the operator comparatively at his ease, under

the most trying circumstances. In some of our medi-

cal institutions, not only has the student the opportu-

nity of attending the lectures of the professor of sur-

gery; but it enters into the plan of instruction, to

teach him the most improved methods of perform-

ing surgical operations, while he is is engaged in prose-

cuting his dissections under the guidance of the

demonstrator of anatomy,—an arrangement adopted

for frequent illustration of those operative details,

with which practice alone can make the student

familiar.
.

In the present improved condition of Surgery, in all

its branches, the philanthropist finds much to excite lus

warm admiration. The major operations have been

simplified by the invention of appropriate instruments,

and the bold daring of the modern surgeon has led

him to perform operations, which were totally un-

known, even in the middle of the last century; for

example, the ligature of the larger arteries, in cases
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of ancurismal diseases, which, at one time, would have

been permitted to run their course to a fatal termina-

tion without interference, but arc now controlled by

the discoveries of modern science. It is not only in

the operative part, however, that the advancement of

surgery is manifested. The skilful and benevolent

surgeon has more gratification in saving a limb, which

has been doomed to the knife, than in his most bril-

liant operations. There was a period, when every

compound fracture was considered to require amputa-
tion; and this sentiment prevailed until within a com-
paratively recent period. At this time, the contrary

doctrine is maintained, and no case is now subjected to

amputation, unless supervening circumstances should

render such a step imperiously necessary. To know,
whether a severe and dangerous operation is demand-
ed, is one of the most difficult parts of the surgeon’s
duty,—far more so than the operation when once de-
termined upon. Yet, the public,—who are, in general,
but imperfect judges of professional merit,—are infi-

nitely more impressed with the success of an operation—which, perhaps, ought never to have been under-
taken than by the skilful and humane exertions of
the surgeon to render such operation unnecessary.
I he author well recollects the eclat obtained by a sur-
geon, for performing the operation of the trephine, in
a case of fracture of the skull, with slight depression,
unaccompanied with a single symptom of injury of the
brain-, although, if fatal mischief had resulted from the
operation, it might have been a question, whether the
operator would not have been amenable, in a court of
justice, for the injury he had inflicted;—as no principle
is better established, than that the trephine should
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never be employed except for the removal of existing

bad symptoms, or of conditions, which must render the

occurrence of such symptoms almost inevitable.

The community at large are fond of the exhibition

of activity by the physician or surgeon, and this feel-

ing has doubtless, at times, led a practititioner,—not

possessed of extraordinary presence of mind or firm-

ness of character,—to have recourse to measures of

which his better judgment might not approve. Surgery

is always a more popular branch with the student

—

and indeed with the laity—than medicine. Treating

—

as it does—the morbi externi or external diseases, it

addresses itself more to the eye; its results are com-

monly palpable to the meanest capacity, and its agency

is heroic
,
and commonly successful, if not in curing

,

at least in removing the mischief. Hence it has been

termed and regarded ‘ medicina cjjicax.'
1 “ The adap-

tation of curative means requires more vigilance in

medicine than in surgery. There is no end of the cir-

cumstances to be taken into consideration, day after

day, in order to practise medicine with tolerable suc-

cess. A man has an external inflammation: the surgeon

sees it, and is at once sure of its existence; he pre-

scribes for it, and sees its gradual decline as plainly as

he first saw its rise and progress. A man has an internal

inflammation; but the physician, not seeing it, is obliged

to come to the knowledge of its existence by a great

variety of considerations before he can know that it

has bemin to decline or has ceased. The uncertainty

of physic I readily admit; but I do not admit the vul-

<rar reproach which has followed from it. There is

nothing absolutely sure but what rests on the basis of

numbers, or falls within the sphere of the senses.
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Where reasoning begins, there begins uncertainty; and

on this account, the highest and the best things in the

world are all uncertain, and so is our profession. But

from this very uncertainty, those who practise it suc-

cessfully claim their greatest honor; for where there

is no possibility of error, no praise is due to the judg-

ment of what is right.”*

The department of Obstetrics—as generally taught

in our schools—includes not only the practice of the

art, but subjects that might be considered to appertain

to other departments. It teaches, for example, the

physiology of the pregnant and parturient states; em-

bryology; as well as the different diseases to which

the sex arc subject; with the physiology and pathology

of infancy, &c. &c.

The same method of studying these physiological

and pathological topics, is demanded, as in the case of

physiology and pathology in general. The practical

part of obstetrics may be regarded as a branchi of sur-

ge^,—the operations, at least, which are required,

when the powers of the mother have to be aided, or

when they are totally inoperative, from causes apper-

taining to mother or child.

There is but one mode, in which practical obstetrics

can be perfectly taught; and that is by practice on the

living female. Accordingly, wherever circumstances

will admit, a lying-in hospital is attached to the medi-

cal school, at which opportunities are afforded for the

student to officiate as accoucheur, under the guidance

of an expert. In this country, this desirable appendage

15

* Dr. Latham, Op. citat., p. 51.
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to the obstetrical chair does not always exist; but, in

Europe, it is rare to find one unprovided. Generally,

the students are divided into classes, which are sum-

moned in turn; and, in France, towards the termina-

tion of labor, the clothes are thrown up, and as the

woman is delivered on her back, and on an inclined

plane, full opportunity is afforded for witnessing the

mode in which the extrusion of the foetus is accom-

plished.

Similar opportunities exist for ‘ touching’ or exploring

the condition of the uterus during the different stages

of pregnancy, and thus for enabling the young physi-

cian to verify or disprove the existence of pregnancy

in doubtful cases,—a topic, which,—since the intro-

duction of the stethoscope more especially,—has been

full of interest, in a practical point of view, to the ob-

stetrician.

In schools, to which a lying-in establishment is not

an adjunct, the student should embrace every oppor-

tunity for noting the different presentations on the

‘ mannekin;’ and for rendering himself familiar with

the various obstetrical instruments, and their applica-

tion. The young practitioner is apt to become con-

fused, if, in applying his forceps, the locking parts of

the blades do not correspond. Familiarity with the

instrument, which can be acquired by very slight at-

tention, will prevent this; and if he practise frequently

on the mannekin, he will not have much difficulty in

the adaptation of his knowledge to the living female.

The department of medical science, to which the

least importance is apt to be attached by the student,

is Chemistry; and this accounts for the lamentable de-
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ficiency in chemical attainments, observable amongst

students and physicians in general. The notion ought

to be discouraged, and it would be easily accomplished,

were the authorities of the medical colleges to require

an adequate acquaintance with the laws and facts of

chemistry as essential to graduation. Many of the

functions of the living body are carried on by chemi-

cal agency, and are incomprehensible without an ac-

quaintance with that science. “ Chemistry was once

thought to be conversant only with the physiology of

external nature; but every day is bringing us to look

more and more to chemistry to explain the physiology

of our own bodies. It cannot, therefore, be sufl'ered

to become a less prominent part of medical education

than it is.”*

What student could understand the changes, pro-

duced in the air by respiration, unless he had some
knowledge of chemistry; or how could he comprehend
many of the other functions, that seem to be accom-
plished under chemico-vital influence? In like man-
ner, the action of antilithics, antacids, and disinfect-

ants; the knowledge of substances, that are compatible
or incompatible in the same prescription; the action of
antidotes, when poison has been taken,—indeed, the

whole subject of toxicology, in order to be under-
stood, requires an acquaintance with chemistry. The
author well recollects a case of internal hemorrhage,
treated by a practitioner by means altogether inert, in

consequence of his ignorance on this point. He argued
that sulphuric acid was a good astringent; that the
acetate of lead possessed like virtues; and that if he

* Latham, Op. citat., p. 41.
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added the two together, he would have a compound

possessing the medical properties of both; whereas, a

tyro in chemistry could have told him, that the result-

ing compound in no respect resembled its components.

A sulphate of lead was necessarily formed, w hich is in-

soluble and inert; the only medicinal result of the de-

composition being the acetic acid, which could exert

little or no therapeutical agency.

Of late, great attention has been paid to the appli-

cations of chemistry to pathology, and especially to the

pathological state of the blood and other fluids;

and now, that the horror of the humoral pathology has

abated, and, indeed, almost vanished, fresh investiga-

tions will be made into its varying character in dis-

ease, and into the best methods tor restoring it to

the healthy condition.

Practical chemists can be best made in the labora-

tory; but, owing to the number of students, who fre-

quent the large medical schools, it is difficult to

carry this course into effect. A very small apparatus

is required for most of the experiments of a chemical

and pharmaceutical character, so that they, who are

desirous of being practically acquainted with the ma-

nipulations of the science may become so at a trifling

expense.

The facts of chemical science are apt to flit from the

mind, and require to be retained by repeated attention,

especially as it is a department of science, which is

rapidly progressive in its character, and which assumes

fresh aspects in successive years, as it is enriched by

new discoveries. Within the last twenty years, the

materia medica has received some most valuable addi-

tions, from die labors of the French chemists and phar-
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macicns more especially. The active principles ot

many energetic articles have been separated, so as to

allow them to be exhibited, without the inconveniences,

at times occasioned by the mixed matters with which

they are associated in the vegetable. Hence, the qui-

nine often takes the place of the bark; the morphine,

of opium; the piperine, of the peppers; the salicine, of

the willow bark, and the strychnine, of the nux vomica.

The iodine, too, has, of late, assumed a rank amongst

our useful therapeutical agents; and the deadly hydro-

cyanic acid has, under a wise form of administration,

been adopted in medicine.

Under these various changes, how thunderstruck

would one of the worthies, even of the last century

—

to whose opinions, perhaps, reverential deference was
paid in his day—feel, if he were permitted to revisit

this earth, and how inadequate would he be to resume

his place in the profession, until he had undergone a

previous education ! A retrospective glance at the

condition of medicine, in former periods, will exhibit to

the student the unphilosophical ideas, that were gene-

rally entertained on many branches of medicine, in

times not very remote, by the professional, and the un-

professional,—the learned as well as the ignorant; and
if the inquirer compares them with the views at pre-

sent indulged, he will discover, that the degrading su-

perstitions, which at one time enthralled the mind, have
been mainly abolished; that a better system of physics

and of metaphysics has elucidated the laws, which con-

nect eftects with their causes;—that an improved ac-

quaintance with anatomy—general, special, patholo-
gical and surgical—along with the interesting truths

and speculations of physiology—sound and morbid

—

15*
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have dispelled several of the illusions, “ the children ot

an idle brain,” which at one time weighed on the sci-

ence; that mystery has been discarded; that arcana no

longer exist; and that the darkness, and complicated

dogmas of the schools have yielded to a better mode
of reasoning and experiment, so that w hat was form-

erly taught, and implicitly credited, as a saying of the

master, is now rejected, unless it comes home to the

comprehension and conviction of the student. If we
compare, indeed, the state of the profession now, with

what it was one hundred—nay fifty—years ago, and

then cast our regards towards the future, the prospect

is most cheering. Yet we must not form too exagge-

rated an estimate of the powers of science from its pre-

sent improved condition. When the gigantic mind of

Newton had developed the ‘ new philosophy,’ the most

unbounded enthusiasm was experienced, and, it was

presumed, that the world w'ould be filled with wonders.

“ The glorious undertakers,” says Glanvil—who was

one ofthe earliest members and promoters ofthe Royal

Society of London—“ wherewith heaven hath blest our

days, will leave the world better provided than they

found it. And wrhereas in former times, such gene-

rous, free-spirited worthies were as the rare newly ob-

served stars, a single one the winder of an age, and

this last century can glory in numerous constellations;

I doubt not but that posterity will find many things

that now are but rumors verified into practical realities.

It may be, some ages hence, a voyage to the southern

unknown tracts, yea, possibly, to the moon, will not be

more strange than one to America. To those that

come after us, it may be as ordinary to buy a pair of

wings to fly into the remotest regions, as now a pair
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of hoots to ride a journey. And to confer, at the dis-

tance of the Indies, hy sympathetic conveyances, may
be as usual to future times as to us in a literary cor-

respondence. The restoration of gray hairs to juve-

nility, and recalling the exhausted marrow, may, at

length, he effected without a miracle. And the turn-

ing the now comparative desert world into a paradise,

may not improbably lie expected from late agriculture.

Now those that judge hy the narrowness of former
principles and successes will smile at these paradox-

ical expectations. But questionless those first inven-

tions, which have, in these latter ages, altered the face
of all things, were as ridiculous to former times in their

naked proposals, and mere suppositions. To have
talked of a new earth to have been discovered, had
been a romance to antiquity; and to sail without sight

of stars or shores, by the guidance of a mineral, a story
more absurd than the flight of Dcednlus. That men
should speak after their tongues were ashes, or com-
municate with each other in different hemispheres,
before the invention of letters, could not but have been
thought a fiction. Antiquity would not have believed
the incredible force of our cannons, and would as cold-
ly have entertained the wonders of the telescope. In
these we all condemn antique incredulity. And it is
likely posterity will have as much cause to pity ours.
But yet, notwithstanding this straightness of shallow
observers, there are a set of enlarged souls, that are
more judiciously credulous. And those, who are ac-
quainted with the diligent and ingenious endeavours
of so many true philosophers, will despair of nothin^.”

Yet the new philosophy, valuable—invaluable—as^'it
was, could not unfold all the wonders of the universe.
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There were many subjects, such as the intimate

nature of mind and of vitality, to the elucidation of

which it was wholly inapplicable, or, if applicable, in-

adequate; and even with the light, which a century

and a half of experiments and observations have shed

upon us, there are numerous points in physics on

which we remain in deep obscurity.

Condorcet—the strenuous advocate of the perfecti-

bility of the human race—wildly supposed, that the

time may arrive, when death will be the effect only of

extraordinary accidents, or of the destruction—which

will gradually become more and more tardy—of the

vital forces; and that, in effect, the duration of the

middle period between birth and this destruction has,

in itself, no assignable term. Such a consummation

is not to be expected, and indeed passeth all our un-

derstanding. Others have supposed, that rapid as the

progress of science has been, and with every proba-

bility of its continuing to advance with accelerated

speed, the universal law of compensation will continue

to balance the improvement of the human understand-

ing, by some equivalent failing. The subject is one of

higher metaphysics. There are, doubtless, limits beyond

which the powers of the human intellect cannot pass,

but we are far from having attained those limits. W ho,

indeed, shall attempt to assign bounds to it? Instead

of employing our time in such unprofitable discussions,

it is better to turn assiduously to the discovery and

investigation of truth, and whether our efforts be

directed to every branch of the tree of knowledge, or

to one only, science and humanity cannot fail to be

enriched by precious fruit.

The study of the History of Medicine cannot fail to
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impress the above truths on the mind of the student,

lie will see, that system after system has passed

away, and that drug after drug has been brought for-

ward, with virtues ascribed to it, which have been

wholly imaginary; and that, after it has been used for

a short period, it has sunk into oblivion; and he will

be irresistibly led to the inference, that no theory or

practice, which is not based on sound observation, and

rigid induction, can long maintain its ground. Jt has

been a common custom with teachers, to commence
their lectures, on the different departments of medi-

cine, with a history of the rise and progress of each

department; but this is as objectionable a course, as

to place a work on the history of medicine in the

hands of a youth, who is just commencing the study.

What value, for example, to the student, is the infor-

mation that the lacteals were discovered by Aselli,

or the lymphatics by Rudbcck, until lie has learned the

nature of these vessels? Or rather, how infinitely

more easy is it for him to recollect the historical truth,

alter he has attained that necessary information. In ac-

cordance with those' views, it is advisable, that the

student should not peruse a work on the history of
medicine, until he has attended one course of lectures

on the different branches of medical science; after

which,—that is, in the interval between his first and
second courses of lectures,—and a fortiori after his

collegiate attendance has terminated,—he can engage
in the inquiry with full advantage.

The study of the history of physic has been desig-
nated b)' a distinguished lecturer “on the duties and
qualifications of a physician,” as rathe/ ornamental,
than essentially useful, iet his own remarks suffi-
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ciently exhibit the weight, that ought to be attached

to it.

“The history of medicine is not a subject of

mere curiosity. To a physician, it is a useful and in-

teresting inquiry. It is indeed an unpleasant task, and,

at first view, seems an useless one, to inquire into the

numerous theories, that have influenced the practice of

physic in different ages. Of these, there has been a

succession, which, in their turn, have been admired,

and which have greatly influenced the practice of

physic, and afterwards sunk into deserved oblivion. If

their bad effects had ceased with the follies which

gave them birth, it would have been unnecessary to re-

vive their memory. But this has not been the case.

A wrong practice, introduced in consequence of a pre-

vailing theory, soon becomes diffused among people,

who are no judges, whether the theory itself be well or

ill founded. A physician of spirit and ingenuity,

perhaps, rises up, and shows the absurdity of the

theory; but it is not in his power to remove its perni-

cious consequences in practice. These were soon

spread among a thousand ignorant people, who had

adapted them to a theory of their own: for it must be

observed, that the most illiterate pretenders to physic

have their theories; and such pretenders, partly from

ignorance, partly from pride, and partly from habit,

are, of all others, the most obstinately attached to

them.

“ A thorough knowledge of the history of physic, by

discovering the sources of the maxims and remedies

adopted in practice, will naturally make a physician

suspicious of those which were introduced by false

reasoning or superstition. Yet it must be owned, that
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some valuable remedies have sometimes been discover-

ed in consequence of absurd theories. Another ad-

vantage, attending a knowledge of the history of

physic, is its bringing us acquainted with some effica-

cious remedies, which time and other accidents had

thrown into disuse.

“ The change of manners, and the variations of our

speculative systems of physic, have, in some degree,

contributed to the less general use of certain bold, but

successful, remedies, employed by the ancients; as

might be exemplified in the case of cauteries, the ap-

plication of various exercises, of frictions, and of unc-

tions, and in other instances. The history of medicine

likewise shows us, how the revolutions of time bring

back really the same fanciful hypotheses, which, only

by a change of terms, have been repeatedly obtruded

on the world.

“ Although the progress of medicine, since the age of

Hippocrates, has indeed been slow, considering the

number and abilities of its professors, yet it has made
considerable advancement since that time. The his-

tory of physic shows how it has been gradually im-

proved by accidental discoveries, by the rash attempts
of empirics, by the accurate and faithful observations

of sagacious physicians, and by the sober and diffident

reasonings of men of true medical and philosophical

genius. Nor should it be thought, that even the most
fanciful hypotheses, that have prevailed in physic, have
been entirely useless. The zeal of supporting a theory,

however false, has given rise to some important expe-
riments. Enthusiastic chemists, who boasted of a
command over nature, and trusted to the efficacy of
their own medicines, have sometimes performed sur-
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passing cures, and by such remedies as no physician

would have ventured on. On the other hand, Stahl

and his followers, who trusted almost every thing to

nature, have advanced the art by their diligent atten-

tion to the history of diseases, and to the operations of

nature in performing the cure.”*

. IK

After two years of collegiate attendance, the student

generally presents himself as a candidate for the summi

honores; and if he has spent his time assiduously, in

the manner advised, he will not, generally, have much

difficulty in attaining his object. Unfortunately, owing

to the number of medical schools in the country, this

is more easy than it ought to be.

The medical faculty, charged with the examination

of candidates, have a weighty responsibility attached

to them, if they suffer an individual, who is incompe-

tent to exercise the practical duties of his profession,

to enter upon his perilous vocation under their sanction;

and it has not unfrequently happened, that a graduate

of a respectable school has been rejected, when he pre-

sented himself before the board of medical examiners

of the army and navy, as a candidate for an assistant

surgeon, in one of those branches of the service;—

a

heavy censure, too often, on the faculty, who passed

him, and under the authority of whose diploma, he

was emboldened to present himself before the exam-

ining board.

There is, perhaps, too much apprehension entertain-

* ‘ Lectures on the Duties and Qualifications of a Physician.’ By

John Gregory, M. D., F. R. S., American Edition, Philadelphia,

1817; p. 91.
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ed, that unusual strictness in the examinations for a

degree may injure the school, where this prevails; and

that, in the multiplicity of medical institutions, the

students may resort to such as will pass them with fa-

cility; but this feeling of profit and loss should be

banished from the minds of every officer of a liberal

and enlightened institution; they should be guided by
one impulse only—the determination to do their duty,

without fear, or expectation of favor or reward; to up-

hold the dignity of their profession, and to protect the

public against the misfortunes of unsophisticated or

presumptuous ignorance. Such should be the sentiment
of every one, who holds the responsible situation of a
medical examiner; and the student ought to feel, that

there is but little honor in a diploma, which is award-
ed on insufficient attainments.

It is too frequently the custom,—with the student,
who is preparing for his final examination,—to follow
the objectionable course—on which animadversions
were made in an early part of this chapter—of en-
deavouring to devour every thing that has been written
on the different departments of medicine; and, conse-
quently, when the period of trial arrives, although he
may be literally crammed with information, his mind
is in the state of a well-stocked but miserably arranged
warehouse, in which nothing is available at the time it

is wanted. Far better than this is the custom of esta-
blishing what are termed, in the American colleges,
quizzing clubs,’ in which by mutual interrogation, the
topics, that have been discussed by the different pro-
fessors, are constantly revived, and re-impressed upon
the minds of the members,—not, simply, a short time
e ore the period for the examinations for a degree, but
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throughout the whole of the session. If these exam-

inations be regularly kept up, and the plan of study,

which has been inculcated in these pages, be assi-

duously pursued, the candidate will always be ready,

and far better adapted for the exercise of his profes-

sion, after graduation, than he, who, by incessant

‘ grinding’ a short time before examination, has been

‘made up’ for the crisis, and whose knowledge eva-

porates with the excitement, that gave occasion to

its acquisition.



CHAPTER IV.

MEDICAL EDUCATION, &c., AFTER GRADUATION.

When the student has attained the summi honores

of his profession, he ought not—it need hardly be

said—to imagine, that he has arrived at proficiency,

—

that he has attained all knowledge respecting the in-

tricate movements of the human economy, in health

and in disease. The diploma, in reality, only shows
to a discerning public, that the mind of the young
practitioner has been imbued with the principles of

medical science; and that he is prepared, at the outset,

to profit by every opportunity for observation; to trace

the nature of disease from indications that may be af-

forded him, and to apply his remedies to such disease,

guided by all the lights, that illumine the profession

in its present improved condition.

The graduate is now about to take his place in

society, in the practice of a profession unusually ardu-
ous and responsible; requiring untiring zeal and in-

dustry,—the exercise, indeed, of every faculty that ex-

alts the mind, and of every feeling, that adorns the

heart;—a profession, to the members of which one of
the greatest ornaments of the law—Sir William Black-

stone—has assigned pre-eminence for “general and ex-

tensive knowledge,” and of whom the late learned phi-

lologist, Ur. Parr, remarked:—“ While I allow, that
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peculiar and important advantages arise from the ap-

propriate studies of the three liberal professions, I must

confess, that in erudition and science, and in habits of

deep and comprehensive thinking, the pre-eminence,

in some degree, must be assigned to physicians;”—

a

profession, the practice of which one of the first of the

Romans conceived to elevate man nearer to the gods

than any other avocation;* and of which J. J. Rous-

seau said to Bernardin de Saint Pierre, in speaking of

physicians;—“there is no condition, which requires

more study than theirs; in every country, they are the

most truly useful and learned of men.”

It is this honorable—this dignified calling—which

the young physician is expected to support, not simply

as a means of acquiring an honorable subsistence, but

as a science connected with the best interests of hu-

manity. In the exercise of this calling, he should pro-

ceed circumspectly, yet with zeal amounting to enthu-

siasm. Let him carefully avoid being wedded to any

exclusive sect or system,—an attachment to which

has strikingly retarded the progress of true science.

Let him watch, with philosophy and diligence, the

march of nature, discarding all blind empiricism; and,

by this course, he will find, that each subsequent day

will add to his stock of useful knowledge, and that

many points, which seemed at first veiled in obscurity,

will stand forth in bold relief; whilst, on others, he

may continue to hesitate, owing to the very nature of

the subject,—the intricate, the mysterious mechanism

of life.

* “Homines ad Deos nulla se proprius accedunt quam salutem

hominibus dando.” Cicero.
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A main object with every scientific practitioner

should be the establishment of great general principles

of pathology and therapeutics. The practice of me-

dicine has been ruined by undue confidence being

reposed in special remedial agents as adapted to spe-

cial morbid conditions. A remedy may have been

administered in a particular case of disease, and the

disease may have terminated favorably; yet the result

may have been, in nowise, referable to the ascribed

cause. ITence, the value of that careful system of ob-

servation, which has been practically inculcated by
observers,—of recent times, more especially.

In the common method of routine practice, the phy-

sician has but little time—if much engaged in the

active exercise of his profession—to enter into a care-

ful examination of every circumstance, that may have
exerted an influence upon the condition of his patient:

he prescribes for what appear to him the most promi-
nent symptoms; has unbounded faith in the prescribed

remedy; and if he should find the disordered action
modified at his next visit, it is easier, and more grati-

fying, for him to believe, that the result has been pro-
duced by his agency, and through his prescription,
than to inquire into the other modifying circumstances,
that may have been present, and in operation. He is

thus led, authorised—as he conceives—by experience,
to register as a fact that which may be far otherwise;
a sinister influence may thus be exerted on his future
practice, by his being induced to place reliance on
agents, which may be either inert, or incapable of ful-

filling indications based upon rational general princi-
ples. The tendency of the popular—and, indeed, of
the professional—mind is to search after ‘ facts,’—too

16*
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often perhaps to the exclusion of principles, on which,

after all, the improvement of medicine has to repose.

Facts must furnish the pabulum for such principles,

but these alleged facts must be carefully sifted, must

be over and over again proved; and, if this course

be pursued, the large mass will be found to belong to

what have not inappropriately received the epithet

‘ false.’

A recent writer of eminence has gone so far as to

assert, that we are seldom justified in ascribing effects

to our remedial agencies, employed in any disease,

until we have satisfied ourselves, that cases, exactly

similar in time, place, and circumstances, have failed

to do equally well under the omission of those reme-

dies.* This is a kind of knowledge, that can only be

derived from experience; but it is so repugnant to the

feelings of mankind,—who like to see activity on the

part of the practitioner,—as well as to the mode in

which practitioners are usually educated, that the ma-

terials for a just comparison are not readily attainable;

nor, perhaps,—unless we consider, that the comparison

has not been previously and fairly made,—ought they

to be so, inasmuch as the doctrines, admitted by the

profession, and inculcated in the schools, are pre-

sumed,—and in general correctly,—to be based upon

observation; although, in many cases, that observation

has, doubtless, been inadequate. “ The benefit,” says

an intellectual writer, “which a physician derives from

his own opportunities of observation, in common lan-

guage called his experience, is not in proportion to

* Professor Bigelow, in ‘ A Discourse on Self-limited Diseases,’

p. 30. Boston. 1835.
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the period of time over which it has been extended, or

the number of facts which have passed under his

view. It must depend on the attention, with

which lie has observed these facts and traced their

relations to each other; on the anxiety with which he

has separated incidental relations from those which

are uniform, and the caution with which he has ven-

tured in assuming the relation of cause and effect, or

has advanced to general principles. It must depend,

further, on the jealousy and suspicion with which he

has received even his own conclusions, and the care

with which he has corrected them from time to time

by further observations. Finally, it must depend on
the judgment with which he applies the knowledge

thus acquired to the investigation and treatment of

new cases; by tracing promptly the points of affinity

between the case under his view, and those cases on
which his knowledge was founded; by discovering real

points of resemblance where there is an apparent dif-

ference, and real points of difference where there is an
apparent resemblance. The farther a physician ad-

vances in this course of rigid inquiry, he becomes more
sensible of the difficulties with which his science is en-

cumbered, more suspicious of all general conclusions,

and more anxious to bring them to the test of minute
and extensive observation: in particular, he learns to

exercise more and more caution in considering any
one event in medicine as the cause of another. In real

acquisition, consequently, his progress is slow; for

much of his improvement consists in detecting the fal-

lacy of systems, which he once considered as esta-
blished, and the instability of principles, in which he
once confided as infallible. But these discoveries pre-
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pare the way for his actual progress, and the conclu-

sions at which he does arrive then fall upon his mind

w ith all the authority of truth.”*

In aiding the young practitioner to attain this neces-

sary and correct experience, it is very desirable

—

where it can be effected—that he should reside for

a time in some hospital, infirmary or almshouse.

To the large mass of students, this course will be im-

practicable, inasmuch as but a limited number can be

admitted; whilst the circumstances of many would pre-

clude them, w'ere they ever so desirous. To such as

can effect the object, nothing but benefit can accrue,

—

especially if the attending physician and surgeon be

well acquainted with their profession; be faithful ob-

servers, good therapeutists, and able and willing to

communicate to the student all that they themselves

know, the grounds for their judgment, and the mode

in which they propose to carry into effect the sug-

gestions of such judgment. In an institution thus con-

ducted, the student becomes conversant not only with

the great points of practice, but with the minor opera-

tions of bleeding, bandaging, &c.; with the art of

compounding prescriptions, if previously unacquainted

with these important duties,—and is enabled to enter

upon independent practice, with all that confidence in

his resources, which familiarity in their adaptation can

alone communicate.

When Dr. Samuel Johnson somewhat splenetically

defined the profession of physic as “a melancholy

* * Inquiries concerning the Intellectual Powers and the Investi-

gation of Truth.’ By John Abercrombie, M. D., F. R. S., &c. &c.

Amer. edit. p. 352.
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attendance on misery; a mean submission to peevish-

ness, and a continual interruption of pleasure,” he

was constrained to admit his belief, that “ every man
has found in physicians great liberality and dignity of

sentiment; very prompt effusion of beneficence, and

willingness to exert a lucrative art, where there was
no hope of lucre.” It was of such beneficent practi-

tioners, that Voltaire,—almost in the language of Ci-

cero, already cited,—remarked: “The man who is

occupied in restoring health to his fellows, from pure

benevolence, is far above all the grandees of the earth:

he belongs to the divinity.”

Gratifying, indeed, must it be to the medical philan-

thropist to know, that ho has relieved the sick from pain,

—snatched him, perhaps, from the jaws of death,—and

doubly gratifying, if he can feel the conviction, that

the result has been brought about by the sedulous study

of his profession; and by the care and attention he has
bestowed in watching the rise of every symptom;
meeting it at its onset, and arresting its development,

before it had laid fatal hold of the sufferer. Indepen-

dently of all hope of pecuniary remuneration, the

pleasing result of his well directed, and skilful efforts

is of itself ample recompense to the compassionate.
An excellent and eloquent writer, to whom allusion

has already been made in these pages, and whose
work ought to be perused, and re-perused, by every
practitioner of medicine, regards humanity as the

chief of the moral qualities, peculiarly required in the

character of the physician. “ Sympathy,” he observes,

“produces an anxious attention to a thousand little cir-

cumstances, that may tend to relieve the patient; an
attention, which money can never purchase;—hence
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the inexpressible comfort of having a friend for a phy-

sician. Sympathy naturally engages the affection and

confidence of a patient, which, in many cases, is of

the utmost consequence to recovery. If the physician

possesses gentleness of manners, and a compassionate

heart, and what Shakspeare so emphatically called

“ the milk of human kindness,” the patient feels his ap-

proach like that of a guardian angel ministering to his

relief; while every visit of a physician, who is unfeeling

and rough in his manners, makes his heart sink within

him, as at the presence of one who comes to pronounce

his doom. Men of the most compassionate tempers,

by being daily conversant with scenes of distress, ac-

quire in process of time that composure and firmness

of mind so necessary in the practice of physic. They

can feel whatever is amiable in pity, without suffering

it to enervate or unman them. Such physicians as

are callous to sentiments of humanity treat this sym-

pathy with ridicule, and represent it either as hypo-

crisy or as the indication of a feeble mind. That sym-

pathy is often affected, I am afraid is true. But this

affectation may be easily seen through. Real sym-

pathy is never ostentatious: on the contrary, it rather

strives to conceal itself. But, what most effectually

detects this hypocrisy, is a physician’s different man-

ner of behaving to people in high and people in low

life; to those who reward him handsomely, and those

who have not the means to do it. A generous and

elevated mind is even more shy in expressing sym-

pathy with those of high rank than with those of hum-

bler life; being jealous of the unworthy construction so

usually annexed to it. The insinuation, that a com-

passionate and feeling heart is commonly accompanied

with a weak understanding and feeble mind, is malig-
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nant and false. Experience demonstrates, that a gentle

and humane temper, far from being inconsistent with

vigor of mind, is its usual attendant; and that rough

and blustering manners generally accompany a weak
understanding and a mean soul, and are indeed fre-

quently affected by men void of magnanimity and per-

sonal courage, in order to conceal their natural de-

fects.”*

Sympathy for suffering, and that benevolence to the

distressed, which droppeth

“ As the gentle rain from heaven

Upon the place beneath,”

have, indeed, ever been the proud attributes of the

medical profession.

It is scarcely necessary to dwell on the importance,

to the young physician, of attending to his address;

of adopting a kind and soothing manner; and of im-

pressing his patient with a conviction, that he is feel-

ingly alive to his welfare; or to urge the advantage of

his possessing gentleness and flexibility, to bear pa-

tiently—and with apparent cheerfulness—the contra-

dictions and disappointments to which the best are

occasionally exposed; and of gratifying the whims and
caprices of his patients, so far as he can do so with
propriety; but he must be careful not to have it sup-

posed, that he has not firmness to resist a proposition,

which is, in his opinion, contrary to their interests,

however grateful it may be to their inclinations. When
once the authority of the physician over his patient is

* Gregory, Op. cit., p. 24 .
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lost, indifference is apt to be engendered; confidence is

gone, and contempt and estrangement follow.

Nor is it requisite, that the advantages of tempe-

rance and sobriety should be inculcated,—virtues,

which—although expected and demanded of all—are

peculiarly required of the medical practitioner. It is

not the author’s province, to point out here, the nume-

rous—the awful—evils, temporal and eternal, that

follow in the train of intemperance; nor need he

dwell on

“ All the kinds

Of maladies, that lead to death’s grim cave

Wrought by intemperance.”

The physician must recollect, that he is often the

arbiter of life or death; that the hopes of an afflicted

family are reposed on his exertions; that a heavier

weight of responsibility is cast upon him, before God,

than could perhaps exist in any other situation; and

let him reflect for a moment, how utterly unfit—“with

memory confused and interrupted thought”—he would

become to exercise a profession, which requires, above

all others, an unmixed exertion of judgment, clearness

of thought, and absence from all perplexity and un-

steadiness,—which demands, in short, the lively and

vigorous employment of every intellectual and moral

faculty.

Neither is it necessary to expatiate on the import-

ance of the young practitioner’s possessing presence

of mind to adapt him for every sudden and trying

emergency, of which he must be destined to meet with

many, in his surgical career more especially; nor on

his obligations to secrecy, discretion, and honor. It is
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sufficient to name these qualifications, in order that

their value shall be seen. So long ago as the first

promulgation of the oath, ascribed to the father of

physic, but which does not appear to date farther back

than the School of Alexandria, these requisites were

urged upon the graduate
;
and an oath, binding him to

the discharge of these and other points of professional

duty, was always administered, when he was declared

worthy of being admitted to the practice of his profes-

sion. The oath, even now required in the University

of Edinburgh, calls upon the graduate “to practice

physic circumspectly, correctly
,
and honorably (caute,

caste, probeque;) and faithfully to have recourse to

every thing conducive to the health of the bodies of the

sick : and, lastly, never—without great cause—to di-

vulge any thing that ought to be concealed, which may
be heard or seen during his professional attendance.

To this oath,” the instrument adds, “ let the Deity
be witness.”

It too often happens, that the young practitioner,

flushed with his own estimate of his talents and attain-

ments, and despising, what he conceives to be dero-
gatory, the employment of any arts to succeed in his

profession,—is too little attentive to some of those col-

lateral circumstances that have been enumerated. A
neglect of them is, however, injustice to himself, in-

asmuch as mankind are long in discovering virtues,

until they are presented to them with some adventi-
tious aid. Hence it is, that tact is generally so much
more successful than talent, and that many practition-

ers succeed, by the possession of those collateral ad-
vantages, to a greater degree than ability alone would
ever have justified. Some few, it is true, have risen

17
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to unusual eminence in their profession solely by

their distinguished talents, and, occasionally, when

their manners have been rough and presumptuous ;
but

the cases are extremely rare. Eccentricity—as these

moral aberrations have been sometimes mildly desig-

nated—may succeed for a time, where the intellectual

qualifications are lofty
;

but, it may be safely said,

never to the extent, that these qualifications would

have carried the possessor, in the absence of such de-

fects j
and, frequently, the effect of elevated talents

and acquirements is completely counteracted by some

deficiencies in the moral qualities.

The public are singularly ill-informed regarding

the qualifications of the medical practitioner, and

hence the success, that every where attends quackery

and imposture. Ilis art is supposed to be enveloped

in mystery, which no effort of theirs can penetrate

;

and his skill in his profession is commonly estimated

by a fancied success, or want of success, in practice,

—one of the most uncertain criteria, that can well be

conceived. Were each of two physicians to have a

patient under precisely analogous circumstances, the

decree of success, obtained by one or the other, might

be°a sufficient measure of skill. But it -is impossible

for us to say, in all cases, even by previous accurate

examination, that there may not be modifying circum-

stances in the one case, that do not. exist in the other,

and that might account for one being brought to a sa-

tisfactory termination, and the other not. If ten indi-

viduals be exposed to precisely the same morbific

agency, say to cold and moisture applied to the feet,

—all may not have the same effect induced. One

may be attacked with inflammatory sore-throat, an-
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other with catarrh, a third with diarrhoea, whilst others

may remain in health
;
yet all these different results

have succeeded to the application ol the same cause;

and disease has attacked one individual and texture

rather than another, according to the greater predis-

position of such individual and texture, at the time, to

assume diseased action.

Now, that which happens to morbific,
happens also

to remedial agencies, and it presents one of the great-

est difficulties in therapeutics. Hence, the impractica-

bility of deducing any correct inferences, regarding the

comparative skill of different practitioners, from the

results of practice alone.

It is in consequence of the public being such imper-

fect judges of professional merit, that more practi-

tioners succeed by their personal—than by their pro-

fessional—qualifications. A professional friend of the

author—himself distinguished as a man of science, and

successful in his avocation—has expressed the opinion,*

that if we analyse, as it were, the different practitioners,

who present themselves to our notice, we may always

discover the causes of their success, or want of success,

in life. It may be seen, that in one man, an excellent

address, a soothing manner, a real or assumed interest

in the welfare of his patients, and, above all, a scrupu-

lous and unwearied attention in gratifying patients

and their friends, by falling in with their views, have
been sufficient to lead even a superficial practitioner

to the summit of his profession; whilst, in another

person, marked defects of manner and appearance,

The late C. T. Haden, Esq., in the introduction to the work
previously cited.
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provided good conduct be present, may not have pre-

vented him from equally rising to professional emi-

nence, if his acquirements authorise such an elevation.

At the same time, it must he admitted, that good

fortune has much to do with this. A man of genuine

merit, and well adapted, in every respect, for the prac-

tical exercise of his profession, may linger in compara-

tive obscurity, unless some fortunate circumstance

should bring him prominently before the public; whilst

we have too many instances to show, that the ignorant

and the presuming occasionally push themselves into

notice, and succeed to a degree, which is denied their

more deserving—hut less arrogant—brethren. The suc-

cess of quackery—and that even of the most barefaced

kind—sufficiently exhibits how easy it is to rise on the

credulities and weaknesses of mankind.

In conclusion:—although the present work is not

intended to comprise the subject of professional ethics;

it may be well to remind the young physician, that in-

dependently of his duty to those who may be placed

under his healing care, there is one, which he owes to

his professional brethren, as well as to his fellow-men

in general. This duty is the foundation of all medical

etiquette; and, although the anxious relatives of the

sick are often incapable of appreciating the object of

such etiquette, it reposes simply on the heaven-de-

scended injunction—the great basis of all ethics;

—

“Whatsoever ye would, that men should do unto you,

do ye even so to them.”

This clear and comprehensive principle of human

action commands us to exercise justice and benevo-
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lcnce towards our fellow men,—a principle, which, if

observed by all, could not fail to add largely to the

amount of human happiness and prosperity. Yet

—

strange to say—a violation of this great rule of con-

duct is so common amongst the members of a profes-

sion, which is, in its essence, most dignified, most

exalted, most liberal, and, as a recent writer has ex-

pressed it, “the most noble and disinterested of human
avocations,”* that the disagreement of physicians has

become proverbial; the profession has been discredited,

and ridicule and contempt have been cast upon it,

owing to the delinquency of those, who, from defec-

tive manners, feelings, or education, ought never to

have been admitted within its pales. Too often, also,

this ungenerous conduct is suggested by base ambi-

tion, or by the love of lucre, in minds devoid of the

kindlier sympathies, and careless of the honor and ad-

vancement of the science.

It is unhappily too easy for an ungenerous indivi-

dual, if possessed of tact, to create an unfavorable im-

pression in the minds of a distressed family, against

his more distinguished brother. The public cannot
well discriminate between the man of science and phi-

lanthropy, and the unprincipled pretender. Pretension

is, accordingly, too often received as evidence of capa-
city; and this facility of belief is the cause, as before

remarked, why empiricism—in and out of the profes-

sion—meets with so much success.

Yet the unprofessional empiric is a character far

more exalted than the physician, who, from malevo-

* Ryan’s • Medical Jurisprudence.’ Amer. Edit. p. 57.

17*
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lence, or envy, or any sordid motive, openly, or by in-

sinuation, undermines a reputation,

—

“ Whose cordial drops once spilt by some rash hand.

Not all the owner’s care, nor the repenting toil

Of the rude spiller ever can collect,

To its first purity and native sweetness;”

and who attempts to elevate his dishonest self on the

ruins of his fellow man—his professional brother. lie

may flourish for a time. He may vegetate in fungous

luxuriance; but his feeble vitality will not withstand

the chilling blasts of scorn; the leaf, whilst yet green,

will be seared, and he will sooner or later sink into

that insignificance from which he ought never to have

emerged.

The young physician should determine to follow the

dignified calling he has chosen ‘circumspectly, correct-

ly, and honorably.’ He should be impressed with the

responsible character with which he is invested. He

should feel, that the true dignity of medicine is to be

maintained by the superior learning and abilities of

those who profess it. Ilis manners and address should

be liberal, and polished; compassionate and gentle. He

should be open and candid,—disdaining all artifice.

Then may he set at naught the ridicule and abuse, to

which the science has been exposed, from those who

are unacquainted with its character and resources.

Prosperity and happiness will attend him. The in-

fant, on the maternal lap, will be taught to lisp his

name with gratitude. The widow and the fatherless

even in their bereavement—will bless his skilful and
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benevolent exertions, though unsuccessful. The affec-

tionate parents, who have watched over his youth,

and witnessed, with solicitude, his ripening manhood,

will glory in him. His Alma Mater, which shed upon

him her highest honors, will cherish him, as the fond

mother cherishes her offspring; and his country will

be proud to rank him amongst the most useful and

the most meritorious of her citizens.
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3. Grant, Robert E.
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wood-cuts.
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Medico-Chirurgical Academy of St. Petersburg—ol the
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—“ Multum adhuc
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Epist. In two volumes. Fourth edition, revised and im-

proved. 8vo. pp. 519, 524. Philadelphia, 1836.

A good treatise on the subject. The number of editions, through

which it has passed, show, that it is extensively usod. It is, of course,

the text book of the Professor in his lectures.

5.

Horner, W. E.—Lessons on Practical Anatomy for the Use
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of Dissectors. By \V. E. Horner, M. D., Professor of

Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania; Surgeon at

the Philadelphia hospital, Btockley, &c. 3d and improved

edition. 8vo. pp. 503. Philadelphia, 1830.

A companion to the dissecting room, well calculated for the ob-

jects contemplated by the author. It contains an introduction “on

dissecting, and on the method of making anatomical preparations;”

and is divided into 5 parts. Part 1, giving the practical anatomy of

the head and neck; 2, of the trunk; 3, of the extremities; 4, of the liga-

ments; and 5, of the integuments.

0. Wistar, C.—A System of AnuiQjnyfor the Use of Students of
Medicine. By Caspar WIstar, M. 1)., late Professor of

Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania. Fifth edition;

with notes and additions, by William Edmonds Horner,
M. D., Adjunct Professor of Anatomy in the University of

Pennsylvania, Member of the American Philosophical

Society, &c. In two volumes, 8vo. Philadelphia, 1830.

This work has been almost superseded by Dr. Horner’s own work,
ns well as by the other treatises on anatomy, which have appeared since
it was first published.

It is illustrated by several copperplate engravings—of the skeleton
and its different parts, the muscles, viscera, lymphatics, urinary and
genital organs, blood-vessels, and nervous system.

2. Reprints of Foreign H urls.

'• Bayle. A. L. J.

—

.dn Elementary Treatise on Anatomy. By
A. L. J. Bayle, M. D., Adjunct Professor of the Faculty
of Medicine at Paris, &c. &c. &c. Translated from the

4th edition of the French, by A. Sidney Doane, A. M.,
M. D., 12mo. pp. 470. New York, 1837.

An extremely useful * Manual'—as Bayle himself termed it; the
Preach edition of which we have had since its first appearance. Its
merits, as Dr. Doanc properly observes, are accuracy and conciseness
ol description, combined with a happy arrangement of the subject.

8. Bell, John and Charles.— The Anatomy and Physiology
of the Human Body. By John and Charles Bell.
The whole more perfectly systematised and corrected,
by ( harles Bell, Professor of Anatomy and Surgery
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to the Royal College of Surgeons of London, &c. &c.

In two volumes. The fifth American edition, (reprinted

from the sixth London edition of 1820.) The text re-

vised, with various important additions, from the writings

of Soemmering, Bichat, Beclard, Meckel, Spurzheim,

Wistar, &c. By John D. Godman, M. D., Professor of

Anatomy and Physiology in Rutgers’ Medical College.

New York, 8vo. pp. 583, 475.

This has always been a popular work in the schools, embracing

—as it does—both descriptive anatomy and physiology, conveyed in

an agreeable style, and illustrated by numerous plates and marginal

wood-cuts. Numerous notes have been added by the lamented Ame-

rican editor, and an appendix, containing the anatomy of the foetal

brain, from Tikdemann; absorption from the digestive canal, from

Copland’s edition of Richcrand’s ‘Physiology;’ and the chemical con-

stitution of the solids and fluids of the human body from the same.

9. Bell, Sir Charles.—A System of Dissections, explaining the

Anatomy of the Human Body, with the manner of Dis-

playing the Parts, the Distinguishing the Natural from

the Diseased appearances, and pointing out to the Student

the Objects most worthy of attention, during a course of

Dissections. By Charles Bell, &c. &c. In two volumes,

18mo. pp. 265 and 264. First American from the third

London edition. Baltimore, 1814.

Superseded by more recent and more valuable works on practical

anatomy.

10. Cloquet, IL—A System of Human Anatomy, Translated

from the French of II. Cloquet, M. D., Professor of Phy-

siology, and Member of the Philomathic Society of Paris.

With notes and a corrected nomenclature. By Robert

Knox, M. D., F. R. S., E., Lecturer on Anatomy, Fellow

of the Royal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh, and Con-

servator of its museum. Large 8vo. pp. 836. Boston, 1830.

A good work on descriptive anatomy. The order, in which the

parts are considered, is, 1. Organs of locomotion. 2. Organs of the

voice. 3. Organs of sensation. 4. Organs of digestion. 5. Organs

of respiration. 6. Organs of circulation. 7. Organs of absorption.

8. Organs of the secretions. 9. Organs of generation.

It has no plates.
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1 1. Dublin Dissector.— Fhe Dublin Dissector, or Manual ofAna-

tomy; comprising a Concise Description of the Bones,

Muscles, Vessels, Nerves and Viscera; also the rela-

tive Anatomy of the Different Regions of the Human
Body, for the Use of Students in the Dissecting Room.

By a member of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland.

First American from the second Dublin edition. 8vo. pp.

314. Washington, 1835.

This is one of the reprints in the ‘Register and Library of Medical

Science.’ It is a useful companion to tire dissector.

12. Maygrier, J .P.

—

The Anatomist’s Manual; or a Treatise on

the Manner of Preparing alt the parts of Anatomy, fol-

lowed by a Complete Description of these Parts. In two

volumes. By J. P. Maygrier, M. D. P., Professor of

Anatomy and Physiology; ofMidwifery, and the diseases of

Women and Children; Physician to the Bureau de Charite

of the 10th Arrondissement; Member of the Medical Society

of Emulation of Paris, of that of Practical Medicine in the

same city; of the Medical Societies of Li£ge and Toulouse;

of those of the Sciences in Ma^on, Marseilles, <fcc. Trans-

lated from the fourth French edition, by Gunning S. Bed-
ford, M. D., Lecturer on Obstetrics, &c. in the New York
School of Medicine; Member of the Medical Society of the

City and County of New York; of the New York Literary

and Philosophical Society; of the Historical Society, &c.

Small 8vo. pp. 378, 305. New York, 1832.

A good manual of descriptive anatomy; not, however, much used
in our schools.

13. Meckel, J. F.

—

Manual of General, Descriptive and Patho-
logical Anatomy. By J. F. Meckel, Professor of Ana-
tomy at Halle, <fcc. &c. &c. Translated from the German
into French, with Additions and Notes. By A. J. L.
Jourdan, Member of the Royal Academy of Medicine at

Paris, &c. &c. &c. and G. Breschet, Adjunct Professor
of Anatomy at the School of Medicine, &c. &c. &c. Trans-
lated from the French with Notes, by A. Sidney Doane,
A. M., M. D. In three volumes, 8vo. pp. 522, 525, and
548.

A work full of useful and varied information
; too transcendental

18
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perhaps, for the tyro; but furnishing important hints to the more ad-

vanced student. It has been adopted as a text book by some of our

most enlightened anatomical teachers.

14. Paxton, James.—An Introduction to the Study of Human

Anatomy. By James Paxton, Member of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons, Honorary Member of the Ashmolean

Society, and Author of the Notes and Illustrations of

Paley’s Natural Theology. With Illustrations. In two

volumes, 8vo. pp. 421 and 336. First American edition,

with additions, by Winslow Lewis, Jr., M. D., Demon-

strator of Anatomy to the Medical Department of Harvard

University. Boston, 1832, 1834.

The value of this work is in its marginal illustrations, which are

very numerous. The first volume comprises the anatomy of the

bones, cartilages, fibres, muscular and vascular systems;—the second,

a continuation of the anatomy of the vascular system; the absorbent

and nervous system of the particular organs of sensation; ol the

organs of digestion, respiration, secretion, and generation, of the

fetus and of the serous and cellular tissue.

The descriptions arc not remarkable. A glossary is added to the

second volume, which is extremely meagre and unsatisfactory; occa-

sionally, indeed, inaccurate. For example;—“ Acini (ncinus, ‘a

grape seed’) the internal structure of several glands.” “ Clitoris

‘to conceal’) a part of the female pudendum concealed by the

labia majora.” “Rknes, the kidneys through which the urine flows,”

&c. &c.

15. Sarlandiere, Chev. J.—Systematised Anatomy or Human

Organography, in synopticul tables, with numerous plates.

For the use of Universities, Faculties, and Schools of

Medicine and Surgery, Academies of Painting, Sculp-

ture, and the Royal Colleges. By the Chev. J. Sarlan-

diere, D. M., Member of the Royal Academy of Madrid,

and of the Medical Society of Emulation at Paris ;
Corres-

pondent of the Medical Society of Louvain, Breslaw, &c.;

Ex-Surgeon of the French Army and of the Military Hos-

pital at Paris. Translated from the French, by W. C.

Roberts, M. D., Member of the Medical Society of the

City and County of New York. Large folio. New York,

1835,

A useful accompaniment to anatomical studies. 1 he plates are
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lithographic and well executed; each plate containing numerous

figures.

3. Not reprinted.

16. Bocrgery, J. M.— 77/e ivhole Anatomy of the Human Body,

ivith its various practical applications ; including a sys-

tem of Operative Surgery. By J. M. Bocrgery, M. D.

Blustrateil by lithographic plates, drawn from nature, by

N. H. Jacob. Divided into four parts : Descriptive Anat-

omy, Surgical Anatomy, General Anatomy, Philosophic

Anatomy. “ Anatome sola est quae Dei vias et relicta, ut

Moses ait, vestigia speculatur et norit.”—M. A. Severin.

Translated from the original French. By R. Willis,

Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, and

of the Medical and Chirurgical Society. Published in

numbers. Folio. Paris, 1833, 1830.

The plates arc lithographic, and extremely well executed. They
aro well adapted to illustrate the anatomy of the human body.

17. Cooper, B. B.

—

Lectures on Anatomy, interspersed ivith Prac-

tical Remarks. By B. B. Cooper, F. R. S., Surgeon
to Guy’s hospital, Lecturer on Anatomy, See. &c. &c. In

four volumes. Vol. I, Lond. 1829; pp. 310. Vol. II, 1830;

pp. 308. Vol. Ill, 1831; pp. 300; and Vol. IV, 1832;

pp. 383.

This work is designed mainly to be a union of descriptive anatomy
with surgical remarks; the plan ofwhich,—the auther says,—was sug-
gested by his uncle. Sir Astley Cooper. The Jirst volume comprises
the anatomy, physiology, &c. of the osseous system, of the parts es-

sential to the skeleton; and of the skeleton in general; the second, the
anatomy of the muscular system, and of cellular membrane; the
third, of the mucous and serous membranes; and of the thoracic and
abdominal viscera. This volume has five plates. 1. Of the fascia!

spermaticx given off from the rings of the inguinal canal. 2. A
diagram of the structure of the testicle. 3. Diagrams, a. Of the
progressive distention of the bladder—the pelvis in the position of the
erect posture of the body. b. Of the side view of the pelvis in the
erect posture of the body. c. Of the bladder to show the course of
the sound, when taken from the assistant by the operator, and the
consequent elevation of the prostate from the rectum. The fourth
\o!ume is on the arteries, veins, absorbent system, nervous system,
and the organs of the senses. This volume contains four plates.
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1. The earliest appearance of the brain and spinal marrow twice the

natural size, from a fetus of seven weeks, and the two principal cords

of the spinal marrow separated, to show the continuity of the canal

with the fourth ventricle; view of the under surface of the brain, ac-

cording to the mode of dissection adopted by Dr. Fovii.i.e, &c.

2. The upper surface of the brain, the hemispheres being separated;

and a front view of a traverse section of the brain, opposite to the

coronal suture. S. Diagram of a side view of the same dissection,

produced by a vertical section from the centre of the corpus collosum

to the base of the brain, and a diagram, in which the situation of the

ganglia of Drs. Gall and Si-urzheim arc seen, &c. &c. The pro-

cesses and sinuses of the dura mater; and sinuses in the internal part

of the basis of the cranium.

18 . Lizars, John.—A System of Anatomical Plates ofthe Human
Body; accompanied with Descriptions, and Physiolo-

gical, Pathological, and Surgical Observations. By
John Lizars, F. R. S., Fellow of the Royal College of

Surgeons; corresponding Member of the Medical Society

of Emulation of Paris; and Lecturer on Anatomy and Sur-

gery at Edinburgh. Dedicated by permission to the King.

Letter press, 8vo. Plates, large folio. Parts 12. Edinburgh,

1822 to 1826.

An excellent system of plates; with accurate and valuable descrip-

tions. Part 1, contains eight plates of the bones. P. 2. Ten, of the

blood-vessels and nerves of the head and trunk. 3. Ten, of the

blood-vessels and nerves of the upper and lower extremities. 4.

Eight, of the muscles of the trunk, and two supplemental plates illus-

trative of hernia. 5. Seven, of the muscles and joints of the upper

and lower extremities. 6. Ten, of the muscles and joints ofthe lower

extremity. 7. Seven, of the human brain. 8. Eight, of the human

brain. 9. Ten, of the organs of sense. 10. Eight, of the organs of

sense and viscera of the thorax and abdomen. 11. Seven, of the ab-

dominal viscera, and male and female organs of generation. 12.

Seven, of the gravid uterus and lymphatics.

The plates are beautifully and clearly engraved on copper.

19. Tuson, William E.

—

The Dissector's Guide; or Student's

Companion. Illustrated by numerous Woodcuts, clearly

Exhibiting and Explaining the Dissection of every Part

of the Human Body. By Edward William Tuson,

F. L. S., Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London, Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at the Little

Windmill Street School; Author of “Myology,” “a Sup-
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plement to Myology,” “a pocket Compendium of Ana-

tomy,” &c. &c. Small 8vo. pp. 219. London, 1832.

The marginal illustrations are numerous, and several of them well

executed. The letter press is perspicuous and sufficient.

c. GENERAL ANATOMY.

1. Reprinted in this country.

20. Baylk, A. L. J. and IIollakd, II.

—

A Manual of General

Anatomy , containing a concise description of the Ele-

mentary Tissues of the Human Body. From the French

of A. L. J. Bayle, and H. IIollard. By S. D. Gross,

M. D. 8vo. pp. 272.

A useful Manual, but somewhat too brief. The Translator, who
seems to have rendered justice to his principals, is now Professor in

the Cincinnati Medical College.

A Translation of the same work, by H. Storcr, was published in

London, in 1829.

21. Beclard, P. A.—Elements of General Anatomy
, or a de-

scription of every kind of Organs composing the Human
Body. By P. A. Beclard, Professor of Anatomy of the

Faculty of Medicine of Paris. Preceded by a critical and
biographical memoir of the life and writings of the Author.
By Olivier, M. D. Translated from the French with
notes, by Joseph Toono, M. D., Member of the Phila-

delphia Medical Society. 8vo. pp. 541. Philadelphia,

1830.

An excellent work. It considers, in turn, the character of organ-
ised bodies—the cellular and adipose tissues—the serous membranes—
the tegumentary membranes—the vascular system—the glands—the
ligamentous tissue—the cartilages—the osseous system—the muscu-
lar system—the nervous system—and accidental productions, in-
cluding foreign animated bodies.

Dr. Togno is not the only translator. An English version has
been published by Dr. Knox. Dr. Togno’s is the more accurate, but
it is blemished by numerous gallicisms.

22. Bichat, X. General Anatomy
, applied to Physiology and Me-

dicine, by Xavier Biciiat, Physician of the Great Hospital
ol Humanity at Paris, and Professor of Anatomy and

18*
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Physiology. Translated from the French, by George
Hayward, M. I)., Fellow of the Academy of Arts and

Sciences, and of the Massachusetts Medical Society. In

three volumes. 8vo. pp. 454, 420, 479. Boston, 1822.

The great work of him, who may, perhaps, be considered as the

inventor of General Anatomy.

Additions to the General Anatomy of Xavier Bichat.

By P. A. Beclard, Professor of Anatomy and Physiology

to the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, &c. Translated from

the French, by George Hayward, M. D., Fellow of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and of the Mas-

sachusetts Medical Society. 8vo. pp. 328. Boston, 1823.

These additions were incorporated into an edition of Bichat’s

General Anatomy, published in Paris, in 1821, but many copies were

issued in a separate form for the benefit of those who had previously

possessed the works of Bichat.

2. Not Reprinted.

23. Craigie, David.—Elements of General and Pathological Ana-

tomy, adapted to the present state of Knowledge in that

science. By David Craigie, M. D. 8vo. pp. 81G. Edin-

burgh, 1828.

Dr. Craigie’s volume contains much important information, culled

from British and continental sources more especially. In its patho-

logical portion, it is confessedly imperfect,—there being little or no

notice of local diseases, or of those varieties of malformation, which

consist in misapplications of the component parts of organs, or of the

morbid changes of the glandular system.

24. Grainger, R. D.—Elements of General Anatomy, containing

an Outline of the Organization of the Human Body. By

R. D. Grainger, Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology.

8vo. pp. 5^6. London, 1829.

This work is not strictly confined to topics of general anatomy.

The introduction is divided into nine sections. 1. Of Inorganic and

Organic Bodies. 2. Of Vegetables and Animals. 3. Of Animal

Organization. 4. Of the Human Body. 5. Of the Fluids. C. Of the

Solids. 7. Of the Functions. 8. Of the Development of Organiza-

tion, and 9. Of Death and its Consequences.—The chapters arc on the

following subjeets. 1. Of the Cellular and Adipose Tissues. 2. Of

the Serous Membranes. 3. Of the Cutaneous System. 4. Of the

Vascular System. 5. Of the Glandular System. 6. Of the Carlilagi-
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nous System. 7. Of the Fibrous System. 8. Of the Fibrocartilagi-

nous System. 9. Ofthe Osseous System. 10. Of the Muscular Sys-

tem. 11. Of the Nervous System.

Embracing, as it does, the physiological relations of the different

systems that compose the organism, the work is too brief. It is little

more, indeed, than a syllabus of a subject, on which the author’s infor-

mation could have enabled him to expatiate with advantage.

d. PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

1. American,

25. Horner, W. E.

—

A Treatise on Pathological Anatomy. By
William E. Horner, M. D., Adjunct Professor of Anato-

my in the University of Pennsylvania, Surgeon at the In-

firmary of the Philadelphia Almshouse, Member of the

American Philosophical Society, <fec. 8vo. pp. 460. Phila-

delphia, 1829.

The work is divided into twenty-five chapters. 1. General Consi-

derations on Disease. 2. On the Forms of Disease. 3. Phenomena
of Irritation. 4. Sympathies. 5. Irritations of Cellular Tissue. 6,

Irritations of Serous Membranes. 7. Irritations of Mucous Mem-
branes. 8. Chronic Inflammation ofMucous Tissues. 9. MoUesccnce
of Mucous Membranes. 10. On the Healthy and Diseased Appear-
ances of the Gastro-Intestinal Mucous Membrane. 11. On Follicular

Inflammation of the Gastro-Intestinal Mucous Membrane. 12. Dis-

sections illustrating the Pathology of the Abdomen. 13. Irritations

of the Pulmonary Tissue. 14. Phthisis Pulmonalis. 15. Irritations

of the Heart. 16. Irritations of the Heart continued. 17. Irritations

ofthe Heart continued. 18. Dissections of the Thorax. 19. General
Pathology of the Nervous System. 20. Irritations of the Encephalon.
21. Irritations of the Encephalon continued. 22. Mollescence of the
Encephalon. 23. Irritations of the Medulla Spinalis. 24. Irritations

of the Nerves; and 25. Dissections illustrating the Pathology of the
Nervous System.

Numerous cases are given by the author, and four plates, three of
which are elucidative of the pathology of the gastro-entcric mucous
membrane; the fourth represents the morbid appearances in a case of
croup.

2. Reprinted.

26. Andral, G.

—

A Treatise on Pathological Anatomy. By G.
Andral, Professor to the Faculty of Medicine of Paris,
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Member of the Royal Academy of Medicine, of the Coun-

cil of Health, <fcc. &c. Translated from the French, by

Richard Townsend, A. B., M. D., M. R., I. A., and Wil-

liam West, A. M., M. D., M., R., I. A. 2 vol. pp. 424,

and 507. New York, 1832.

An excellent work, by a first rate observer. The translation was

undertaken by Dr. Townsend, at the request of the author, who had

proceeded only so far us the commencement of the article on Tuber-

cles, when, being obliged to go to the continent of Europe, the comple-

tion and publication of the first volume was referred to Dr. West.

In the second volume all the articles were translated by Dr. West,

except those on the morbid alterations of the circulatory and respira-

tory apparatuses, which were translated by Dr. Townsend.

The translation is very creditably executed. The first volume com-

prises the “ general,” and the second, the “ special” pathological

anatomy.

27. Baillie, Matthew.—The Morbid Anatomy of some of the

most Important Parts of the Human Body. By Mat-

thew Baillie, M. D., F. R. S., Physician Extraordinary

to the King, Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in

London, and Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of

Physicians in Edinburgh, &c. &c. &c. Third American

from the fifth London edition. 8vo. pp. 288. Philadel-

phia, 1820.

This work has been long highly appreciated. It is now greatly

superseded by the labours of more modern investigators. The Ame-

rican reprint does not contain the plates.

28. Bichat, X.—Pathological Anatomy. The last course of Xa-

vier Bichat, from an autographic manuscript ofP. A. Be-

clard, with an account of the life and labours of Bichat. By

F. G. Boisseah, Member of the Royal Academies of Medi-

cine of Paris and Madrid, of the Medical Society of Emu-

lation, &c. Translated from the French, by Joseph Togno,

Student of Medicine. 8vo. pp. 232. Philadelphia, 1827.

A posthumous production, which would probably never have seen

the light, in its present shape, had its celebrated author lived. The

Bibliopole, Bailueiie,—having become possessed, at the sale of tire

library of Professor Beclard, of a manuscript, written by him, of the

last course of lectures of Biciiat,—determined—with the advice of se-

veral enlightened physicians, who thought “that the smallcs t part ofthe
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doctrine of a man who has rendered snch eminent services to science

and humanity, should bo collected with religious care”—to publish it.

The pathological notices are brief, and by no means satisfactory.

They range through the different morbid conditions that ‘ flesh is

heir to.’

t

29. Morgagni, J. B.— The Seats and Causes of Diseases,

Investigated by Anatomy—Containing a Great Va-

riety of Dissections, and accompanied with Remarks.
By John Baptist Morgagni, Chief Professor of Anato-

my, and President of the University of Padua. Abridged

and elucidated with copious notes. By William Cooke,
Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, London; and
one of the Secretaries to the Hunterian Society. In two
vols. 8vo. pp. 519 and 016. Boston, 1824.

An excellent work, the original of which has always borne a high

reputation. It is an abridgement of the treatise “ Do Scdibus et Causis

Morborum," a work known in every country where medical science is

at all attended to.

The elucidations of Mr. Cooke add greatly to the value of the

whole.

3. Not Reprinted.

30. Carswell, Robert.—Illustrations of the Elementary Forms
of Disease .—By Robert Carswell, M. D., Professor of

Pathological Anatomy in the University of London, &c. &c.
folio.

Several fasciculi of this splendid and excellent pathological work
have been published, embracing the subjects of Tubercles, Carcinoma,
Melanoma, Softening, Hemorrhage, Mortification, Pus, Hypertrophy,
Atrophy, &c.

The representations of disease are admirable, and the text not less

worthy of consideration. Each fasciculus contains four plates.

31. Hope, J.—-Principles and Illustrations of Morbid Anatomy,
Adapted to the Elements of M. Andral, and to the Cyclo-
paedia of Practiced Medicine, being a complete series of
coloured Lithographic Drawings,from Originals, by the
Author; with Descriptions and Summary Allusions to
Cases, Symptoms, Treatment, S,-c., designed to constitute
an Appendix to Jf orks on the Practice of Physic, and to
facilitate the Study of Morbid Anatomy, in connection
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with Symptoms. By J. Hope, M. D., F. R. S., Physician

to the St. Marylebone Infirmary, Mem. lion, de la Societe

de Statistique Universelle; Extraord. Mem., and formerly

President of the Royal Medical Society, Ed. &c.

“ Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem,

Quam qum sunt oculis subjecta fidclibus, et qurn

Ipse sibi tradit spectator.” Horace, De Arte 1‘octica.

large 8vo. pp. 394.

A brief account of the pathological anatomy of the pulmonary

parenchyma, air-passages, heart, liver, and biliary apparatus, ali-

mentary canal below the diaphragm, peritoneum, uterine system,

kidneys, bladder, spleen, brain and spinal cord. The cases detailed,

which are numerous, fell under the author’s care, chiefly in the Ma-

rylebone Infirmary—an extensive institution.

The plates, which comprise two hundred and sixty figures, are

perhaps the best part of the work. They are beautifully designed,

and the coloring is excellent

32. Money, W.

—

A Voile Mecum of Morbid Anatomy, Medical

and Chirurgicul; with Pathological Observations and

Symptoms. Illustrated by upwards of two hundred and

fifty drawings. By W. Money, Surgeon to the Asylum

for the Recovery of Health, Member of the Medical Board

of the Royal Sea Bathing Infirmary, Margate, of the Me-

dico-Chirurgical Society of London, Late Senior Surgeon

of the Royal Metropolitan Infirmary for sick children, and

formerly House Surgeon to, and Teacher of Anatomy at,

the General Hospital, Northampton. Second Edition. 8vo.

pp. 51. London, 1831.

This work contains observations on, with illustrations of, the

changes of structure met with in the brain, thoracic, abdominal, and

pelvic viscera, and in the organs of generation in both sexes, with

the symptoms, and morbid appearances observed on dissection.

The subjects of the plates, which are forty-eight in number, are

ns follows: PI. 1 to 12, Morbid appearances of the brain. 13 to

15, Morbid appearances of the fauces and gullet. 15 to 24, Of the

trachea, lungs, and pleura. 25 to 30, Of the pericardium, heart, and

aorta. 31 to 36, Of the serous and mucous texture of the stomach,

and of the spleen. 37 to 38, Of the serous and parenchymatous tex-

ture of the liver and gall-bladder. 39 and 40, Of the serous and

mucous texture of the intestines; of intus-susceptio and hernia. 41 to

43, Abscess, softening, and calculi of the kidneys and ureters.
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44 to 46, Of the bladder, prostate gland and vesicul* seminalcs.

47, Cancer, tubercles, and hydatids of the uterus and its appendages.

48, Hydatids, encephaloid and scirrhous testicle.

The figures are lithographed and colored.

33. Otto, A. W.—A Compendium of Human and Comparative

Pathological Anatomy. By Adolph Wilhelm Otto,

M. D., Royal Medical Counsellor in the Medical College

of Silesia, Ordinary Professor of Medicine in the Univer-

sity and Medico-Chirurgical Academy at Breslau, <fcc. <fcc.

<fec. Translated from the German, with additional notes

and references. By John F. South, Lecturer on Anatomy
at St. Thomas’s Hospital. 8vo. pp. 456. Loud. 1831.

Contains much useful matter, especially as regards the literature of

the subject, written before the productions of Craigie and Andral.

Thejicst part treats of the vices of animal organization in general,

and the second of the particular organs or organic systems.

Many valuable notes are added by the translator.

t. SURGICAL ANATOMY.

Reprinted in this country.

34. Blandin, Ph. Fred.—A Treatise on Topographical Anatomy,
or the Anatomy of the Regions of the Human Body, con-
sidered in its relations with Surgery and Operative Me-
dicine. With an Atlas of twelve Plates. By Ph. Fred.
Blandin, Professor of Anatomy and Operative Medicine,
•fee. Translated from the French, by A. Sidney Doane,
A. M., M. D. With additional matter and plates. Large
8vo. pp. 367.

A good work. The plates are:—1. Perpendicular section of the
head and neck, to show the relative situations of the cavities of the
nose, mouth, larynx, and pharynx. 2. The eye, (to illustrate those
parts most commonly concerned in surgical operations.) 3. View of
the superficial anatomy of the neck. 4. View of the deep-seated ana-
tomy of the neck. 5. Front view of the axilla, the arm being slight-
ly elevated. 6. The axilla viewed from below—the arm being strong-
ly elevated. 7. The anterior aspect of the region of the elbow, in
which the veins have been strongly injected, to show, by their nodo-
sitics, the comparative number of valves in the superficial and deep-
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seated veins. 8. The fingers. 9. Inguinal and crural canals, seen

externally. 10. Posterior view of the anterior abdominal paries, to

show the superior orifices of the inguinal and crural canals; and also

a perpendicular and transverse section of the pelvis, to show the in-

ternal iliac region and the connection of the perineal aponeurosis

with the aponeuroses of the cavity of the pelvis. 11. Interior of the

perineum and cavity of the pelvis, to show their aponeuroses. 12.

Parts concerned in crural hernia. 13. View of the perineum in the

male. 14. Section parallel to the axis of the body; of the perineum,

of the pelvic portion of the anterior abdominal parictcs, and of the

posterior sacral region, made a little to the outer side of the median

line. 15. Genito-urinary organs in the female. 16. View of the

ham or popliteal space.

Four of these were added by the American translator.

45. Colles, Abraham.— Treatise on Surgical Anatomy. By
Abraham Colles, one of the Professors of Anatomy and

Surgery in the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, <fcc.

&c. Second American edition. With Notes by J. P. Hof-

iunson, M. D., Demonstrator of Anatomy in the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, and Lecturer on Anatomy in the

School of Medicine. 8vo. pp. 186. Philadelphia, 1831.

The topics, embraced in Professor Colles’s work, are—The ana-

tomy of inguinal hernia, of femoral hernia, umbilical hernia, of the

abdomen, of the thorax, of the neck and throat, of the pelvis, of the

external organs of generation, of the perineum, and of the bladder;

with remarks on passing the catheter, and on the operation of litho-

tomy; and a preliminary address to the pupils of the Royal College of

Surgeons in Ireland, on the preparatory education necessary for the

surgical student.

36. Edwards, H. M.

—

A Manual of Surgical Anatomy ^contain-

ing a Minute Description of the Parts concerned in Ope-

rative Surgery, with the Anatomical Effects of Accidents,

and instructionsfor the Performance of Operations. By

H. M. Edwards, D. M. P. Translated, with Notes, by

William Coulson, Demonstrator of Anatomy at the Me-

dical School, Aldersgate Street, <fcc. First American, from

the first London edition, revised and corrected, with addi-

tional Notes, by James Webster, M. D., Lecturer on Ana-

tomy and Surgery, &c. 12mo. pp. 382. Philadelphia, 1828.

A useful manual, investigating seriatim the surgical anatomy of—
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1. The superior region of the head. 2. The naso-orbitar region. 3.

The maxillary region. 4. The auricular region. 5. The anterior cer-

vical region. 6. The posterier cervical region. 7. The anterior

thoracic region. 8. The posterior thoracic region. 9. The region
of the shoulder. 19. The middle region of the arm. 11. The region
of the hand. 12. The anterior region of the abdomen. 13. The
lumbar region. 14. The pelvic region. 15. The region of the hip
or coxo-femoral region. 16. The region of the knee and leg. 17.
The region of the foot.

37. \ elpeau, A. A. L. M.—A Treatise on SurgicalAnatomy; or the
Anatomy of Regions, considered in its Relations with
Surgery.—Illustrated by Plates, representing the Principal
Regions of the Body. By Alf. A. L. M. Velpeau, M. D.
P. Agregi? Stagiaire to the Faculty of Medicine of Paris,
&c. In two volumes, 8vo. Translated from the French,
with additional Notes, by John W. Sterling, M. D.,’

Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in London,
I- ellow of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of the
University of New York, &c. &c. pp. 456, 523. New
York, 1830.

An excellent work.—'The first volume canvasses the surgical ana-
tomy of the head, neck, thoracic extremities, and chest: the second
that of the abdomen, pelvis, and pelvic extremities. The plates are
lithographic, and fourteen in number. They embrace the following
subjects. 1. The anterior and posterior regions. 2. A vertical sec-
tion ot the head and of the anterior paries of the larynx. 3. The fore
part of the neck, separated from the head and the thorax 4 The
supra-clavicular region. 5. Axillary region. 6. The anterior region
of the elbow, showing the disposition of the organs, which may be
concerned in the operation of venesection. 7. Intniinnl a

38. Parsons, Usher.-Directionsfor Making Anatomical Prepa-
JL J

'— j, Ulual uupormm parts of the ham
region.

or of the popliteal

/. ANATOMICAL PREPARATIONS.

1. American.
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rations, Formed on the Basis of Pole, Marjolin and

Bresciiet, and including the new methods of Mr. Swan.

By Usher Parsons, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Sur-

gery. 8vo. pp. 310. Philadelphia, 1831.

A useful work, containing the method of making dry preparations

of the blood-vessels; corroded preparations; quicksilver injections and

preparations; preparations by distention; wet preparations; preparation

and preservation of the brain and nerves; macerated preparations;

articulations and sections of the skeleton; Mr. Swan’s new method of

making dried anatomical preparations; modelling; with the mode of

preserving animals. There arc four plates. I. Representing the brass

syringe, with its several appendages, for injecting with coloured fluids.

II. The injecting tube, and its appendages, for filling the lymphatics,

lacteals, &c., with quicksilver. III. The injecting tray, and its ap-

pendages, for facilitating the process of quicksilver injections; and IV.

A representation of several moulds in plaster of Paris, to illustrate

the method of constructing them on hard and inflexible substances.

V • i t ^ !/•

2. Not Reprinted.

39. Swan, Joseph.—A new method ofmaking anatomical prepara-

tions, particularly those reluting to the Nervous System.

By Joseph Swan. Third edition, considerably enlarged.

“ Servetur ad imum,

Qualis ab incepto processerit, et sibi constet.”

Iloa. De Arte Poet.

8vo. pp. 111. London, 1833.

The success, which this work has met with, is a sufficient proof of

its merits. In contains twenty-five chapters; embracing the different

methods of making preparations of human and animal anatomy; var-

nishes and paints, injections, &c.

. >

II. MEDICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Not Reprinted.

40. Forbes, John.—A Manual of Select Medical Bibliography, in

which the Books are Arranged Chronologically, according

to the Subjects, and the Derivations of the Terms, and
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the Nosological and Vernacular Synonymes of the Dis-

eases are given. With an Appendix, containing lists of

the Collected Works of Authors, Systematic Treatises on

Medicine, Transactions of Societies, Journals, &c. &c. &c.

By John Forbes, M. D., F. R. Sm one of the Editors of

the Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine, and of the British and

Foreign Medical Review. Royal 8vo. pp. 403. London,

1835.

A pendant to the “ Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine," of which

the author was one of the distinguished editors. Liko that work, the

Bibliography is restricted to subjects ofpractical medicine. The titles

of the works are given, but no account of their contents.

41. Young, Thomas.—An Introduction to Medical Literature, In-

cluding a System of Practical Nosology. Intended as a
Guide to Students, and an Assistant to Practitioners.

Together with Detached Essays on the Study of Physic,
a Classification of Chemical Affinities, on Mineral Che-
mistry, on the Dlood, on the Medical Effects of Climates,
on the Circulation, and on Palpitation. By Thomas
h oung, M. D., F. R. L. S., Fellow of the Royal College
of Physicians, and Physician to St. George’s Hospital.
The second edition, continued and corrected. 8vo. pp. 659.
London, 1823.

Chiefly bibliographical. The essays on the study of physic are
very brief.

III. CHEMISTRY.

a. American.

42 . Green, Jacob. A Text Book of Chemical Philosophy, on the
Basis of Dr. Turner’s Elements of Chemistry; in which
the Principal Discoveries and Doctrines of the Science
ore Arranged in a New Systematic Order. By Jacob
Green, M. D., Professor of Chemistry in Jefferson Me-
dical College. 8vo. 616 . Philadelphia, 1829 .

The text book of the author to his lectures in Jefferson Medical
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College: It is divided into four parts,—Part 1. Treating of the

powers and properties of matter. 2. Of imponderable matter. 3-

Ponderable matter. 4. Organic chemistry. 5. Analytical chemistry.

The appendix contains:— 1. Table of precipitates with an infusion

of galls. 2. Table of precipitates with ferrocyanatc of potassa. 3'

Table of gaseous combinations and volumes. 4. Table of equiva-

lents or atomic weights.

The author is preparing a new edition, which will bring up the

subject of the work to the present day.

43. Hare, Robert.—J1 Compendium of the Course of Chemical

Instruction in the Medical Department of the University

of Pennsylvania. By Robert Hare, M. D., Professor

of Chemistry. Printed for the Use of his Pupils. Third

edition, edited in the absence of the Author, by Franklin

Bache, M. D. 8vo. pp. 530. Philadelphia, 1836.

This is the text book to the lectures delivered by the author in the

University of Pennsylvania. It treats of the chemistry of both inor-

ganic and organised bodies,—briefly, of course, except in the experi-

mental relations, on which it is full. The graphic illustrations are very

numerous. It docs not contain any account of voltaic electricity,

galvanism or electro-magnetism. For these subjects, Dr. Hare refers

the student to Turner’s Chemistry.

44. Silliman, Benjamin.—Elements of Chemistry, in the Order of

the Lectures given in Yale College. By Benjamin Silli-

man, Professor of Chemistry, Pharmacy, Mineralogy and

Geology. In two volumes. 8vo. pp. 518, 696. New
Haven, 1831.

A work containing much valuable matter, but too voluminous as

an accompaniment to the student. The arrangement of the author

is not happy; the main reason, which he assigns for concluding the

second volume with galvanism, is—that it forms a brilliant termina-

tion to the course

!

45. Webster, John W.—A Manual of Chemistry, on the Basis

of Professor Brande's; containing the Principal Facts

of the Science, arranged in the Order in which they are

Discussed and Illustrated in the Lectures at Harvard

University, N. E. Compiledfrom the Works of Brande,

Henry, Berzelius, Thomson, and others. Designed as a

text book, for the use of students, and persons attending

lectures on chemistry. By John W. Webster, M. D.,
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Lecturer on Chemistry in Harvard University. 8vo. pp.
603. With plates of apparatus, <fcc. Boston, 1826.

Very good at the time at which it was published; but now passe.

b. Reprints of Foreign Works.

46. Henry, William.— The Elements of Experimental Chemistry.
By William Henry, M. D., F. R. S., Vice-President of
the Literary and Philosophical and Natural History So-
cieties of Edinburgh; the Medico-Chirurgical and Geolo-
gical Societies of Manchester; Member of the Royal Medical
and Wernerian Societies of Edinburgh; the Medico-Chi-
rurgical and Geological Societies of London; the Physical
Society of Jena; the Natural History Society of Moscow;
the Literary and Philosophical Society of New York, &c.
&c. The 10th edition, comprehending all the recent dis-
coveries, and illustrated with ten Plates by Lowry, and
several engravings on wood. Intwovols. pp. 666 and 731.
Lond. 1826.

An admirable work for the closet; but not so well adapted for a
text book. An American reprint of this edition was published some

'' 1 ARIS
’ JoHN Ayrton. The Elements of Medical Chemistry-
embracing only those Branches of Chemical Science, which
are Calculated t° Illustrate or Explain the Different Objects
of Medicine; and to furnish a Chemical Grammar to the
Author s Pharmacologies. Illustrated by numerous En-
gravings on wood. By John Ayrton Paris, M. D..

.

R> S -’ R L - S- Fellow of the Royal College of Physi-
cians of London; Honorary Member of the Board of A<rri
culture; Fellow of the Philosophical Society of Cambridge-
and of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh; and latemor hysician to the Westminster Hospital. “The
objects of science are so multiplied that it is high time to
•‘’U 3i iu e them. Thus the numerous branches of an over-grown iamily in the patriarchal ages found it necessary to
separate; and the convenience of the whole, and the strengthand increase of each branch, were promoted by the separn-

19 * ' 1
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tion.” Priestley.—8vo. pp. 597. London, 1825, and Phil-

adelphia, 1826.

Never much used. Now, much behind the present state of the

science.

48. Turner, Edward.—Elements of Chemistry , including the

Recent Discoveries and Doctrines of the Science. By
Edward Turner, M. D., F. R. S.,L. and E.; Sec. G. S.;

Professor of Chemistry in the University of London;

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh;

Corresponding Member of the Royal Society of Gottingen;

Honorary Member of the Plinian Society of Edinburgh;

and Member, and formerly President, of the Royal Medi-

cal Society of Edinburgh. 5th American from the 5th

London edition. With Notes and emendations. By Frank-

lin Bache, M. D., Professor of Chemistry in the Phil-

adelphia College of Pharmacy; one of the Secretaries of

the American Philosophical Society, &c. Philadelphia,

1835. Small 8vo. pp. 682.

An excellent work, and duly appreciated,—as its extensive sale in

Great Britain, and this country sufficiently testifies. It is,—as the

American editor remarks,—“the most popular manual of chemistry,

that has yet been published in this country.”

IV. CLINICAL INSTRUCTION.

Works not reprinted in this country.

49. Latham, P. M.

—

Lectures on subjects connected with Clinical

Medicine. By P. M. Latham, M. D., Fellow of the

Royal College of Physicians, and Physician to St. Bar-

tholomew’s Hospital. 12mo. pp. 322. London, 1836.

These lectures were delivered in Saint Bartholomew’s Hospital.

The first five contain some useful remarks on medical education and

observation, and the remainder of the volume is occupied with

Semeiology or the doctrine of symptoms, especially such as are

afforded by Auscultation, with which Dr. Latham is very familiar.
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50. Louis, P. Ch. A.

—

Jin Essay on Clinical Instruction. By P.

Ch. A. Louis, M. D. Translated by Peter Martin,

Member of the Royal College of Surgeons. London,

1833, pp. 33.

This pamphlet contains the views of the distinguished Author of

the ‘Numerical Method;’ for—and against—which so much has

been said. The method was embodied into a pamphlet, not origi-

nally intended for publication, but of which a translation was made,

by permission of M. Louis, by Mr. Martin, one of his pupils.

Although not easy of application where the physician is engaged

in extensive practice, the noting down of every fact connected with

disease, pathologically or therapeutically—at the timo of its oc-

currence—due attention being paid to every modifying influence,

is doubtless the nearest approach to truth, which can be made. This

every practitioner attempts to effect by a mental process as he

proceeds from one door to another, but it is a very inadequate

succedaneum for the method recommended by M. Louis. The
difference between the two may be elucidated by the plan pursued in

certain of the high schools of this and other countries—of testing

the relative qualifications of students by a written examination on

subjects selected by the teacher. It is obvious, that the teacher can

arrive at a more satisfactory approximation to relative merit, when
he places a numerical valuation upon each paper and upon each part

of the paper as ho proceeds, than if he were to read over all tho

papers first, and then endeavor by a mental process to assign a value

to each.

V. DICTIONARIES OF TERMS, &c.

a. American.

51. Coxe, J. R.

—

The Philadelphia Medical Dictionary
, contain-

ing a concise explanation of the terms used in Medicine,

Surgery, Pharmacy, Botany, Natural History, Chemis-
try, and Materia Medica. Compiled from the best author-

ities. by John Redman Coxe, M. D., Professor of Che-
mistry in the University of Pennsylvania. Second Edition.

8vo. pp. 433. Philadelphia, 1817.

The basis of this work—as Dr. Coxe remarks in his Preface—was
Dr. Fox’s “New Medical Dictionary, Revised and Augmented by
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Dr. Bradley.” It contains brief explanations of the terms in use up

to the date of its publication, but pays no attention to etymology.

52. Dunglison, Robley.—A New Dictionary of Medical Science

and Literature, containing a Concise Account of the vari-

ous subjects and terms; with the Synonymes, in different

languages, and Formulaefor various Officinal and Empi-

rical Preparations, &c. &c. By Robley Dunglison,

M. I)., Professor of Physiology, Pathology, Obstetrics,

and Medical Jurisprudence in the University of Virginia,

Member of the American Philosophical Society, of the

Royal College of Surgeons, of the Medical, Hunterian, and

Apothecaries’ Societies, of London; of the Medical, Phar-

maceutical, and Linnaean Societies of Paris, of the Physico-

Medical Society of Erlangen, of the Royal Society of

Nancy, and of the Royal Academy, and Academic Medical

Society, of Marseilles. In two volumes, 8vo. pp. 599, 640.

Boston, 1833.

This Dictionary was suggested by the frequent complaints made

by the author’s pupils, that they were unable to meet with informa-

tion on numerous topics of professional inquiry, especially of recent

introduction, in the Medical Dictionaries accessible tothlm. It con-

tains several thousand words more than that ofHooper, with the Sy-

nonymes in Greek, Latin, French, and German. The Index to the

Synonymes alone occupies 187 pages. To this Index the reader has

to refer, when he does not meet with a term in its alphabetical situa-

tion in the body of the work.

b. Reprints of Foreign Works.

53. Hooper, Robert.— Lexicon Medicum, or Medical Dictionary;

containing an Explanation of the terms in Anatomy,

Botany, Chemistry, Materia Medica, Midwifery, Mine-

ralogy ,
Pharmacy, Physiology, Practice of Physic, Sur-

gery, and the various branches of Natural Philosophy

connected with Medicine, selected, arranged, and compiled

from the best authors. “ Nec aranearum sane texus ideo

melior, quia ex se fila gignunt, nec noster vilior quia ex

alienis libamus ut apes.” Just. Lips. Monit. Polit. Lib. I.
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cap. 1.—By Robert Hooper, M. D., F. L. S. The fourth

American, from the last London Edition, with additions

from American authors on Botany, Chemistry/ Materia

Medica, Mineralogy, &c. By Samuel Akerly, M. D.,

formerly Physician to the New York City Dispensary,

Resident Physician to the City Hospital, late Hospital Sur-

geon United States Army, Physician to the New York
Institution for the instruction of the Deaf and Dumb, &c.
&c. In two volumes, 8vo. pp. 472, 415. New York,
1835.

T his has long been the chief, if not the only, lexicon, employed by
the American medical student. It is, however, far behind the existing

state of medical science; is totally unfit for an accompaniment to the
advanced student; and the fact of its being stereotyped renders it

somewhat difficult to make it so. The exertions of the American edi-

tor have been mainly confined to rendering it more complete on sub-
jects of natural science.

Cooper, S.

—

Surgical Dictionary. Sec under Surgery.

c. Not Reprinted.

54. Hoblyn, R. D. A Dictionary of Terms used in Medicine and
the Collateral Sciences. By Richard D. Hoblyn, M. A.
Oxon. 12mo. pp. 330. London, 1835.

The object of this dictionary “ is to present to the student, in a
concise form, an explanation of the terras which are most used in
medicine.” Its peculiarity consists in classing many of the words
according to their prefixes, suffixes, and radicals, as is done in the body
of this work. The vocabulary of Mr. Hoblyn,—for vocabulary it must
be called,—is, however, inadequate for the wants of the student, the
definitions being generally too brief, and often faulty.

VI. ETHICS, (Medical.)

Reprints of Foreign Works.

55. Gregory, Jons.—Lectures on the Duties and Qualifications of
a ri,ysician. By John Gregory, M. D., F. R. S., late
Professor of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh, and
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First Physician to his Majesty in Scotland. Philadelphia,

1817. 12mo. pp. 232.

A well known and highly esteemed little volume; first published in

the year 1772; but as fresh, in many of its applications, at the present

day as it was at that time.

It treats of the utility and dignity of the medical art; the moral and

intellectual qualities of the physician; his conduct in various trying

situations; general views and principles, to be attended to in the in-

vestigation of nature; abuses in the study of natural science, &c. &c.

The lectures are six in number, and are well deserving of the pe-

rusal of every young physician and student.

56. Percival, Thomas.—Medical Ethics; or, a Code of Institutes

and Precepts, adapted to the Professional Conduct of

Physicians and Surgeons. By the late Thomas Percival,

M. D., F. R. S., and A. S. Lond.; F. R. S. and R. M. S.

Edinb., &c. &c. With additions illustrative of the past and

present state of the profession and its collegiate institutions

in Great Britain. Small 8vo. pp. 360. London, 1827.

An excellent work, which ought to be perused and reperused by

every medical practitioner as well as student. The chapters are:

—

1. Of professional conduct; relative to hospital or other medical cha-

rities. 2. Of professional conduct in private, or general, practice.

3. Of the conduct of physicians to apothecaries— a chapter of no in-

terest to practitioners on this side of the Atlantic.

VII. HISTORY OF MEDICINE.

Foreign Works not reprinted.

57. Bostock, J.

—

Sketch of the History of Medicine, from its

Origin to the Commencement of the Nineteenth Century.

By J. Bostock, M. D., F. R. S., L. S., G. S., Ast. S.,

M. C. S., H. S., Z. S., M. R. I. Late Pres, of the

Edinb. Med. Soe., Mem. Geol. Soc. Par. &c. Lond. 1835.

8vo. pp. 252.

This sketch is reprinted, with a few alterations, from the English

‘ Cyclopffidia of Practical Medicine.’ It is extremely imperfect

—

especially as regards the labors of the profession in this country, which

are, indeed, passed over without notice.

It is prefixed to Dr. Doanc’s edition of Good’s Study of Medicine.
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58. Hamilton, William.— The History of Medicine, Surgery,

and Anatomy, from the Creation of the World, to the

commencement of the Nineteenth Century. By William
Hamilton, M. B. “ Ut aliraenta sanis corporibus Agri-

cultura, sic sanitatem aegris Medicina promittit. Celsus.

In two volumes, small 8vo. pp. 419. London, 1831.

An interesting work, well written and accurate in its details.

59. Morn, D. M.—Outlines of the Ancient History of Medicine;
being a flew of the progress of the Healing Art among
the Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, and Arabians. By
D. M. Morn, Surgeon. 12mo. pp. 278. Edinburgh and
London, 1831.

The author’s purpose was “ to exhibit a sketch of the more pro-
minent features in the annals of ancient medicine." He has accom-
plished his task satisfactorily.

VIII. HYGIENE.

a. American Works.

GO. Dunclison, Roblby.—On the Influence of Atmosphere and
Locality; Change of Air and Climate, Seasons, Food,
Clothing, Bathing, Exercise, Sleep, Corporeal and Intel-
lectual Pursuits, &c. on Human Health, constituting
Elements of Hygiene. By Robley Dunglison, M. D

,

Professor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics, HygiLie, and
Medical Jurisprudence, in the University of Maryland.
8vo. pp. 514. Philadelphia, 1835.

This work contains a physiological proem on the physical and vital
properties of the tissues, the correlation of functions, natural diffe
dices amongst individuals, &c. &c. It then investigates the influ
cnee ot atmosphere and locality on human health, inquiring into the
effect of varied pressure, temperature, hygrometric state, vicissitude*
light, electricity, and atmospheric vitiations, including malaria- the
comparative salubrity of different soils; and of civic and rural situ
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ations; the effect of change of air, and winds; of the heavenly bo-

dies, and oftho seasons, including the interesting question of choice of

climate for the invalid. The subject of food, or the materia alimen-

taria, is then canvassed, and, in succession, clothing, bathing, exer-

cise, sleep, and the mental and corporeal occupations. A supple-

mentary chapter comprises a Deposition of the Author, involving

questions regarding the effect of draining a malarious soil; tables of

the mean temperature, and of the seasons, in different places in Ame-

rica, Europe, &c.; tables of the temperature of St. Augustine, &.C.,

during certain months; mean temperature, &c. of corresponding

months, in certain winter retreats, &.C.; with a table of the compara-

tive digestibility of different alimentary substances.

Of the manner in which the work is executed, the author is both

precluded from speaking and judging.

61. Ticknor, Caleb.— The Philosophy of Living, or the ivay to

enjoy Life and its Comforts. “ A man’s own observation,

what he finds good of, and what he finds hurt of, is the best

physic to preserve health.”

—

Bacon. By Caleb Ticknor,

A. M., M. D. New York, 1836. 12mo. pp. 334.

Addressed rather to the public than to the profession. It is the 77th

number of* Harper’s Family Library.’ Chapter II. is on Diet, and is

divided into eight sections. 1. Aliment. 2. Vegetable versus Animal

Diet. 3. Food, Solid or Fluid. 4. Differences in Animal Food. 5.

Mastication. 6. Quantity and Quality of Food. 7. Time of Eating.

8. Different Articles of Food.—Chapter III. considers Drinks, and is

divided into two sections. 1. Alcoholic Drinks. 2. Tea and Coffee.

—

Chapter IV. is entitled ‘Of the Great Pleasure and Benefit of using

Tobacco;’—the author arguing for the negative.—Chapter V. is on

Dress, and is divided into three sections. 1. Small Waists and Tight

Lacing. 2. Quantity of Clothing. 3. Material for Clothing.—Chap-

ter VI. On the Management of Young Children. Sec. 1. Dress. 2.

Food.—Chapter VII. Amusements. Sec. 1. Theatres. 2. Dancing.

—Chapter VIII. Exercise. Sec. 1. Riding. 2. Walking.—Chapter

IX. Education.—X. Of the Influence of the Mind and Body upon each

other. Sec. 1. The Passions. 2. Imagination. 3. Religion. 4.

Other Causes which Influence the Mind.—Chapter XI. Climate and

Season.—Chapter XII. Air and Locality.—Chapter XIII. Tempera-

ment.—Chapter XIV. Age.—Chapter XV. Sex; and Chapter XVI.

Marriage.

An appendix is added, containing, amongst other matters, the me-

dicinal influences ofan Italian climate, and an analysis of liquors.

62 . Belinaye, Henry.— The Sources of Health and Disease in
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Communities; or Elementary T’ieios of 1 Hygiene' illus-

trating its importance to legislators, lirads offamilies, &c.
By Henry Belinaye, Esq., Surgeon Extraordinary to her

Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent, &c. &c. “The
benefits of this science are boundless; there is no action,

no movement of man, in a state of society, which has not
some claim upon its use. It is of all times, and of all places;

it is the first and most sacred of magistracies, having ever
for its object the happiness of mankind, and the repose and
security of citizens.” Boston, 1833. 12mo.

Tho object of this small volume,—as the author observes in his

Preface,—is to direct public attention to an interesting branch of
knowledge, which has not met with that consideration it merits. It

is restricted more especially to the investigation of laws, institutions,
habits, climates, &.c. on the vigour and health of man; and, conse-
quently, embraces ‘public’ rather than ‘private’ Hygiene.
The subjects considered are:— 1. Remote physical influences,—

those of the heavenly bodies, for example,—showing their active and
continued operation on human existence. 2. The laws that influence
propagation. 3. Emanations,—both those that arise naturally from
the earth and its productions, and some of those that are elicited
artificially. 4. Effluvia,—under which is considered the police of
health, sources of di & . The bearings of civilization on
human hlo—comprising tho characteristics of political medicine.

63. Combe, Andrew.-The Principles of Physiology applied to the
Preservation of Health, and to the Improvement of Phy-
sical and Mental Education. By Andrew Combe, M. D.,
Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh.'
New York. 12mo. 1834. pp. 291.

This is an excellent production, intended, however, more for the
people than for the profession. Its object, as expressed by the author,w“ to assist in diffusing such a general acquaintance with the struc-
ture and functions of the human body, as will enable individuals to
adopt the best means for developing their mental and bodily powers;
to protect themselves from the more common causes of disease, and
to co-operate with effect in the recovery of themselves or their friends,
". lien sick; and he adds—“ In endeavouring partially to fulfil this
° j<-ct, I havo the general reader alone in view, and do not pretend to
offer any thing new to the profession, for the subjects treated of must
c farmliar to every practitioner. At the same time 1 am not with-
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out hope, that the method followed of connecting details with practical

applications, may be found useful to the student, and help to direct

him in his futuro inquiries.”

The physiological investigations embrace the functions ofthe skin,

muscles, bones, respiration, and nervous system, with their various

interesting applications to Hygiene. The reproductive functions are

passed by. They could not, indeed, have easily been included in a

work, which was intended to form part of the domestic library.

04. Kitchener, William.— Directionsfor Invigorating and Pro-

longing Life: or the Invalid's Oracle. Containing Pep-

tic Precepts, pointing out agreeable and effectual Methods

to prevent and relieve Indigestion, and to regulate and

strengthen the action of the Stomach and Bowels. By

Wm. Kitchener, M. D., Author of the Cook’s Oracle, and

Housekeeper’s Manual, &c. &c. From the sixth London

edition: revised and improved by T. S. Barrett, Licentiate

in Medicine and Surgery, Fellow of the New York Medi-

cal and Philosophical Society, &e. &c. New York, 12mo.

pp. 252. 1831.

This work is circulated extensively amongst the people; but it is

more conspicuous for its quaintness of style, and the strangeness

of some of its inculcations, than for its accuracy. The topics dis-

cussed arc—Art of Invigorating Life;—Reducing Corpulence;—Sleep;

Siesta;—Clothes;—Fire;—Influence of Cold;—Air;—Exercise;

—

Bathing;—Wine;—Peptic Precepts;—The Pleasure of Making a Will;

—Extracts from Comoro’s W ritings, &c.

The Notes 'of the American editor arc sensible and appropriate.

The section, on 1 Bathing,’ is entirely written by him.

3. Works not Reprinted.

65. Granville, A. B.—The Catechism of Health ; or plain and

simple Rules for the Preservation of Health and the at-

tainment of Long Life. To which are added. Facts res-

pecting the Nature, Treatment, and Prevention of Cho-

lera. By A. B. Granville, M. D., F. R. S., F. L. S.,

F. A. S., F. G. S., M. R. I., &c. &c. 24mo. pp. 336.

Lond. 1831.

This is one of the innumerable publications, to which the cholera

gave rise. The first part is devoted to physical education, and in-
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eludes. 1. Health and its blessings. 2. Infancy. 3. Childhood.

4. Air. 5. Exercise. 6. Sleep. 7. Food. 8. Drink. 9. Of smok-

ing and snuff-taking. 10. Personal cleanliness. 11. Clothing. 12.

Preservation of the external organs of sense. 13. How to avoid the

effects of cold and dampness. 14. Means of securing the beauty and

symmetry of the body, &.C. The second part is entitled * Division of

Time—Diet’; and the third “ Facts respecting the Nature, Treat-

ment, and Cure of Cholera.”

The appendix details some of the “ undisputed laws which govern

diseases in general."

66. Hodgkin, T.— Lectures on the Means of Promoting and Pre-

serving Health: delivered at the Mechanics' Institute,

Spitalfelds. By T. Hodgkin, M. D. 18mo. pp. 449.

London, 1835.

“ These lectures,” says the author, “ are designed for that class of

readers for whom the scries of publications, styled the “ Working
man’s companion,” has been commenced by the Society for the Diffu-

sion of Useful Knowledge.” They are four in number;—the first

embracing the subjects of air, light, cleanliness, bathing, clothing, &,c.;

the second—articles of food, solid and fluid, tobacco, quack medicines,

&.C.; the third, muscular motion and intellectual faculties; influence

of particular trades; climate; gymnastics; brutalising sports; war;

rest, &.C. &c.; and the fourth, successive generations, and the edu-
cation ot youth. An appendix is added, containing bints to a young
man coming to London; and a letter on vaccination.

The author is a member of the Society of Friends; and all

his observations breathe the spirit of genuine philanthropy, and in-

telligence.

IX. MATERIA MEDICA.

1. American.

67. Barton, W. P. C.— Outlines of Lectures on Materia Mcdica,
and Botany, delivered in Jefferson College, Philadelphia.
By Wm. P. C. Barton, M. D. 12mo. pp. 246, 291. Phila-
delphia, 1828.

Intended by the author as a kind of syllabus, “ to aid the student
in the laborious task of taking notes.”
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Thefist volume is chiefly occupied with the Therapeutical consi-

deration of the different classes of remedial agents. It contains also

a lull list of* Incoinpatiblcs.’ The second volume comprises the dif-

ferent articles of the Materia Medica, arranged alphabetically, with a

brief account of the sensible and medical properties, doses, &c.

68. Bigelow, Jacob.—A Treatise on the Materia Medica, intend-

ed as a Sequel to the Pharmacopoeia of the United States.

Being an account of the origin, qualities, and Medi-

cal uses ofthe articles and compounds, which constitute that

work , with their modes ofprescription and administration.

By Jacob Bigelow, M. D., Author of the American Medi-

cal Botany, and Professor of Materia Medica in Harvard

University. 8vo. pp. 422. Boston, 1822.

The title sufficiently indicates the nature of the work. It is not

much known.

69. Chapman, N.—Elements of Therapeutics and Materia Medi-

ca-, to which are prefixed Two Discourses on the History

and Improvement of the Materia Medica, originally de-

livered as Introductory Lectures. By N. Chapman,

M. D., Professor of the Institutes and Practice of Physic,

and Clinical Practice, in the University of Pennsylvania.

“To communicate what I have tried, and leave the rest to

others for farther inquiry, is all my design in publishing

these papers.”—ISewton. In two volumes. Sixth edition,

enlarged and revised. 8vo. pp. 370, 376. Philadelphia,

1831.

This work had, at one time, a considerable circulation, as the fact

of its being in its sixth edition, in 1831, sufficiently indicates. It was

used as a text-book in the University of Pennsylvania. The author’s

plan is to canvass first the general properties of a particular class of

medicinal agents, and then to investigate those of the individual arti-

cles. His classification is, however, by no means perfect; several classes

being omitted, ofwhose Therapeutical agency there can be no doubt.

Those admitted are—Emetics, Cathartics, Diaphoretics, Diuretics, Li-

thonthriptics, and Antilithics, Emmcnagognes, Expectorants, An-

thelmintics, Epispastics, Diffusible Stimulants, Narcotics, Antispas-

modics, Tonics, and Astringents.

The author is a warm supporter of the doctrine, which maintains

that vital medicinal agents act by sympathy, and by sympathy only.
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70. Coxe, J. R.

—

The American Dispensatory , containing the Na-

tural, Chemical, Pharmaceutical, and Medical History of
the Different Substances employed in Medicine; together

with the Operations ofPharmacy; illustratedand explained

according to the Principles ofModern Chemistry: to tvhich

are added, Toxicological and other tables; the Prescrip-

tions for Patent Medicines and various Miscellaneous

Preparations. Eighth edition, improved and gready en-

larged. By John Redman Coxe, M, D., Professor of Ma-
teria Medica and Pharmacy in the University of Pennsyl-

vania, Member of the American Philosophical Society, &c.

Philadelphia, 1831. 8vo. pp. 832.

Long a valued work—as the number of editions through which
it has passed sufficiently shows.

/ 1. Eberle, J. A Treatise of the Materia Medica and Therapeu-
tics. By John Eberle, M. D., Member of the American
Philosophical Society, of the Academy of Natural Sciences
ol Philadelphia, Corresponding Member of the Medieo-
Chirurgical Society of Berlin, &c. &c. In two volumes.
Fourth edition, much enlarged and corrected. 8vo. pp. 450,
479. Philadelphia, 1834.

A useful work. The classification adopted by the author, which is
by no means physiologically accurate or perfect, is I. Medicines
that act specifically on the intestinal canal; in which ho includes
Emetics, Cathartics, Anthelmintics, and Antacids. II. Medicines
whose action is principally directed to the muscular system— Tonics
and Astringents. III. Medicines that act specifically on the uterine’
system Emmenagogues and Abortives. IV. Medicines whose action
is principally directed upon the nervous system—Narcotics and An.
tispasmodics. V. Medicines whose action is principally manifestedm the circulatory system-Stimulants. VI. Medicines acting speci-
fically upon the organs of accretion—Diaphoretics, Epispastics, Er.
rhines, Emollients, Diuretics, Antilithics, and Sialogogues. VII. Me-
icines that act specifically upon the respiratory organs—Expecto-

,a
"J'

“lotions. VIII. Medicines whose action is truly topical
Emollients and Escharotics.

72. Eclectic Dispensatory—^ Eclectic and General Dispen-
satory: comprehending a System of Pharmacy, Materia
Medica, the formula of the London, Edinburgh, and

20*
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Dublin pharmacopoeias, prescriptions of many eminent

Physicians, and receiptsfor the most common Empirical

remedies; collatedfrom the best authorities. By an Ame-
rican Physician. 8vo. pp. G27. Philadelphia, 1827.

This is upon the plan of the other Dispensatories. It has seven

plates of apparatus.

73. Ellis, Benjamin.— The Medical Formulary; being a collection

of prescriptions, derived from the writings and practice

ofmany of the most eminent Physicians in America and
Europe. To which is added an Appendix, containing the

usual Dietetic preparations and antidotes for poisons.

The whole accompanied with a few brief Pharmaceutic

and Medical observations. By Benjamin Ellis, M. D,,

Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy, in the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy. “ Morbos autem, non elo-

quentia sed remediis curari.’’ Cels. De Med. Lib. I. Se-

cond edition, with additions. 8vo. pp. 214. Philadelphia,

1829.

The author takes the different classes of medicines, Emetics, Ca-

thartics, &c., in turn; makes a few observations on their administra-

tion, and then gives formula;. The work may be consulted with ad-

vantage by the young prcscriber.

74. Wood, Geo. B.— The Dispensatory of the United Stales of

America. By Geo. B. Wood, M. I)., Professor of Mate-

ria Medica and Pharmacy in the University of Pennsylva-

nia, Member of the American Philosophical Society, &c.

&c., and Franklin Bache, M. D., Professor of Chemistry

in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, one of the Secre-

taries of the American Philosophical Society, &c. &c.

Third edition, enlarged and carefully revised. 8vo.pp. 1171.

Philadelphia, 183G.

An excellent work, containing— in the body—all the officinal arti-

cles admitted into the American and British Pharmacopoeias, and, in

the. Appendix, the properties of numerous drugs which have not been

received into them. In plan it resembles the Dispensatories of Great

Britain, but it is superior to any of them. It ought to be in every

office, and the student cannot do better than attain the natural and
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medical history of the various articles of the Materia Mcdica in its

pages.

2. Reprinted in this country.

75. Edwards <fc Vavassf.ur.—A Manual of Materia Medica and
Pharmacy , comprising a concise description of the arti-

cles used in Medicine , their Physical and Chemical pro-

perties; the Botanical characters of the Medicinal plants;

and theformula;for the principal officinal preparations of
the American, Parisian, London , Dublin, and Edinburgh
Pharmacopoeia; with Observations on the Proper Mode
of Combining and Administering Pcmedies. By H. \I.

Edwards, M. D. and P. V avassevr, M. D. Translated from
the French, with numerous additions and corrections, and
adapted to the practice of Medicine, and the art of Phar-
macy, in the United States. By Joseph Toono, M. D.
Member of the Philadelphia Medical Society; and E. Du-
rand, Member of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.
“ I am neither for the ancients, nor for the modems, but
shall be ol every age and nation.”

—

Baglivi. 8vo. 523.
Philadelphia, 1829.

A useful manual. The American editors have added “every im-
portant article belonging to the American medicinal plants, following,
as closely as lay in their power, the method of the French authors.”’

70. Maoendie, F.—Formulary for the Preparation and mode of
Employing several A ero Remedies; namely

, Morphine,
Iodine, Quinine, Cinchonine, the Hydrocyanic Acid, Nar-
cotine, Strychnine, Nux Vomica, Emetine, Atropine,
Pkrotoxine, Brucine, Lupuline, &c. &c. With an Intro-
duction, and copious Notes. By the late Charles Thomas
Haden, Esq. Translated from the French of the third edi-
tion of Magendie’s ‘ Formulaire.’ Second edition; with
numerous alterations and additions. By Rodley Dungli-
son, M. D., F. R. S. Nancy; F. L. S. Paris; Secretary
for Foreign Correspondence to the Medical, and Member
of the Hunterian, Society of London; of the Society of the
Faculty of Physicians, and of the Pharmaceutical Society
of Paris; of the Physico-Medical Society of the University
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of Erlangen; the Academic Medical Society of Marseilles,

&.c. 12mo. pp. 154. Philadelphia, 1824.

Appendix to the Formulary for the Preparation and

mode of Employing several New Remedies; containing

the Pharmaceutical and Therapeutical Properties of the

Uydriodates ofPotassa and Soda, the loduret ofMercury,

the Cyunurets of Potassium and Zinc, the Oil of the

Croton Tiglium, Pipcrine, Jalapine, &.c. By Robley

Dunglison, M. D., F. R. S. Nancy; F. L. S. Paris, &c.

Translated from the French of the fourth edition of Ma-

gendie’s ‘ Formulaire,’ published in July, 1824. 12mo.

pp. 48.

This edition was reprinted in this country; and, of late, an edition

has been published from the 6th French, by Dr. Houlton, and re-

printed here. To it is added an appendix containing the experi-

ence of British practitioners with many of the new remedies.

The information, contained in these formularies, is now incorpo-

rated in the different recent publications on materia mcdica.

The value of the ‘ formulary’ is sufficiently shown by the numerous

translations of the successive editions.

77. Murray, John.—A System ofMateria Mcdica and Pharmacy;

including 'Translations of the Edinburgh, London, and

Dublin Pharmacopoeias. By John Murray, M. D.,

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, of the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, the Geological Society of London,

<fec., Lecturer on Chemistry, and on Materia Medica and

Pharmacy. From the fourth and last Edinburgh edition.*

With notes and additions, by John B. Beck, M. D.,

Professor of Materia Medica in the University of the state

of New York, corresponding Member of the Medical So-

ciety of London, <fcc. <fcc. 2 vols in one. 8vo. pp. 282, 278.

New York, 1828.

A good ‘system,’—the American edition comprising the indige-

nous articles, by the American editor.

78. Paris, J. A.

—

Pliarmacologia. Fourth American, from the

seventh London edition. By J. A. Paris, M. D., F. R. S.,

F. L. S., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of

London, &c. &c. “ Quis Pharmacopoieo dabit leges, ig-

* The sixth was published in 1832.
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narus ipse agendorum T Vix profeeto dici poiest, quantum

haec ignorantia rei medicae inferat detrimentum. Gaiib.

Method. Concinn. Formul. With Notes and additions,

by John- R. Reck, M. D., Professor of Materia Mediea

and Medical Jurisprudence in the University of the State

of New York, corresponding Member of the Medical So-

ciety of London, &c. <fce. 8vo. pp. 550. New York,

1831.

The historical introduction contains an analytical inquiry into the

more remarkable causes, which have, in different ages and countries,

operated in producing the revolutions that characterize the history of
medicinal substances,—and is full of interest. The pharmacologia
proper is divided into two parts. 1. On the operations of medicinal
bodies, and on the classifications founded on them; followed by’ a dis-

sertation on the theory and art of prescribing. Part 2. Comprehends
the medicinal history and chemical habitudes of the different articles,

that constitute the materia mediea.

Amongst the additions, Dr. Beck has given the composition of
some of the mineral springs of the United States, and the chief indi-

genous productions that are possessed of medicinal efficacy.

79. Ratier, F. S.

—

A Practical Formulary of the Parisian Hos-
pitals; exhibiting the Prescriptions Employed by the
Physicians and Surgeons of those Establishments; with
Remarks Illustrative of their Hoses, mode of Adminis-
tration, and Appropriate Application. Also, General
Notices of each Hospital, the diseases it especially re-
ceives, and Medical Doctrines of the Practitioners who
preside in it. By F. S. Ratier, M. D., Doctor of Medi-
cine of the Faculty of Paris, and corresponding Member
of the Royal Medical Society of Bordeaux. Translated
from the third edition of the French, with Notes and Illus-
trations, by R. D. M'Lellan, M. D. Licentiate of the
Royal College of Surgeons. 18mo. pp. 262. New York,
1831.

Formularies appear to be amongst the most popular of medical
writings. Ibis little work has been edited by various persons, and
has passed through several editions. The title page sufficiently in.
dicates the nature of the contents.
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3. Not Reprinted.

80. Thomson, A. T.

—

Elements of Materia Medica and Thera-

peutics; including the. Recent. Discoveries and Analyses of

Medicines. By Anthony Todd Thomson, M. T)., F.

L. S., and G. S., Professor of Materia Medica and Thera-

peutics and of Medical Jurisprudence in the University of

London, Member of the Royal College of Physicians,

&c. &e. In two volumes, 8vo. pp. 747, and 694. London,

1832, 1833.

These ‘elements’ contain much valuable matter. The intention of

the work—the author asserts—is “to present a condensed view of the

branch of medical science, of which it treats”—an intention, which

he has fulfilled in the goodly number of 1441 puges ! This extension

has arisen from a desire to incorporate into the work every thing,

that can be regarded as elucidative of the subject, from the domains

of natural history, botany, chemistry, anatomy, physiology, and, in-

deed, every department of science. Twenty-six pages, for example,

of the first volume are occupied with an account of the ‘ chemical

elements of medicinal agents.’

These and other causes have prevented the work from being re-

printed in this country. In England, it is in its second edition, in

one volume.

X. MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. American.

81 . Beck, T. R. and J. B.—Elements of Medical Jurispru-

dence. By Theodoric Romeyn Beck, M. D., Professor of

the Institutes of Medicine, and Lecturer on Medical Jurispru-

dence, in the College of Physicians and Surgeons, of the

Western District of the state of New York, &c. &c.; and

John B. Beck, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and

Medical Jurisprudence, in the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, New York; one of the Physicians to the New
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York Hospital, &c. &c. Fifth edition. In two volumes,

8vo. pp. 001, and 694. Albany, 1835.

This is the best work on the subject that has appeared. It has

passed through four editions in England, and one in this country; and
has received the commendations of the instructed every where. The
references to the laws of different countries arc accurately and suc-

cinctly stated; and the medico-legal facts and arguments are placed

in such a manner as to convey the greatest amount of information.

The subjects treated in the first volume are Feigned Diseases— Dis-

qualifying Diseases—Impotence and Sterility—Doubtful Sex—Rape
—Pregnancy—Delivery— Infanticide—Legitimacy— Presumption of
•Survivorship—Age and Identity—Insurance upon Lives and Mental
Alienation. In the second volume—Persons found Dead—Wounds
on the Living Body —Poisons, Irritant, Narcotic and Narcotico-
Acrid—and Medical Evidence.

2. Reprinted in this Country.

82 . Cuitty, G.

—

A Practical Treatise on .Medical Jurisprudence,

with so much ofAnatomy, Physiology, Pathology, and the
Practice of Medicine and Surgery, as are essential to be
known by Members of Parliament, Lawyers, Coroners,
Magistrates, Officers in the Army and Navy, and private
gentlemen; and all the laws relating to Medical Practi-
tioners; with explanatory plates. By J. Chitty, Esq.,
Barrister at Law. First American edition, with notes and
additions, adapted to American works and Judicial deci-
sions. Part I. large 8vo. pp. 509. Philadelphia, 1835.

A work on Medical Jurisprudence, or rather—in this volume—on
Anatomy and Physiology, with their applications to Medical Juris-
prudence-written by a lawyer, and, generally, well, and correctly
written—the errors being few. It is divided into thirteen chapters.
1. Of the language of Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, Surgery,
Chemistry, and Medical Jurisprudence. 2. Of the Materials, Compo-
sition. Structure, Organs, Functions, Properties and Powers of the
Human Frame in General. 3. Of the Skeleton and Bones, Joints,
Cartilages, Ligaments, Synovial Membranes, Muscles and Tendons!
and the Nerves, the Organs of the Function of Locomotion. 4. Of the'
Function of Respiration, and incidentally of Voice, Speech, and other
Sounds, and the several effects of Respiration. 5. The Functions of
Correlation. G. The function of Digestion, and its several Organs.
7. The Function of Absorption, its Organs and Parts. 8. The Func-
tion ot Secretion, Ac. 9. The Nervous Function, the External Senses,
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&c., the Passions, Emotions, &c. 10. The Functions of Generation

and Organs. 11. The Integuments, &c. 12. Of the Different Ages

important in Fact and Law. 13. Of the Essentials for the Continu-

ance of Health and Happiness, and how secured by law.

The American Editor has thoroughly revised the text, corrected

inaccuracies, and adapted the citation of authorities to American edi-

tions. He has also “ added additional references to the American

standard treatises on Anatomy and Physiology.”

83. Cooper, Thomas.— Tracts on Medical Jurisprudence , includ-

ing Farr’s Elements of Medical Jurisprudence ,
Dease’s

Remarks on Medical Jurisprudence , Male’s Epitome of

Juridical or Forensic Medicine

,

and Haslam’s Treatise on

Insanity. With a Preface, Notes, and a Digest of the Laws

relating to Insanity and Nuisance. By Thomas Cooper,

Esq., M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy in

the University of Pennsylvania, and heretofore President

Judge of the Fourth Judiciary District of Pennsylvania. To

which is added an Appendix, containing Erskine’s speech

for Janies Hadfield, indicted for shooting at the king. An

abstract of the report of the trial of Abraham Kessler, in-

dicted for poisoning his wife with white arsenic and lauda-

num, and a Memoir on the Chromatof Potash, as a test for

detecting arsenic, copper, and corrosive sublimate. By

Thomas Cooper, Esq. Read before the American Philo-

sophical Society, September 18th, 1818—8vo. pp. 456.

Philadelphia, 1819.

The long title sufficiently indicates the nature of the work. It is

mainly a reprint of the Medico-legal tracts mentioned;—the additions

of Judge Cooper being neither numerous nor highly important.

84. Ryan, Michael.—d Manual of Medical Jurisprudence, com-

piled from the best Medical and Legal works: being an

Analysis of a Course of Lectures on Forensic Medicine,

annually delivered in Ijondon. By Michael Ryan, M. D.,

Member of the Royal College of Physicians in London,

Member of the Councils of the London Medical, and Medi-

co-Botanical Societies, Lecturer on the Practice of Medi-

cine, Obstetrics, and Medical Jurisprudence. First Ame-

rican edition, with notes and additions. By R. Eglesfei.d

Griffith, M. D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Medi-
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cal Jurisprudence in the Philadelphia School of Medicine.

8vo. pp. 327. Philadelphia, 1832.

This work is more comprehensive in its objects than Dr. Deck's,

though necessarily more brief, and, therefore, less satisfactory on

those topics on which they mutually treat. Before investigating the

practical subjects of Forensic medicine, it examines various points

belonging more especially to the state medicine (Staatsarzncikunde)

of the Germans;—for example—“Of the confidence reposed in Medi-

cal Men, and the Duties they owe Society;”—“Of Medical Ethics, or

Precepts of Professional Conduct."—" Ethics ofthe Present Period:”

—

“ Of Professional Conduct relative to Hospital and other Medical Chari-

ties, and in Private Practice,” &.c.

In the American edition, Dr. Griffith has omitted such parts as

refer merely to the local laws of England. One of the chapters has

been entirely re-written, to accommodate it to the laws of the several

States; and the same has been done with the chapter on Legal Evi-

dence, on tvhich Dr. Ryan was very brief.

3. Not Reprinted.

85. Paris, J. & Fonblanque, J. S. M.

—

Medical Jurisprudence.

By J. A. Paris, M. D., F. R. S., F. L. S., Fellow of the

Royal College of Physicians; and J. S. M. Fonblanque,
Esq., Barrister at Law. “ Hkc est ilia arnica Iraperantiuin

atque Medenlium conspiratio, qua efleeturn cst, ut aliquo

veluti connubio Medicina ac Jurisprudentia inter se junge-

rentur.” Ilebenstreit Anthropolog; Forens. In three vo-

lumes, 8vo. pp. 440, 318. London, 1823.

The definition given by Dr. Paris and M. Fonblanque, of ‘ Medical
Jurisprudence,’ exhibits the topics embraced in the work before us.

“A science by which medicine, and its collateral branches, are made
subservient to the construction, elucidation, and administration of the
laws, and to the preservation of the public health." It embraces,
consequently, Forensic Medicine and Medical Police. The work is

divided into three parts. I. Of the College of Physicians—College
of Surgeons—Society of Apothecaries—Medical Liabilities and Ex-
emptions—Public Health—Quarantine Laws and Medical Police.
II. Medical Evidence—Marriage and Divorce—Legitimacy—Mon-
sters Hermaphrodites—Insanity—Nuisances—Life Insurance and
Survivorship. II I. Spontaneous Combustion—Rape— Real and Ap-
parent Death—Sudden Death—Asphyxia—Suicide—Poisons—Abor-
tion and Infanticide.

T he Appendix contains numerous interesting cases, laws, &,c

21
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XI. OBSTETRICS.

1. American .

80. Bard, Samuel.—A Compendium of the Theory and Practice

of Midwifery; containing Practical Instructions for the

Management of Women during Pregnancy, in Labor,

and in Child-bed. Illustrated by many eases, and parti-

cularly adapted to the use of students. 5th edition—en-

larged. By Samuel Bard, M. D., L. L. D., President

of the College of Physicians and Surgeons in the Univer-

sity of the state of New York. 8vo. 419. New York,

1819.

Almost passe. It was at one time much used—in the New York

schools especially—as the fact of its being in its fifth edition suffi-

ciently exhibits. It contains numerous woodcuts; many of them

very poorly executed.

87. Dewees, W. P.

—

A Compendious System of Midwifery,

chiefly designed to facilitate the Inquiries of those loho

may be Pursuing this branch of Study. Illustrated by

Occasional Cases. With many Engravings. 8th edi-

tion, with additions and additional plates. By William

P. Dewees, M. D., formerly Professor of Midwifery in

the University of Pennsylvania, Member of the American

Philosophical Society, Member of the Philadelphia Medi-

cal Society, &c. Philadelphia, 1837.

The author is mainly indebted to this work for his extensive re-

putation as a practical self-reflecting obstetrician. It contains much

important matter.

, 2. Reprinted in this Country.

88. Baudelocque.—An Abridgment of Mr. Heath's Translation

of Baudelocque' s Midwifery. With Notes. By 'William

P. Dewees, M. D., Lecturer on Midwifery in Philadel-

phia; Member of the Philadelphia Medical Society; Member

of the Academy of Medicine; Member offhe American Philo-
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sophical Society, &c. Third edition, with additions. Illus-

trated by Engravings. 8vo. pp. 590. Philadelphia, 1823.

This work has been wholly superseded by Dr. Dewees’s own on

the same subject The plates represent, 1. A well formed pelvis.

2. The superior strait of a well formed pelvis. 3. The inferior strait

of a well formed pelvis. 4. A deformed pelvis. 5. Do. 6. A ver-

tical section of the pelvis with the pelvimeter of Coutouli, and Bau-

delocque’s calipers. 7. Forceps.

89.

Burns, John.—The Principles of Midwifery; including the

Diseases of Women and Children.—By John Burns,

M. D., Regius Professor of Surgery in the University of

Glasgow, &c. &c. From the 7th London edition, revised

and enlarged, with improvements and Notes, by T. C.

James, M. D., Professor of Midwifery in the University of

Pennsylvania. 8vo. pp. 806.

The work of Burns has been long- known and appreciated. It is

divided into four books. 1. Of the structure, functions, and diseases

of the pelvis and uterine system, in the unimpregnated state, and
during gestation. 2. Of parturition. 3. Of the puerperal state. 4.

Of the management and diseases of children.

The notes by Dr. James occupy nearly fifty pages, and are per-

tinent. To the whole is appended a series of twelve engravings,

with illustrations, selected from Smellie’s plates.

90.

Blundell, James.— The Principles and Practice of Obstet-

ricy, as at present Taught. By James Blundell,
M. D., Professor of Obstetricy at Guy’s hospital. In five

parts:— 1. The anatomy of the female system.—2. The
physiology of the female system.—3. The signs and dis-

eases of pregnancy.—4. The art of delivery.—5. The
after management of the puerperal state, the diseases of
puerperal women, and strictures on the diseases of infants.

To which are added Notes and Illustrations, bv Thomas
Castle, M. D., F. L. S., Member of Trinity College,
Cambridge, &c. &c. 8vo. pp. 520. Washington, 1834.

A valuable work, comprising the lectures of an able physiologist
and obstetrician. It is illustrated by marginal woodcuts; which, in
the American edition, are badly executed, but intelligible.

91.

Denman, Thomas.—.dn Introduction to the Practice of Mul-
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wifery. By the late Thomas Denman, M. D., Licentiate

in Midwifery of the College of Physicians, London; and

Honorary Member of the Royal Medical Society of Edin-

burgh. From the sixth London edition, with a biogra-

phical sketch of the author. Third American edition; il-

lustrated with numerous Engravings; with Notes and

emendations, by John W. Francis, M. I)., Professor of

Obstetrics and Forensic Medicine in Rutgers’ Medical Fa-

culty, Geneva College, New York; Member of the Medi-

cal and Chirurgical Society of London; of the Wernerian

Natural History Society of Edinburgh; of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; of the Lyceum of Na-

tural History of New York; of the Literary and Philoso-

phical Society of New York, &c. 8vo. pp. 776. New
York, 1829.

The character of Dr. Denman’s Midwifery is well known. To the

American edition. Dr. Francis has added much useful matter. At

his suggestion, the “aphorisms on the application and use of the

forceps and vectis; on preternatural labours; on labours attended with

hemorrhage, and with convulsions”—of the respected author—have

been appended to the present edition.

The engravings are seventeen in number. 1. A front view of the

bones of a well formed pelvis. 2. The uterus in the 8th or 9th month

of pregnancy. 3. A front view of twins in utero in the beginning of

labour; the anterior parts being removed. 4. Front view of the

gravid uterus, the membranes being unbroken. 5. The gravid

uterus—in a lateral view and longitudinal division of the parts

—

when labour is somewhat advanced. 6. Natural position of the

head when in the middle of the pelvis. 7. The face in the hollow of

the sacrum; vertex presenting. 8. Forceps applied in a natural pre.

sentation. 9. Do. tho head pressing on the perineum. 10. Vertex in

the hollow of the sacrum. 11. Face presentation. 12. Forehead

presenting at the hrim. 13. Face presenting, chin to the sacrum.

14. Breech presentation. 15. F.xtraordinary tumours on the external

surface of the uterus. 16. Do. 17. Illustration of a diseased

ovarium.

92. Gooch, Robert.—1 Practical Compendium of Midwifery;

being the Course of Lectures on Midwifery , and on the

Diseases of Women and Infants, delivered at Saint Bar-

tholomew's Hospital. By the late Robert Gooch, M. D.

Prepared for publication by George Skinner, Member of
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the Royal College of Surgeons, London. 8vo. pp. 319.

Philadelphia, 1832.

A useful compendium by a learned and lamented teacher. It con-

sists of seven lectures. 1. On the natural functions, and on the dis-

eases of the female organs of generation. 2. On pregnancy. 3. On
labor. 4. On difficult labor. 5. On the general management of

women after delivery, and on the treatment of the common affections

incident to the puerperal state. 6. On the diseases of women after

delivery. 7. On the general management, on the malformations,

and on the diseases of infants.

93. Maygrier, J. P.

—

Midwifery Illustrated. By J. P. Maygrier,
M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and

Children, at Paris, and Member of several Scientific Socie-

ties. Translated from the French, with notes. By A.

Sidney Doane, A. M., M. D. With eighty-two plates.

Third edition, with additional matter and plates. Imperial

8vo. pp. 179. New York, 1835.

This work is indebted more perhaps to the illustrations than to the
text for its translation and publication in this country. The plates are
lithographed, and appropriate. In the Appendix are contained the
results of the researches of Breschet on the human ovum. Two new
drawings have been made expressly for the work—one on the distri-
bution of the vessels in the fmtus at the full time, copied from Dr.
Knox’s translation of Tiedemann on the Arteries; and the other, the
position of twins in utero.

The Notes of the American editor are few.

94. Merriman, Samuel.—A Synopsis of the various kinds of
difficult Parturition, with Practical Remarks on the ma-
nagement of Labours. By Samuel Merriman, M. D.,
1 eacher of Midwifery, Physician Accoucheur to the Mid-
dlesex Hospital, the Westminster General Dispensary, and
the Parochial Infirmary of St. George, Hanover Square.M ith notes and additions. By Thomas C. James, M. D.,
Professor of Midwifery in the University of Pennsylvania!
“ Da spatium tenuemque moram, male cuncta ministrat
impetus.” Statii Thebaid. Lib. X.

I he first American, from the second London edition.
8vo. pp. 297. Philadelphia, 1816.

A useful work, by an experienced practitioner. The same mav be

21 *
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said of the American editor, and the additions he has made. The
‘ Synopsis’ is not, however, much used.

95. Ramsbotham, John.—Practical Observations on Midwifery,

with a selection of cases. By John Ramsbotham, M. D.,

Lecturer on Midwifery at the London Hospital, and one ot

the Physician-Accoucheurs to the Lying-in Charity for de-

livering poor married women at their own habitations.

With Notes. By Wm. P. Dewees, M. D., Lecturer on

Midwifery, Member of the American Philosophical Socie-

ty, Member of the Philadelphia Medical Society, Member

of the Academy of Medicine, &c. 8vo. pp. 379. Phila-

delphia, 1822.

A good practical work, from the pen of a plain observer. It con-

sists of observations on the Uterine Structure, the size of the Gravid

Uterus before labour; its shape, situation, and contents—Natural La-

bour—The Management ofthe Placenta—The Occurrences after De-

livery—Adhesion of the Placenta—Retention of the Placenta—De-

scription of the Placenta—Relaxation of the uterus after Delivery

—

Collapse after Labour—Protracted Labour and Rupture of the Uterus.

A second volume has been published iu England.

96. Velpeau, A. L. M.

—

An Elementary Treatise on Midwifery:

or Principles of Tokology and Embryology. By A. L. M.

Velpeau, M. D., &c. &c. Translated from the French,

by Ch. D. Meigs, M. D., Member of the American Philo-

sophical Society, Lecturer on Midwifery and the Diseases

of Women and Children, &c. &c. 8vo. pp. 584. Phila-

delphia, 1831.

A valuable work;—rich in/its physiological details. It contains, also,

the management of the infant soon after delivery; and ofthe child-bed

woman.

3. Not Reprinted.

97. Campbell, W.—An Introduction to the Study and Practice of

Midwifery, and the Diseases of Women and Children. By

Wm. Campbell, M. D., late Surgeon, R. N., Fellow of

the Royal College of Surgeons, Lecturer on Pathology and

Practice of Medicine, and on Midwifery, and the Diseases

of Women and Children, Edinburgh; Member of the Medi-

co-Chirurgical Societies of London and Edinburgh, &c. <Stc.

&c. 8vo. pp. 714. London, 1833.
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The inducement for the author to publish this volume was the urgent

solicitation of his hearers for a text-book. It is divided into four parts.

1. The Anatomy and Physiology of the Organs concerned in Mid-

wifery, and the Consideration of such Points of Legal Medicine as

are connected with it. 2. Parturition. 3. Of the Puerperal State.

4. Management and Diseases of Children.

The author is sensible, and, on many points, there is interesting de-

tail, but the work is not a great favourite with the profession.

98. Davis, D. D.

—

Elements of Operative Midwifery; comprising

a description of certain new and improved powers for

assisting difficult and dangerous labours; illustrated by

plates; with cautionary strictures on the improper use of

instruments. By David D. Davis, M. D., Member of the

Royal College of Physicians of London and Edinburgh;

formerly physician to the Sheffield General Infirmary,

late Obstetric Physician to her Royal Highness the Duchess

of Kent, one of the Physicians to the Royal Maternity

Charity for delivering poor married women at their own
habitations, <fcc. &c., Lecturer on Midwifery. “ Servare

modum, finem tueri, naturamque sequi.” 4to. pp. 345.

London, 1825.

This large and expensive volume is divided into five sections, enti-

tled respectively, 1. General and Introductory Remarks on Operative

Midwifery. 2. Of the use of Obstetric Instruments, 3. Remarks on
the use and special properties of the Long Forceps; with suggestions

for certain other modifications of Obstetric Instruments. 4. Of other

Expedients for preserving the Lives both of the Mother and her off-

spring; and 5. Of Obstetric Operations, calculated to insure the pre-

servation of the more important life of the Mother. The plates are

twenty in number, and exhibit various obstetrical instruments, with
their modes of application.

The author has recently published a more extensive work, entitled

“The Principles and Practice of Obstetrical Medicine,” &c. With
plates. London, 1832, 1836.

99. Hamilton, James.—Practical Observations on Various Sub-
jects Relating to Midwifery. By James Hamilton, M. D.,
F. R. S. E., Professor of Medicine and Midwifery, &c.
in the University of Edinburgh. Part I. 8vo. pp. 317.
Edinburgh, 1836.

Any thing proceeding from Professor Hamilton must be valuable.
The contents of this part arc 1. On Prolapsus of the Uterus. 2. On
Polypous Excrescence of the Uterus. 3. On the Enlargement of the
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Ovary. 4. Evidences or Signs of Human Pregnancy. 5. On the

Duration of Human Pregnancy. 6. On the Management of the First

Stage of Labour. 7. On the Management of the Second Stage ofNa-

tural Labour. 8. On the Management of the Third Stage of Labour.

The Appendix contains some observations by Dr. Moir, with the

stethoscope, on the action of the foetal heart.

100. Severn, Charles.—First Lines ofthe Practice offtEdwifcry;

to which are added,
Remarks on the Forensic Evidence

requisite in cases offoeticide and infanticide. By Charles

Severn, Surgeon. “ Ideoque increpandac sunt obstetrices,

temerariae et rto\v7tpayfx.ove {,—quae morae debitae impatientes,

—dum accelerare partem capiunt, eundem potius retar-

dant.” Harveii Exercit. 8vo. pp. 143. London, 1831.

A brief tract, not entitled to any particular commendation, and,

therefore, scarcely known. It contains two plates from Maygrier; the

one representing “the direction in which the vertex passes through

the pelvis, after having made the turn by which the occiput is brought

in front;”—the other representing the state of the cervix uteri at the

end of the third, sixth, and ninth months of gestation.

XII. PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. American.

101. Dewees, W. P .—A Practice of Physic, comprising most of

the diseases not treated of in “ Diseases of Females," and

“ Diseases of Children." By William P. Dewees, M.D.,

Adjunct Professor of Midwifery in the University of Penn-

sylvania, Member of the American Philosophical Society,

Member of the Philadelphia Medical Society, <fcc. “ We

live in an age in which the fear of debility causes a prodi-

gal use of stimulants; and this too often at the expense of

the health, and the life of the patient.” Broussais, Phleg.

Chron. Yol. II. p. 82. “ Had I dared to bleed freely, and

especially by means of leeches, the patient might have been

saved; but I was afraid of debility. But, who is to blame?
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lb. p. 178. In two volumes, 8vo. pp. 833. Philadelphia,

1830.

The author’s reputation has procured for this work a somewhat ex-

tensive circulation. It is, too, the text-book recommended by the

Professor of the Theory and Practice of Physic in the University of

Pennsylvania. A glance at the glossary or the prescriptions will

exhibit, that it is by no means free from inaccuracies,—a circum-

stance that detracts greatly from its value as an accompaniment

to the young student Thus, we have, in the glossary—“ Apo-

neuroses, the tendinous coverings of the joints." “ Iliac passion,

dry belly-ache.” “ Oxygen, basis of vital air.” “ Pathology, morbid

appearance ofdiseased parts.” “ Rickets, a disease ofthe bones.” “Seir-

rhus, a tumour affecting the glands.” “ Subsultus tendinurn, a convul-

sive motion of the sinews of the wrist." “ Synochus, a subacute in-

flammation.” “ Tonnina, a griping pain, -” Ac. Ac.

102. Dunglison, Ruble y.— General Therapeutics, or Principles

of Medical Practice; with tables of the chief remedial

agents and their preparations; and of the different poi-

sons and their antidotes. By Robley Dunglison, M. D.

&c. <tc. 8vo. pp. 580. Philadelphia, 1836.

The chapters are nine in number, and embrace 1. General Princi-

ples. 2. Circumstances that modify the Therapeutical Indications.

3. Of Medicines. 4. Of Excitants. 5. Of Sedatives. 6. Chemical

Agents. 7. Mechanical Agents. 8. Deobstruents, Alteratives and

Antidotes. 9. Concluding Observations. The chapter on Exci.

iants comprises fifteen sections. 1. Excitants Proper. 2. Tonics. 3.

Anthelmintics. 4. Astringents. 5. Emetics. 6. Cathartics. 7.

Emmenagogues and Abortives. 8. Diaphoretics. 9. Errhines. 10.

Sialogogues. 11. Diuretics. 12. Expectorants. 13. Sorbcfacients.

14. Rcvellents. 15. Antispasmodics. The chapter on Sedatives com-
prises four sections. Sedatives Proper, Narcotics, Refrigerants, and
Nauseants. That on Chemical Agents, four sections. 1. Antacids,
2. Antalkalies. 3. Antilithics. 4. Disinfectants; and that on Me-
chanical Agents, two sections. 1. Demulcents; and 2. Diluents.

After the therapeutical virtues and application of each class of
agents have been given, a tabic of the chief articles is added, which
describes the nature of the agents, whence obtained, their forms of
preparation, and dose.

The table of poisons, and their antidotes, is arranged for ready
reference.

103. Eberle, John.—A Treatise on the Practice of Medicine.
By John Eberle, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and
Botany in the Ohio Medical College, Member of the Aine-
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riean Philosophical Society, of the Academy of Natural Sci-

ences ol Philadelphia, and Corresponding Member of the

Medico-Chirurgical Society of Berlin, in Prussia, &c. &c. In

two volumes, 8vo. pp. 579, 579. 3d. edit. Philada. 1835.

The arrangement, adopted by the author, is not very systematic or

definite. In his first volume he commences with “ Preliminary Ob.

servations on the Pathology and Etiology of Fever.” Ho next divides

diseases into, 1. “ General Irritative Diseases of the Blood-vessels,

independent of Local Inflammation;” in which he places fevers, and

2. “ General Irritative Diseases of the Blood-vessels, connected with,

or dependent on, Local Inflammation;" in which he includes the dif-

ferent phlegmasia:, internal and external, as well as the hemorrhages,

which he defines ‘ Vascular Irritations, with a flow of Blood.’ The

arrangement sufficiently indicates the author’s views of the pathology

of fever.

The second volume considers chronic diseases in the following order.

1. Chronic Nervous Diseases. 2. Chronic Nervous Affections, in

which the intellectual and moral faculties are disordered. 3. Local Chro-

nic Nervous Affections. 4. Chronic Affections of the Respiratory

Organs. 5. Ditto of the Heart. 6. Ditto of the Alimentary Canal.

7. Ditto of the Urinary Organs. 8. Ditto of the Serous Exhalent Ves-

sels. 9. Ditto of the Lymphatic System. 10. Ditto of the Assimila-

tive Functions: and 11. Ditto of the Sexual Organs. To the whole

is added an Appendix on Cholera.

The whole merits commendation, and its extensive circulation

proves that such is the general opinion.

104.

—

Eberle, John.—Notes of Lectures on the Theory and Prac-

tice of Medicine, delivered in the Jefferson Medical Col-

lege, at Philadelphia. Second edition, corrected. By

John Eberle, M.D. 8vo. pp. 230. Cincinnati, 1834.

These Notes are not only the heads of lectures, but also of the au-

thor’s ‘Practice.’ They may be useful to the student during his attend-

ance on lectures, and as a syllabus afterwards. They constitute, in-

deed, a kind of vade-mecum.

2. Reprinted in this Country.

105 . Armstrong, John.—Lectures on the Morbid Jlnatomy, Na-

ture, and Treatment of Acute and Chronic Diseases.

Delivered in the Theatre of Anatomy, Webb street. By

the late John Armstrong, M. D., Consulting Physician to

the Fever Institution of London, Author of ‘ Practical Illus-

trations of Typhus and Scarlet Fever,’ &c. Edited by Jo-
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skph Rix, Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London. 8vo. pp. 851. London, 1834.

The production of a talented observer. The lectures are fifty-seven

in number. The first nine are on the ‘ Method of investigating Disor-

der and Disease;’ the thirty-two following on ‘ Acute and Sub-Acute
Affections;’ and the remainder on ‘Chronic Affections.’

This work has been recently reprinted in Dr. Bell’s • Select Me-
dical Library.’

106. Bkoin, L. J.— The French Practice of Medicine; being a
translation of L. J. Dkoin's Treatise on Therapeutics;
with occasional notes and observations, illustrative of the
treatment of diseases in the climate of North America. By
Xavier Tessier. First edition: two volumes in one- pp
243, 246. New York, 1829.

This 1 French’ Practice is the • Broussais’ Practico of Medicine.
It is dividod into four ‘ Books.’ Thefirst treats of the relation exist-
ing between therapeutics and other branches of medicine; the vis
medicatrix naturte; the circumstances that contribute to modify
indications in the treatment of disease, of remedies, See. The second
considers debilitating medications; the third direct stimulating medi-
cations; and the fourth revulsive medications.

The original is a respectable production; but the translation is very
imperfectly executed; full of Gallicisms, and often inaccurately ren
dered. J

107. Broussais, F. J. V.—Principles of Physiological Medicine
,

in the form of Propositions; embracing Physiology, Pa-
thology, and Therapeutics, with Commentaries on those
relating to Pathology. By F. J. V. Broussais, M. D.,
Knight of the Royal Order of the Legion of Honour, Phy-
sician-in-chief and First Professor in the Military Hospital
of Instruction of Paris, Member of the Royal Academy of
Medicine, of the Royal Medical Society of Madrid, ofthe
Patriotic Society of Cordova, Corresponding Member of
the Socrnty of Emulation of Liege, of the Medical Societies
0 hiladelphia, New Orleans, and Louvain, &c. &c.
Translated from the French, by Isaac Hays, M. D., andR. Egleseeld.Griff™, M. D., Members of the American
1 hilosophical Society, of the Academy of Natural Sciences
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Honorary Members of the Philadelphia Medical Society,

&c. &c. 8vo. pp. 594. Philadelphia, 1832.

The title sufficiently indicate* the nature of the work. It is a sim-

ple translation of the original, without comments.

108. Coster, J.

—

The Practice of Medicine, according to the Prin-

ciples of the Physiological Doctrine. By J. Coster, M. D.

“ Medicamenta stomachum fere laedunt.” Aur. Corn. Cels,

lib. II. c. II. Translated from the French. 8vo. pp. 319.

Philadelphia, 1831.

An exposition of the therapeutical views of Broussais. The order,

in which the diseases are treated, is as follows. Irritations and phleg-

masiae of the digestive tube. Phlcgmasim of the urinary apparatus.

Phlegmasiae of the genital organs. Phleginasim of the mucous mem-

brane of the pectoral viscera and their connections. Acute and chro-

nic cutaneous phlegmasia:. Hemorrhages, or irritations, with a flow

of blood; and white or lymphatic irritations.

109. Good, John Mason.—The Study of Medicine, with a Phy-

siological System of Nosology. By John Mason Good,

M. D., F. R. S. Member of the American Philosophical

Society, and F. L. S. of Philadelphia. In five volumes.

Second American Edition. 8vo. pp. 404, 620, 435, 495,

444. Philadelphia, 1824.

This is one of the reprints of Dr. Good’s work, issued prior to the

edition of Mr. Samuei. Cooper. Of late, an edition has been published,

in two large volumes, by Dr. Sidney A. Doane, with Notes, by the

American Editor, which contains, in addition, the History of Medi-

cine, published by Dr. Bostock, in the * Cyclopedia of Practical Me-

dicine.’

The ‘ Study of Medicine’ is a useful book of reference, but by no

means well adapted as a text-book for the student. Its popularity,

indeed, in this respect, is decidedly on the wane. Dr. Doane’s edi-

tion does not contain the physiological system of nosology.

110. Gregory, George.—

Y

emenis of the Theory and Practice of

Physic. By George Gregory, M. D., with notes and

additions, adapted to the practice of the United States. By

Nathaniel Potter, M. D., Professor of the Practice of

Physic in the University of Maryland, and S. Calhodn,
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M. D., Professor of Materia Medica in Jefferson Medical

College.

“ In morbis, sive acutis, sive chronicis, viget occultum

quid, per humanas speculationes fere incomprohensibile.”

Baolivi. Third American, from the last London edition,

with numerous additions and amendments. In two vols.

8vo. Vol. I. pp. 535. Vol. II. pp. 556. Philadelphia, 1831.

Dr. Gregory’s work has been a favorite on both sides of the At-

lantic—and justly so. He divides all diseases into acute and chronic

—the consideration of the former being comprised in the first volume,

that of the latter in the second. He treats of the classes of acute dis-

eases in the following order.—Fevers, Exanthemata or Eruptive

Fevers, Phlegmasia; or Inflammatory Diseases, and Hemorrhages:

—Of the chronic diseases, as follows:—Chronic Diseases of the Ence-
phalon. Chronic Diseases of the Thorax. Chronic Diseases of the

Chylopoietic Viscera. Chronic Diseases of the Urinary and Uterine

Systems, and Chronic Constitutional Diseases.

An introductory discourse, on the best means of cultivating medi-
cine, and on the climate, modes of living, and diseases of the United
States, is from the pen ofProfessor Colhoun. The notes and interpo-
lations are numerous.

111. Mackintosh, John.—Principles of Pathology
, and Practice

of Physic. By John Mackintosh, M. D., Lecturer on
the Practice of Physic iu Edinburgh, &c. &c. &c. First
American, from the third London edition, pp. 744. Wash-
ington, 1833.

This is not the only reprint of Dr. Mackintosh’s work. One has
been published, from the last London edition, with notes and additions,
by Dr. Samuel George Morton, of Philadelphia, in two volumes, of
which a second edition has just been issued, containing additional
matter, by the able American editor* The Washington edition is a
mere reprint of Dr. Mackintosh’s work. Dr. Morton’s is adapted
more particularly to the practice of medicine in this country, by vari-
ous additions, and a few alterations.

The original work is, on the whole, good; but the author’s views
on many topics, exhibit more of the spirit of a systematist than of a phi-
losopher.

r

Principles of Pathology and Practice of Physic. By Charles Mackintosh
M. D„ Lecturer on the Practice of Physic, in Edinburgh, &c. Ac. &c . Second
American, from the fourth London edition, with notes and additions. By Samuel

22
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Of the American editions, Dr. Morton's is decidedly the best, inas-

much as it contains the results of the observation and reflection of a

judicious physician, in addition to those of the original author.

1 12. Martinet, L .—Manual of Pathology, containing the Symp-

toms, Diagnosis, and morbid characters of diseases: to-

gether with an exposition ofthe different methods ofexami-

nation, applicable to affections of the head, chest, and ab-

domen. By L. Martinet, D. M. P., Resident Physician

of the Hotel Dieu. Translated, with notes and additions, by

Jonas Quain, A. B., Demonstrator of Anatomy at the Me-

dical School, Aldersgate street. Second American edition.

12mo. pp. 275.

A useful little Manual. It is divided into two parts. 1. On the

General Method of Examination, applicable to all Diseases; and 2.

On Diseases of the Different Parts of the Body. It does not embrace

the Therapeutics. It is intended as a clinical guide.

3. Not Reprinted.

113. Alison, W. P.— Outlines of Pathology. By Wm. Pultnet

Alison, M. D., F. R. S. E., Fellow of the Royal College

of Physicians, and Professor of the Institutes of Medicine

in the University of Edinburgh. 8vo. pp. 333. Edinburgh,

1833.

The objects, embraced in this work, are analogous to those in the

* Manual’ of Martinet. It is divided into thirteen chapters. 1. Pre-

liminary Observations. 2. Of the Action of Causes of Sudden Death.

3. Of the Remote Causes of Disease in General. 4. Of Disordered

Action of the Heart. 5. Of Local Determinations and Congestions of

Blood, and their Immediate Effects. 6. Of Inflammation. 7. Of Idio-

pathic Fevers. 8. Of Contagious Exanthemata. 9. Of Diseased

States of the Secretions. 10. Of Diseased States of Nutrition. 11.

Of Diseased States of the Exhalations. 12. Of Diseased States of the

Blood. 13. Of Diseased States of the Nervous System.

George Morton, M.D., Late Physician to the Philadelphia Almshouse Hospital,

and Lecturer on Pathological Anatomy. Author of Illustrations of Pulmonary

Consumption, &c. 4tc. In two volumes, 8vo. pp. 563, 538. Philadelphia, 1837.
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XIII. PHYSIOLOGY.

1. American.

114. Dunolison, Robley.—Human Physiology; illustrated by

Engravings. By Robley Dunolison, M. D., Professor

of Materia Medica, Therapeutics, Hygiene and Medical

Jurisprudence in the University of Maryland; one of the

Physicians to the Baltimore Infirmary; Member of the

American Philosophical Society, &c. &c., (now Professor

of the Institutes and Medical Jurisprudence in Jefferson

Medical College.) “Vastissimi studii primas quasi lineas

circumscripsi.” Second edition, with numerous additions

and modifications. In two volumes, 8vo. pp. 546 and 566.

Philadelphia, 1836.

This work comprises a full investigation of every function, ex-

ecuted by the various organs of the body in health, and is designed

to convey accurate impressions regarding all the deeply interesting

and mysterious phenomena, that are associated with the life of man
—both as an individual and a species.

115. Henderson, Thomas.

—

Jin Epitome of the Physiology, Ge-
neral Anatomy, and Pathology of Bichat. By Thomas
Henderson, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Medicine in the Columbian College, Washington City.

8vo. pp. 326. Philadelphia, 1829.

This Epitome is in the form of question and answer.

116 . Jackson, Samuel.—The Principles of Medicine,founded on
the Structure and Functions of the Animal Organism.
By Samuel Jackson, M. D., Assistant to the Professor of
the Institutes and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medi-
cine in the University of Pennsylvania; Lecturer on The-
rapeutics and Materia Medica in the Medical Institute of
Philadelphia; \ ice-President of the Philadelphia Medical
Society; Vice-President of the College of Pharmacy;
Member of the American Philosophical Society, &c. “ Cum
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nil sine ordine et lege fiat, ita vitas nostrae integritas natu-

rali lege constat.” Hoffman. 8vo. pp. 630. Philadelphia,

1832.

This work is essentially physiological. It does not, however, con-

sider all the functions;— the reproductive, for example, being entirely

omitted. It is divided into two parts;—Part I, comprising eight

chapters. 1. Of organised bodies. 2. Of the fluids. 3. Vital pro-

perties or forces, and organic actions. 4. Of the functions. 5. The

intellectual and moral faculties. 6. Function of voluntary move-

ments. 7. Of the expressions. 8. Of sleep and dreams. Part II.

includes the organic functions, or functions ofnutrition. It is divided

into six chapters. 1. Of digestion. 2. Functions of absorption. 3.

Function of respiration. 4. Of tire function of the circulation, or the

distribution and movements of the blood or sanguine nutritive humor.

5. The functions of nutrition and secretion, and calorification. 6.

Connections of organs.

'Flic work contains much valuable matter.

117. Olivf.r, Daniel.—First Lines of Physiology, Designedfor

the Use of Students of Medicine. By Daniel Oliver,

M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice of Physic,

&c. in Dartmouth College. 8vo. pp. 520. Boston, 1835.

A creditable work, not particularly well adapted, however, for the

student, for whose use it is avowedly intended; many topics of phy-

siology being omitted, whilst others of but little value have been ex-

patiated upon.

2. Reprinted in this Country.

118. Bostock, John.—An Elementary System of Physiology.

By John Bostock, M. D., F. R. S., L. S., and H. S.,

M. R. I.. Mem. and V. Pres, of the Geological, Mem.

and late V. Pres, of the Medical and Chirurgical, and Mem.

of the Astronomical Societies of London; Mem. and late

Pres, of the Edinburgh Med. Society; Hon. Mem. of the

Literary and Philosophical, and of the Historical Societies

of New York; 1 ecturer on Chemistry at Guy’s hospital;

Professor of Physiology in the Liverpool Royal Institution,

&c. <fec. In three volumes. 8vo. pp. 416, 510, and 403.

Boston, 1825 and 1828.

By no means a superior production. In the first volume ore con-
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tained,—Introductory observations on the history of the science;

and six chapters. 1. Of membrane. 2. Of bone. 3. Of muscie.

4. Of the nervous system. 5. Of the circulation. 6. Of the blood.

—The second volume treats, 7. Of respiration. 8. Of animal tempera-

ture. 9. Of secretion. 10. Of digestion. 11. Of absorption; and the

third, 12. Of generation. 13. Of vision. 14. Of hearing. 15. Of

touch, taste and smell. 16. Of the connection of the physical and

the intellectual faculties. 17. Of association, habit, &.c. 18. Of

volition and the passions. 19. Of cranioscopy and physiognomy.

20. Of varieties and temperaments. 21. Of sleep and dreaming.

22. Of the decline and dissolution of the system. The remainder

of the volume—no less than seventy-five pages—consists of appen-

dices to the different chapters, index, 5c.c.

1 19. Blumenbach, J. F .—Elements ofPhysiology. See Elliotson.

120. Broussais, F. J. V.

—

J1 Treatise on Physiology Applied to

Puthology. By F. J. V. Broussais, M. D., Officer of the

Royal Order of the Legion of Honor, Physician-in-chief

and First Professor in the Military Hospital of Instruction

of Paris, Member of the Royal Academy of Medicine, of

the Royal Medical Society of Madrid, and the Patriotic So-

ciety of Cordova, Corresponding Member of the Society

of Emulation of Liege, of the Medical Societies of Phil-

adelphia, New Orleans, and Louvain, <fcc. &c. Translated

from the French by John Bell, M. D., Lecturer on the

Institutes of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence in the

Philadelphia Medical Institute, Senior Prescribing Physi-
cian to the Philadelphia Dispensary, &c. &c., and B. La
Roche, M. D., Lecturer on the Institutes of Medicine in

the Philadelphia School of Medicine, Member of the Ame-
rican Philosophical Society, and of the Academy of Na-
tural Sciences of Philadelphia, Fellow of the Philadelphia
College of Physicians, &c. Third American edition, with
Notes, and a copious Appendix. 8vo. pp. 666. Philadel-
phia, 1832.

1 his is the well known physiological work of the author of the
Physiological’ System of Medicine, containing the main principles

of that writer. It is divided into two parts; Part I, being subdivided
into twelve chapters. 1. Preliminary observations: idea of man. 2.
Of the composition of the human body. 3. Of the vital properties of

22*
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the tissues; vital power, and vital laws. 4. History of the functions

of relation. 5. Examination of the external surfaces of relation, or

the external senses. 6. Examination of the encephalon, and of its

spinal prolongation. 7. Examination or study of the sensations

—

instinct—the operations of the intellect. 8. Of laughter, ennui, and

sleep. 9. Corollaries on the intellectual operations and the passions.

10. Of the manner in which the exercise of the intellect and the af-

fective movements and the passions, become causes of disease. 11.

Of the muscular apparatus of relation, and of its dependencies. 12.

A 'summary of the functions of relation. Pari II, is divided into

fourteen chapters. 1. Of the organic functions in general. 2. Of

the nerves destined to the organic functions. 3. Of respiration. 4.

Appendix—on the functions of the cerebrum and cerebellum, as tend-

ing to throw light on the action of the respiratory muscles. 5. Func-

tion ofassimilation. 6. On the absorption of the nutritive substances.

7. Of the circulation of the blood. 8. Of the depurations. 9. Of the

secretions. 10. Of the internal exhalations. 11. Ofgeneral absorp-

tion. 12. Of nutrition. 13. Of generation in general. 14. Of the

development, consistence, and decay of man—of the various tempera-

ments.

The appendix contains some valuable observations by the transla.

tors, including a brief sketch of the divisions of the animal kingdom,

and of some of the prominent peculiarities of the different classes;

—

an inquiry into the functions of the nervous system; the action of the

gastric juice on the dead stomach; the phenomena of <mdosmose and

exosmose. Sc c. &.C. This is, perhaps, the most valuable portion of

the book.

121. Elliotson, John.—Human Physiology. By John Elliot-

son, M. D., Cantab. F. R. S., President of the Royal Me-

dical and Chirurgieal, and of the Phrenological Societies;

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and of

Clinical Medicine, and Dean of the Faculty, in the Uni-

versity; Senior Physician of the North London Hospital,

&c. &c., with which is incorporated, much of the elemen-

tary part of the Institutiones Physiologies of J. F. Blu-

menbach, M. D., F. R. S., Professor in the University of

Gottingen. Illustrated with numerous woodcuts. Fifth edi-

tion. Part I. 8vo. pp. 302.

This is really the translation—5th edition—as the author styles it,

of Bi.umenbach’s Physiology; now termed * Elljotson’s, because his

own matter exceeds that of Blumenbach, and because he has re-

modeled the whole. It is an interesting work—combining the results

of the facts and reasonings of two distinguished men of science; and

is elucidated with woodcuts from M. Jules Cloquet.
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The first part comprises general physiology, and the organic func-

tions. Another part will complete the work.

121. Hutin, Ph.

—

Manual of the Physiology of Man; or a con-

cise description of the phenomena of his organization. By
Ph. IIutin.

'Quidquid prsecipics, esto brevis, ut cito dicta

Forcipiant animi docilcs, tencantque fideles."

—

Hor. de Art. Poet.

Translated from the French, with notes. By Joseph
Toono, Student of Medicine. 12mo. pp. 309. Philadel-

phia, 1828.

Too brief for the wants of the physiological student, and, conse-
quently, almost out of use. M. Hutin adopts tho classification of M.
Riciierand. First Class. Functions useful to the life of the Indi-
vidual. These he divides into two orders. 1. Bv assimilating to his
own substance the aliments on which he feeds. Functions of Nutii-
tion. 2. By establishing his relations with the beings which sur-
round him Functions of Relation. Second Class. Functions which
serve to preservo the species. Generation. The Appendix is on Ages,
Individuals, Differences, Sympathies, Synergies, Death, Cadaveric
Phenomena, and Putrefaction.

122. Magendie, F.—An Elementary Compendium of Physiology

;

for the use of students. By F. Magendie, M. D. Member
of the Institute of France, Physician of the Central Cham-
ber of Admission to the Hospitals and Municipal Charities
of Paris, Professor of Anatomy, Physiology, and Semeio-
tics, Member of the Philomathic and Medical Society of
Emulation of Paris; ot the Medical Societies of Philadel-
phia, Stockholm, W ilna, the University of Dublin, of the
Philosophical Society of London, the Wetteravian Society
of Hanau, &c. Translated from the French, with copious
notes and illustrations, by E. Milligan, M. D., Licentiate
ot the Royal College of Physicians, Extraordinary Mem-
ber of the Royal Medical Society, and Lecturer on Physi-
ology and Therapeutics, Edinburgh. Revised and corrected
by a Physician of Philadelphia. With an Appendix. 8vo.
pp. 496. Philadelphia, 1824.

This ls a translation from the first edition of Mage.ndik’s ‘ Precis

'

Dr. Milligan has published a version of a later edition, but it has notbeen reprinted in the United States. A translation from the first edi
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lion was likewise published by Dr. Revere, Professor of the Theory
and Practice of Physic in Jefferson Medical College, which went into

a second edition. Both translations are now nearly out of print.

123. Richerand, A.

—

Elements of Physiology. By A. Richerand,

Professor of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, Member of

the Academies of Vienna, Petersburg, Madrid, Turin, &c.

Translated from the French. By G. J. M. De Lys, M. D.

Fifth edition, carefully revised, after the ninth and latest

French edition, and supplied with notes, and a copious

appendix. By James Copland, M. D., Lecturer on Phy-

siology, Principles of Pathology, and the nature and treat-

ment of diseases; Consulting Physician to Queen Charlotte’s

Lying-in Hospital, Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary

for children, Member ot the Royal College of Physicians,

London, &c. Second edition. 8vo. pp. 480. New York,

1833.

The author is one of the most fanciful of physiological speculators;

yet his work has had the merit of attracting the attention of the pro-

fession and the public to the interesting and important subject of

physiology, more perhaps than any other. The English editor’s>

notes, which occupy ninety-four pages, are replete with intelligence;

and greatly enhance the value of the work.

124. Roget, P. M.—Animal and Vegetable Physiology , consi-

dered with reference to Natural Theology. By Peter

Mark Roget, M. D., Secretary to the Royal Society, Ful-

lerian Professor of Physiology in the Royal Institution

of Great Britain, Vice President of the Society of Arts,

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Consulting

Physician to the Queen Charlotte’s Lying-in-Hospital, and

to the Northern Dispensary, &c. &c. In two volumes,

8vo. pp. 408, 463.

The author of this treatise has been long known as a prosecutor

of physiological researches, and as a zealous investigator of physical

laws and phenomena. He was, accordingly, well worthy of selection

for composing a treatise on comparative physiology. The medical

—

as well as the general—student is usually but little acquainted with

the first principles of natural history. To him the work will be a

valuable introduction.

The division, adopted by Dr. Roget, is into four parts. 1. The

Mechanical Functions. 2. The Vital Functions. 3. The Sensorial
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Functions, and 4. The Re-productive Functions. The number of

marginal woodcuts is 463.

To the first volume is prefixed an outline oTCuvikr’s classification

of animals, with examples of animals belonging to each division.

3. Not Reprinted.

125. Alison, W. P.

—

Outlines of Physiology. With an Appendix,

containing heads oflectures on Therapeutics. By William

Ptjlteney Alison, M. D., F. R. S. E., Fellow of the Royal

College of Physicians, and Professor of the Institutes of

Medicine in the University of Edinburgh. 8vo. pp. 452.

Edinburgh, 1831.

A useful little work; the chief fault being its brevity-

126. Mayo, Herbert.

—

Outlines of Human Physiology. By Her-
bert Mayo, F. R. S., Professor of Anatomy and Sur-

gery to the Royal College of Surgeons, Lecturer on Ana-
tomy in the School of Great Windmill Street, Surgeon to

the Middlesex Hospital, &c. <fcc. Second edition, 8vo. pp.
551. London, 1829.

0

The edition before us is not the last ofthese useful ‘ Outlines.’ A re-

print was announced some time ago in Cincinnati, but it has not ap-
peared. The chapters are seventeen in number. 1. Of Life and Or-
ganization. 2. Of Blood. 3. Of Muscular Action. 4. Of the Forces
which circulate the Blood. 5. Of the Pulmonary Circulation. 6. Of
the Circulation through the Body. 7. Of Digestion. 8. Of the Lac-
teal and Lymphatic Vessels. 9. Of the Urinary Organs. 10. Of the
Skin. 11. Of the Brain and Nerves. 12. Of the Organs of the Senses.
13. Of the Human Voice. 14. Of the AtUtudes and Movements of
Man. 15. Of Generation. 16. Of Growth and Reparation. 17. Of
tlie Varieties of the Human Species.

There are a few marginal copperplate illustrations.

127. Piedemann, Frederic.—A Systematic Treatise on Compara-
tive Physiology, introductory to the Physiology of Man.
Translated, with notes, from the German of Frederic
Tiedemann, Professor of Anatomy, &c. By James Manby
Gully, M. D., and J. Hunter Lane, M. D., F. L. S.,
&c. Vol. I. London, 1834. 8vo. pp. 431.

A translation of the first volume of Tiedf.maxn’s Physiologic
d e s M c n s c h c n,—a work containing a great amount of valuahlo
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matter. It is divided into two Books, comprising, 1. A Comparison

between Living Bodies and those devoid of Life; and 2. A Parallel

between Animals and Vegetables. In this division is contained the

History of the Functions of Nutrition—Of the Disengagement of

Imponderable Matters, and ofMotion.

XIV. PRACTICE OF PHYSIC.

See XII. Pathology and Therapeutics.

XV. SURGERY.

%

1. American.

128. Doane, Sidney A.

—

Surgery Illustrated. Compiled from the

works of Cutler, Hind, Velpeau, and Blasius. With fifty

two plates. By A. Sidney Doane, A. M., M. D. Royal

8vo. pp. 200. New York, 1836.

The basis of this is the works of Cutler and Gerdy on Bandages,

Hind on Fractures of the Bones of the Extremities, Velpeau on Ope-

rative Medicine, and Blasius’s Graphic Illustrations of Surgery

(German.)

The plates are fifly-two in number, lithographed, and comprise re-

presentations of the most approved instruments and operations of

modern surgeons.

Dr. Doane’s work cannot fail to be of signal advantage to the stu-

dent, and a useful accompaniment to the surgeon, in country situa-

tions especially.

129. Dorsey, J. S.—Elements of Surgery,for the use of Students,

ivith Plates. By John Sing Dorsey, M. D., Professor ol

Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania, one of the

Surgeons to the Pennsylvania Hospital, and the Philadel-
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phia Alms House, &c. In two volumes, 8vo. Third edi-

tion, with notes. By J. Randolph, M. D,

“ for want oftimely care

Millions have died of medicable wounds.”—

A

rmstrong.

pp. 440, 492. Philadelphia, 1823.

This work of the lamented author was originally intended as a text

book for the use of students in the University of Pennsylvania; but

it is now superseded by the work of the present Professor of Sur-

gery in that institution. It is illustrated by twenty-eight plates, exhi-

biting, 1. The interrupted suture. 2. Percy’s bullet forceps. 3.

Earle’s bed. 4. Bandages for fractured clavicle. 5. Deformity from
the fracture of the condyles of the os humeri. 6. Fractures of the

thigh. 7. Dessault’s apparatus for fractured thigh. 8. Physick's mo-
dification of Dessault’s apparatus. 9. Apparatus for fractured leg.

10. Reduction of a luxated thigh. 11. Trepanning instruments. 12.

Carcinoma of the eye. 13. Pterygium, eye instruments, See. 14.

Ditto. Ditto. 15. Cannula for laryngotomy. 16. Hernia, umbilical
truss, Ac. 17. Strangulated hernia. 18. Bougie. 19. Lancet for

dividing strictures of the urethra. 20. The gorget of Dr. Physick.
21. Modo of securing the pudic artery when divided. 22. Guarded
bistoury. 23. Inguinal aneurism. 24. Aneurismal varix. 25. Bed
for diseased spine. 26. Clubfoot 27. Tumour on the back. 28.
Apparatus for clubfoot

130. Gibson, William.—The Institutes and Practice of Surgery,
being the outlines of a course of lectures. By William
Gibson, M. D., Professor of Surgery in the University of
Pennsylvania, Surgeon and Clinical Lecturer to the Alms
House Infirmary, &c.

11 Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem,
Quamqu® sunt oculis subjects fidelibus.”—Hor.

Fourth edition, greatly enlarged. In two volumes. 8vo.
pp. 468, 409.

The text-book to the author’s lectures in the University of Penn-
sylvania. It is elucidated by numerous well executed copperplate
engravings of diseases and apparatus, and is a meritorious pro-
daction.

2. Reprinted in this Country.

131. Abernethy, John.

—

Lectures on the Theory and Practice of
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Surgery. By John Abernethy, F. R. S. <fcc. 8vo. pp.

190. New York, 1830.

These are the lectures delivered by the celebrated author to his

class at Bartholomew’s Hospital. They are divided into three sec-

tions—Sect. I. “Of the Disturbances of the System in General, which

are produced by local affections.” This is subdivided into three chap-

ters. General Effects of Local Disease, Injury, or Irritation. Parti-

cular Effects of Local Disease, Injury, or Irritation. Disturbances

of the Alimentary Organs, and their Influence on the System. Sect.

II. “Of Local Diseases, which may occur very generally throughout

the body;” embracing Phlegmon, Chronic Inflammation, Irritative In-

flammation, Inflammation producing Furuncle, Carbuncle, and

Anthrax, Mortification, (Edema, Interstitial, Progressive, and Ulcer-

ative Absorption. Sect. III. “Of Local Diseases, which occur in

particular textures throughout the body;” embracing diseases of the

absorbent vessels and glands, of local nervous affections, wry neck,

neuralgia, of diseases of the skin, of the diseases of bones; of diseases

of joints, of diseases induced by extraneous causes, of fractures and

their treatment, of injuries to joints, dislocations, and their treatment,

of injuries from chemical agency, burns, scalds, and their treatment;

and lastly, diseases having poisonous qualities.

132. Averill, Charles.—Jl Short Treatise on Operative Sur-

gery, describing the principal operations as they are prac-

tied in England and France; designedfor the use of Stu-

dents in operating on the dead body. By Charles Ave-

rill, Surgeon, Cheltenham, Fellow of the Royal College

of Surgeons, London.

“Elle (chirurgie operative) “sera toujours la partie la

plus efficace de l’art de guerir entre les mains des hommes

qui la cultiveront avec l’application qu’elle merite et avec

les lumieres qu’elle exige.” Memoires de L’Academie

Royale de Chirurgie. First American edition, with ad-

ditions. By John Bell, M. D. Philadelphia, 1823. 12mo.

The work of Averill was regarded as an excellent surgical manual

at the time it was published; and it was rendered still more valuable

by the additions of the American Editor. In the progressive state of

surgery, however, any work published thirteen years ago must ncccs-

sarily be behind the times.

133 . Bourgery.—A Treatise on Lesser Surgery; or the Minor

Surgical Operations. By Bourgery, D. M. P., Author of
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“ A Complete Treatise on Human Anatomy, comprising

Operative Medicine.” Translated from the French, with

Notes and an Appendix. By Wm. B. Roberts and James

B. Kjssam. Imperial 8vo. pp. 404. New York, 1834.

A useful volume, containing much that is indispensable to be
known, and that is passed over in many of the works on operative

surgery,—as the adaptation of the bandage, the introduction of the

catheter, the dressing of wounds, venesection, 4c. 4c.
The notes and appendix, by the American translator, comprise

much useful and appropriate matter.

134. Burns, John.—The Principles of Surgery, volume first, con-

taining the Doctrine and Practice relating to Inflamma-
tion and its various consequences, tumours, aneurisms,
ivounds, and the states connected with them. By John
Burns, M. D., Regius Professor of Surgery in the Uni-
versity of Glasgow. 8vo. pp. 550. London, 1831.

This is the only volume that has been published. The work has
not taken with the profession, and may possibly stop there.

135. Cooper, Sir Astley.— The Lectures of Sir Astley Cooper,
Part., F. R. S., Surgeon to the King, 8,-c., on the Princi-
ples and Practice of Surgery; with additional notes and
cases. By Frederick Tyrrel, Esq., Surgeon to St.
Thomas’s Hospital, and to the London Ophthalmic Infir-
mary. Third American, from the last London edition. 8vo.
Three volumes, pp. 260, 383, 393. With six plates.

The work of a veteran teacher and observer. An edition has been
published by Carkv 4 Hart, of Philadelphia, in one volume.

130. Cooper, Samoel.-TAe Fir,l Lint, of ,he Pratiict of Sur-
gery, Designed as an Introduction for Students, and a
Concise Book of Referencefor Practitioners. By Samuel
Cooper, Surgeon to the Forces; Member of the Royal
College of Surgeons, and of the Medical and Chiruraical
T.ociety of Loild°n; Member of the Medical Society of
Marseilles; Honorary Fellow of the Academy of Natural
Se.encesatCatanea, &c. &c. With Notes, by Alexander

sitv o^N^ V
’ D-, Profess0r of Surgery in the Univer-

u> of New \ork; Surgeon to the New York Hospital-
^Consulting Physician of the New York Dispensary; Mem-
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ber of the New York Literary and Philosophical Society;

of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; and

of the Linnean Society of New England. And additional

Notes, by Samuel M‘Clellan, M. D., Professor of Ana-

tomy in Jefferson Medical College, &c. Fourth American,

from the fifth London edition, revised and corrected. In

two volumes, 8vo. pp. 440, 462. Philadelphia, 1835.

Much used as a text book, wherever the English language is

spoken. The author is well versed in the different modern languages

of Europe, and has laid their writers under contribution for useful

matter. There are eleven copperplate engravings of surgical instru-

ments, &c.

The notes of the American editors are not very numerous, but

they arc apposite.

137. Cooper, Samuel.—A Dictionary ofPractical Surgery; Com-

prehending all the most Interesting Improvements,from
the Earliest Times down to the Present Period; an Ac-

count of the Instruments and Pemedies Employed in

Surgery; the Etymology and Signification of the Prin-

cipal Terms; and Numerous Deferences to Ancient and

Modern Works; forming a 1 Catalogue RaisonnP of

Surgical Literature. By Samuel Cooper, Surgeon to the

King’s Bench, ofthe Bloomsbury Dispensary, &c. &c. From

the sixth London edition, revised, corrected and enlarged.

With numerous Notes and additions, embracing all the

principal improvements and greater operations introduced

and performed by American Surgeons. By David Meredith

Reese, M. D., Licentiate in Surgery and Midwifery; Ho-

norary Member of the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of

Maryland, and of the Medical Society of Maryland, &c.

&c. In two volumes, pp. 489 and 510. New York,

1830.

This work has acquired the author great reputation. It is more

known and appreciated than his ‘ First Lines;’ but the latter work is

perhaps better adapted for a text book. The fact of its being ste-

reotyped in tliis country is a drawback to it; inasmuch as it

cannot easily be modified so as to correspond with the successive

English editions. It is an excellent book of reference.

138. Hennen, John.—Principles of Military Surgery, Compri-
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sing Observations on the Arrangement, Police, and Prac-

tice of Hospitals, and on the History, Treatment, and

Anomalies of Variola and Syphilis. Illustrated with

Cases and Dissections. By John Hennen, M. D., F.

R. S. E., Inspector of Military Hospitals. First American

from the Third London edition. With a life of the author,

by his son, Dr. John Hennen. 8vo.

The work of an experienced and accurate observer. It contains

—

besides introductory remarks on the history, See., of military sur-

gery—observations on the preparatory steps on taking the field,

—

general nature and first treatment of wounds—preparation, arrange-

ment, and selection of hospitals,—dressings and general medical

treatment—extraction of foreign bodies—contusions and other serious

injuries—injuries of the bones—injuries of the joints—contracted ex-

tremities—injuries of the blood-vessels—injuries of the nerves—gene-

ral affections of the system—hospital gangrene, and ordinary morti-

fication—tetanus—amputation—wounds of the head—injuries of the

eye, ear, fuce and neck—wounds of the thorax—wounds of the ab-

domen—miscellaneous remarks on the examination of recruits, and

medical topography—feigned diseases—variola and vaccination and

syphilis;—with an appendix, containing the present improved scale of

British hospital dietary.

139. Principles of Surgery. By John Pearson, F. R. S., Senior

Surgeon of the Lock Hospital and Asylum, Surgeon of the

Public Dispensary, and Reader on the Principles and Prac-

tice of Surgery. “ Rationalem quidem puto Chirurgiam

esse debere, instrui vero ab evidentibus causis; obscuris

omnibus, non a cogitalione artificis, sed ab ipsa arte re-

jectis. Aur. Corn. Celsus in Praefat. 8vo. pp. 122.

In the ‘Library of Practical Medicine,’ published by order

of the Massachusetts Medical Society, for the use of its

fellows. Vol. II. Boston, 1832.
0

An excellent work, by an experienced surgeon; adapted to

medical library, but inadequate as a guide to the student.

140. Syme, James.— The Principles of Surgery. By James Syme,
F. R. S., E., Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London and Edinburgh, Surgeon to the Edinburgh Sur-

gical Hospital, and Lecturer on Surgery in Edinburgh. 8vo.

pp. 375. Philadelphia, 1832.

A text book to the surgical lectures of the author. The con-
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tents are—on inflammation, mortification, effusion, absorption, gra-

nulation, suppuration, diseased nutrition, surgery of the blood-vessels;

external injuries; amputation; affections of the bones, joints, muscles,

and tendons.

141. Tavernier, A.

—

Elements of Operative Surgery. Translated

from the French of A. Tavernier, Doctor of Medicine of

the Faculty of Paris, Late Surgeon of the Third Regiment

of Marine Artillery, Secretary General of the Athenteum

of Medicine of Paris, <fec. <fec. With copious Notes and

additions, by S. D. Gross, M. D., Gorresponding Member

of the Athenaeum of Medicine of Paris, (fee. <fcc. “ Manu

strenua, stabili, nec unquam intremiscente.”

—

Celsus. 8vo.

pp. 448. Philadelphia, 1829.

The work is divided into seven chapters, which treat.— 1. Of ope-

rations in general. 2. Of the rules concerning common surgical

operations. 3. Of the diseases common to the different regions of

the body. 4. Of the diseases of particular regions. The introduction

contains a history of surgery, which, Ur. Gross remarks, has been

taken almost verbatim from tho edition of Mr. Cooper’s ‘Surgical

Dictionary,’ published in 1825.

3. Not Reprinted.

142. Alcock, Thomas.—Lectures on Practical and Medical Sur-

gery, Comprising Observations and Refections on Sur-

gical Education; on the Investigation of Disease; and on

the Ordinary Duties of the Surgeon;forming part of an

Extended Course on the Principles and Practice of Sur-

gery, delivered in 1828 and 1829. Illustrated by En-

gravings. By Thomas Alcock, Member of the Royal

College of Surgeons in London,—of the Medical and Chi-

rurgical Society, of the Medical Society of London, <fec. <fec.

The author of this work was a skilful surgeon, and excellent man.

The lectures contain much useful practical matter, conveyed in an

easy intelligent manner.

The plates are executed by Mr. Alcock’s own hand, and arc illus-

trative of the subjects, for which they were introduced. They are

twelve in number, and are on the surgical anatomy of the vessels.

The appendix contains.— 1. An outline of the general anatomy of the

mucous membranes. 2. Regulations proposed for the guidance of

students in the performance and explanation of a scries of surgical
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operations. 3. A series of surgical operations performed—upon the

dead subject—and explained by students attending Mr. Alcock’s

lectures, under his immediate superintendence, during the spring of

1 829. 4. Prospectus of Mr. Alcock’s lectures for the season of 1829

and 1830; and lastly, the previous publications of the author.

143. Ballingall, Sir George.—Outlines of the Course of Lec-

tures on Military Surgery, delivered in the University

of Edinburgh. By Sir George Ballinoall, M. D.,

F. R. S. E., Regius Professor of Military Surgery, Fellow

of the Royal College of Surgeons, Surgeon Extraordinary

to the King, one of the Surgeons to the Royal Infirmary,

Consulting Surgeon to the Edinburgh Surgical Hospital,

and Member of the Medico-Chirurgical Societies of Edin-

burgh, Fife, and Berlin. 8vo. pp. 589. Edinburgh, 1833.

The course is divided into three parts: the first embracing numer-
ous topics connected with the formation, discipline, and economy of
armies, "and which, although not exclusively of a professional nature,

are yet highly important to the health of the soldier;" the second embrj-
cingthoso surgical accidents and diseases peculiarly incidcntto military

and naval men, and to which the nature of the profession exposes them
in all quarters of the world; and the third comprising “the consideration

of diseases incident to troops on foreign stations, and of those sem-
blances of disease, which the military or naval surgeon frequently
finds it more difficult to combat than the reality.”

The outlines contain much important matter, from the observation
of a surgeon of eminence.

144. Bell, John.—The Principles of Surgery, as they relate to

wounds, ulcers, fstulse, aneurisms, tvounded arteries,

fractures of the limbs, tumours, the operations of trepan
and Lithotomy. Also of the duties of the Military and
Hospital Surgeon. By John Bell. A new edition, with
commentaries, and a critical inquiry into the practice of
Surgery. By Charles Bell, Professor of Anatomy and
Surgery to the Royal College of Surgeons in London, Sur-
geon to the Middlesex Hospital, &c. In four volumes.
With engravings, and marginal illustrations. 8vo. pp. 535,
620, 432, 480. London, 1826.

A valuable work, written in a most seductive style, and by a distin-
guished surgeon and teacher. The plates, many of them of morbid
affections, are admirably executed, from drawings by the lamented
author. The wood cuts or marginal illustrations merit equal com-

23*
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mendation. The additions, made to his brother’s text, by Sir Charles

Bell, are worthy of his reputation.

145. Hooper, Robert.

—

Tht Surgeon’s Vade Mecum, containing

the symptoms , causes, diagnosis, prognosis, and treat-

ment of Surgical diseases, accompanied by engravings, to

illustrate the modern and approved methods of operating;

also select formula: of prescriptions, and a glossary of

terms. The third edition, greatly enlarged. 12nto. pp. 395.

London, 1824.

A useful little manual for the surgical student, but insufficient to

supply the want of the larger treatises. It was originally written by

Dr. lloorER, but the third edition was prepared by the author of these

pages.

14G. Lawrence, William.

—

Lectures on Surgery, Medical and

Operative, as delivered in the Theatre of St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital, lly William Lawrence, F. R. S., Late

Professor of Anatomy and Surgery to the Royal College of

Surgeons in London, Surgeon to St. Bartholomew’s Hospi-

tal, and Lecturer on Surgery at that Hospital, &c. &e. &c.

12mo. pp. 374. London.

Evidently an imperfect copy of the lectures of this eminent sur-

geon. The volume is chiefly occupied with his lectures on the nature,

classification, &.C. of diseases, inflammation and its terminations, the

pathology and the treatment of fever, wounds, tetanus, hydrophobia,

and specific diseases, scrofula, syphilis, and gonorrhtca.

147. Liston, Robert.—Elements of Surgery. By Robert Lis-

ton, Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons in Edin-

burgh, Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary, Senior Surgeon to

the Royal Dispensary for the city and county of Edin-

burgh, Lecturer on Surgery, &c. <fcc. In three parts, com-

prising so many volumes. 8vo. pp. 318, 334, and 409.

Edinburgh, 1831, 1832.

Intended as a compendium or guide for such students us resort

to Edinburgh to acquire their surgical education. In Scotland, the

field was formerly occupied by the systems of Latta, B. Bell, and

Allan, “but it being now vacant,” Mr. Liston has endeavoured to

supply the deficiency, by reducing the heads ol his loctures into the

present form.
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XVII. MISCELLANEOUS MEDICAL WORKS.

MONOGRAPHIC AND POLYGRAPHIC.

148. Abercrombie, John.—Pathological and Practical Researches

on Diseases of the Stomachy the Intestinal Canal, the

Liver, and other viscera of the Mdomen. By John Aber-

crombie, M. I)., Professor of the Royal College of Physi-

cians of Edinburgh, &c., and First Physician to his Majesty

in Scotland. 8vo. pp. 416. Philadelphia, 1830.

149. Do. Do.

—

Pathological and Practical Researches on

Diseases of the Brain, and the Spinal Cord. By John

Abercrombie, M. I)., Fellow of the Royal College of Phy-

sicians of Edinburgh, &c., and First Physician to his Ma-

jesty in Scotland. First American from the second Edin-

burgh edition, enlarged. 8vo. pp. 464. Philadelphia, 1831.

Two excellent pathological and practical works, from one of the

best medical writers and observers of the day. The latter work is in

its second Americau edition, (1836.)

150. Do. Do.

—

Inquiries concerning the Intellectual Powers,
and the Investigation of Truth. By John Abercrombie,
M. D., F. R. S., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians

in Edinburgh, <tc., and First Physician to his Majesty in

Scotland. From the second Edinburgh edition. 12mo. pp.
349. New York, 1832.

An admirable psychological work for the medical student as well
as the practitioner. It is divided into four parts. 1. Of the Nature
and Extent of our Knowledge of Mind. 2. Of the Origin of our
Knowledge ofFacts relating both to Matter and Mind. 3. Of the In-
tellectual Operations. 4. Application of the rules of philosophical inves-
tigation to Medical Science; and 5. View of the Qualities and Acquire-
ments which constitute a well regulated mind.

151. Andral, G.— The Clinique Medicede: or Reports of Medical
Cases. By G. Andral, &c. Condensed and translated,

with observations, extracted from the writings of the most
distinguished medical authors. By D. Spillan, M. D.
Parts 1, 2, and 3. 8v0 . pp. 608. London, 1835.

A well known and highly esteemed clinical work, much of which
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has been long before the public in its French form. The first part on

“ Fevers,” was published in 1 823.

1 52. Arnott, Neil.

—

Elements ofPhysics, or Natural Philosophy,

General and Medical, explained independently of technical

mathematics, and containing new disquisitions and prac-

tical suggestions. In two volumes. By Neil Arnott,

M. D., of the Royal College of Physicians. Second Ame-

rican from the fourth London edition, with additions. By

Isaac Hays, A. M., M. D., &c. 8vo. pp. 552, 232.

A work which ought to be read by every medical student. The

first volume only is edited by Dr. Hays. It is divided into three parts.

1. The Fundamental Truths minutely examined, and used to explain

the general constitution of Material Substances, and of the motions

going on among them. 2. Doctrines of Solids or Mechanics. 3. Doc-

trines of Fluids, or Hydrodynamics.

There are two Appendices to the volume—the first on Animal

Mechanics; the second on Animal Hydrostatics and Hydraulics, and

embracing the Circulation, Respiration and Voice, Digestion, Urinary

Secretion, and Uterine Phenomena.

The second volume comprehends the subjects of light and heat.

153. Bateman, Thomas.—A Practical Synopsis of Cutaneous Dis-

eases, according to the arrangement of Dr. Willan, ex-

hibiting a concise view of the Diagnostic Symptoms, and

the Method of Treatment. By Thomas Bateman, M. D.,

F. L. S., Physician to the Public Dispensary, and to the

Fever Institution. First American from the fourth London

edition. Philadelphia, 1818. 8vo. pp. 348.

The author was the coadjutor and successor of Willan, in the

Classification and description of Cutaneous Diseases.

The works of Cazcnuve and Schedel,* Plumbe.t and Rayer.l are

now perhaps more employed.

154. Beck, John B.

—

Researches in Medicine and Medical Juris-

ts \ Practical Synopsis of Cutaneous Diseases. By A. Caienave, M. D., and

H. E. Schedel, M.D. Translated from the French, by R. E. Griffith, M. D. Phi-

ladelphia, 1829.

t A Practical Treatise on the Diseases of the Skin, arranged with a view to

their constitutional causes, and local characters. By Samuel Plumbe. Third

edition. London, 1829.

t Theoretical and Practical Treatise on the Diseases of the Skin. By P. Rayer,

&.C. Second edition. London, 1835.
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prudence. Ry John B. Beck, M. D., Professor of Mate-

ria Medica and Medical Jurisprudence in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of New York, one of the Physi-

cians to the New York Hospital, Corresponding Member
of the Royal Academy of Medicine of Paris, Correspond-

ing Member of the Medical Society of London, &c. &c.

Second edition. 8vo. pp. 258. New York, 1835.

All the papers in this volume have previously appeared in print.

They arc.—1. On Infanticide. 2. On Acute Laryngitis. 3. On the

non-contagiousness of Yellow Fever. 4. On Onychia Maligna. 5.

On Ulceration and Perforation of the Stomach.

The valuable essay on Infanticide is from the ‘ Elements of Medical

Jurisprudence* of Dr. Beck’s brother and himself.

155. Bell, Sir Charles.— The Nervous System of the Human
Body; embracing the papers delivered to the Royal So-

ciety on the Subject of the Nerves. By Charles Bell,

F. R. S. 8vo. pp. 230. Washington, 1833.

A reprint from the bcnutiftil English quarto, and a complete anti-

thesis to it in every thing that regards the mechanical execution. The
plates arc nine in number, all inferior, and some execrable.

150. Bell, John.

—

On Baths arid Mineral JTuters. In two Parts.

1 art I. A full account of the hygienic and curative powers
ot cold, tepid, warm, hot and vapour baths, and of sea
bathing. Part II. A history of the chemical composition
and medicinal properties of the chief mineral springs of the
United Stales and of Europe. By John Bell, M. D.,
Lecturer on the Institutes of Medicine and Medical Juris-
prudence, Member of the Medical and Kappa Lambda So-
cieties, and Fellow of the College of Physicians, Philadel-
phia, and of the Georgofili Society of Florence, &c. &c.
12mo. pp. 532. Philadelphia, 1831.

The ample title indicates the objects of the work, which are fulfilled
in a happy manner. The author is a learned physician, and a prac-
tised writer.

157. Bell, Thos.—The Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases ofthe.
Teeth. By Thomas Bell, F. R. S., F. G. S., Member
of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, &c., Lecturer
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on the Anatomy and the Diseases of Teeth at Guy’s Hospi-

tal, and Surgeon Dentist to that Institution, pp. 551. Phi-

ladelphia, 1831.

The production of an intelligent gentlemen, who is weli versed in

the different departments of his profession, and of natural science in

general. It is divided into two parts;—the first embracing the ana-

tomy and physiology, and the second
,
the diseases &c. of the teeth.

The work is illustrated by eleven plates—of the teeth; the changes

prior to, and during, dentition; dental instruments, &c.

158. Bryant, Thomas S.—Examinations in Anatomy and Phy-

siology; being a complete series of questions and answers,

designed and intended as preparatory to examinations at

the different medical schools throughout the United States,

and for those who are about to present themselves before

the army and naval boards; to which are annexed tables

of the bones, muscles, and arteries. By Thomas Syden-

ham Bryant, M. D., Surgeon United States Army. 12mo.

pp. 404. Philadelphia, 1835.

The title sufficiently indicates the nature of the contents.

159. Burns, Allan.— Observations on the Surgical Anatomy of

the Head and Neck; illustrated by cases and engravings.

By Allan Burns, Member of the Royal College of Sur-

geons, London, and Lecturer on Anatomy and Surgery,

Glasgow. First American edition, with a life of the author,

and additional cases and observations. By Granville

Sharp Pattison, Surgeon, Professor of Surgery in the

University of Maryland, &c. &c. 8vo. pp. 512. Baltimore.

The work of an excellent surgeon, and on a most interesting part

of Surgical Anatomy. The plates are ten in number. 1. Anterior

view of arteria innominata. 2. Posterior view of do. 3. Of aortic

aneurism. 4. Connections &c. of sub-clavian artery. 5. Tumour be-

tween hyoid bone and thyroid cartilage. 6. Distribution of portio dura.

7. Tumour near the parotid duct. S. Anastomozing aneurism around

the orbit, and tumour of lachrymal gland. 9. Openings of nasal si-

nuses into the nose; and 10. Relations of the rima glottidis.

160. Chase, Heber.—Treatise on the Radical Cure of Hernia, by

instruments; embracing an analysis of the mechanical
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properties of the various trusses now in use, a description

of the nciv instruments invented by the author, and gene-

ral directions to patientsfor the safe employment of these

instruments, with hints to surgeons in their application,

S)-c.\ with numerous illustrations. By Heber Chase,

M. D., Honorary Member of the Philadelphia Medical

Society, &c. 8vo. pp. 195. Philadelphia, 1836.

The author has evidently thoroughly studied his subject, and his

explanations are so perspicuous, that no doubt ought to remain in the

mind of the reader regarding the principle or position which he is de-

sirous of enforcing.

The work is well worthy the attention of the surgeon.

161. Christison, Robert.—A Treatise on Poisons, in relation to

Medical Jurisprudence, Physiology, and the Practice of
Physic. By Robert Christison, M. D., Professor of
Materia Medica in the University of Edinburgh, Fellow of
the Royal College of Physicians, and Royal Society of
Edinburgh, Member of the Medico-Chirurgical and Royal
Medical Societies of Edinburgh, Honorary Member of the
Portsmouth and Portsea Literary and Philosophical Insti-

tution, and of the Hunterian Medical Society of Edinburgh,
Corresponding Member of the Royal Academy of Medi-
cine of Paris, and the Hufelandian Medico-Chirurgical So-
ciety of Berlin. Third edition. 8vo. pp. 870. Edinburgh
1836.

An invaluable work on every branch of Toxicology, and on every
bearing of the subject

J

It is divided into two parts. Part I. embracing General Poisoning,
and Part II. Individual Poisons.

162. Clark, James.

—

A Treatise on Pulmonary Consumption,
comprehending an inquiry into the cause, nature, preven-
tion, and treatment of tuberculous and scrofulous diseases
in general. By James Clark, M. D., F. R. S., &c. In
one volume, 8vo. Philadelphia, 1835.

The basis of this work is the excellent article on • Tubercular
Phthis.s,’ by the author, in the ‘ Cyclopedia of Practical Medicine 1

e ite by Drs. Forbes, Tweedie, and Conolly;—all practised wri
ters^and °f g^at repute^the first and the last being now editors of
the British and Foreign Medical Review."
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Dr. Clark has been long and favourably known on this side of the

Atlantic for bis work on Climates. The present volume cannot fail to

add to his reputation.

163. Combe, Andrew.— The Physiology of Digestion considered

with relation to the Principles of Dietetics. By Andrew
Combe, M. D., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians

of Edinburgh, and Physician in Ordinary to their Majes-

ties the King and Queen of the Belgians. “ Nor is it left

arbitrary at the will and pleasure of every man to do as he

list; after the dictates of a depraved humour and extravagant

pliancy, or live at what rate he pleaseth; but every one is

bound to observe the Injunctions and Law of Nature, upon

the penalty of forfeiting their health, strength, and liberty

—the true and long enjoyment of themselves.”

—

Main-

wayringe. 12mo. pp. 310. New York, 1836.

Intended rather for the public than the profession. The work is

divided into two parts. 1. Physiology of Digestion. 2. The Principles

of Dietetics viewed in relation to the Laws of Digestion.

It is elucidated by a few marginal wood cuts.

-11 l?i >!• '

164. Cooper, Sir Astlev.—J1 Treatise on Dislocations and Frac-

tures of the Joints. By Sir Astley Cooper, Bart.,

F. R. S., Sergeant Surgeon to the King, &c. &c. &c. Se-

cond American from the sixth London edition. Revised

and greatly improved, with the addition of numerous and

valuable illustrations. To which are added, the notes or

references to the first American edition. By the late John

D. Godman, M. D., Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology,

Professor of Physiology in the Philadelphia Museum,

Member of the Academy of Natural Sciences, &c. &c. 8vo.

pp. 616.

A standard work—it need hardly be said—when we regard the

source whence it proceeds. It contains thirty-four excellent copper-

plate engravings, illustrating the pathological and practical topics dis-

cussed in its pages.

105. Copland, James.—A Dictionary of Practical Medicine:

Comprising general pathology, the nature and treatment of

diseases, morbid structures, and the disorders especially
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incidental to climates, to the sex, and to the different epochs

of life; with numerous prescriptions for the medicines re-

commended, a classification of diseases according to patho-

logical principles, a copious bibliography, with references;

and an appendix of approved formulae : the whole forming

a Library of Pathology and Practical Medicine, and a

digest of Medical Literature. By James Copland, M. D.,

Consulting Physician to Queen Charlotte’s Lying-in Hos-

pital; Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases

of Children; Member of the Royal College of Physicians,

London; Member of the Medical and Chirurgical Societies

of London and Berlin, &c. Parts I. and II. pp. 564.

Boston, 1834.

A most valuable work by one of tho n»*t learned physicians of

the day. Only two parts have as yet been reprinted in this country;

the second proceeding as tar as the article ‘ Disease.’

166. De wees, M . P.—A Treatise on the Medical and Moral Treat-

ment of Children.—By Wm. P. Dew ees, M. D., Adjunct
Professor of Midwifery in the University of Pennsylvania,

Member of the American Philosophical Society, of the

Royal Medical Society of Denmark, of the Philadelphia

Medical Society, Lecturer on Midwifery, &c. &c. Fifth

edition. 8vo. pp. 548. Philadelphia, 1834.

167. Do. Do.

—

A Treatise on the Diseases of Females.—By Wm.
P. Dewees, M. D., Professor of Midwifery in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Member of the American Philo-
sophical Society, of the Royal Medical Society of Den-
mark, &c. &c. Fifth edition, revised, and corrected. Phi-
ladelphia, 1835.

Like all the productions from the same fount, these volumes com-
prise much solid practical matter.

riie ‘ Treatise on the Diseases of Females’ contains several plates
—of carcinoma uteri, polypus, fleshy tubercle, hydatids, cauliflower
excrescence, ulcerated carcinoma, pessaries, &c.

108. Ducatel, J. T. A Manual of Practical Toxicology: con-
densedfrom Dr. Christison's Treatise on Poisons. With
Notes and Additions. By J. T. Ducatel, M. D., Profes-
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sor of Chemistry and Pharmacy in the University of Mary-

land, Member of the American Philosophical Society,

Honorary Member of the Philadelphia College of Phar-

macy, a Vice President of the American Academy of Sci-

ence and Literature, Corresponding Member of the Geor-

golili of Florence, of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, Columbian Institute of Washington, &c. &c.

12mo. pp. 341. Baltimore, 1833.

.
; i:.;, >| . ,

-

In condensing Dr. CnnisTisoN’s 1 Treatise,’ Professor Ducatel has

limited the selection of facts to, such as appertain to practical toxi-

cology nlon'c. “ The notes and additions consist chiefly of explanatory

observations on the text, which is to bo understood as exclusively com-

piled from Dr. Christison’s Treatise; a tabular view of the class of

irritant poisons; references to the chief pharmaceutical and artifi-

cial preparations, containing ingredients ranked among poisons; fuller

accounts of the mode of treatment for several poisons, principally as

regards tile chemical treatment by antidotes; descriptions of the

botanical characters of the poisonous families of plants, of which the

most common genera and species are mentioned, and those indige-

nous to America inserted, and their properties specified; arid some

additional fucts concerning the singularly corrosive effects of chromic

acid, and the poisonous properties of its salts."

The 1 Manual’ must be extremely useful both to the practitioner and

8tudent
- ,>! . i

rlrti !. .0-2* .t>A ,^1’iliv/Iiii/l ft<» 1 'furidil IimitiM.*

169. Duparcque, F.—d Treatise ' on the Functional and Organic

Diseases of the Uterus. From the French of F. Duparcque,

Docteur en Medecine de la Faculte, et ancien interne des

Hospltanx et Hospices civile- de -Paris, <fec. &c. Translated,

with notes. By Joseph Warrington, M. D., of Philadel-

phia. 8vo. pp. 455. Philadelphia, 1837.

A wrork containing much valuable practical information on a class

of most interesting diseases. It is divided into two parts. Of these.

Part I. consists of three chapters. 1. On the Origin and Causes of

Organic Affections of the Uterus. 2. Their Mode of Formation, De-

velopments, and Termination; and 3. The Moans of Exploration for

recognising Uterine Diseases. Part II.—jvhich treats of the particu-

lar organic alterations of the uterus—embraces four chapters. 1. Of

Engorgements of the Uterus of Various Kinds. 2. Of Alterations of

the Uterus. 3. Of Confirmed Cancers of the Uterus; and 4. Of the

Surgical Treatment of Engorgements and Ulcdrations of die Uterus.

. Dr. Warrington has done well to favor the profession with an

English version of this work.
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170. Eberle, John.—A Treatise on the Diseases and Physical

Education of Children. By John Ebkrle, M. D., Pro-

fessor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the Medi-

cal College of Ohio, Member of the American Philosophical

Society, of the Academy of Sciences of Philadelphia, Cor-

responding Member of the Medico-Chirurgical Society of

Berlin, in Prussia, Arc. &c. 8vo. pp. 559. Cincinnati, 1833.

Like every thing, that emanates from the author, this work con-

tains much good sense. It is divided into two 1 Books.’ 1. Of the

Prophylactic and Physical Management; and 2. Of the Diseases of

Children.

171. Gerhard, W. W.—On the Diagnosis of Diseases ofthe Chest:

based upon the comparison of their physical and general

signs. Bv W. W. Gerhard, M. D., Physician of the

Blockley Hospital, Lecturer in the Philadelphia Medical

Association, Fellow of the Philadelphia College of Physi-

cians, Member of the Sociele Medicale and Observation,

and of the Sooiete Anatomiiiue of Paris. 8vo. pp. 183.

Philadelphia, 1830.

A useful guide to the investigator of thoracic, diseases by the phy-
sical evidences.

The author is an intelligent pupil of Louis, and a zealous inquirer

into pathological phenomena. For the facts, he expresses himself
chiefly indebted to Laen.nec, Louis, and Andral.

1 < 2. Goddard, Paul B.—Plates of the Cerebrospinal nerves , with
references

, for the use of medical students. By Paul B.
Goddard, M. D., Prosector of Anatomy in the University
of Pennsylvania, Member of the Academy of Natural Sci-

ences, of the Philadelphia Medical Society, &c. 4to. pp. 60.

The plates are twelve in number, lithographed, and well executed.
Plate I represents the point of emergence of twelve pairs of nerves
from the base of the brain. 2. The distribution of the first pair, or
olfactory, and of some branches of the fifth pair. 3. The course of
the second, third, fourth, first branch of fifth, and sixth pairs. 4. The
distribution of the second and third branches of the eighth. 5. Of
the seventh pair (facial and auditory.) 6. Chiefly, the pneumogastric
nerves. 7, The glosso-pharyngeal and hypogjlpssal. 8. The origin
of thirty-one pairs of spinal nerves, and the structure of the medulla.
J. The nerves of the shoulder and arm, as far as the elbow. 10. The
continuation of the nerves of the arm to the forearm and hand. 1 1.
The nervous trunks, which arise from the lumbar plexus, and supply
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the anterior part of the lower extremity as far as the knee; and 12.

Tlie nerves which arise from the sciatic plexus, &.c.

They must prove a valuable accompaniment to the student in the

acquisition of neurology.

173. Gooch, Robert.—An Account of some of the most Important

Diseases Peculiar to Women .—By Robert Gooch, M. D.

8vo. pp. 326. Philadelphia, 1836.

The work of a most excellent and talented observer. It treats

1. Of the peritoneal fevers of lying-in women. 2. The disorders of

the mind in lying-in women, with thoughts of insanity as an object

of moral science. 3. The mode of distinguishing pregnancy from

the diseases which resemble it. 4. Polypus of the uterus. >. Irri-

table uterus. 6. A peculiar form of hcmorrlinge from the uteruB. 7.

Of some symptoms in children erroneously attributed to congestion

of the brain.

174. Hall, Marshall.— 7 Critical and Experimental Essay on

the Circulation of the Blood; Especially as Observed in

the Minute and Capillary Vessels of the Batracliia and

of Fishes. By Marshall Hall, M. D., F. R. S. E.,

M. R. I., M. Z. S. &c. &c. Philadelphia, 1835. 8vo.

pp. 168.

Researches Principally Relative to the Morbid and

Curative Effects of Loss of Blood. By Marshall Hall,

M. D., F. R. S. E., M. R. I., M. Z. S. &c. &c. 2d Ame-

rican edition. 8vo. pp. 254.

These two volumes have been incorporated, by Messrs. Carey and

Hart, of Philadelphia, into one.

Thc first portion, or volume, contains ten plates, illustrative of the

circulation in animals—in the web of the frog’s foot, in the intes-

tines; in the lung of the salamander and frog, &c. &c.

The second portion consists of ‘researches,’ which have attracted

the attention of practitioners more forcibly to the evils attendant

upon too copious an abstraction of the vital fluid in particular eases.

175. Do. Do.—The Principles of Diagnosis. By

Marshall Hall, M. D., F. R. S., L. and E., &c. Se-

cond edition, entirely re-written. 8vo. pp. 463. New

York, 1834.

The work is divided into two parts. 1. The sources of diagnosis.

2. The practice of diagnosis.
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The first part embraces four sections. 1. The history of diseases.

9. The symptoms of diseases. 3. The effects of remedies; and 4. The

,| T)
morbid anatomy. The second part comprises three sections. 1. The

diagnosis of the diseases of systems. 2. The diagnosis of the dis-

eases of organs. 3. The diagnosis of some topical diseases.

The author’s qualifications as a writer are well known. The pre-

sent volume—although faulty in some respects—contains much
useful matter.

176. Do. Do.

—

Lectures on the .Ycrvous System and its

Diseases. By Marshall Hall, M. D., F. R. S., L. and

E., Lecturer on the Theory and Practice of Medicine, &c.
&c. 8vo. pp. 240. Philadelphia, 1836.

These lectures are on the anatomy, physiology, pathology, and
therapeutics of the nervoua system. Tho author has views of his

own on some of these subjects. He divides tho nervous system into

1. The cerebral
, or the sentient and voluntary. 2. The true spinal,

or the excito-motory. 3. The ganglionic, or the nutrient, the seert-

lory, See.

177. Harlan, IUcuuw.—

M

edical and Physical Researches; or
Original Memoirs in Medicine, Surgery, Physiology,
Geology, Zoology, and Comparative Anatomy. Illus-
trated with Plates, containing 160 figures.—By R.
Harlan, M. D., F. L. S., Lond., Corresponding Member
of the Royal Museum of Natural History of Paris; of the
Royal Academy of Medicine of Sweden; of the Wernerian
Natural History Society of Edinburgh; of the Geological
Society of France; of the Boston Natural History Society;
Honorary Member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; of the’
Medical Society of Kent, England; of the New Hampshire
State Medical Society; Member of the New York Lyceum
of Natural History; of the American Philosophical Society
of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; Sur-
geon to the Pliiladelphia Almshouse Hospital; Professor
of Comparative Anatomy, &c . “ Whilst professional
knowledge should undoubtedly be the first object of the
physician’s studies, general science should not be ne<dect-
ei , am is so lar lroni being incompatible with that primary
object, that it cannot fail to enlarge your views and g.ve
c lciency to your professional researches. So intimate

24*
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is the connection between every object of useful and sci-

entific inquiry, that there is hardly one branch of know-

ledge, which does not in some measure throw light and

illustration upon others.” Sir A. Cooper , Led. on Sur-

gery.—Large 8vo. pp. G53. Philadelphia, 1835.

A volume that contains matter interesting to the physician and the

naturalist; most of which had, however, been previously presented to

the scientific world in some form.

The introduction comprises some appropriate remarks on the affi-

liation of the natural sciences.

The chief medical contributions are—an inquiry into the functions

of the brain in man and in the lower order of animals—report of the

Academy of Medicine, of Philadelphia, on absorption—experiments

with the poison of tho rattlesnake—on the generation of animal

heat—on variety ofcomplexion and natural peculiarity of features, &c.

The work is uncommonly well got up.

178. Hays, Isaac.—Library of the Medical Sciences. The

American Cyclopedia of Practical Medicine and Sur-

gery; a Digest of Medical Literature. Edited by Isaac

Hay'S, M. 1)., Surgeon to Wills’ Hospital; Physician to

the Philadelphia Orphan Asylum; Member of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society, &c. &c. &c. Vol. I. pp. 5G0.

Philadelphia, 1834. Vol. II. pp. 589. Philadelphia, 1836.

Two volumes only of this useful work have appeared. The con-

tributors—in alphabetical order—arc as follows:—Dr. Franklin

Bachf., (almost all the chemical articles.) Dr. Chapman,
(
Angina

Pectoris
,
and Asthma.) Dr. Reynell Coates, (many of the surgical

articles—as Abdomen [Surgical Puthology], Adhesion, Ankle, An-

thrax, Anus, and Arm, (fracture.) Dr. D. F. Condie, {Ages, Am-

nesia, Anasarca, Angina. Apoplexy and Ascites.) Dr. Dewees,

(
Abortion

,
After-pains, Amenorrhoea and Aphtluc.) Dr. Dunglison,

(
Asphyxia

,
Atmosphere.) Dr. Emerson, (Achor ,

Acne, Affusion and

Alopecia.) Dr. Geddings,
(
Abdomen

,

[Anat.] Accphalus, Adipose

Tissue, Amputation, Aorta, Arm, Arteries, Atrophy, Axilla, &c.)

Dr. R. E. Griffith, ( Abortion

,

[Med. Leg.] Absorbents, Ages, [Med

Leg.] and various articles of the materia mcdica.) Dr. Thomas

Harris, (Abscess.) Dr. Hodge, (Aneurism.) Dr. Horner, (Ambu-

lance, Anchylosis.) Dr. Jackson, (Absorption, Alteratives, Anemia,

Antiphlogistic and Arsenic [Therap.] ) Dr. J. If. Mitchell, (
Arsenic

[Chcm. and Med. Leg.]) Dr. R. M. Patterson, (Atmosphere [Phys.

Hist.] ) Dr. J. C. Warren, (Air, when received into the veins.)

Dr. George B. Wood, (numerous articles of the materia medica.)
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Dr. Isaac Hays, (
Abdomen ,

[Physiology, Symptomatology, and

Pathology;] Abstinence, Amaurosis, Anchylops, Anchyloblepharon ,

Anus, [artificial, and imperforate;] Arsenic, [Pharm. and Posol;]

Asthma of Millar, Ac. Ac.)

For the credit of the profession, it is to be hoped, that a work,

which has met with so much favor, both at home and abroad, will

not be permitted to languish.

179. Do. Do.

—

Select Medico-Chirurgical Transactions; a Col-

lection of the Most Valuable Memoirs Read to the Medico-

Chirurgical Societies of Ijmdon and Edinburgh; the

Association of Fellows and Licentiates of the King and

Queen's College of Physiciuns in Ireland; the Royal

Academy of Medicine of Paris; the Royal Societies of
London aiul Edinburgh; the Royal Academy of 'Turin;

the Medical and the Anatomical Societies of Paris, &c.

&c. Edited by Isaac IIays, M. D. 8vo. pp. 420. Phila-

delphia, 1831.

The title indicates what the editor desired to do, rather than what
he has done. He states in his preface, that the number of memoirs
in onr own language, which urged themselves upon his attention by
their merits, was so great, as to induce him to make up the volume
entirely of these materials.

The papers consist,—of observations on the nature and treatment
of erysipelas, by Mr. Lawrence; on the treatment of erysipelas by
punctures; by Dr. II. Dobson; case of erysipelas by Mr. Copland
Hutchinson; on painful subcutaneous tubercle, by Mr. William
M oon; auscultation the only evidence of pregnane}7

, by Dr. John
O. Ferguson; on the same subject, by Dr. Evory Kennedy; che-
mical physiology of the blood and respiration, Dr. Robert Christi-
son; experiments relative to the carbonic acid of expired air, by
Dr. J. Apjohn; on the tendency to calculous diseases, and on
urinary concretions, by Dr. J. Yellolt; on the infrequency of
calculi among the seafaring, by Mr. C. HirrcniNsoN—and a farther in-

quiry into this subject; clinical eases in the medical wards of the
Meatli hospital, by Dr. R. J. Graves, and Dr. William Stokes; on
the peripneumonia of children, by Dr. Thomas Cuming; and on
spasm of the glottis, by Dr. H. Marsh.
These papers are of undoubted value.

180. Hopkinson, J. P.—Engravings of the Arteries. By J. P.
Hopkinson, M. D., Demonstrator of Anatomy in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, &c . &c. Royal 8vo. pp. 15.
Philadelphia, 1833.

The plates arc nine in number, 1. Of the external carotid. 2.
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internal maxillary. 3. Subclavian and axillary. 4. Arteries of the

arm and hand. 5. Aorta. 6. External and internal iliacs. 7. Fe-

moral and tibial. 8. Fortal circulation. 9. Cceliac artery.

They arc lithographed and small, but distinct.

181. Laennec, R. T. H.

—

A Treatise on Diseases of the Chest,

and on Mediate Auscultation. By R. T. H. Laennec,

M. D., Regius Professor of Medicine in the College of

France, Clinical Professor to the Faculty of Medicine ot

Paris, &c. <fcc. Translated from the latest French edition,

with copious Notes, and a sketch of the author’s life, by

John Forbes, M. I)., F. R. S., Member of the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians, Physician to the Chichester Infirmary,

and Physician in Ordinary to his Royal Highness the Duke

of Cambridge. From the 4th London edition, consider-

ably enlarged and improved, with many additional Notes,

and an extensive bibliography of the different diseases.

With Plates. Philadelphia, 1835.

The great work of the illustrious originator of auscultation ns a

means of diagnosis in chest diseases; clothed in an English garb

by one of the most gifted of English physicians—himself a practised

explorer of thoracic affections.

The plates exhibit various modifications of the stethoscope, the

pleximeter of Piorry, &c.

182. Lawrence, W.

—

A Treatise on the Diseases of the Dye.

By W. Lawrence, F. R. S., Surgeon to St. Bartholo-

mew’s Hospital, and Lecturer on Surgery at that Hospital;

Surgeon to Bethlehem and Bridewell Hospitals, and late

Surgeon to the London Ophthalmic Infirmary. 8vo. pp.

582. Washington, 1834.

The basis of this work is the lectures on the anatomy, physiology,

and diseases of the eye, delivered by the author at the London oph-

thalmic infirmary. It contains a great amount of valuable matter,

from a first rate physiologist and surgeon.

183. Littell, S. Junr.—A Manual of the Diseases of the Eye.

By S. Littell, Jr., M. D., one of the Surgeons of the

Wills’ Hospital for the Blind and Lame, Fellow of the Col-
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lege of Physicians of Philadelphia, &c. &c. 12mo. pp.

255. Philadelphia, 1837.

Two hundred and twenty pages are devoted to the diseases of the

eye. The remainder of the work is occupied by a list of formula;;

and a vocabulary of terms. It considers— 1. Diseases of the orbit.

2. Wounds of the eye and its appendages. 3. Diseases of the

lachrymal organs. 4. Diseases of the palpebrte; and 5. Diseases of

the conjunctiva. It is a good 'Manual.'

j

181. Lobstein, J. F.

—

A Treatise on the Structure , Functions,

and JJiscases of the Human Sympathetic Nerve. Illus-

trated with Plates. By John Frederic Lobstein, Pro-

fessor of Clinical Medicine, and Pathological Anatomy, in

the Medical Faculty of Strashurg, First Obstetric Physi-

cian to the City Hospital, and Member of many Learned

Societies. Translated from the Latin, with Notes, by
Joseph Pancoast, M. D. 8vo. pp. 157. Philadelphia,

1831.

Tho name of lobstein is well known to the student of physiology
and pathological anatomy; and the work before us is not the least of
his productions. The plates are six in number, and represent the
vessels of the ganglia; the right semilunar ganglion; an inflamed
semilunar ganglion; the solar plexus; the carotid artery, with branches
of the sympathetic, &c. Sic.

Dr. I ancoast has rendered the anatomical student a farther ser-
vice, by republishing the plates of Marec of the cerebro-spinal, and
of the ganglionic system of nerves, with translations of the expla-
nations.

185. Louis, P. Ch. A.

—

Anatomical, Pathological, and Thera-
peutic Researches upon the Diseases known under the
name of Gailro-Entente, Putrid, Adynamic, Ataxic or
Typhoid Fever, &c. Compared until the most Common
Acute Diseases. By P. Ch. A. Louis, &c. &c. Translated
by Henry J. Bowditch. 8vo. Two volumes. Boston,
1836.

Pathological Researches on Phthisis. By
1 . Ch. A. Louis, Doctor in Medicine of the Faculties of
Paris and St. Petersburg; Physician to the Hospital of La
Pitie; President for Life of the Society for Medical Obser-
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vation, <tc. Translated from the French, with Introduc-

tion, Notes, Additions, and an Essay on Treatment, by

Charles Cowan, M. D. E., M. I). P., M. R. C. S. E.

Member of the Society for Medical Observation; Baehelier

en Lettres of the Sorbonne; Eleve of the Hospitals of Paris

and of the Ecole Pratique; Ex-president of the Hunterian

Society, and Member of the Royal Medical and Ethical

Societies of Edinburgh. Revised and altered, by Henry

J. Bowditch, M. D., Fellow of the Massachusetts Me-

dical Society, and Member of the Society for Medical Ob-

servation at Paris. 8vo. pp. 550. Boston, 1835.

ni ,yinoIft«jA lirm th'tiir.'i linn .•inbib'iNI If inil’ ) 1«» ion&
187. Do. Do.

—

Researches on the Effects of Blood-Let-

ting in some Inflammatory Diseases, and on the Influ-

ence of Tartdrized Antimony and Vesication in Pneumo-

nitis. By P. Ch. A. Louis. Translated by C. G. Putnam,

M. D., with Preface and Appendix, by James Jackson,

M. D., Physician of the Massachusetts General Hospital.

8vo. pp. 171. Boston, 1836.

These volumes contain the results of the observations of one whose

clinical practice has had more influence, perhaps, upon the therapeu-

tists of the present day than that of any other individual.

They must be perused by the student free from all bias; and care-

ful observation must prove to him the sources of fallacy—if such

there be—in the views of the distinguished author—due attention

being paid to the circumstance, that the observations of M. Louis

were made in another hemisphere, and therefore require a careful

repetition in this.

188. Morton, Samuel George.—Illustrations of Pulmonary Con-

sumption:, its anatomical characters, causes, symptoms,

and treatment; to which are added some remarks on the

climate of the United States, the West Indies, fyc. With

thirteenplates, drawn and colouredfrom nature. Second

edition. By Samuel George Morton, M. D., late Physi-

cian to the Philadelphia Almshouse Hospital, Member ot

the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh, of the Philadel-

phia Medical Society, of the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons of the University of New York, of the American

-i« *> Jn-.il.-*
-
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Philosophical Society, of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, &c. &c. &c.

“ Misera base tabes, steva, atrox et insensibilis, teneros et aim-

biles depascens, cmde ct luctu patriarn implet.”

—

Gregory.

“ A physician should consider his obligations to his profession and

society undischarged, who has not attempted to lessen the number of

incurable diseases. This is my apology for attempting to make

Consumption the object of medical inquiry.”—

R

ush.

8vo. Philadelphia, 1837.

A valuable work from a judicious observer, and experienced patho-

logist. The plates are beautifully executed, lithographed, and drawn

from nature. They represent accurately various stages of tubercu-

lous degeneration of the lungs.

189. Paris, J. A.

—

A Treatise on Diet: with a view to establish,

on practical grounds, a system of rulesfor the prevention

and cure of the diseases incident to a disordered state of
the digestivefunctions. By J. A. Paris, M. D., F. R. S.,

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, <tc. &c. “ Some
physiologists will have it Uiat the stomach is a mill; others,

that it is a fermenting vat; others, again, that it is a stew-

pan: but, in my view of the matter, it is neither a mill, a

fermenting vat, nor a stew-pan—but a stomach, gentlemen,

a stomach."—Manuscript note from Hunter's Lectures.

8vo. pp. 210. New York, 1828.

A work which has gone through several editions in England, but

which has not met with much favour on this side of the Atlantic. It

does not, indeed, merit much. It is divided into three parts. Part 1

comprising an anatomical and physiological view of the digestive or-

gans; Part 2, the materia olimentaria; and Part 3, indigestion.

The great fault is, that it is too popular in its cast.

190. Parrish, Joseph.—Practical Observations on Strangulated
Hernia, and some of the diseases of the urinary organs.
By Joseph Parrish, M. D. 8vo. pp. 330. Philadelphia,

1836.

The observations of an excellent and vonerable practitioner, anxious
to communicate the results of his extensive experience for the benefit

of the profession, and—tlirough it—of the public.

The work is divided into two parts. 1. On Strangulated Hernia; and
2. Diseases of the Urinary Organs.

Four plates arc added. 1. View of the interior of the lower part of
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n bladder, with a diseased prostate gland, to show the effect of an en-

largement of the third lobe of that gland. 2. Interior view of the blad-

der, with enormous development of the third lobe of the prostate gland.

3. Section and interior view of the fundus of a bladder, taken from a

subject with enlarged prostate gland, allowing the columns of the mu-

cous coat, caused by long continued dysuria, and resembling the

muscular columns of the heart; and 4. A canula for guiding a catheter

into the bladder, in cases of enlarged prostate gland; and a view of Dr.

Parrish’s favorite bistoury for the operation of strangulated hernia.

191. Smith, Nathan R.

—

Surgical Anatomy oj the Arteries , with

plates and illustrations. By Nathan R. Smith, M. D.,

Professor of Surgery iu the University of Maryland, and

one of the Surgeons to the Baltimore Infirmary. Second

edition, greatly improved. 4to. Baltimore, 1835.

An excellent work, by one of the most experienced and skilful of

American surgeons. It is divided into two parts
;
thefirst compris-

ing the anatomy, physiology, and pathology ofthe arteries; the second,

the special anatomy of the urlerics, and their surgical relations.

The lithographic and xylographic illustrations are numerous, and

the whole is full of important matter to the young practitioner and

student.

192. Smith, Southwood.—A Treatise on Fever. By Southwood

Smith, M. D., Physician to the London Fever Hospital.

8vo. pp. 448. Philadelphia, 1830.

One of the most clear and satisfactory expositions of an intricate

subject of pathology that have issued from the press in any country.

The author’s situation, as physician to the London Fever Hospital,

afforded him admirable facilities for investigation, of which he was not

slow to profit.

193. Tweedie, Alexander.—Clinical Illustrations of Fever, com-

prising a report of the cases treated at the London Fever

Hospital, 1828, 1829. By Alexander Tweedie, M. D.,

Member of the Royal College of Physicians of London,

Physician to the Fever Hospital, &c. &c. 8vo. pp. 152.

Philadelphia, 1831.

The more immediate object of this work is to give a brief statistical

account of fever, as it appeared in London for the ten years previous

to its publication; and afterwards to illustrate the pathology of the dis-

ease, by giving a clinical report on the cases treated at the Fever Hospi-

tal for one year.
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195. Williams, Charles B.—A Rational Exposition of the Phy-
sical Signs of the Diseases of the Lungs and Pleura;

illustrating their pathology , and facilitating their diag-

nosis. By Charles J. B. Williams, M. D. 8vo. pp. 205.

Philadelphia, 1830.

Treats of the application of percussion and auscultation in tho

healthy and diseased conditions of the chest The plates, which arc
two in number, explain the construction of the stethoscope, and indi-

cate tlie different regions of the chest They ore accompanied by a

tabular view of those regions, their natural resonance on percus-

sion, Sic.

The author's attention has been a good deal directed to the subject;

and the volume before us is one of the fruits.

25
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When the continent of America was first visited by emigrants

from Great Britain, a few practitioners of medicine doubtless formed

part of the body; in the first instance, perhaps, leaving the mother

country with the same prospects as their fellow-emigrauts, but de-

voting themselves likewise to the duties of their profession, as occa-

sion required. Of the condition of medicine at this early period of

the colonial history we know nothing. It would seem, however, that

in New England, for many years after the first settlement of the

country, it was deemed indispensable for clergymen to acquire a

knowledge of practical medicine; and we find, that, not only did they

prescribe for the afflicted, but they entered into medical controversies,

and wrote treatises on the diseases of the country.

It was not until a short time before the revolution, that any attempt

was made to establish a medical school in the colonies. As early as

the year 1638, the College of Harvard was founded at Cambridge, in

New England, and, in 1691 and 1700, William and Mary College,

in Virginia, and Yale College, in Connecticut, were respectively esta-

blished. Many of the alumni of these institutions, and of Princeton,

New Jersey, founded in 1746, visited Europe to attend the medical

lectures, in Edinburgh more especially, and, after having graduated,

returned to America to practise their profession. Nearly all the most

eminent physicians and surgeons, who commenced practice before the

revolution, received their medical education in Europe, and a large

portion of them emigrated from Great Britain; for it would appear

that it was not until the political bonds between the two countries had

been severed, that the conviction was entertained, that the science of

medicine could be adequately taught in America.

* This article is reprinted, with modifications, from one furnished by the author,

at the request of Dr. Forbes, to the ‘ British and Foreign Medical Review,’ (No.

IV. for October, 1836, p. 583)—one of the very best medical periodicals that have

appeared in any country—an ‘American Edition’ of which is printed in England,

on excellent paper, and issued in this country, at the small subscription price of

five dollars! Some of the historical details have been derived from a ‘ Lecture

delivered at the opening of the Medical Department of the Columbian College,
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In the year 1750, the body of Hermanus Carroll, a criminal, who
had been executed for murder, was dissected in the city of New York,

by Dr. John Bard and Dr. Peter Middleton, two of the most emi-

nent physicians of the day; and this would seem to have been the

first effort made in the United Slates for the purpose of imparting

medical knowledge, by the dissection of the human body, of which
there is any record. Some years after this, a course of lectures on
anatomy and surgery, accompanied by dissections of the human body,
was delivered at Newport, Rhode Island, by Dr. William Hunter, a

native of Scotland, and a near relation of William and John Hunter.
He was educated at Edinburgh, under the first Monro; went to Rhode
Island, about the year 1752, and gave lectures on anatomy, on the

history of anatomy, and on comparative anatomy, in the years 1754,

1755, and 1750, to which not only the medical students and physi-

cians, but all the literary gentlemen of the town, were invited.

1 lie following is a list of the various medical schools, according to

the date of their formation.

I. UNIVERSITY OK PENNSYLVANIA. (PHILADELPHIA.)

The first conception of a plan for establishing a medical school in
America appears to have been formed by Dr. William Shippen, and
Dr. John Morgan, both native Americans, while engaged in their
studies in Europe. In the year 1762, the former of these” gentlemen,
in the introductory lecture to a private course of anatomy, announced
his belief in the expediency and practicability of founding a medical
school in Philadelphia. In 1765, Dr. Morgan, on his return from
Europe, laid before the trustees of the College of Philadelphia, which
had then been in existence as a collegiate establishment about ten
years, a plan for the institution of medical professorships, in connec-
tion with the institution under their direction. The plan, strongly
recommended by several influential friends of the Cpllege in England,
was adopted by the trustees, who appointed Dr. Morgan to the chair
ol the Theory and Practice of Physic. In the same year Dr. Shippen
was chosen professor of Anatomy and Surgery; and, for a short pe-
riod, lectures were delivered by these two professors on the various
branches of the science then deemed essential in a course of medical
instruction. In 1767, a system of rules was adopted for the organi-
sation of the new school. In 1768, Dr. Adam Kuhn was appointed

m the District of Columbia, March 30th, 1825, by Dr. Thomas Sewall; and fromthe American Medical Biography,* of Dr. Thacher, Boston, 1828.
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professor of Materia Medica and Botany, and Dr. Thomas Bond of

Clinical Medicine; and, on the 21st of June, 1768, a medical “com-

mencement” was held, at which the degree of bachelor of medicine

was conferred upon ten individuals. In 1769, the chair of Chemistry

was added, to which the distinguished Benjamin Rush was appointed.

As the school advanced, additional professorships were created; but

it had not been long in action before a rival institution was established

and connected with the university; a circumstance that gave rise to

much contention, which was finally allayed, in 1791 , by a union of the

two schools.

The following is the present organisation of the medical depart-

ment of this university.

The faculty oonsists of seven professors, independently of Dr.

Physick, who holds the station of Emeritus Professor of Surgery and

Anatomy, but does not officiate.

1. Nathaniel Chapman, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Prac-

tice of Medicine.

2.

Robert Hare, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.

3. William Gibson, M. D., Professor of Surgery.

4. William E. Horner, M.D., Professor of Anatomy.

5. Samuel Jackson, M. D., Professor of the Institutes of Medicine.

6. George B. Wood, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and

Pharmacy.

7. Hugh L. Hodge, M. D., Professor of Midwifery and the Dis-

eases of Women and Children.

The following table exhibits the number of students who have at-

tended the lectures in this institution, and the number of graduates in

each year, from the winter of 1810—11 to that of 1835-6 inclusive.

Winter.

1810-11
1811-12

1812-

13

1813-

14

1814-

15

1815-

16

1810-17

1817-

18

1818-

19

1819-

20

1820-

21

1821-22
1822-23

Matriculates. Graduates. Winter. Matriculates. Graduates.

- 406 •• 65 1823-24 .. 424 .. 96

•• 387 •* 70 1824-25 •• 487 •• 111

•• 349 - 61 1825-26 .. 440 •• 114

•• 345 •• 62 1826-27 .. 44i - 131

- 319 •• 44 1827-28 .. 409 - 133

•• 388 •• 70 1828-29 - 362 - 109

- 436 - 74 1829-30 •• 421 - 127

- 465 •• 87 1830-31 - 410 •• 151

.. 432 .. 102 1831-32 •• 386 - 134

•• 330 - 78 1832-33 •• 367 - 117

- 325 •• 66 1833-34 .. 432 “ 145

•• 357 •• 77 1834-35 •• 390 “ 135

•• 455 - 101 1835-36 398 •• 132*

* In the Catalogue for 1836-7,—just published —the number of matriculates

is stated to be 401.
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In the twenty-six years, the number of students has consequently

amounted to 10,331, and of graduates to 2592; the average number

per annum of the former being 398, and of the latter 100. The great

increase of the graduates over the matriculates, since the year 1810, is

ascribed by the faculty, in a printed valedictory address by Professor

Wood, published by their direction, (1836,) to two chief causes: tirst,

to the establishment of other schools, the pupils of which are permitted

to become candidates for a degree in the university of Pennsylvania,

after attending one full course of lectures, instead of two courses in the

latter; and, secondly, to the greater diffusion ofknowledge through the

community, which renders a degree desirable as an evidence of quali-

fication to practise, where formerly it was deemed of little conse-

quence.

II. COLLEGE OE PHYSICIAN'S AND SURGEONS, NEW YORK. (NEW YORK.)

Phis was the second medical school instituted in America, in the

year 1768. Drs. Clossy, Bard, Jones, Middleton, Smith, and John
V . B. 1 ennent, were the first professors. The school was connected
with King’s—now Columbia—College, and, in 1769, the degree of
Bachelor of Medicine was conferred upon Samuel Kissam and Robert
1 ucker, the first graduates. The school had been in existence but a
lew years, when its labours were interrupted by the revolutionary
war. On the return of peace, various attempts were made to revive
it, but, owing to feuds and collisions among the members of the pro-
fession, every effort was vain. Private lectures were, however, de-
livered by many respectable teachers, until, in 1792, a new organisa-
tion of a medical school was effected by the trustees of Columbia
College, but the advantages accruing from it were deemed by no
means commensurate with their expectations, and, accordingly, it

was thought expedient to grant a charter, establishing the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, in March, 1807. A spirit of rivalry now
commenced between the schools, which led to the most unfortunate
results; so that, in 1811, the regents were induced to remodel the
C ollege ot Physicians and Surgeons, with a view to their union with
the Medical Faculty ol Columbia College, which was effected in
1813. For about seven years from this period, the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons went on prosperously; but difficulties arose;
charges of serious import were brought against the professors—men
undoubtedly of talent and respectability: these charges (to use the
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language of a medical historian of the times,) on investigation by the

regents, in March, 1825, were declared to be unsubstantiated, and

were pronounced by that body, in an elaborate report, to have arisen

from jealousy and professional rivalry. “Broils and contention, ne-

vertheless, continued, and the opposition persisted systematically in

their purpose. In April, 182G, the professors, wearied with unavail-

ing attempts to silence the opposition, came to the conclusion that ‘ it

would best consist with their own self-respect,’ to withdraw altoge-

ther from the institution; and, accordingly, they tendered the resigna-

tion of their professorships and offices. The Board of Regents ac-

cepted their resignations, April 17, 1826, and presented their thanks

* for the faithful and able manner in which they had filled their re-

spective chairs as instructors and lecturers in the said college.’
”

The professors at that time were Drs. Hosack, Macneven,

Samuel L. Mitchell, Mott, and Francis; Dr. Post having previously

given in his resignation. Through the agency of these gentlemen,

an offset from Rutgers’ College, at New Brunswick, in New Jersey,

was established in New York; but, although the number of students

frequenting its halls was considerable, it was necessarily abandoned,

owing to the legislature of New York refusing it a charter.

The present faculty are as follows:

1. John Augustine Smith, M. D., Professor of Physiology.

2. Alexander H. Stevens, M. D., Professor of the Principles and

Practice of Surgery.

3. Joseph M. Smith, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Physic and Clinical Medicine.

4. Edward Delafield, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases

of Women and Children.

5. John B. Beck, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and Medi-

cal Jurisprudence.

6. John Torrey, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Botany.

7. Valentine Mott, M. D., Professor of Operative Surgery, and

Surgical and Pathological Anatomy.

8. John R. Rhinelander, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.

James Quackenbush and James Bolton, Demonstrators.

The number of students, in the session of 1835-6, was 124; the

number of graduates, session 1834-5, was nineteen.

III. MEDICAL SCHOOL OF HARVARD. (BOSTON.)

This school was first suggested by private munificence. Dr.
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Ezekiel Hersey, of Hingham, in Massachusetts, who died in 1770,

bequeathed one thousand pounds: and his widow, at her decease, a

like sum, to be applied to the establishment of a professorship of

anatomy and surgery. His brother, Dr. Abner Hersey, of Barnsta-

ble, who died in 1786, and Dr. John Cuming, of Concord, also gave

live hundred pounds each, for the same object; and William Erving,

Esq., of Boston, bequeathed one thousand pounds towards the endow-

ment of an additional professorship. In 1780, Dr. John Warren, the

father of the present professor of anatomy, whilst surgeon of a mrlr-

tary hospital in Boston, commenced a course of anatomical lectures,

which were attended, in the following year, by the students of the

university. Dr. Warren furnished a plan for a medical school, which

wns adopted, in 1782, by the corporation of Harvard College. He
was appointed professor of anatomy and surgery; Dr. Benjamin

Waterhouse, professor of the theory and practice of physic; and Dr.

Aaron Dexter, professor of chemistry. In consequence of the greater

advantages likely to accrue from the lectures being delivered in the

city of Boston, the corporation and board of overseers of Harvard Uni-

versity deemed it expedient to remove the medical school to that city,

which was done in 1810.

The present faculty are:

1. John C. Warren, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and the Opera-
tions of Surgery.

2. John W. Webster, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.

3. Walter Channing, M. f>., Professor of Midwifery and Medical
Jurisprudence.

4. Jacob Bigelow, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica.
5. George Hayward, M. D., Professor of the Principles of Sur-

gery and Clinical Surgery.

6. John Ware, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice of

Physic and Clinical Medicine.

The number of students, session 1835-6, was 118.

IV. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, NEW HAMPSHIRE. (HANOVER.)

This was the fourth medical school instituted in the United States.

It is situated at Hanover, New Hampshire, and was founded by Dr.
Nathan Smith, the father of the present professor of Suigery in the
University of Maryland. In 1798, Dr. Smith was appointed sole
professor of the school, and for twelve years he gave lectures on the
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various departments of medicine, excepting two courses, in which he

was assisted in the department of chemistry.

The present faculty are three in number:

1. Reuben Dimond Mussey, M. D., Professor of Anatomy, Sur-

gery, and Obstetrics.

2. Daniel Oliver, M. D., Professor of Physiology, Medical Juris-

prudence, Materia Medica, and Intellectual Philosophy.

3. John Delamater, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Physic.

4. Rev. Benjamin Ilale, M. A., Professor of Chemistry, and Lec-

turer on Geology and Mineralogy.

Two of the professors teach in the academical as well as in the me-

dical department; the medical course occupying but fourteen weeks,

whilst the academical embraces the year, with the exception of the

vacations.

The number of medical students at this college, session 1836-7,

was 86.

V. UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND. (BALTIMORE.)

This school is considered to owe its origin mainly to Dr. John B.

Davidge, who, in the year 1804, commenced a course of lectures, in

Baltimore, on midwifery, to a class of six students. The year follow-

ing, he lectured also on anatomy and*surgery, to a class of seven

students; and, in 1806, to a class of nine. In 1807, Dr. Cooke, of

Virginia, and Dr. Shaw, of Maryland, united with Dr. Davidge to

form a medical school in Baltimore, and lectures were given on the

different branches of medicine. The same year they petitioned the

legislature of Maryland for a charter, which was granted, and the

school became regularly organised, by the title of the “ College ol

Medicine of Maryland.” In the sixteenth section of the charter it

was enacted “ that, until further arrangements be made by the regents

of the said college, John B. Davidge, M. D., and James Cooke,

M. D., shall be joint professors of anatomy, surgery, and physiology;

George Brown, M. D., professor of the practice and theory of medi-

cine; John Shaw, M. D,, Professor of chemistry; Thomas E. Bond,

M. D., professor of materia medica; and William Donaldson, M. D.,

professor of the institutes of medicine. Two of these gentlemen,

whose solicitude for the interests of science led them to give their in-

fluence for the creation of a medical school in Maryland, had no
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desire to engage in the duties of teaching, and the ill health of another

required him to retire to a country residence; so that, in the year

•1809, the professors were Drs. Davidge, Cooke, Potter, De Butts, and

Baker. In 1810, the legislature enlarged the college to a university,

by authorising the formation of three other colleges, and ordered that

the four colleges be styled the “ University of Maryland.”

The faculty at present consists of six professors, in the following

order of appointment:

1. Nathaniel Potter, M. D., Professor of Pathology and the

Theory and Practice of Physic.

2. Richard Wilmot Hall, M. D., Professor of Midwifery, and the

Diseases of Women and Children.

3. Nathan R. Smith, M. I)., Professor of the Principles and Prac-

tice of Surgery.

4. Julius T. Ducatel, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and

Pharmacy.

5. Eli Geddings, M. Dv Professor of Anatomy and Physiology.

6. Robert Eglesfeld Griffith, Professor of Therapeutics, Materia

Medica, Hygiene, and Medical Jurisprudence.

H. Willis Baxley, M. D., Dissector and Demonstrator of Ana-
tomy.

The number of matriculates, session 1835-0, was 120; and of

graduates, 46.

VI. COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF THE WESTERN DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK. (FAIRFIELD.)

In the year 1812, this college was instituted by the regents of the
University ol the State of New York, and placed under the direction
ol a board ol trustees. In the year following, the school was or-

ganised by the trustees, with live professorships. The present pro-
fessors are:

1. W . Willoughby, M. D., President, and Emeritus Professor of
Obstetrics.

2. James Hadley, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.
3. James M‘Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Physi-

ology.

4. Theodric Romeyn Beck, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica
and Medical Jurisprudence.
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5. John Delamater, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Physic.

6. Reuben D. Mussey, M. D., Professor of Surgery and Ob-

stetrics.

The number of students, session 1834-5, was 217.

The college is in Herkimer county, seventy-six miles W. N. W.
from Albany.

VII. YALE COLLEGE, CONNECTICUT. (NEWHAVEN.)

The medical school of Yale College was incorporated by the

legislature in the year 1810, and established at Newhaven, Connec-

ticut. The lectures did not commence until 1813.

The following gentlemen constitute the present faculty:

1. Thomas Hubbard, M. D., Professor of the Principles and

Practice of Surgery.

2. Eli Ives, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice of

Medicine.

3. B. Silliman, M. D„ Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy.

4. William Tully, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and The-

rapeutics.

5. J. Knight, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology.

6. Timothy P. Beers, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics.

The number of students, session 1834—5, was 64; number of gra-

duates, 17.

VIII. TRANSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY. (LEXINGTON.)

The medical department of this university was instituted at Lex-

fftgton, Kentucky, in 1817, and commenced its operations in No-

vember of that year. Its rise has been most rapid, and it is now

next to the Philadelphia schools in point of numbers. The following

is the list of students and graduates since its commencement:

Session. Students. Graduates.

1819

-

20 " 37 " 7

1820

-

21 •• 93 " 13

1821

-

22 •• 138 " 37

1822

-

23 -171 "51

1823

-

24 - 200 " 47

1824

-

25 - 234 " 57

1825

-

26 - 281 " 65

1826

-

27 " 190 " 53

1827

-

28 - 152 " 53

1828

-

29 - 206 •• 40

Session. Students. Graduates.

1829

-

30 •• 199 - 81

1830

-

31 " 210 •• 52

1831

-

32 •• 215 - 74

1832

-

33 •• 222 69

1833

-

34 <• 262 " 66

1834

-

35 •• 259 - 83

1835

-

36 •• 261 •• 75

3,330 923
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Present Faculty:

1. Benjamin Winslow Dudley, M. ])., Professor of Anatomy and

Surgery.

2. Charles Caldwell, M. D., Professor of the Institutes and Cli-

nical Practice, and of Medical Jurisprudence.

3. John Esten Cooke, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Prac-

tice of Medicine.

4. William Hall Richardson, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and

the Diseases of Women and Children.

5. Charles Wilkins Short, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica

and Medical Botany.

6. Lunsford Pitts Yandell, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and

Pharmacy.

Robert Peter, M. D., assistant Professor of Chemistry.

IX. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF OHIO. (CINCINNATI.)

This college was established at Cincinnati in 1818; but it has ex-

perienced many changes, and the lectnres were suspended for a

session. A new charter was, however, obtained from the legisla-

ture; since which time, the number attending the school has, with the

exception of one or two years, progressively increased. During the

last year, a new school was established in Cincinnati, through the

agency of some, who were previously prominent professors in the

Medical College of Ohio. The present professors are:

1. Jedediah Cobb, M. D. . . Anatomy and Physiology.
2. John Locke, M. D. . . Chemistry and Pharmacy.
3. Alban G. Smith, M. D. . . Surgery.

4. James C. Cross, M. D. . . Materia Medica.
5. John Moorhead, M. D. . . Obstetrics, and the Diseases of

W'omen and Children.
6. John Ebeile, M. D. . . . Theory and Practice of Me-

dicine.

' . John T. Shotwell, A. B. M. D. Adjunct Professor of Anatomy.
Number of students during the session of 1835-0, about 125.

X. VERMONT ACADEMY OF MEDICINE. (CASTLETON.)

This institution was established at Castleton, Vermont, under the
charter of Middlebury College, in 1818.
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The present professors are:

1. William Tully, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Medicine, and Lecturer on Materia Medica and Pharmacy.

2. Theodore Woodward, M. D., Professor of the Principles and

Practice of Surgery, Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children.

3. John D‘Wolf, Jr. A. M., Professor of Chemistry and Natural

History.

4. James H. Armsby, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Physi-

ology.

Number of students, during the spring term of 1836, 79.

* '

,•,!/ L, •

XI. MEDICAL SCHOOL OF MAINE. (BRUNSWICK.)

This school was established at Brunswick in the year 1820, under

the charter of Bowdoin College.

The following are the present professors

:

1. Jedediah Cobb, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Surgery.

2. Henry H. Childs, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Physic.

3. James M‘Keen, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Medical

Jurisprudence.

4. Parker Cleaveland, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and

Chemistry.

The number of students, during the session of 1835, was 100.

XII. BERKSHIRE MEDICAL INSTITUTION. (PITTSFIELD .

)

This Institution was established at Pittsfield, Massachusetts, in

1822, under the charter of Williams College, situated at Williams-

town, ip that state.

The following professors constitute the faculty:

1. H. H. Childs, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice of

Medicine and Obstetrics.

2. E. Bartlett, M. D-, Professor of Pathological Anatomy.

3. David Palmer, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and

Pharmacy.

4. C. Dewey, M. D., Professor of Botany, Chemistry, and Na-

tural Philosophy.
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5. William Parker, M. D., Professor of Surgery and Physiology.

6. R. Watts, Jr. M. D., Professor of General and Special Ana-

tomy.

7. Hon. Henry Hubbard, Professor of Legal Medicine. D.

Holmes, Demonstrator.

The number of students in attendance during the session of 1836,

was 117. Graduates of 1835, 34.

XIII. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA. (CHARLESTON.)

In the year 1824, the Medical College of South Carolina was

established at Charleston. This school proceeded in prosperity until

within the last few years, when dissensions arose between the trus-

tees and the faculty: the latter resigned their chairs, and having ob-

tained, in 1832, a charter from the state, commenced a new school,

the “ Medical College of the State of South Carolina.” Since the

secession of the old professors, several changes have been made.

The following professors constitute the present faculty of the college:

1. William Hume, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.

2. E. Harry Deas, M. D., Professor ol Surgery.

3. 1 homas ^ . Simons, M. D., Prolessor of the Theory and
Practice of Medicine.

4. Francis Y. Porcher, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Dis-

eases of Women and Children.

5. Henry Alexander, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica.

6. Charles Davis, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.

The number of students in attendance, during the session of 1834-5,
is stated to have been eighteen.

XIV. JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE, (PHILADELPHIA.)

The medical school of Jefferson College—which is seated at Ca-
nonsburg, in the western part of Pennsylvania—was established at

Philadelphia, in the year 1824. Within the last five years, the rise

of this institution has been unexampled. In the session of 1832-3,
there were only ninety-six students; in 1833-4, 172; in 1834-5, 233;
and, in 1835-6, 364. In the first of these years, the number of
graduates was 19; in the last, 134.

26
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The following is the list of professors:

1. Granville Sharp Pattison, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.

2. George M'Clellan, M. D., Professor of Surgery:

3. John Revere, M. D., Professor of the Principles'and Practice

of Physic.

4. Samuel Colhoun, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and

Pharmacy.

5. Jacob Green, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.

6. Samuel M'Clellan, M. D., Professor of Midwifery and the Dis-

eases of Women and Children.

7. Robley Dunglison, M. D., Professor of the Institutes of Medi-

cine and Medical Jurisprudence.

XV. UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. (CHARLOTTESVILLE.)

When this school was first established, but one medical professor

was appointed, to whom every branch of medicine was assigned, ex-

cept chemistry. The author of this sketch was sole professor from

1825, the year in which the lectures were first delivered, until the

session of 1827-8; when, on his proposition, ihe visitors assigned

the departments of practical anatomy and surgery to a demonstrator,

and that of materia medica (with his approbation) to the professor of

chemistry. Unlike the mass of medical schools, the session of the

medical department of the University of Virginia is of the same

length as the academic session, ten months. The following gentle-

men compose the faculty:

1. John P. Emmet, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Materia

Medica.

2. Alfred T. Magill, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Medicine, Obstetrics, and Medical Jurisprudence.

3. Augustus L. Warner, M. D., Professor of Anatomy, Physi-

ology, and Surgery.

The number of students in attendance, during the session of 1835-6,

was sixty-three.

XVI. WASHINGTON MEDICAL COLLEGE. (BALTIMORE.)
«**** v- * *' 1

This institution, which is an offset of the Washington College,

Washington, Pennsylvania, after a career of six years’ duration.
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obtained, in 1833-4, an act of incorporation from the state of Mary-

land, empowering the authorities of the college to confer degrees in

Medicine.

The present faculty are:

1. James H. Miller, M. D., Professor of Anatomy, Physiology,

and Pathology.

2. Samuel K. Jennings, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica,

Therapeutics, Hygiene, and Medical Jurisprudence.

3. William W. Handy, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and the

Diseases of Women and Children.

4. John C. S. Monkur, M. D., Professor of the Theory and

Practice of Medicine.

5. John P. Mettauer, M. D., Professor of Surgery and Surgical

Anatomy.

6. Edward Foreman, M. D., Lecturer on Chemistry.

Washington W. Handy, M. D., Demonstrator of Anatomy.
The number of students in attendance, during the session 1835—6,

was about twenty.

XVII. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEOROIA. (AUGUSTA.)

In the year 1828, a medical institution was commenced at Au-
gusta, Georgia, under the name of the “ Medical Academy,” by Dr.
Antony. As this did not succeed, or at least was not encouraged by
a reciprocity of favours from the other medical establishments of the
country, the charter was extended by the legislature of Georgia, in

the session of 1829—30, so as to enable the college to grant degrees,

under the same regulations as other medical colleges. The first

course of lectures was delivered in the winter of 1832-3.

Present Faculty:

1. Alexander Cunningham, M. D., Professor of the Theory and
Practice of Medicine.

2. Paul F. Eve, M. D., Professor of Surgery.
3. A. Dugas, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.
4. Joseph Eve, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica.
5. Milton Antony, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics, &c.
6. Lewis Ford, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.
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XVIII. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

(charleston.)

In consequence of difficulties originating between the Faculty of

the Medical College of South Carolina, (No. xm.) and the Medical

Society of the State—the governing body, in the year 1832, the former

resigned their professorships, and obtained from the legislature a

charter for a college under the above title. This was organised in

1833.

Present Professors.

1. G. Edwards Ilolbrook, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.

2. John Wagner, M. D., Professor of Surgery.

3. S. Henry Dickson, M. D., Professor of the Institutes and

Practice of Medicine.

4. Henry R. Frost, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica.

5. G. A. Shepard, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.

6. Thomas G. Prioleau, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics, &c.

7. James Moultrie, M. D., Professor of Physiology.

8. John Bellinger, M. D., Demonstrator of Anatomy.

The number of students in attendance in 1835-6, was 129; number

of graduates, session 1834-5, 38.

XIX. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF LOUISIANA. (NEW ORLEANS.)

This school was instituted in the autumn of 1834, in New Orleans,

with the above title, and it has since been endowed by the state legis-

lature with corporate privileges.

The following professors compose the faculty:

1. Charles A. Luzenburg, M. D., Professor of the Principles and

Practice of Surgery.

2. Edward H. Barton, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Prac-

tice of Medicine and Clinical Practice.

3. W. Byrd Powell, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and

Pharmacy.

4. J. Harrison, M. D., Professor of Physiology and Pathology.

5. J. Monroe Mackie, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica, The-

rapeutics, and Medical Jurisprudence.

6. Thomas R. Ingalls, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics, and Dis-

eases of Women and Children.
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7. C. A. Luzenburg, M. D., Professor of Anatomy, (ad interim.)

XX. MEDICAL INSTITUTION OF GENEVA COLLEGE, NEW YORK. (GE-

NEVA.)

The trustees of Geneva College, at Geneva, on the Seneca Lake,

have established a Medical department; the number of students at

which, during the last session, was sixty-eight; and of graduates,

six.

Present Professors.

1. E. Cutbush, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.

2. Thomas Spencer, M. D., Professor of the Institutes and Prac-

tice of Medicine.

3. W. Parker, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology.

4. John George Morgan, M. D., Professor of the Principles and

Practice of Surgery.

5. Charles B. Coventry, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Ma-
teria Medica.

6. A. Coleman, M. D., Professor of Medical Jurisprudence and

Botany.

XXI. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF CINCINNATI COLLEGE. (CINCINNATI.)

The medical department of this college was instituted last year,

under the following professors.

1. Joseph A. M'Dowell, M. D., Professor of Special and Surgical

Anatomy.

2. Samuel D. Gross, M. D., Professor of General and Patholo-
gical Anatomy, Physiology, and Medical Jurisprudence.

3. Willard Parker, M. D., Professor of Surgery.

4. Landon C. Rives, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics, and the

Diseases peculiar to Women and Children.

5. James B. Rogers, M. D., Professor ofChemistry and Pharmacy.
6. John P. Harrison, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica.
7. Daniel Drake, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice of

Medicine.

John L. Reddel, M. A., Adjunct Professor of Chemistry and
Lecturer on Botany.

26*
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The number of students in attendance during the course was

aixty-six.

XXII. VERMONT MEDICAL COLLEGE. (WOODSTOCK.)

This school was incorporated by the legislature of Vermont, in

October, 1835, with the power of conferring degrees. It is connect-

ed, like the Vermont Academy of Medicine (No. x.) with Middle-

bury College.

Present Faculty.

1. H. H. Childs, M. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice of

Medicine, and Obstetrics.

2. Willard Parker, M. D., Professor of Physiology and Surgery.

3. David Palmer, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Materia

Medica.

4. Robert Watts, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.

5. Norman Williams, A. M., Professor of Medical Jurisprudence.

Otis Parham, Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Number of students, 1836, 77. Graduates of 1835, 16.

XXIII. WILLOUGHBY UNIVERSITY, OHIO. (cHAGRINE.)

The medical department of this university was founded in 1834.

Present Professors.

1. A. Trowbridge, M. D., Professor of Surgery and Medical Ju-

risprudence.

2. Daniel S. M. Peixotto, M. D., Professor of the Theory and

Practice of Physic.

3. J. S. Russell, M. D., Professor of Chemistry.

4. H. A. Ackerly, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology.

5. William M. Smith, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica.

6. Daniel S. M. Peixotto, M. D., pro. tern. Professor of Obstet-

rics and Diseases of Women and Children.

Number of students, session 1835-6, 23; number of graduates, 5.

There are, consequently, in the United States, not fewer than

twenty-three colleges capable of conferring medical degrees; and

these are attended during the session by no fewer than 2,500 stu-
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denis, of whom at least 6 or 700 may receive degrees. The two schools

of Philadelphia alone furnish a little less than one-third. 'I his may
seem an inordinate supply of practitioners; but it does not appear to be

too great; not greater than In England, if we reckon the apothecaries

—

who are sub-physicians, as it were, or the regular family attendants,

—the practice of the physicians and surgeons being largely restricted

to consultation, or to advice given at their own habitations. The
apothecary of the United States corresponds to the pharmacien of

France: he neither visits the sick nor prescribes at the counter.

Every candidate, too, for graduation is compelled to exhibit his qua-

lifications for practising both medicine and surgery, for although

some may devote themselves more especially to the latter branch,

their medical education does not differ from that of the practitioner

who confines himself to medicine. They are all educated, in other

words, for the general exercise of the duties of their profession.

All the institutions are organised upon the same general plan,

although they may differ in the number of professorships, and in

the facilities which they afford for the study of the more practical

parts of the profession.

The fees for attendance on lectures vary greatly in the different
schools. In the oldest institution in the country—the University of
Pennsylvania—and in the University of Maryland, they amount to

120 dollars; whilst there are schools in which they do not amount to

more than 55 dollars, (Willoughby University;) 50 dollars, (Berk-
shire Medical Institution, Dartmouth College, and Medical School of
Maine;) and even 45 dollars, (Vermont Medical College, and Ver-
mont Academy of Medicine.) The fee for the diploma likewise
varies from 40 dollars, (University of Pennsylvania;) to five dollars,
(University of Virginia.)

The session of the chief Medical Schools generally commences
about the 1st of November, and terminates on the last day of Feb-
ruary. Recently, the University of Pennsylvania has extended the
session to the end of March. The anatomical rooms are sometimes
opened earlier than the commencement of the session. This is the
case with the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia, at which
lectures are regularly delivered during the month of October, but
these lectures are extra: they do not interfere with the integrity of
the course, which commences in the last week of October, and attend-
ance upon them is not essential to graduation.
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Table of the Dates at which the Lectures commence in the different

Institutionsfor Medical Instruction in the United States.

University of Pennsylvania . at

College of Physicians and )

Surgeons, New York
. £

Medical School of Harvard

Dartmouth College, New
Hampshire

University of Maryland
College of Physicians and')

Surgeons of the Western I

District of the State of
j

New York J

Yale College, Connecticut . . New Haven,

Medical College of Ohio . . Cincinnati,

Philadelphia,

New York,

Boston,

Hanover,

Baltimore,

First Monday in November.

Ditto. Ditto.

First Wednesday in Novemb.

First Week in August. Ses-

sion 14 Weeks.
Last Monday in Obtobcr.

Fairfield, First Tuesday in October.

9. Vermont Academy ofMedicine CastlctonA
10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

Transylvania University

Medical School of Maine

Lexington,

Brunswick,

Pittsfield,Berkshire Medical Institu-
i

tion, Massachusetts . .

Medical College of South / charlestor))
Carolina S

14. Jefferson Medical College . ,

15. University of Virginia . . .

16. Washington Medical College .

17. Medical College of Georgia .

18. Medical College of the State )

of South Carolina . .

19. Medical College of Louisiana

20. Medical Institution of Ge- )

neva College, New York $

21. Cincinnati College . . • •

22. School ofMedicine at Wood- )

stock, Vermont ... $

23. Willoughby University . . •

Philadelphia,

Charlottesville

Baltimore,

Augusta,

Charleston,

New Orleans,

Geneva,

Cincinnati,

Woodstock,

S

Chagrine,

Lake Erie,

Last week in October.

Last Monday in October.

Second Thursday in August,

and a spring term begin-

ning on the second Thurs-

day in March. Each ses-

sion of 14 weeks.

First Monday in November.

Third Monday of February.

Session 3 months.

Last Thursday in August,

session 13 Weeks.
Second Monday in No-

vember.

The regular series, in the first

week of November.

First of September.

Last Monday in October.

In October.

Second Monday in Novem-

ber.

First Monday in December.

First Tuesday in October.

Last Monday in October.

Second Thursday in March.

First of November.

Baltimore; June 10/A, 1836.

The following are the published regulations, at present in force, in

relation to the acquisition of the doctorate in the University of Penn-

sylvania-
. f

I. Every candidate for the degree must have attained the age ol

twenty-one years, applied himself to the study of medicine for three

years, and been, during that time, the private pupil, for two years at

least, of a respectable practitioner of medicine.
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_ II. Preparatory to obtaining his tickets, the student must matricu-

late, by having his name registered by the Dean of the Medical Fa-

culty.

III. The candidate must have attended two complete courses of the

following lectures in this institution.

Anatomy,

Practice of Physic,

Materia Medica and Pharmacy,

Chemistry,

Surgery,

Midwifery, and the Diseases of Women and Children, and

Institutes of Medicine.

He must also have attended one course of Clinical Instruction, in

the Philadelphia Hospital (Blockley,) or the Pennsylvania Hospital,

or some other institution approved of by the Faculty of Medicine.

IV. Medical students who have attended one complete couise, in

a respectable medical school, where the attendance on two complete
courses is necessary to a degree, where the same branches are taught

as in this, and which is placed on the ad eundem of this school,

are permitted to become candidates by attendance here for one full

course only, and have the same privilege with students who have at-

tended this school twice.

V. When the candidates fora medical degree apply to the dean for

admission to an examination, they must exhibit their tickets and certi-

ficates to prove that these qualifications have been observed.

VI. Lach candidate, at the time of his application, must deliver to

the dean of the faculty a medical thesis composed by himself. This
thesis is referred to one of the professors, who shall examine the can-
didate thereon, and report the same to the medical faculty.

VII. When a candidate is rejected, his thesis will be retained by
the medical faculty.

VIII- When candidates withdraw their theses, for any purpose
whatever, they, on re-application, will be placed at the foot of the list.

IX. 1 he thesis must be in the candidate’s own handwriting, and
must be written uniformly on paper of the same size, the alternate
pages being left blank. General bad spelling in it, or general inat-
tention to the rules of grammar, will be sufficient ground to exclude
a candidate from examination for a degree.

X. When a thesis is published by the candidate, the permission
of the professor, by whom he was examined thereon must be ob-
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tained, and no alteration without his consent, shall be made therein

after such permission is given.

XI. The voting on the case of each candidate is by private ballot,

and three negative votes reject him.

XII. Each candidate shall pay the fees of graduation, at the time

of having the success of his examination announced to him by the

Dean.

XIII. Candidates, who have passed theirexamination, and in other

respects complied with the regulations, must be reported by the Dean

to the Provost, who in turn will communicate such report to the

Board of Trustees, in order that if approved of by them, their man-

damus be issued for conferring the degree at such time as they may

think expedient.

XIV. The degree will not be conferred upon a candidate who ab-

sents himself from the public commencement, except by a special

permission of the medical faculty.

XV. Graduates of medical schools, on the ad eundem list, by at-

tending one complete course in this institution, are put upon the same

footing with students, who have attended two complete courses

here.

The regulations of the Jefferson Medical School, of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of the city of New York, and of the

Western and Southern Medical Schools are in all essential respects

the same as those of the University of Pennsylvania. The examina-

tions in the first of these institutions, are, however, peculiar. Those

of the University of Pennsylvania, and of the other medical schools

of the union, are altogether oral. At the Jefferson School they are

oral or written, at the option of the candidate. The following account

of the plan, adopted in this school, is from their ‘ announcement for

the session, 1836-7.*

* “The officers of Jefferson Medical College would particularly solicit the

attention of the Profession to the inode of examination for the degreo of M. D.,

which they have lately adopted. Every one acquainted with the subject is aware

of the great difficulty of fixing a standard, by which the qualifications of he

candidate shall be fairly determined, so that equal justice shall be done to the

public and individuals. Oral examinations, after a certain routine of study, have

been heretofore universally relied upon in the United States. This mode of ex-

animation is admitted to be very imperfect, and obnoxious to many serious o

lections. It is in itself extremely tedious, necessarily consuming, where the

class is large, a great length of time, each candidate requiring, at least, from an
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The following arc the regulations for graduation in the medical de-

partment of the University of Maryland.

1. Any student, who desires to become a candidate, must exhibit

the tickets of admission to the different lectures to the Dean.

2 . He must have attended two full courses of all the lectures deliver-

hour and a quarter, to an hour and a half. The situation of the candidates is

embarrassing; some become agitated and lose their self-possession, and arc thus

unable to do justice to themselves; others again, by appearing to be so, enlist the

feelings of the examiners, and, by their address, elude scrutiny; while, however

conscientious and upright in his intentions, the examiner must have the common
sympathies of our nature, and is therefore always liable to be suspected of favor-

itism or prejudice. These, and many other unanswerable objections, may be

urged against oral examinations, as tests of medical qualifications. The follow-

ing plan of written examinations was pursued, with about two-thirds of the can-

didates, at their last graduation. The mode being unusual, the candidates were
allowed a choice of an oral or written examination, when 86 preferred tho latter.

Preparatory to the written examination, the candidates were requested to send to

the Dean a scaled note, with their names written on the inside; on the outside

wus written a motto or sentence. A day was then set apart for each Professor

to examine on his branch. The evening before meeting the class, the Professor

prepared from 20 to 40 comprehensive questions, on various subjects relating to

his department A sufficient number of copies was printed, by a confidential

person, and delivered to the Professor. The class was assembled at 10 o’clock
A. M. the next day, in the lecture room, prepared for their examination; when a
copy of the questions was handed to each candidate, by tiie Professor in the pre-
sence ol his colleagues. The candidates were distributed over the room, so that
they could hold no intercourse with each other; each being provided with a small
copy book, on which was written the motto already handed to the Dean, and with
pen and ink. They were informed that the answers were expected to be full and
satisfactory. It was announced that any attempt to whisper, or to communicate
information to each other, or the use of any book, would, if discovered, be con-
sidcrcd sufficient ground for the unqualified rejection of the individual. They
were at liberty to take what time they required; but, after finishing their tasks,
the book, containing the answers to the questions, was to be deposited in a cover-
ed basket placed upon the table. During the time they were thus employed, one
or more of the Professors was constantly present in a part of the room where
every candidate was under his direct surveillance. No candidate left the room,
but lor a few moments, with permission, until his task was completed.

I'rom the novelty of this mode of examination, the Professors were apprehen-
sive that some inconvenience might practically arise. It was most gratifying,
however, to find that none was actually felt. The moment the printed copies of
the questions were received, the candidates proceeded, with the regularity of so
many well trained C lerks, to the accomplishment of their task. Instead of at-
tempting to prompt each other, each seemed conscious that he had quite suffi.
cient employment in attending to his own afiairs, and, by Uie time the questions
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ed in the Institution; one course of practical anatomy under the De-

monstrator of the University, and one course of clinical instruction at

the Infirmary.

Students, who have attended a full course of medical lectures in

any respectable school, are permitted to become candidates after at-

tending one full course of the lectures in the medical department of

the University of Maryland.

Each candidate must deliver to the Dean an inaugural dissertation,

of his own composing, on some medical subject. Should the can-

didate be rejected, his essay will be returned to him.

The dissertation must be in the candidate’s own writing, and must

be written correctly and on appropriate paper.

The order in which the candidates shall present themselves for ex-

amination will be determined by lot, on the 15th day of February,

the candidate delivering in his inaugural dissertation, at the time, to

the Dean.

Each candidate shall pay to the Dean of the Faculty the fees for

graduation, at the time of his examination.

The degree will not be conferred upon any candidate—although

he may have been successful in his examinations—who may absent

himself from the Public Commencement, except by special permis-

sion of the Medical Faculty.

A medal shall be awarded to the writer of the best Latin disserta-

tion,—the announcement to be made on the day of the public com-

mencement.

Graduates of respectable medical schools are permitted to attend

were answered, they were quite fatigued enough to feel no desire of remaining

longer in the room. The book of answers was deposited in the covered basket

and the candidate retired. The examination began at 10 o’clock in the morning,

and generally it was about five before the last candidate, and with him the Pro-

fessors, left the room. The basket containing the written answers was sent to

the Professor’s house, who, after carefully examining them, wrote down his judg-

ment of each. On this decision the vote was taken, without the name of the

candidate being known.—This course was pursued, successively, by each Pro-

fessor.

It will be perceived that the excellence of this mode of examination mainly

depends on the questions being entirely unknown until they arc presented in the

examining room, and the candidate having no extrinsic aid from books or

prompting. Such were the precautions, that these were entirely impracticable.

At the same time, they must do the candidates the justice to say, that not the

slightest disposition to take any undue advantage was shown by a single indi-

vidual within the knowledge of the Professors.”
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all the lectures, on payment of a fee of twenty dollars to the Medical

Faculty.

According to the regulations of the Medical School of Harvard

University:

—

Every candidate for the degree of Doctor of Medicine must com-
ply with the following conditions before being admitted to a private

examination, viz:

He shall satisfy the faculty that he has arrived at the age of

twenty-one.

He shall have attended two courses of the lectures delivered at the

Massachusetts Medical College by each of the Professors. Except
that if he have attended a course of similar lectures in any other
college or university, the same may take the place of one of the
above courses.

He shall have employed three years in his professional studies
under the direction of a regular practitioner of medicine.

If he has not received a university education, he shall satisfy the
Faculty of Medicine in respect to his knowledge of the Latin lan-
guage, and experimental philosophy.

He shall, four weeks previous to the day on which he presents
himself for examination, have given notice of his intention to the
Dean of the Faculty, and at the same time shall have delivered or
transmitted to the Dean, a dissertation written by himself, on some
subject connected with medicine.

In the University of Virginia—as was remarked in an early part
of this volume—no length of study is demanded. The candidate is
admitted to an examination during the first year of his attendance,
should he feel qualified and desire it.

27
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ADDENDA.

RECENT CHANGES IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS.
The whole of this work, as the date of the preface sufficiently indicates, has

been printed since the month of March; but it has not been issued in consequence

of the difficulties arising from the pressure of the times. Since then changes

unusually numerous have been made in various medical schools. These it is

esteemed proper to add here, with a reference to the page in the body of the

work in which the particular school is noticed.

II. COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, NEW Y'ORK, p. 294.

Dr. Alban G. Smith (formerly of the Medical College of Ohio) has been ap-

pointed Professor of the Principles and Practice of Surgery, in place of Dr. A.
II. Stevens, M. D., resigned.

V. UNIVERSITY' OF MARYLAND, (BALTIMORE.) p. 296.

The whole of the old Faculty have resigned. The following is the present
Faculty:

1. 11. Willis Baxley, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology.
2. Henry Howard, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and of the Diseases of

Women and Children.

.1. Michael A. Finley, M. D., Professor of Pathology and the Practice of
Medicine.

4. Robert E. Dorsey, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics, Hy-
giene and Medical Jurisprudence.

5. W. R. Fisher, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy.
(J. John Frederick May, M. D., Professor of the principles and Practice of

Surgery.

Ellis Hughes, M. D., Dissector and Demonstrator of Anatomy.
Fee for each Professor, 15 dollars.

VIII. TRANSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY, (LEXINGTON, K\r.) JO. 29#.
All these chairs having been vacated by the Board of Trustees, t-o Allowing

new appointments have been made :

6

1. Benjamin Winslow Dudley, M. I)., Professor of Anatomy and Surgery.
2. James B. Bush, M. D., Adjunct Professor of Anatomy.
3. James Conquest Cross, Professor of the Institutes and Clinical Practice,

and of Medical Jurisprudence.

4. John Eberlc, M. I)., Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine.
5. William Hal) Richardson, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and the Diseases

of Women and Children.

6. Charles Wilkins Short, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and Medical
Botany.

7. Thomas D. Mitchell, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy.

IX. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF OHIO, (CINCINNATI.) p. 299.
Several of the Professors in this School have resigned, and, at this date, their

places have not been supplied. Drs. Cobb and Locke have received appoint
menu in the Louisville Medical School. Dr. Alban G. Smith has been trans-
ferred to the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York; and Drs. Cross
and Eberle have accepted appointments in the Transylvania Medical School.

XIII. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, (CHARLESTON.) p. 301.
Dr. Charles Davis having resigned the Chair of Chemistry, Dr. William Hume

has been transferred from the Chair of Anatomy to that of Chemistry and Phar-
macy, and Dr. B. B. Strobcl has been appointed Professor of Anatomy.

XV. UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, (CHARLOTTESVILLE.) p. 302.
Robert L. Griffith, M. D., (previously of the University of Maryland,) Pro-

fessor o^hcory and 1 ractice of Medicine, &c., in the place of Alfred T. Magill,

James L. Cabell, M. D., Professor of Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgcrv inthe place of Augustus I,. Warner, M. D., resigned.
®
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XVI. WASHINGTON MEDICAL COLLEGE, (BALTIMORE.) f. 302 .

J. R. W. Dunbar, M. D., Professor of Surgery and Surgical Anatomy, iir

place of John P. Mcttauer, M. D., resigned.

XVII. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA, (AUGUSTA.)jL 303 .

Two new Professorships have been added to this School; the one of Physiology
and Pathological Anatomy; the other of Institutes of Medicine and Medical
Jurisprudence. To the former, Dr. George M. Newton, Adjunct Professor of
Anatomy and Physiology, has been appointed; to the latter, Dr. Lewis D. Ford,

previously Professor of Chemistry in the Institution. The Chair of Chemistry
has been filled by the appointment of Dr. Charles Davis, previously Professor of

Chemistry in the Medical College of South Carolina.

XVIII. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, (CHARLES-

TON.) p. 304 .

A Chair of Pathological Anatomy and Medical Jurisprudence has been added

to this college, to which Dr. Eli Geddings, previously Professor of Anatomy and
Physiology in the University of Maryland, has been appointed.

E. Wurdeinann, M. D., Demonstrator, in place of John Dellinger, M. D.

XIX. MEDICAL COLLEGE OF LOUISIANA. (NEW ORLEANS.) p. 304 .

W. Stone, M. D., Professor of Surgery, in place of Charles A. Luzenburg.

J. L. Riddel, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy, in place of W.
Byrd Powell, M. D.

J. Jones, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children

and Clinics, in place of Thomas R. Ingalls, M. D.

Warren Stone, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.

XX. MEDICAL INSTITUTION OF GENEVA COLLEGE, NEW YORK, (GENEVA.)

Janies Webster, M. D., has been appointed Professor of Anatomy and Physi-

ology, in the place of W. Parker, M. D. The same gentleman will also deliver

the "Lectures on Surgery the ensuing term, in place of Dr. Morgan, resigned.

The Professorship ofMedical Jurisprudence and Botany has been discontinued.

XXI. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF CINCINNATI COLLEGE, (CINCINNATI.)

Dr. John L. Riddel, Adjunct Professor of Chemistry and Lecturer on Botany,

has been appointed to the Chair of Chemistry and Pharmacy in the Medical

College of Louisiana.

Dr. Trimble is Demonstrator of Anatomy.

NEW SCHOOL.

LOUISVILLE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (LOUISVILLE.)

A Faculty has been recently appointed, connected with this Institute.

1. Jedcdiah Cobb, M. D., (previously of the Medical College of Ohio,) Pro-

fessor of Anatomy.
2. Joshua B. Flint, M. D., (lately of Boston,) Professor of Surgery.

3. Charles Caldwell, M. D., (previously of the Transylvania University,) Pro-

fessor of the Institutes of Medicine and Clinical Practice.

4. John E. Cooke, M. D., (lately of the Transylvania University,) Professor of

the Theory and Practice of Medicine.

5. Lunsford P. Yandell, M. D., (lately of the Transylvania University,) Pro-

fessor of Materia Medica.

6. Henry Miller, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and

7. John Locke, M. D., (of the Medical College of Ohio,) Professor of Chemistry

and Pharmacy.
.

N. B. Dr. Locke is at this time in Europe. The Trustees appointed Inm,

believing, from the assurances of his friends, that he would accept. Should he

decline, Chemistry will be taught during the ensuing winter by Dr. Yandell.

The above comprise all the changes that have come to the author’s knowledge.

Philadelphia, September 6, 1837.
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rurgical Transactions, 283.

D.

D’Alembert, ridicule of medicine, 161.

Dartmouth College, N. H. Medical
school of, 205.

Davis, Dr. D. Elements of Operative
Midwifery, 247.—Principles of Ob-
stetric Medicine, 247.

De Lys, G. J. M. Translation ofRiche-
rand’s Physiology, 260.

De Saint Pierre, Bernardin. Rous-
seau’s letter to, 184.

Dease. Medical Jurisprudence, 240.

Degree of the arts, requisites for a, 6.

Denman
,
Dr. Thos. Midwifery, 243.

Dewees, Dr. Articles in Hays's Cyclo-
pedia, 282.—Edition of Baude-

loeque's Midwifery, 242.—Edition of
Ramsbotham's Midwifery, 246.—On
the Medical and Moral Treatment of
Children, 277.—Practice of Physic,
248.—System of Midwifery, 242.

—

Treatise on the Diseases of Females,
277.—Dictionaries, Medical, 223.

Diplomas, medical, objects of, 12.

—

Written in Latin, 11.

Discretion in the Physician, advantage
of, 192.

Dispensatory, eclectic, 233.
Dissection, first, in the United States.

291.

Dissector, Dublin, 205,

Doane, A. S. Edition of Bayle's Ana-
tomy, 203.—Translation of Blandin’s

Surg. Anat. 215.—Edition of Good's

Study of Medicine, 252.—Edition of

Maygrier's Midwifery, 245.— Edi-

tion of Meekers Anatomy, 205.

—

Surgery illustrated, 262.

Dobson, Dr. R., in Select-Mcdico-Chi-

rurgical Transactions, 283.

Dorsey, Dr. Elements of Surgery, 262.

Drawing, a useful accomplishment to

the medical student, 42.

Dublin, University, education in the, 1.

Ducatel, Dr. Manual of Practical Tox-
icology, 277.

Dumas, his attempt to improve nomen-
clature, 51—Nomenclature of Ana-
tomy, 100.

Dunglison, Dr. Articles in Hays's
Cyclopedia, 282.—Hygiene, 227.

Human Physiology, 255.—Edition

of Mngcndie's Formulary, 235.—Ap-
pendix to Magendic’s Formulary,
236.— Edition of Hooper’s Surgeon’s
Vade Mecum, 270.—Medical Dic-
tionary, 224.—General Therapeutics,
249.

Duparcque, M. On Diseases of the
Uterus, 278.

Durand, E. Translation of Edwards
and Vacasseur’s Mat Med. 235.

E.

Eberle, Dr. Diseases, &c. of Children,
279.—Materia Mcdica, 233.—Notes
on Practice of Medicine, 249.

Edinburgh, University of, diploma of
the, 193.

Education, preliminary, 1.—General,
well devised system of, 3.—Of the

youth destined for medicine, 8.—Me-
dical, prior to attendance on lectures,
44.—In the office of the Physician,
46.—After graduation, 183.—Of the
office student, during the first year,
126.—During attendance on lectures,

135.

Edwards, H. M.—Manual of Materia
Medica, 235.—Surgical Anatomy,
216.

Ellis, Dr. B .—Medical Formulary,
234.

Elliotson, D. John. Human Physiolo-

gy, 258.

Emerson, Dr. G. Articles in Hays's
Cyclopedia, 282.

English language, inattention to the, 6.

Ethics, medical, 196.—Works on, 225.

27*
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F.

Ferguson
, Dr. J. C., in Select Mcdico-

Chirurgical Transactions, 283.
Fonblanque, J. S. M. Medical Juris-

prudence, 241.

Forbes, Dr. Medical Bibliography, 218.
—Translation of Laennec on the
chest, 284.

Fourcroy, his Nomenclature ofChemis-
try, 103.

Francis, Dr. J. W. Edition of Den-
man’s Midwifery, 244.

French, use of, to the medical student,

40.

G.

Goldings, Dr. Articles in Hays's Cy-
clopedia, 282.

Georgia, medical school of, 303.

Gerhard, Dr. Diagnosis of diseases

of the chest, 279.

German, use of, to the medical student,

40.

Gibson, Dr. Wi Institutes of Surgery,

263.

Glanvil, on the Improvements of Sci-

ence, 174.

Glossary of prefixes, suffixes, &.C., 55.

Goddard, Dr. Plates of the cerebro-

spinal nerves, 279.

Godman, Dr. Correspondence with the

author, 39.—His example inculcated,

36.—Ilis piety, 39. His study of lan-

guages, 37.— Edition of Bell’s Ana-
tomy, 204.—Edition of Sir. A. Coo-

per, on Dislocations, &c., 276.

Gooch, Robt. Compendium of Mid-

wifery, 244.—On some of the more
important diseases of women, 280.

Good, Dr., his extensive works, 36.

—

His example inculcated, 36.—His

knowledge of languages, 33.—His

literary habits and activity, 35.—His

remarks on nomenclature, 54.—Stu-

dy of medicine, 252.

Gore, R. T. Translation of Carus's

Comp. Anatomy, 201.

Graduation, medical education after,

183.—Preparation for, 181.—Regu-

lations for, in the different schools,

307.

Grainger, R. D. General Anat. 210.

Grant, Robt. E. Compar. Anatomy,

202 .

Granville, Dr. Catechism of Health,

280.

Graves, Dr. R. J., in Select Medico-
Chirurgical Transactions, 283.

Green, Dr. Jacob. Chemistry, 219.

Greek language, important to the me-
dical student, 9.

Gregory, Dr. G. Practice of Physic,

252.

Dr. John. On the duties, &c. of

a physician, 225.—On the impor-

tance of sympathy, 189.—On the

study of tho history of medicine, 1 80.

—Dr. Olinthus, his opinion of Dr.

Good, 34.

Griffith, Dr. R. E. Articles in Hays's

Cyclopedia, 282.—Edition of Cave-

none and Schedel, on cutaneous dis-

eases, 272.—Edition of Ryan's Me-
dical Jurisprudence, 240.—Transla-

tion of Broussais's 1 Principles,’ 251.
‘ Grinding,’ objections to, 182.

Gross, Dr. S. D. Translation of Bayle

and Hollard's General Anatomy,
209.—Edition of Tavernier's Opera-

tive Surgery, 268.

Gully, Dr. Translation of Tiedemann's

Physiology, 261.

Guyton de Morveau, his Nomenclature

of Chemistry, 102.

H.

Haden, C. T. On the causes of success

in physicians, 195.—His opinion of

physiology, 157.—Translation of Ma-
gendie's Formulary, 111, 235.

Hall, Capt. His anecdote of Sir W.
Scott's literary habits, 35.

M. On the circulation of the

blood, 280.—Lectures on the nerv-

ous system, 281.—Researches on loss

of blood, 280.—Principles of diagno-

sis, 280.

Hamilton, Dr. James. Practical Ob-

servations on Midwifery, 247.

Dr. IP. History of Medi-

cine, 227.

Hare, Dr. Robert. Chemistry, 220.

Harlan, Dr. Medical and Physical

Researches, 281.

Harris, Dr. Thos. Article in Hays's

Cyclopedia, 282.

Harvard, Medical school of, 294.

Haslam, Dr. Treatise on Insanity, 240.

Hays, Dr. American Cyclopedia of

Practical Medicine, &c. 282.—Arti-

cles in his Cyclopedia, 283.—Edition

ofArnott's Elements of Physics, 272.

—Select Medico-Chirurgical Trans-
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actions, 283.—Translation of Brous-

sais's 1 Principles,’ 251.

Hayward, Geo. Translation of Bichat's

Anat. 210.—Translation of additions

to Bichat
,
210.

Henderson, Thomas. Epitome of the

Physiology, &c. of Bichat, 255.
Hennen, Dr. J. Military Surgery, 266.

Henry, Dr. W. Chemistry, 221.

Hippocrates, his doctrines reverentially

followed until recently, 161.—Oath
of, 193.

Histology, 150.

History of medicine, study of the, 176.

—Works on, 226.

Hoblyn, R. D. Dictionary of Terms,
55.—Medical Dictionary, 225.

Hodge, Dr. Articles in Hays's Cyclo-
pedia, 282.

Hodgkin, T. Lectures on Health, 231.
Hollard, H. General Anatomy, 209.
Honour, in the physician, advantage of,

192.

Hooper, Robert. Medical Dictionary,
221.—Surgeon’s Vade Medum, 270.

Hope, J. Pathological Anatomy, 213.
Hopkinson, Dr. J. P. Engravings of

the arteries, 283.—Edition of CMes's
Surg. Anat 216.

Horner, Dr. Articles in Hays's Cyclo-
pedia, 282.—Special ana General
Anatomy, 202—Pathological Anato-
my, 211.—Practical Anatomy, 202.—Edition of Hisfar's Anatomv,
203.

}

Hospital attendance during the first

year, 137.

Hunter, John. His example inculcated,
30.—The extent of his museum, 32.—His wonderful industry, 31.

Hutchinson, Mr. Copland, in Select
Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,
283.

Hutin, Ph. Physiology of Man, 259.
Hygiene, study of, 160.—Works on,

227.

I.

Italian, use of to the Medical Student,

J.

Jackson, Dr. James. Appendix, &,c.
to Louis on bloodletting, 286.

Dr. S. Articles in Hays's Cy-
clopedia, 282.—Principles of Medi-
cine, 255.

Jacob, N. H. Plates to Bourgery's Ana-
tomy, 207,

James, Dr. T. C. Edition of Burns's

Midwifery, 243.—Edition of Mcrri-

man’s Synopsis of Midwifery, 245.

Jefferson Medical College, 301.—Curri-

culum in the, 135.—Examinations
for a degree at, 310.—Rules of the,44.

Johnson, Dr. S. His definition of me-
dicine, 188.—On the employment of
time. 142.—Opinion of the length of
daily study, 140.

Jourdan, A. J. L. Translation of Meck-
el’s Anatomy, 205.

Jupiter, the sign of, placed at the head
of a prescription, 1 1 0.

K.

Kennedy, Dr. E., in Select Mcdico-Chi-
rurgical Transactions, 283.

Kissam, Dr. J. B. Translation of Bour-
gery's Surgery, 264.

Kitchener, Dr. Invalid's Oracle, 230.
Knox, Dr. Edition of Cloquet's Ana-

tomy, 204.

L.

La Roche, Dr. Edition of Broussais's
Physiology, 257.

Laennec, the discoverer of auscultation,
163 .—On Diseases of the Chest, 284.

Lane, Dr. J. H. Translation of Tiede-
mann's Physiology, 261.

Languages, modern, use of to the medi-
cal student, 40.

Latham, P.M. On Clinical Medicine,
222.—On the distinction between
knowledge and wisdom, 143 His
views on medical education, 129.

Latin diplomas, 11,—Dissertations,
prizes for, 18.—Important to the me-
dical student, 10.

Lawrence, Mr. On diseases of the eye,
284.—Lectures on Surgery, 270.
In Select Medico-Chirurgical Trans-
actions, 283.—His translation of Blu-
menbach's Comparative Anat. 201.

Lectures, commencement of in the me-
dical schools, 308.—Medical educa-
tion prior to attendance on, 44.

Education during attendance on, 135.—During first year of attendance,
138.—Taking notes during, 145.

Lewis, Winslow. Edition ot' Paxton's
Anatomy, 206.

Liston, Robert. Elements of Surgery,
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Litlell, Dr. &, Jun. On diseases of the

eye, 284.

Lizars, John. Anatomical Plates, 208.

Lobstein, J. F. On the sympathetic
nerve, 285.

London University, a professorship of

English at the, 7.

Lovis, P. Ch. A.—On clinical instruc-

tion, 223.—On the effects of blood-

letting, 286.—Pathological research-

es on phthisis, 285.—On typhoid fe-

ver, 285.

Louisiana, medical college of, 304.

Luckey, Dr. The preceptor of Dr.

Godman, 37.

M.

Mackintosh, Dr. Principles of Patho-

logy, 253.

M'Lellan, R. D. Translation of Ra-

tier’s Formulary, 237.

M'Clellan, Dr. S. Editionof& Cooper's

First Lines, 265.

Magendie, F. Compendium of Physi-

ology, 259.—Formulary, 235.—For-

mulary referred to, 111.

Maine, Medical School of, 300.

Male, Dr. Forensic Medicine, 240.

Mancc. Plates of the nerves, 285,

Manners, of the physician, 191.

—

rough, objections to, 194.

Marsh, Dr. In Select Medico-chirur-

gical Transactions, 283.

Martin, Peter. His translation of

Louis on clinical instruction, 223.

Martinet, L. Manual of Pathology,

254.

Maryland, state license of, 12.—Uni-

versity o£ curriculum at the. 136.

—

School of the, 296.—regulations for

a degree at the, 311.—Rules of the,

44.

Materia {Medica, only to be attained

by practice, 46.—Dr. Thomson’s

of, 127.—Works on, 231.

Maygrier, J. P. Anatomist’s Manual,

205.—Midwifery illustrated, 245.

Mayo, Herbert. Outlines of Human
Physiology, 261.

Measures used in prescribing, 114.

Meckel, J. F. Anatomy of Man, 205.

Medical Bibliography, works on, 218.

Medical Jurisprudence, works on, 238.

Medical schools of the Union, 290.

—

Commencement of lectures in the,

308.—Regulations for graduation in

the, 310.—Of Berkshire, (Pittsfield,)

300—Of Castleton, (Vermont,) 299.

—Of Cincinnati, 299 and 305.—Of
Dartmouth College, (N. IL) 295.

—

Of Fairfield, (N. Y.) 297—Of Ge-

neva College, New York, 305.

—

of Georgia, 303.—Of Harvard, 294.

—Of Louisiana, 304.—-Of Maine,
300.—Of the University ofMaryland,

296.—Of New York, (College of

Physicians and Surgeons,) 293.—Of
Ohio, 299, 305.—Of Philadelphia,

291 and 301. Of the University of

Pennsylvania, 291.—Of South Caro-

lina, 301 and 304.—Of Transylvania

University, 298.—Of Vermont, 299,

306.—Of University of Virginia, 302.

Of Willoughby University, 306.

—

Of Yale College, 298.

Medicine, history of, study of the, 176.

—Works on, 226.—Improvement in,

in modern times, 174.—Preventive,

160.—Study of, physico-moral, 8.

Meigs, Dr. Ch. D. Edition of Velpeau's

Midwifery, 246.

Merriman, Dr. S. Synopsis of Mid-

wifery, 245.

Midwifery, works on, 242.

Milligan, Dr. E. Translation of Ma-
gtndie's Physiology, 259.

Miscellaneous medical works, 271.

Mitchell, Dr. J. K. Article in Hays's

Cyclopedia, 282.

Moir, D. M. History of Medicine,

227.

Moliere. His ridicule of Medicine, 162.

—His ridicule of Medical Latin, 24.

Money, IV. Morbid Anatomy, 214.

Monographic medical works, 271.

Morgagni
, J. B. Seats and causes of

diseases, 213.

Morton, Dr. S. G. Illustrations of pul-

monary consumption, 286.—Edition

of Mackintosh's Pathology, 253.

Murray, John. Materia Medica, 236.

N.

Natural history, importance of, 131.

Neology, objections to, 51.

New York, Medical Schools of, 293,

297 and 305.—College of Physicians

and Surgeons of, 293.—State of, Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons of

the Western district of, 297.

Nomenclature of anatomy, 99.—Of

chemistry, 102.—Heterogeneous, of

disease, 52.—Lavoisierian, advan-

tages of the, 49.—Medical, difficul-

ties of, 49.

Notes, short, during lecture, 144.
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Observation, method of, in disease,

186.

Obstetrics, how best studied, 169.

—

Works on, 242.

Office student, subjects of study for the

first year, 126.

Ohio, Medical College of, 299.

Olivier, Daniel. First Lines of Physi-
ology, 256.

Oliver. Memoir of Bedard, 209.
Otto, W. A. Human and Comparative

Anatomy, 215.

Oxford, University of, education in the,

P.

Pancoast, Dr. Edition of Manee's
Plates of the Nerves, 285.—Transla-
tion of Lobstein on the Sympathetic,
285.

Paris, Dr. Medical Chemistry, 221.
—Medical Jurisprudence, 241.

—

Phartnacologia,236.—Remarks upon
prescriptions, 110—Treatise on Diet,
287.

Parr, Dr. His opinion of physicians,
183.

Parrish, Dr. Joseph. On Strangulated
Hernia, 289.

Parsons, Usher. On anatomical pre-
parations, 217.

Pathology and Therapeutics, works on,
248.

Patterson, Dr. R. M. Article in Hays's
Cyclopedia, 282.

Pattison, Dr. G. S. Edition of Burns
on the Head and Neck, 274.

Paxton, James. Human Anatomy, 206.
Pearson, Mr. John. Principles of Sur-

gery, 267.

Pennsylvania, University of, curricu-
lum of the, 135.—Medical School of
the, 291.—Regulations of the, 44,
308.

Percival, Dr. T. Medical Ethics, 226.
Pharmacien, of France, the chemist

and druggist of England, 46.
Pharmacopoeia, of London, number

of articles in, 160.—Of Paris, num-
ber of articles in the, 160 Of the
United States, number of articles in
the, 160.

Physiology, nature and study of, 156.
—Works on, 255.

Plumbe, Mr. S. On diseases of the

skin, 272.

Polygraphic Medical Works, 271.

Potter, Dr. N. Edition of Gregory's
Practice, 252.

Practice of medicine, study of the, 158.

—Works on the, 248.

Prefixes of terms, glossary of, 55.

Prescribing, method of, 108.

Prescriptions, abbreviations used in,

112.—Of the physician, examples of
the, 109.—Latin, faulty, 22.—Sym-
bols used in, 113.—Terms used in,

107.—Weights and measures used
in, 114.—Written in Latin, 19.

Presence of mind, in the physician, ad-

vantage of, 192.

Putnam, Dr. C. J. Translation of

Louis on bloodletting, 286.

Q.

Qvain, Dr. Edition of Martinet's Pa-
thology, 254.

Quizzing clubs, uses of, 181.

R.

Radicals of terms, glossary of the, 55.
Ramsbolham, Dr. J. Practical Obser-

vations on Midwifery, 246.
Randolph, Dr. Edition of Dorsey's

Surgery, 263.

Ratier, F. S. Formulary, 237.
Rayer, P. On diseases of the skin,

272.

Reese, Dr. Edition of Cooper's Surgi-
cal Dictionary, 266.

Revere, Dr. Translation ofMagendie's
Physiology, 260.

Review, British and Foreign Medical,
referred to, 275, 291.

Richerand, A. Elements ofPhysiology,

Roberts, Dr. W. B. Translation of
Bourgery's Surgery, 264.

W. C. Translation of Sarlan-
diere's Anatomy, 206.

Roget, Dr. Animal and Vegetable
Physiology, 260.

Rousseau, J. J. Ridicule of Medicine,
161.

Rudbeck. Discoverer of the lymphatics,
177.

Ryan, Michael. Medical Jurispru-
dence, 240.—On the dignity of the
medical profession, 197.
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Sympathy, importance of, to the phy.
sician, 189.

3

S.

Sarlandiere, Chev. J. Anatomy, 206.
Schedel, H. E. See Cazenave.
Scott, Sir Walter. His literary habits,

36 .

Secrecy in the physician, advantage of,

192.

Severn, Charles. First Lines of Mid-
wifcry, 248.

Sewall, Dr. T. Introductory lecture,

referred to, 290.—His memoir of Dr.
Godman, 37.

Silliman, Benjamin. Chemistry, 220.
Skinner, George. Edition of Gooch's

Midwifery, 244.

Smith, Dr. N. R. Surgical Anatomy
of the Arteries, 288.

Dr. S. A Treatise on Fever,
288. Dissects the body of Mr. Ben-
tham, 155.

Sobriety, advantage of, in the physi-
cian, 192.

Societe de Modecine of Paris, Diploma
of the, 17.

Society, Medical, of London, Diploma
of the, 16.

South, John F. Translation of Otto's

Human and Comparative Anatomy,
215.

South Carolina, Medical College of,

301.

Spanish, use of, to the medical student,

41.

Spillan, Dr. Translation of Andral's
‘Clinique,’ 271.

Sterling, J. W. Translation of Vel-

peau’s Surgical Anatomy, 217.

Stevens, Dr. A. H. Edition of &
Cooper's First Lines, 265.

Stokes, Dr. IV. In Select Mcdico-chi-

rurgical Transactions, 283.

Student, best mode of employing his

time daily, after lectures, 142.

Study, curriculum of, in the various

schools, 135.

Suffixes of terms, glossary of, 55.

Surgeons, Royal College of, of London,
Diploma of, 16.—Rules of the, 45.

Surgery, how best studied, 166.

—

Works on, 262.

Swan, Joseph. On anatomical prepa-

rations, 218,

Symbols used in prescriptions, 113.

Siythe, Mr. J. Principles of Surgery,

269.

T.

Tact, in the physician, importance of,
193.

Tavernier, A. Elements of Operative
Surgery, 268.

Temperance, advantage of, in the phy.
sician, 192.

Tessier, X. Translation of Begin's
Therapeutics, 251.

Text book, evils arising from, 145.
Thacher

, Dr. American Medical Bi-
ography, 290.

Therapeutics, study of, 159.—Works
on, 248.

Thomson, A. T. Materia Medica, 238.—views of Materia Medica, 127.
Ticknor, Dr. C. On Hygiene, 228.
Tiedemann, Frederick. Comparative
Physiology, 261.

Togno, Dr. Translation of Beclard's
Anatomy, 209.—Translation of Ed-
wards & Vavasseur's Materia Medica
235.—Translation of Hutin's Physi-
ology, 259.

Townsend, R. Translation of Andral's
Pathological Anatomy, 212.

Transylvania University, Medical
School of, 298.

Turner, Dr. E. Chemistry, 222
Remarks on nomenclature, 103.

Tuson, IV. E. Dissector’s Guide, 208.
Twcedie, Dr. A. Clinical Illustrations

of Fever, 288.

Tyrrel, Mr. Edition of Sir A. Cooper's
Lectures, 265.

V.

Vaidy, M. His view respecting clini-

cal attendance, 137.

Vavasseur, P. Manual of Materia Me-
dica, 235.

Velpeau, A. L. M. Midwifery, 246.

—

Surgical Anatomy, 217.

Vermont Academy of Medicine, 299.

—

Medical College, 306.

University of Virginia, Diploma of the,

18.—Medical department of the, 302.

—Rules of the, as to Latin, 4 Re-
gulations for graduation in the, 313.

—Rules of the, 44.

Vocabulary of terms, used in prescri-

bing, 117.

Voltaire. His opinion of physicians,

189.
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w.

Warren, Dr. J. C. Article in Hays's
Cyclopedia, 282.

Warrington, Dr. Translation of Du-
parcque on the Uterus, 278.

Washington Medical College, Balti-

more, 302.

Webster, James. Edition of Coulson's

translation of Edward's Surgical

Anatomy, 21 6.

Dr. J. W. Chemistry, 220.
Weights and measures, 114.

West, Dr. William. Translation of
Andral's Pathological Anatomy, 212.

Williams, Dr. C. B. On physical
signs of diseases of the lungs, 289.

Willis, K. Translation of Bourgery's

Anatomy, 207.

Willoughby University, Medical School

of, 306.

Wis/ar, C. System of Anatomy, 203.

Wood, Dr. G. B. Articles in Hays's

Cyclopedia, 282 Dispensatory, 234.

Mr. W. In Select Mcdico-chiror-

gical Transactions, 283.

Wright, Dr. The preceptor of Dr.
Godman, 37.

Y.

Yale College, Medical School of, 298.

Yelloly, Dr. J. In Select Medico-chi-

rurgical Transactions, 283.

Young, Dr. Introduction to Medical

Literature, 219.
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